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1.0 Abstract 

!
The thesis proposition is that a specific group of artists from the 20th and 21st 

centuries locate conceptual intent as a vehicle for paintings expansion from the canvas 

support to other fields of inquiry. These artists’ practices stem from concerns 

associated with Modernist painting such as Geometric Abstraction and monochrome 

painting, and are intuitively reflected upon as a way to conceptualise other outcomes. 

Within this, ideas are abstracted away from the frame and painting is located through 

the design of space and architecture including objects, wall painting, social space 

(Artist run spaces) and installation strategies. All these artistic variations become 

emblematic of how certain painters have expanded their practice out as a way of 

looking back in. 

  
Through these diverse processes of renewal the research addresses the ‘death of 

painting’ debate. It is argued that this specific genre of painting continues to resist 

technological advances including mechanical reproduction and digital mediation. It is 

a practice that has consistently (over the last one hundred years) looked in on its own 

materiality and history as a way to encompass other propositions that sit outside the 

frame. Painting is an arts practice prevailing far from the horizons of death and 

exhaustion, rather it continues to evolve and morph into other modes of painted 

realities. 

 

Key artists interviewed in the thesis as primary research tools have nurtured paintings 

persistent evolution as a personalised language. These artists extend their conceptual 

intentions beyond the canvas support towards other modes of painting. This 

ontological shift provides experiential sites of perspectival reflection as a way to look 

back in towards the frame. These dynamic working methodologies allows for an 

investigation of the potential contingencies of what painting can be and how it will 

continue to evolve as an arts practice beyond the second decade of the 21st century. 

The PhD claims these various propositions establish painting as a scenographic 

discourse circumnavigating the spatial boundaries between art, architecture and 

design.
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6.0 Introduction: Expanded Realities From the Frame 

 

When contemporary painting is compared to modernist 

painting it becomes obvious that the range of content has also 

been expanded. Painting has indeed become an outward-

looking forum.1 

 

This PhD research starts with the following question: Why have a particular group of 

painters (since the 1960s) expanded the conceptual intentions associated with their 

practice across multidisciplinary fields and discourses (such as architecture and 

design), yet still retained their theoretical intentions related to painting? The aim of 

this PhD thesis is to relocate painting in the second decade of the 21st century within a 

‘post medium’ condition2 as an expanded discourse3 indebted to its own Modernist 

history. 

The starting point for the research centres on American art critic Clement Greenberg’s 

statement in his seminal essay Modernist Painting, 1960 on the limiting restrictions 

associated with Modernist painting; ‘because flatness was the only condition painting 

shared with no other art, Modernist painting oriented itself to flatness as it did to 

nothing else.’4 It is this physicality that Greenberg highlights which directly informs 

the ideas in this research that painting inside the picture frame could not end, but 

rather only diversify5 into other areas of inquiry while still retaining an interior focus6 

of investigation about painting.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Petersen, A, R. Painting Spaces, 2010. P.125 
2 American critic Rosalind Krauss’ post-medium condition (1999) discusses where art moved away from 
autonomy and the ‘Greenbergian’ ‘medium specificity’ in art practices to a transformation of artistic production 
into conceptual and installation art, embracing ‘differential specificity’. 2 American critic Rosalind Krauss’ post-medium condition (1999) discusses where art moved away from 
autonomy and the ‘Greenbergian’ ‘medium specificity’ in art practices to a transformation of artistic production 
into conceptual and installation art, embracing ‘differential specificity’. 
3 Expanded discourse is a term used in the PhD to claim that reductive painting exists as an ontological 
inquiry beyond the confines of the picture support. It is a discourse that spans across multiple fields 
including the design of space and architecture where the working outcomes are still embedded within 
various painters’ conceptual intentions.  
4 Greenberg, C. Modernist Painting, (1960), 1993. P. 87 
5 Greenberg’s limiting conditions of the picture frame could be pushed back indefinitely and this paper 
argues that a specific group of painters used these limiting conditions (geometric characteristics of the 
canvas support and monochromatic colour) as a working space from which to conceptually and 
physically diversify conceptual intentions into other propositions and outcomes  
6  Interior focus is where the painting frame is argued as a working space where conceptual 
interventions are amplified through personal artistic necessity. 
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For Greenberg, Modernist artists revised7 the limiting conditions associated with 

painting: the characteristics of the flat enclosing shape of the canvas, and the physical 

properties of pigment as painterly illusion. This thesis locates contemporary painting 

as an extended working methodology8 from which certain artists have continued to 

reference historical elements associated with Modernist painting, such as the 

geometric shape of the canvas support, monochromatic colour and the flat surface. 

These artists have transferred their practice towards the design of space and 

architecture, creating a new personalised conceptual and visual experience. This 

research will reveal that the ontological investigations of painting (within the frame) 

combined with the histories and architectonics of the genre continue to provide 

critical anchor points for its continuation and expansion into and beyond the second 

decade of the 21st century. 

 

Through research on a specific group of painters,9 this thesis will identify the 

evolution and expansion of painting since the 1960s10 towards varied outcomes 

understood as alternate modes of painting. These outcomes can vary from textiles, 

wall painting and furniture design as well as video, installation strategies and 

architectural design. This research does not argue that a chair or video is a painting, 

but rather exist as other modes and propositions of painting, initiated from conceptual 

intentions derived from the working space of the picture frame. It will identify why, 

(in the 1960s when theoretical claims11 stated the medium had come to a final end and 

thus was an unavailing practice) certain artists did not abandon painting all together 

but instead through their individual practices expanded the conceptual and material 

boundaries of painting to varied intentional realities12.  In this way they moved away 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 European Old Master painters addressed the flat surface of the picture plane whilst simultaneously 
addressing paintings’ ability to create a three dimensional illusion of space within their work. The 
Modernist painters addressed the two dimensional characteristics only.   
8 Rather than a pedagogical or academic investigation, Methodology is defined throughout the thesis as 
the physical or ontological ways through which an artist makes paintings or working outcomes. 
9 A number of artists used in the research are not painters in the traditional sense but they all started off 
as painters. 
10 While the research focuses on arts expansion from the 1960s, previous to this the historical groups of 
De Stijl and the Bauhaus were already expanding with such concepts in the early 20th century. These 
will be discussed at length in Chapter2 Historical chapter. 
11 The death of painting debate (and its subsequent expansion) is initially located through German 
philosopher Walter Benjamin and English Historian Kenneth Clarke in Chapter 2 and extended upon 
through theoretical inquiries including French theorist Yve Alain-Bos as well as through the works of 
Olivier Mosset and John M Armleder and Jorge Pardo, in Chapter 3.  
12 Intentional Realities is discussed as ‘created sites’ that are an extension from conceptual and 
abstracted singular works and practices associated with Modernist and Post-Modernist painting. As 
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from a painted field (situated on a canvas support) to a more architectonic arena, in 

which artists created various modes of painted realities13  through a process of 

conceptual and visual/physical developments.  

 

These outcomes exist in a culture of determined relations14 where ideas of order 

reference their immediate contextual ground, or in the case of this thesis, the artists’ 

ideas being embedded and transferred from one medium (painting) to another.15 

These conceptual expansions across multiple fields are identified as a preserved 

commitment to painting by a particular group of artists: their art works are referred to 

as ‘painting expanded’ in this thesis.  

 

This research is crucial in identifying where painting is situated as a practice within a 

culturally expanded field16 of art that responds to infinite networks of distribution17 

and visual imagery within contemporary culture in the late 20th and early 21st 

centuries. In a time of constant digital evolution and associated technologies, artists 

now make works across multiple art forms. It is the practice of painting and the 

transformation of these painterly intentions that the chosen group of artists researched 

use to visually communicate with contemporary audiences as expansions of the 

ongoing relevance of painting now.  

 

 

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
artists explore varying physical spaces and fields of inquiry that extend beyond the picture frame, they 
make works that depart from the conceptual and abstract arenas traditionally used to new physical and 
intentional spaces.  
13 Modes of painted realities refer to multiple spaces (other than the canvas support) painters work 
across, transferring painterly intentions from one medium to another. 
14 A culture of determined relations is discussed in regards to the development of conceptual art in the 
mid-20th century. The shift away from representation and pictorial reality to a more phenomenological 
reduction of perception is the pure subject of art and this art has no actual physical properties. 
Autonomy and particular form has approached its end, and a culture of determined relations has begun. 
This idea has seen painters cross over boundaries into cross-disciplinary fields now more so than ever 
before, transferring conceptual intentions from one medium to another, or from canvas to design and 
architecture.  
15 Irwin, R. Art and Architecture; Robert Irwin, 2000. P.81 
16 Rosalind Krauss’s expanded field where any number of mediums may be employed and address the 
conditions of possibility within the discipline. 
17 Networks of distribution associated with digital technology including the computer and mobile 
phone that provide a window through which to experience reality. 
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Associated Theorists 

 

The argument in this thesis is developed historically from certain artist’s practices and 

related debates that engage the question of how painting as a medium has persisted to 

evolve and expand across multiple planes from the 1960s to now. The historical 

positioning of painting will be identified through seminal American theorists in the 

field. These include: Michael Fried who locates the objecthood of painting and its 

expansion from two to three dimensions as existing in phenomenological18 and ‘real’ 

space; Rosalind Krauss’s expanded field, which locates art from the 1970s as 

occupying sites associated with architecture and landscape; and work by Algerian 

Yes-Alain Bois and Belgian theorist Thierry de Duve is used to acknowledge the 

historical debates surrounding the death of painting as a way to locate its evolution 

and persistence as a contemporary discourse.  

 

These theorists represent both seminal historical debates and current thinking within 

the field and they will be used to identify the expansion of painting from an 

autonomous system of order in the canvas support to an ‘expanded field’ of dynamic 

artistic outcomes. Their ideas will be discussed in relation to the idea of entropy; 

through the process of moving out (into other disciplines of inquiry) painting has 

been, and continues to be, a strategy to look back in and thus painting is a conceptual 

vehicle that has ongoing relevance today. 

 

Central to the research is an investigation into how specific painters continue to 

expand their work while sustaining critical dialogue with both their painting practice 

and the broader art institutional context in a visually saturated world19 of image 

distribution20 in the 21st century. This research will incorporate a series of interviews 

with key contemporary artists that have been undertaken as ‘primary’ research. The 

importance of interviewing these practitioners is to establish new and original 

evidence to identify and fill the gap in historical documentation that argues painting is 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18 Phenomenological space is associated with Minimalist movement in the 60’s and 1970s where 
French philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty described it as the perception of physical space or the 
viewers experience of the object in real space.  
19 A visually saturated world refers to a contemporary, globalized culture of infinitely shared and 
mediated images instantaneously delivered through technological channels such as social networks, 
advertising and world events via computer monitors, touch screens and television. 
20 Image distribution are the various avenues of visual distribution that the Internet provides.  
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a practice on the verge of exhaustion. Rather these selected artists further establish 

painting’s historical discourse by applying the ideas explored within the picture frame 

as a departure point from which to make alternative works that incorporate painting as 

installation, painting as design, painting as architecture and painting as concept, 

painting as…  

 

The Departure Point of Painting 

 

Within a Modernist discourse the so-called ‘death of painting’ debate has a number of 

contributors who signal the demise of painting as a carrier of future artistic thought 

and instead bury it in the burden of its Modernist and historical histories. This thesis 

will locate the departure point of painting into the expanded field in the work of 

Russian Constructivist Aleksandr Rodchenko. This argument is discussed through his 

triptych of monochromatic canvases: Red Color, Pure Blue Color, and Pure Yellow 

Color 1921, (Fig.1) and further debated using the work of Russian art critic and 

historian Nikolai Tarabukin who labelled Rodchenko’s work as the last picture.21 This 

death of painting theory is debated in relation to research that demonstrates, through 

using a specific group of artists, that the discipline of painting has evolved and 

expanded into scenographic sites into the second decade of the 21st century.  

 

 
                  Figure 1 

 

From the early 20th century until the early 1960s artists explored the reduction of 

painting across a variety of Modernist art movements including Geometric 

Abstraction, Abstract Expressionism, Monochromatic painting and Non-Objective art. 

In Greenberg’s essay Modernist Painting, 1960, painting became autonomously 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21 For Tarabukin painting lacked the ability to communicate with its audience and the only path possible 
for art was to enter production (printed posters, graphic design, furniture design).   
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charged 22  with formalist simplified processes, which focused on reductive 

abstraction 23  as seen in the work of Dutch De Stijl painter Piet Mondrian’s 

Composition with Blue Plane 1921 (Fig.2).  

 

 
         Figure 2 

 
Modernist artists re-revised the norms of painting, such as characteristics of the 

pictures enclosing shape and the finishes of the paint and its textures, to continue the 

simplification and investigation of the limiting conditions of painting. According to 

Greenberg, “Modernism has found that these limits can be pushed back indefinitely 

before a picture stops being a picture and turns into an arbitrary object.”24 This 

statement directly implies and supports the idea that painting inside the picture frame 

could not end, but rather diversify into other artistic arenas while still retaining its 

medium specificity. The physical constraints associated with the canvas remain a 

constant challenge and thinking space for artists to work within.  

 

Michael Fried supports Greenberg’s statement towards paintings diversification, but 

feared that painting would end with the rise of Minimalism. In his essay Art and 

Objecthood, 1967, Fried associates the development of Modernist painting (from 

emphasizing the flat surface towards the construction of the shaped object) with 

Minimal art (literalist art) but he argues that it is shape that is central to the ongoing 

evolution of painting: 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
22  Greenberg’s autonomy was the inward looking focus on painting which utilised its own 
characteristics such as the physical shape of the frame, the flat surface and the pure colour. 

23 Reductive Abstraction – with its aesthetic inquiry stemming from a Minimalist inquiry, Reductive 
Abstraction is a style of painting and art which references the syntax of objects and formal elements 
consisting of colour, form, line and geometric shapes.  

24 Greenberg, C. Modernist Painting, (1960), 1993. P. 89-90 
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Modernist painting has come to find it imperative that it defeat 

or suspend its own objecthood, and that the crucial factor in 

this undertaking is shape, but shape that must belong to 

painting – it must be pictorial, not, or not merely, literal.25 

 

Fried claims that it is important for painting to have a presence through 

acknowledging its own objecthood and shape, but he does not argue that it is the 

combination of these physical attributes with historical inquiry that a specific group of 

painters conceptualise and incorporate into other ‘painterly’ propositions that sit 

outside the frame. 

 

Through the works of important artists in the field such as the Americans Donald 

Judd, Sol Le Witt, Frank Stella, Mary Heilmann and Jorge Pardo; Danish artists Poul 

Gernes and Peter Holm; German Tilman Hoepfl, Swiss artist John M. Armleder, 

Swiss/American Olivier Mosset and New Zealand artist Julian Dashper, the research 

will identify how this collection of artists create/d different modes of painted realities 

through expanding the conceptual intentions associated with their practices across 

multidisciplinary sites. Their collective ontological26 explorations within and beyond 

the canvas support allow ideas of painting to act as a flexible and collapsible 

extension ladder: painterly intentions are conceptually and idealistically expanded, yet 

are related and connected to each other through parallel structures and multiple rungs 

that act ‘as painting.’  

 

Riding the Digital Wave: Whether Here or There You are Always Somewhere Else 

 

French theorist Paul Virilio's research is discussed as it identifies how artists (and in 

particular painters) blur the historical boundaries of visual art, while sustaining 

critical dialogue with both their painting practice and the broader arts within current 

technological culture in the early 21st century. In Virilio’s lecture at the Swiss 

European Graduate School in 2009, Accident of Knowledge and Aesthetics of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
25 Fried, M. Art and Objecthood, (1967), 1998. P. 151 
26 Ontology of painting throughout the thesis references the physical working space offered by the 
canvas support, providing a space to explore the true nature of painting through the materiality and 
physicality of painting. Through these working methodologies conceptual ideas are explored away 
from the frame in order to study the nature of being or existing in the physical world. 
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Disappearance, he argues that the digital image is dominating visual culture and in 

turn having catastrophic affects on individual perspective, or the ability to respond to 

visual information in experiential and reflexive ways. The event27 takes a secondary 

role to the instantaneous visual recording of the experience or occurrence and 

therefore visual documentations of real time incidents are replacing reality. The 

catastrophe for Virilio is that painting has surrendered to digital technology and the 

artist needs to create accidents in order to progress towards making works that result 

in historical recordings of experience. 28  These accidents are interpreted in this 

research as the investigation of ideas explored by particular painters that take place 

inside the frame and then subsequently transferred to multiple sites of inquiry outside 

the frame. 

 

American curator and art theorist Andrew Blauvelt’s essay No Visible Means of 

Support, 2001, engages with Virilio and his architectonic history of the ‘windows’, 

observing that it is painting that stages the first glimpse of virtual viewing,29 and it is 

easel painting that becomes a portable architectonic element. It is the screen, such as 

the TV or computer to which architecture and painting now respond30 and the screen 

has become the window or way through which we visually interpret the world. Digital 

technology is immersive in nature meaning it constantly surrounds its audience 

through accessibility as well as utilising an excess of data.  

 

The technologies associated with painting are the two dimensional shape as well as 

physical and compositional elements of paint and line which, when combined with the 

artist’s intentions, become the ‘limits’ that can be pushed back indefinitely. This 

research will demonstrate that like the rectangular touchscreen in which space, time 

and data are reduced and contracted within inherent possibilities, painters push back 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
27 Gobal events such as the 2001 American Twin Tower plane crash or the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami 
recorded and televised instantaneously.   
28 Lotringer, S. and Virilio, P. The Accident of Art, 2005. P.60  
29 Virtual viewing references Blauvelt’s idea of ‘remote viewing’ where the audience has shifted from 
viewing a painting which exists within the traditional picture frame to the spatial givens of a particular 
site. So for Virilio, (who Blauvelt references and will be researched to identify acceleration and speed 
that influences how long, and indeed how we look at a painting), it is the easel painting from which the 
portable frame expands. This ‘electronic window’ is like a traditional painting in that it has portable 
architectonic elements, gives off light and shadow, has flatness and varying viewpoints such as extreme 
close-ups and distortions, and is the window to which painting now responds.   
30 Blauvelt, A. No Visible Means of Support, 2001. P. 132 
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the formal limits of the frame, expanding indeterminately to spaces which incorporate 

wall painting, furniture and interior design, installation and objects.  

 

This PhD research will identify how painting seeks to find new ways to exist and 

expand in a digitally advanced reality. This must occur in order for painting to 

visually communicate amongst conceptual points of resistance in an everyday society 

that is graphically overloaded with visual stimulus from both online content and LED 

screens positioned in private spaces (television/computer) and urban environments 

(billboard signs, etc.). This is reiterated through American critic David Joselit who 

cited German artist Martin Kippenberger’s 1991 interview, stating ‘the whole network 

is important! ….When you say art, then everything possible belongs to it. In a gallery 

that is also the floor, the architecture, the colour of the walls.’31 The medium of paint 

persists in being an inclusive one, capable of suggesting both the inner necessities of 

the artist and the world(s) in which the artist operates.32  

 

Thus this research will identify how the ability of painting to conceptually evolve and 

be transformed across a multitude of created structures responds to the computer 

screen and digital technology to create new sites for an expanded ideology. These 

responses are investigated to reveal how these painters reframe their ideas and 

conceptual intentions through systems of application inherent in the mediation of 

digital data such as layering and editing. These processes are re worked through 

various painting methodologies, towards physical outcomes where ontological 

investigations are addressed and become a way to engage with ideas concerning 

individual responses to time, space and place through their artwork. 

 

Chapter Overview 

 

In Chapter One, Literature in the Field, the significant literature in the field associated 

with 20th and 21st century discourse is reviewed. Theorists, writers and critics who 

have formed the foundational and continuing debates on Modernist paintings 

evolution in contemporary art are discussed. In particular, focus is placed on three 

historical debates that identify the development of painting from 1915 to 2015. This 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
31 Joselit, D Painting Beside Itself, 2009. P. 218 
32 Halbreich, K. Foreword Painting at the End of World, 2001. P. 5 
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area of inquiry explores how early Modernism and its key theorists, philosophers, 

movements and artists shaped the initial foundations painters built in establishing the 

conceptual departure from canvas support to the design of space and architecture.  

The second area of literature reviewed covers the ‘death of painting’ in a Post-

Modernist discourse, in particular focusing on the area and development of 

Minimalism through French philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s book 

Phenomenology of Perception, 1945. Also the expansion of painting will be discussed 

through Michael Fried’s critical writing on artists such as Donald Judd, as well as 

Rosalind Krauss’s essay Sculpture in the Expanded Field 1979, to locate Post-

Modernist art and institutional critique which positions how painting did not end, but 

rather evolved into an expanded discourse.  

 

The third area of researched literature will show how popular culture and digital 

technology is shaping artistic outcomes and how this affects the ways in which 

painters are making works both inside and outside the confines of the canvas support. 

American art critic and historian Hal Foster and Paul Virilio will be reviewed to 

identify how a specific group of painters consider aspects of material transparency 

through their process in order expand their practices as well as engage with an 

audience on an experiential level. 

 

Chapter Two, Modes of Abstract Realities locates the historical art movements and 

events that form the basis for the expansion of the canvas support to cross-disciplinary 

sites. The chapter outlines how painting converges into a realm of physical and visual 

possibilities. This expansion and continuation of painting is located through the 

documentation of early Modernist abstract painters and architects including Kazimir 

Malevich, Dutch De Stijl artists Piet Mondrian, Theo van Doesburg and Swiss 

Concrete artist Max Bill. This thesis will reveal how these artists were engaged in 

early Geometric Abstraction and Non-Objective practices that are examples of the 

historical expansion of painting into spatial experimentation, industrial design and 

architecture. These genres are referred to as seminal initiators of departure that have 

continued to influence artists within the field of contemporary painting today. 

  

Greenberg’s essay Towards a Newer Laocoon 1940, which defends painting and the 

specific mediums from all outside threats (such as pop culture and objects of everyday 
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life) is also discussed in this chapter. Particular attention is paid to the independent 

turn specific arts such as music, poetry, literature and visual art took towards the end 

of the Romantic era c.1850’s, and how each art, according to Greenberg, defined itself 

by the limitations of its specific medium. For painting, the rectangular shape of the 

picture frame and purity of colour were of foremost concern.  

 

Modernist painters investigated the rectangular shapes and geometric characteristics 

specific to the canvas support and the nature of pigment and colour. Artists such as 

American Frank Stella abandoned imitation and representation altogether and instead 

focused on pictorial structure and the literal character of the picture support seen in 

The Marriage of Reason and Squalor II 1959 (Fig.3) 

 

 
        Figure 3 

 
Greenberg claimed that the realistic perspectival space was discarded as ‘the picture 

plane itself grows shallower and shallower, flattening out and pressing together the 

fictive planes of depth until they meet as one upon the real and material plane which 

is the actual surface of the canvas…. Where the painter still tries to indicate real 

objects their shapes flatten and spread in the dense, two-dimensional atmosphere’. 33 

It is these autonomous and physical characteristics associated with the flat surface of 

painting (as opposed to creating pictorial and representational images) that Greenberg 

encouraged and argued could be pushed back indefinitely before a painting stops 

being a painting and turns into an arbitrary object.34 At such a time painters started to 

explore the physical experience of painting; the architecture and space in which it was 

placed became a perceptual part of its existence for the first time.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
33 Greenberg, C. Towards a Newer Laocoon, (1940), 1993. P. 35 
34 Greenberg, C. Modernist Painting, (1960), 1993. P. 89-90 
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The collapsing of visual space35 will be the main area of research in this chapter.  

Since the 1960s, in a rapidly evolving global culture, artists (painters) began to think 

about their work in different ways, expanding the conceptual and material boundaries 

of painting. American painter Mark Rothko’s’ Rothko Chapel 1971, in Houston, 

Texas (Fig.4 & Fig.5) is a seminal example of how the symbiotic relationship 

between canvas/paint and design of architecture created a total installation as 

environmental experience for both the work and the viewer.  

 

        
                        Figure 4                  Figure 5 

 

In his essay Phenomenology and Perception, 1945, Merleau-Ponty discusses the 

relationship between life and work, perception, body and the lived experience in a 

totality of constructed experience. This is argued through Rothko’s Chapel. Merleau-

Ponty’s philosophy suggests that there ‘is not the reflection of a pre-existing truth, 

but, like art, the act of bringing truth into being.’36 For Modernist painters, Merleau-

Ponty emphasised the idea of understanding the spontaneous organisation of the 

things we perceive. He suggested that paint should be applied as an existing whole, to 

express what exists as an endless task and through this presence painters can fully 

communicate a new definition of reality.37 This new reality expanded into the 

Minimalist art movement in the late 1950s to early 1960s and artists began to explore 

concepts that reached beyond the canvas, making objects that existed in real space 

that could be walked around to be experienced. While it is true for Rothko that his 

exploration of space (both with and beyond the frame) were concerned with another 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
35 Painters breaking free from the canvas support into the design of installation, space and architecture, 
becoming one with the physicality of everyday space 
36 Diprose, R. A Guide to Merleau-Ponty: Key Concepts, 2008. P.8 
37 Silverman, H.J. Art and Aesthetics, 2008. P.97-98 
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spiritual world, it is argued in this dissertation that there is a symbiosis between the 

real spaces of the painting and extended, architectural outcomes. 

 

Chapter three focus on painting’s development within Minimalist and Conceptual 

working arenas. Donald Judd is seminal in this research as his practice expanded from 

the canvas to a three-dimensional field of inquiry through sculptures (that he referred 

to as ‘Specific Objects’) then finally into furniture and architectural design from the 

1960s onwards. Fried discusses Judd’s work within a Minimalist context, seeing this 

art as primarily ideological in that it constitutes the artists’ goals and actions ‘which 

seek to declare and occupy a position’.38 The idea that literalist art departs from 

painting stems from several concerns: being the relational character of painting and 

the inescapability of pictorial illusion. Fried argues Judd’s view that art should defeat 

literalist art, compared to Modernist painters who have emphasized the shape and 

support of the canvas (or what Judd calls a form). Judd’s concern for painting rests on 

two counts: its relational character and the virtual inescapability of pictorial illusion: 

 

A Form can be used only in so many ways. The rectangular 

plane is given a life span. The simplicity required to emphasize 

the rectangle limits the arrangements possible within it.39 

 

Fried’s concern was that art was relying heavily on literal shape and objecthood rather 

than a rectangular shape that belonged to painting:  

 

Painting is here seen as an art on the verge of exhaustion, one 

in which the range of acceptable solutions to a basic problem 

– how to organize the surface of the picture - is severely 

restricted…the obvious response is to give up working on a 

single plane in favour of three dimensions.40  

 

The Modernist ideals such as paint and pure colour, flat surface and rectangular shape 

were discarded as the primary concerns by artists in the 1960s and 1970s who instead 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
38 Fried, M. Art and Objecthood, (1967), 1998. P. 148 
39 Fried, M. Art and Objecthood, (1967), 1998. P. 149 
40 Fried, M. Art and Objecthood, (1967), 1998. P. 149 - 150 
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started to explore the possibilities of making art across various other sites. In the 

1970s the world became more globalised through the availability and ease of 

movement through transport. Artists started to think about their work as a network of 

conceptual intentions that could be, and were, expanded across a vast array of visual 

outcomes and cultural spaces, for example: wall paintings, design and architecture as 

seen in the works of Judd’s Untitled 1975, (Fig.6) and American artist Robert 

Morris’s Green Gallery Installation 1964, (Fig.7). 

 

                        
               Figure 6              Figure 7 

 

Through Krauss’s essay Sculpture in the Expanded Field, 1979, it will be argued that 

not only sculpture existed in the expanded field but so too did painting. By the 1960s 

painting had almost become obsolete with many practitioners abandoning it in favour 

of creating objects, which were neither sculpture nor painting, 41  but which 

encompassed the manipulation and design of space to create expanded fields of 

inquiry.  

   

In addition to Krauss’s essay, key texts including Painting: The Task of Mourning, 

1990, by Yve-Alain Bois as well as Thierry de Duve’s The Monochrome and the 

Blank Canvas 1996, it is demonstrated that Modernist painters extracted the purist, 

most absolute essence of abstraction, yet instead of preparing for the end of painting 

through ‘its dissolution in the all-encompassing sphere of life-as-art or environment-

as-art’42  art expanded and renewed itself beyond the frame. This idea will be 

reinforced through the works of contemporary artists such as Jorge Pardo, John M. 

Armleder and Olivier Mosset whose practices embody the shift away from 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
41 Holdsworth C. To What Extent is Rosalind Krauss’s Expanded Field Problematic in Respect of a 
European Sculptural Trajectory? 2012/2013. P.3 
42 Bois, Y-A, Painting: The Task of Mourning, 1993. P.231 
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representation and pictorial reality to a more phenomenological perception in which 

painting became an experience in space.43 This has enabled painters to cross over 

boundaries into collaborative and inclusive arenas, now more so than ever before, in 

which the transference of conceptual intentions entice the viewer to experience art as 

architecture and architecture as art.  

 

In chapter four, Monopunk Multichrome, contemporary painting is surveyed through 

the work of practicing artists including Americans James Turrell and Mary Heilmann, 

as well as Tilman Hoepfl and French artist Daniel Buren, whose disciplines explore 

geometric abstraction and conceptual based painting practices that are transferred into 

the design of space and architecture. Their discourses are compared to the DIY and 

pared back construct of a punk band representing various concerns with the evolution 

of painting out into other disciplines as a strategy of self-inquiry and artistic 

progression.  

 

American theorist Stephen Melville’s catalogue essay for the exhibition held at the 

Wexner Centre for the Arts, Minneapolis As Painting: Division and Displacement, 

2001, is discussed in the chapter. This exhibition of works by painters from the 

United States, France and Germany from the mid 1960s to 2000, demonstrates new 

perspectives on the evolution of painting, illuminating the flexible boundaries of what 

can be seen or interpreted  ‘as painting’ through interrelationships with sculpture, 

photography and installation. The exhibition developed an argument around issues of 

medium, language, and materiality in painting, highlighting points of convergence 

and divergence that explored how different techniques could be expanded upon as a 

painting discourse.  

 

Also discussed in the chapter is another important contemporary group exhibition 

Painting at the Edge of the World, 2001, also held at the Walker Art Centre and 

contributing essay No Visible Means of Support, 2001 by Andrew Blauvelt. The show 

dealt with similar issues surrounding the expansion of painting, bringing together 

thirty artists from various countries that explored the conceptual and technical issues 

imbedded in painting. The collection of associated essays and the works in the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
43 Irwin, R. Art and Architecture: Robert Irwin, 1998. P.82 
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exhibition redefined the parameters of painting, questioning how it interacts with and 

illuminates the world around us. The central question frames both the artist’s 

intentions and the associated technical limitations, asking ‘where does the edge of the 

canvas end and the edge of the world begin?’44  

 

In this chapter the ARI (artist run space) is identified as a social space45 for critical 

exchange that provides a constructed platform for experiential visual dialogue through 

the format of group shows. The painters interviewed and discussed including 

American artist Matthew Deleget and Tilman Hoepfl support this research that claims 

the ARI provides a DIY approach for experimentation towards extending ideas 

associated with individual painting practices. The nature of the project space and 

extended dialogue afforded by contributing artists allows painters to explore 

conceptual intentions through non-traditional exhibition processes. In turn this chapter 

situates the ARI as an experiential site for paintings expansion.  

 

In chapter five, Painting Within, Painting Without, Painting Beyond, using Hal 

Foster’s Art Architecture Complex, 2011, it is argued that paintings act as sites for 

sublime experience between art and audience, rather than arenas for interpersonal 

reflection.  Foster argues that sculpture and painting have crossed over into the space 

of architecture, but the results are not always positive 46 as they negate perspectival 

reflection47 for the viewer. It is argued that painting needs to reference its own 

materiality to successfully create reflective experiences for the viewer. This idea is 

key to how painting (within the frame) combined with its materiality and intuitive 

mark making (grubby mistakes) provides conceptual departure points for other modes 

and propositions beyond the frame. 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
44 Halbreich, K. IForeword; Painting at the Edge of the World, 2001. P.5 
45 Various spaces refer to the different projects artists undertake which make up the discourse of 
contemporary painting practice. For example directing an artist run space through which dialogue with 
fellow artists and collaborations take place, making works that span across physical spaces (eg. 
painting, wall painting, built environments and sculpture) as well as virtual and technological space 
such as video and works that involve digital mediation. This thesis identifies, through a select group of 
painters, that these various spaces, while not existing as traditional form of paintings, are direct 
conceptual expansions of each individuals painting practice, creating various modes of intentional 
realities. 
46 Foster, H. Art Architecture Complex, 2011. Preface VII 
47 Perspectival reflection is a real time experience for interpersonal reflection. 
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Throughout the book Foster reveals how he still thinks it’s important to look ‘behind’ 

the image, so notions of materiality, layering and workings of the image remain at the 

forefront of the work of art. These are the elements of inquiry that are transferred 

from canvas to ‘architecture’ and are identified through various works by Sol LeWitt 

who transfers the formal elements associated with Geometric Abstraction into 

material and physical outcomes including wall drawings and sculpture. 

 

Jan Verwoert's 2013 discussion and contribution to the seminar Painter Painter: 

Painting in the Present Tense held at the Walker Art Museum, Minneapolis, is also 

examined in this chapter. Verwoert presents two propositions towards contemporary 

painting. One is a lateral move artists are working across (which he terms ‘crabbing’), 

from the picture frame towards adjacent spaces, and the second is how these works 

are influenced by a ‘rhytmicality’48 associated with contemporary culture including 

the studio, fashion and music. Verwoert argues that painting a canvas is structured not 

just through composition and colour placement but also through finding a rhythm and 

structure that ‘comes alive’. Verwoert insists the need for painters to expand into 

adjacent spaces. He doesn’t identify these extended works ‘as paintings’ but instead 

views them as adjacent permeations and rhythmical structures that reflect the 

experiences of the artist’s everyday life. This research situates Verwoert’s adjacent 

permeations as various other painterly outcomes: they sit beyond the canvas support 

but are derived from conceptual intentions initiated from within the frame.  

 

This chapter also includes discussion of contemporary culture as it progresses through 

a society dominated by digital imagery. This is examined through South American art 

writer and critic Pablo Larios’ video documentation Network Fatigue In The Age Of 

Digital Circulation 2015.  The consequences of digital technology on artistic output 

and its effects on visual culture in which speed and the virtual frame (through which 

humans now interpret and engage the world) shift preconceived ideas of time, space 

and place. In regards to how painting is experienced these changes influence our 

interpretation of the everyday, where the editing tools associated with image and its 

automated processes negate irregularities and inconsistencies in the daily field of 

vision. It is argued that the aesthetics of reductive painting and its expansion towards 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
48 Rhythmicality is a term Verwoert applies to the rhythm of life that exists in everyday culture. 
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multiple spaces allow the audience to rethink notions of materiality and time. Through 

this the historical referencing of reductive painting engages in new and unedited 

experiences. These specific experiences will be clarified through particular artists 

works that become a new experience of painting in the early 21st century.  

 

The appendices of this PhD contain a collection of new interviews that were 

conducted with a selection of professional practicing artists within the field of inquiry. 

The chosen artists have historical connections to Geometric Abstraction and Non-

Objective practices and their processes were examined in order to explore the 

transformation and expansion of the field of painting. Their discourses were studied in 

relation to the development of contemporary culture and infinite visual possibilities 

that are inherent in paintings discourse. The interviews cover the shifting nature of 

painting and how the selected artists interviewed have developed their practices 

within a sliding scale of materiality’s and conceptual expansions that all relate back to 

the basic premise of painting. 

 

The connection this thesis makes with the studio research will be a project consisting 

of objects, a number of painted works (using both non-objective and geometric genres 

as a point of departure), as well as an architecturally designed space. It will also 

include two artist run spaces RAYGUN PROJECTS and wall painting project 

REFLEX PROJECTS in Toowoomba, and a printed publication Paintingontopofitself, 

2015. The publication documents a curated group show including works by painters 

Olivier Mosset, Peter Holm and Kyle Jenkins that referred to the historical and 

material expansions of painting from the 1960s to now. The works relate to issues 

shared with seminal artists researched for the thesis whose conceptual reference 

points (such as line, form, shape and colour planes) are applied to multiple working 

outcomes including wall painting and various installation strategies.  

 

The aim of the practical component is to produce one body of work that has 

constituent parts that embrace various modes of painted realities, for example: 

painting within the frame and painting as social space as well as painting as 

architecture and painting as design etc. Both the studio and thesis research will reveal 

that the ontological investigations of painting (within the frame) combined with its 
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physical, autonomous attributes and histories provide critical propositions for its 

ongoing evolution beyond the second decade of the 21st century. 

 

Painting and the Design of Space and Architecture 

 

The intention of this research is to put forward an original account of the development 

of conceptual based painting (situated in monochromatic/geometric abstract painting 

from 1915 to 2015) in order to locate it as an expanded discourse. It is argued in this 

thesis that painting continues to exist beyond the traditional confines of the canvas 

support rather than as a post-painting form of practice or art in general after the end of 

painting. The key concepts established in this introductory chapter Expanded Realities 

From The Frame will be argued further in the subsequent chapters to identify the 

evolution and expansion of reductive painting, moving from a Modernist and Post-

Modernist discourse (or era of a second modernity) into a world dominated by a 

digital saturation of the image in the late 20th / early 21st centuries. Through the field 

of Geometric Abstraction applied by early 20th century painters, the working 

methodologies of non-objective painting and its associated Modernist elements49 are 

established as the initial departure points for the continued expanded discourse of 

painting.  

 

While this thesis will acknowledge the debates surrounding the persistent rumours of 

the death of painting, it will establish that painting did not die, but rather, through 

alternate working practices and historical referencing, it continued to evolve beyond 

the confines of the frame. The artists discussed in this PhD, Grubby Mistakes and 

Beautiful Propositions: The Shift of Painting Out as a Way To Look Back In, focus on 

the possibilities rather than limitations of painting shifting ideas laterally away from 

the canvas support across various other fields. The research opens up a traditional, 

historical notion that painting is an isolated activity contained within the frame of the 

canvas support. This may be acceptable for many painters but doesn’t reflect the 

studio research of certain artists discussed in this PhD whose ideas engage with 

various other practices but are still considered ‘painting expanded’. This PhD aims to 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
49 Modernist elements are colour line and shape and are referred to throughout the thesis as the forms 
that are either transferred directly or used as conceptual departure points, where ontological 
investigations are explored away from the working space of the canvas towards the design of space and 
architecture.  
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demonstrate that the expansion of painting into a multidisciplinary activity validates 

its ongoing transference as an evolving conceptual arts practice that did not end in the 

mid-20th century, but instead transforms itself through strategically conceptual  

interventions not bound by medium but associated with it.
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7.0 Chapter 1: Literature in the Field 

 

The literature researched for this PhD outlines the historical and current state of 

knowledge in the field that adds to the debate surrounding the ‘death of painting’ and 

why has a certain ‘type’ of painter continued to look out (by expanding their practice 

into other disciplines) as a way to renew paintings ongoing significance. The research 

has reviewed seminal theorists and artists who have formed the foundational and 

continuing debates on the historical and contemporary positioning of painting within 

art. This literature forms the basis for the act/transition of paintings expansion from 

the traditional picture frame into painting ‘as installation’, ‘as design’ and ‘as 

architecture’, to identify it as a re-established medium within today’s visual culture. 

Chapter 1 has been structured as an annotated literature review, whereby a discussion 

and comparisons are made while discussing each text individually that was researched 

for the PhD. 

 

The literature reviewed begins with historical research that discusses the reduction of 

paintings physical attributes and its expansion from the two-dimensional picture plain 

into three-dimensional spaces. Contributors to the debate form a theoretical 

foundation as well as research into art movements such as Russian Constructivism 

and Dutch De Stijl as well as the German Bauhaus School of Architecture and Design 

as they are seminal in identifying paintings initial expansion in the early 20th century. 

In addition to this, contemporary writers including Hal Foster, Andrew Blauvelt and 

Jan Verwoert and artists Sol LeWitt, Olivier Mosset, Daniel Buren and American 

artist Robert Irwin will be researched as their practices demonstrate paintings ongoing 

expansion away from the frame towards architectonic enquiries. These seminal 

investigations will form the current critical basis which outlines how a particular 

group50 of artists (painters) transfer intentions associated with their painting practices 

across an expanded network of disciplines, blurring historical boundaries offering 

new insights and paradigms through which painting can be now read.  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
50 The group of artists chosen for the research have painting practices that investigate reference 
reductive and non-objective elements. They have been grouped together within this PhD due to the 
conceptual and visual outcomes they have. 
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The starting point for the literature research is The Bauhaus School and enquiry and 

philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty. Both of these indicate and predicate a starting 

point from which issues of paintings expansion into an architectonic field, where 

embodied experience at once leaves the flatness of the painted surface behind, yet 

allows for a new reading of painting to first occur historically. The Bauhaus school 

was an influential school of Modernist art and design in the early 20th Century and 

was situated in Germany functioning from 1919 until 1933. The Bauhaus was defined 

as a “comprehensive system” which functioned as an art academy combined with the 

practical activities of an arts and craft school51 with the idea of creating a ‘total’ work 

of art (known as Gesamtkunstwerk) which included a multitude of mediums such as 

painting, sculpture, industrial design and architecture resulting in total environments 

being designed and produced.  

 

The philosophy associated with Merleau-Ponty’s Phenomenology of Perception 1945, 

explores synaesthesia, describing bodily space and overlaps it with the familiar 

organization of the phenomenal field.52 His writing is concerned with the embodied 

experience giving primacy to the studies of perception with which the Minimalists 

were engaged. The embodied experience is discussed in the context of paintings 

departure from the canvas support towards different modes of painted realities such as 

painting as installation, design and architecture. This development will be discussed 

and associated with the culture of determined relations53 and its development of 

conceptual based art within the 20th Century because it is from the 1960’s when 

artists’ associated with Minimalism started to expand their practices. 

 

From this research starting point, various writers have been researched that discuss 

and debate paintings departure from the picture frame. However they currently 

provide a limited discussion in present research that the PhD will contribute to. The 

PhD provides an original contribution by proposing that a particular group of artists 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
51 Bois, Y. Bulchloh, B. Foster, H. and Krauss, R. The Bauhaus, 2004. P. 185 
52 Excerpts taken from Claude Imbert, Maurice Merleau-Ponty, on The War Has Taken Place. P. 167. 
Paris Association pour la diffusion de la pensee francaise, 2005.  
53 Determined relations are ideas of order that reference their immediate contextual and historical 
ground, or in the case of this thesis, the artists’ ideas being embedded and transferred from one medium 
to another. 
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(painters) effectively engage in painting as practice based research54. They make 

works that occupy three-dimensional space, transferring their intentions from the 

painted picture frame that result in new spaces of painted realities. These outcomes 

are still regarded as paintings and thus still make painting relevant today contrary to 

what certain historical and contemporary theorists may state. 

 

Greenberg, C. Avant-Garde and Kitsch 1939, P. 6 University of Chicago Press.   

Clement Greenberg questions the effects the mechanical process of production has on 

the aesthetic experience of the individual as well as the social and historical contexts 

in which that experience takes place.55 Poetry, music, painting and media illustration 

are all orders of culture and products of the same society. Greenberg talks of the 

breakdown of a society whereby issues such as religion, tradition and style are 

absorbed into themes by the artist and are dependant on specific experiences for 

communication with their audiences.  This inability for society to deal with cultural 

issues he identifies as an ‘Alexandrianism’ or an academicism whereby the important 

cultural issues are not dealt with and creativity is reduced to intelligible, small details 

of form. He infers, the Modernist’s predecessors, (the old masters) decided on the 

larger questions that were themed throughout their works and were produced in 

various mediums such as sculpture, architecture, painting and verse.56 

 

In acceptance and response to this decay within society, the Western bourgeois 

produced the avant-garde culture, or a ‘superior consciousness of history’57, by which 

it would criticize and examine the forms that lie at the heart of every society.58 

Towards the end of the nineteenth century the first settlers of bohemia were 

established, and although identical to the avant-garde art soon became uninterested in 

politics and as it successfully detached itself from society it in turn created its own set 

of politics. This set of rules or political system by which the new avant-garde created 

within, was one of an absolute, whereby contradictions were resolved and ‘art for 

art’s sake’ and ‘pure poetry’ appear. This absolute resulted in ‘abstract’ or ‘non-

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
54!Practice!based!research!refers!to!painters!who!engage!in!a!process!of!developing!or!employing!
frameworks!that!guide!their!practice!and!outcomes!beyond!the!frame.!!
55 Greenberg, C. Avant-Garde and Kitsch, (1939), 1993. P. 6 
56 Greenberg, C. Avant-Garde and Kitsch, (1939), 1993. P. 6 
57 Greenberg, C. Avant-Garde and Kitsch, (1939), 1993. P. 7 
58 Greenberg, C. Avant-Garde and Kitsch, (1939), 1993. P. 7 
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objective’ art and poetry (subject matter and content was avoided) and it was the 

disciplines and processes of art that became the genesis of the ‘abstract’.59  

The seminal point within Greenberg’s essay is that the artist focused on the autonomy 

of the medium; ‘In turning his attention away from subject matter of common 

experience, the poet or artist turns it in upon the medium of his own craft. The 

nonrepresentational or ‘abstract’, if it is to have aesthetic validity, cannot be arbitrary 

and accidental, but must stem from obedience to some worthy constraint or 

original.’60  

 

Throughout the book Greenberg continually discusses the avant-garde’s specialization 

within specific arts, and how the best artists were artists’ artists and the best poets, 

poets’ poets, and this in turn created a secular, estranged environment between them 

and the ruling class on whom they were financially dependent. The ruling class were 

becoming exposed to commercialism and academicism and the avant-garde were 

unsure of its audience. A new cultural phenomenon known as ‘Kitsch’ that Greenberg 

describes as ‘a product of industrial revolution’61 resulted in a response by the avant-

garde, whereby popular, commercial art and literature, divided into popular culture’s 

traits. Magazine covers, ads and illustrations etc., became accessible forms for the 

cultural aesthetic, and ‘the methods of industrialism displaced the handicrafts.’62 The 

relationship between Kitsch and the development of autonomy as Greenberg argues 

was the avant-gardes reaction to the increasing presence of kitsch.  

 

Greenberg, C. Towards a Newer Laocoon 1940. P. 23 University of Chicago Press.  

Within Towards a Newer Laocoon Greenberg defends painting and the specific 

mediums from all outside things and discusses the independent turn the specific arts 

such as music, poetry, literature and visual art took towards the end of the Romantic 

era, and how each art defined itself by the limitations of its specific medium. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
59 Greenberg, C. Avant-Garde and Kitsch, (1939), 1993. P. 8  
60 Greenberg, C. Avant-Garde and Kitsch, (1939), 1993. P. 8-9 This statement is key to the research 
that supports the argument that the specific group of artists identified in the PhD stem from a 
Modernist historical enquiry. Their practices are concerned with the non-objective, monochromatic and 
geometric abstraction associated with Greenberg’s Modernist Painting. Through focusing on the 
‘medium of his own craft’ and a consciousness of history, a specific group of painters since the early 
20th century have expanded their practices beyond the frame. By making these expansions or modes of 
painting the documented artists acknowledge the ‘constraint of the original’. 
61 Greenberg, C. Avant-Garde and Kitsch, (1939), 1993. P. 11 
62 Greenberg, C. Avant-Garde and Kitsch, (1939), 1993. P. 13 
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Greenberg’s argument is that it is the historical characteristics within modern arts that 

distinguish between the various arts as well as the values within each art. During the 

late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries literature was the ‘dominant’ art, from 

which painting and sculpture shed their proper characteristics and tried to imitate its 

effects. In turn the dominant art (literature) tried to absorb the functions of the others 

and confusion in the arts resulted.63 Greenberg notes Gotthold Lessing’s Laocoon, 

1766 that he recognized confusion predominantly within the art of Literature. The 

Romantic Revival witnessed the artist’s feelings, which were passed on through their 

work, and the medium was secondary within this form of communication. Greenberg 

believed that Western painting always had a preference towards a realism that tries to 

achieve illusions by overpowering the medium64 as illusionism was considered more 

reflective of society than the purity of abstract art. ‘The medium was a regrettable if 

necessary physical obstacle between the artists and his audience, which in some ideal 

state would disappear entirely to leave the experience of the spectator or reader 

identical with that of the artist’.65  

 

By 1848 Romanticism had exhausted itself and it was the avant-gardes turning away 

from the capitalist bourgeois society towards a new bohemian culture that according 

to Greenberg, enabled arts instinct to self-preserve. Art ‘escaped’ from using ideas 

within its content and instead placed greater emphasis upon form whilst asserting the 

‘arts as independent vocations, disciplines and crafts, absolutely autonomous, and 

entitled to respect for their own sakes, and not merely as vessels of communication.’66 

A new Modernist pictorial reality started to occur within painting, as seen in the work 

of French artist Gustave Courbet as seen in The Castle of Chillon 1874 (Fig.8). 

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
63 Greenberg, C. Towards a Newer Laocoon, (1940), 1993. P. 24 
64 Greenberg, C. Towards a Newer Laocoon, (1940), 1993. P. 27 
65 Greenberg, C. Towards a Newer Laocoon, (1940), 1993. P. 26 
66 Greenberg, C. Towards a Newer Laocoon, (1940), 1993. P. 28 
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Figure 8 

 
He became interested in matter and painted only what the eye could see, not what it 

thought it could see, while his subject matter was that of everyday life. He addressed 

the flatness of the canvas and in turn stated ‘by driving something as far back as it 

will go you often get back to where it started.’67 Painting became abstract which was 

an art of pure form and this purity consisted of the acceptance of the limitations 

associated with the medium of the specific art. All parts of the canvas were regarded 

and contemplated as opposed to a central focus point and the emphasis was physical 

and sensorial.  

 

The acceptance of the flat picture plane offered by the two-dimensional canvas 

support was investigated and painting began to abandon imitation of natures pictorial 

perspective, as captured in the work of American landscape painter Thomas Coles 

The Last of the Mohicans 1827 (Fig.9). In such an artwork, Greenberg claims the 

realistic perspectival space was abandoned with shading and modelling and replaced 

by defined brush strokes, while primary colours replaced tones and tonality.  

 

       
            Figure 9 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
67 Greenberg, C. Towards a Newer Laocoon, (1940), 1993. P. 29 
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Line was introduced as the third colour and the square shape of the canvas was 

acknowledged by the use of geometrical forms. ‘The picture plane itself grows 

shallower and shallower, flattening out and pressing together the fictive planes of 

depth until they meet as one upon the real and material plane which is the actual 

surface of the canvas….where the painter still tries to indicate real objects their 

shapes flatten and spread in the dense, two-dimensional atmosphere.’68 The crux of 

the issue for Greenberg was that the resulting shift in ideas was one of optical illusion, 

rather than a realistic one, which in turn emphasized the ‘impenetrability of the plane 

surface’.69 

  

Greenberg, C. Modernist Painting (1960).  P. 85 University of Chicago Press.  

In the book ‘Modernist Painting’, Greenberg further extends his engagement with the 

boundaries of art.  He discusses the most ‘successful’ painting of the last hundred 

years and how the advancement into the ‘self-critical tendency’ of painting is charged 

with technical changes such as autonomy and formalist reductive processes that 

eradicated the unessential. Greenberg’s Modernism was concerned with German 

Emmanual Kant’s philosophy of the self-critical tendency, in that he was the first to 

criticize the means of self-criticism and the procedures of criticism that maligned 

from the inside. Greenberg believed ‘what had to be exhibited was not only that 

which was unique and irreducible in art in general, but also that which was unique 

and irreducible in each particular art. Each art had to determine, through its own 

operations and works, the effects exclusive to itself.’70 Greenberg’s Modernism 

engaged with the idea of medium ‘Modernism used art to call attention to art’71 as a 

specific medium. However Greenberg argued that it is the specific characteristics 

associated with any particular medium that was at the forefront of art’s concern.  

 

Modernist artists re-revised the norms of painting, such as characteristics of the 

pictures enclosing shape, the finishes of the paint and its textures to continue the 

simplification and investigation of the limiting conditions within painting. 

‘Modernism has found that these limits can be pushed back indefinitely before a 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
68 Greenberg, C. Towards a Newer Laocoon, (1940). 1993. P. 35 
69 Greenberg, C. Towards a Newer Laocoon, (1940). 1993. P. 35 
70 Greenberg, C. Modernist Painting, (1960), 1993. P. 86 
71 Greenberg, C. Modernist Painting, (1960), 1993. P. 86 
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picture stops being a picture and turns into an arbitrary object;’72 Modernist artists re-

revised the norms of painting, such as characteristics of the pictures enclosing shape, 

the finishes of the paint and its textures to continue the simplification and 

investigation of the limiting conditions within painting.73 It is the inclusion of the 

word ‘indefinitely’ that makes Greenberg’s statement seminal in this thesis. Through 

investigating and understanding the un-limiting conditions associated with 

Greenberg’s Modernist painting, this statement is located in this PhD as the departure 

point from which painters continue to develop and expand painting’s discourse from 

the 1960’s onwards 

 

Painting within Modernism was concerned with its specific properties such as the flat 

surface of the canvas, the shape of the canvas support and the properties of the paint 

or pigment. It openly accepted the characteristics that previously had been considered 

restrictions by artists, by stressing the ineluctable flatness of the surface, ‘because 

flatness was the only condition painting shared with no other art, Modernist painting 

oriented itself to flatness as it did to nothing else.’74 Greenberg claims that in order to 

achieve autonomy, painting has had to rid itself of everything it has ever shared with 

sculpture, like negating the recognizable object or figure that segregates the 

characteristic two-dimensional space offered by the canvas support. Like Western 

civilisation and Modernism (which questioned its own foundations as a way to 

identify and understand its’ contemporary culture) painting needed to use the 

characteristic methods of a discipline to criticise the discipline itself, in order to 

entrench it more firmly in its area of competence. For Greenberg, painting, like 

western civilisation, needed to adopt these methods of inquiry, where through the 

investigation of its own material qualities it could achieve autonomy and advance.  

 

Greenberg goes on to discuss the technique of the Old Master’s who created an 

illusion of space in depth (perspective), one that instigated the idea of wanting to walk 

into the work creating an analogous illusion with paint that can only be travelled 

through with the eye. ‘The heightened sensitivity of the picture plane may no longer 

permit sculptural illusion, or trompe-l’oeil, but it does and must permit optical 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
72 Greenberg, C. Modernist Painting, (1960). 1993. P. 89-90 
73 Greenberg, C. Modernist Painting, (1960). 1993. P. 89-90 
74 Greenberg, C. Modernist Painting, (1960). 1993. P. 87 
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illusion.’75 Through this process of painting, Greenberg’s Modernist art could remain 

autonomous, (referencing its frame and associated colour) seen though work such as 

Piet Mondrian’s painting Composition with Red, Yellow, and Blue 1935 - 1942 

(Fig.10), and simultaneously be revisited and expanded upon, seventy years later, by 

American artist Robert Irwin’s Who’s Afraid of Red, Yellow and Blue? 2006 (Fig.11).  

 

                      
            Figure 10           Figure 11 

!
For Mondrian his conceptual intent was to create a clear universal aesthetic that 

reflected spiritual order underlying the visible world and for Irwin it was a refocus of 

the two dimensional canvas into a perspectival experience of three dimensional space 

(through installation strategies) and four dimensional space-time, (where the viewer 

enters the installation and experiences it through real time). While both artists bought 

their individual intent to their works they both present abstract painting that 

Greenberg claims is conservative in colour and subservient to the frame. 

 

Fried, M. Three American Painters: Kenneth Noland, Jules Olitski, Frank Stella 

(1965), 1998. P. 213 The University of Chicago Press 

In his 1964 essay Three American Painters Michael Fried looks at the latest works of 

three American painters, Kenneth Noland, Jules Olitski and Frank Stella to 

acknowledge the historical character within Modernist painting. The issues of 

quality76 are paramount to these painters and their work that has developed from 

previous American Abstract Expressionism such as Jackson Pollock, Mark Rothko, 

Willem de Kooning and Barnett Newman. Noland, Olitski and Stella were more 

concerned with aspects of visual environment than issues of purity that governed 
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75 Greenberg, C. Modernist Painting, (1960). 1993. P. 90 
76 The quality of painting for Fried is in relation to the presence of the work and its engagement with 
and ability to behold the viewer. These qualities are manipulated by the paintings’ size, structure and 
installation within the gallery or physical site.  
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previous American Abstract Expressionists painting. ‘It is important to recognize that 

the aspirations of Modernist painters such as Noland, Olitski, and Stella are not 

toward purity, but toward quality and eloquence.’77 Modernist painters of the past 

hundred years according to Fried were concerned with purity as investigated by 

French painters such as Edouard Manet’s A Bar at the Folies-Bergere 1882 (Fig.12).  

There was a ‘gradual withdrawal of painting from the task of representing reality – or 

of reality from the power of painting to represent it – in favour of an increasing 

preoccupation with problems intrinsic to painting itself’78 such as perspective and 

composition. 

 

 
                     Figure 12 

 

Noland, Olitski and Stella’s works are discussed by Fried as they not only respond 

visually to the Abstract Expressionist paintings before them but also to the fast pace at 

which self-transformation was taking place. Formal qualities within Modernist 

painting were evolving and these three artists were each involved with their own 

personal interpretations of these qualities and of particular situations within ‘advanced 

painting’. Where Greenberg argued for ‘purity’, Fried was about ‘quality’ and the 

relationship of art to the ‘recent past’ as a way of comparing quality. ‘Once a painter 

who accepts the basic premises of Modernism becomes aware of a particular problem 

thrown up by the art of the recent past, his action is no longer gratuitous but imposed. 

He may be mistaken in his assessment of the situation. But as long as he believes such 

a problem exists and is important, he is confronted by a situation he cannot pass by, 

but must, in some way or other, pass through, and the result of that forced passage 

will be his art.’79  
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Noland’s work investigates the transformation of pictorial structure whilst 

manifesting a high degree of self-awareness.80 His works consisted of stained colour 

on large areas of raw canvas with centered images Inside 1958 (Fig.13), either 

armature-like or concentric rings, both of which avoided making contact with the 

framing edge.81 The large areas of raw canvas surrounding the thin pigment washes, 

was a reaction against the dense, tactile space created by Abstract Expressionist 

paintings such as Willem de Koonings Woman I 1950 - 1952 (Fig.14). 82  

 

                              
                        Figure 13           Figure 14     Figure 15 

 

Olitski was more concerned with sensibility and taste rather than the formal self-

criticism associated with the works of Noland.  Olitski’s works bring about a 

particular situation via his use of colours. His works consisted of a field of multiple 

layers of coloured spray paint as in Comprehensive Dream 1965 (Fig.15) where ‘the 

forces at work in Olitski’s paintings are colour forces and can be perceived only in 

visual time, and paintings themselves are addressed to eyesight alone.’83 

 

Fried continues on to discuss the third painter Frank Stella whose work was 

concerned more with deriving or deducing pictorial structure from the literal character 

of the picture support.84 His parallel stripe paintings mimic the rectangular shape of 

the canvas support, where the two and a half inch stripes are repeated and make up the 

whole of the canvas. In Stella’s early painting Die Fahne Hoch! 1959 (Fig.16) he 

used black house paint and then progressed to aluminium and copper metallic paint on 

shaped canvases, seen in Khurassan Gate II 1970 (Fig.17).  
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82 Fried, M. Three American Painters, (1965), 1998. P. 238 
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                 Figure 16    Figure 17 

!
Fried discusses Stella’s assertion of the literal character of the canvas support that in 

turn represents the painting as object85 as ‘paintings are nothing more than a subclass 

of things, invested by tradition with certain conventional characteristics (such as their 

tendency to consist of canvas stretched across a wooden support, itself rectangular in 

most instances) whose arbitrariness, once recognized, argues for their elimination.’86 

These three painters were concerned with their visual environments as Merleau-

Ponty, cited in by Fried, ‘what replaces the object (in abstract painting) is not the 

subject, but the allusive logic of the perceived world.’87 Painting was more than ever 

involved with aspects of its visual environment and it was the quality within these 

artists’ paintings that allowed them to explore the visual perspectives and 

environments, whilst maintaining a presence that could engage with the viewer.  

 

Greenberg, C. Recentness of Sculpture 1967, P.250 The University of Chicago 

Press 

In his essay Recentness of Sculpture, Greenberg discusses the advance in sculpture 

from the previous twenty-five years in that the clean-drawn and geometrical lines 

‘look too much like machinery’.88 Art since Pollock’s ‘all-over’, ‘far-our’, almost 

‘arbitrary’ paintings were considered an asset by the recent sculptors. He stated that it 

was the ‘far-out’, being the borderline between art and non-art in itself that was 

explored through different arts such as Pop, Environment and Erotic. The Minimalists 

most successfully realized its means and according to Greenberg ‘non-art’ had to be 
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sought in the three-dimensional rather than in painting because painting was so 

ineluctably art89 and was based on a pictorial context. It was the third dimension that 

art shared with non-art and the aim of the Minimalists was ‘to ‘project’ objects and 

ensembles of objects that are just nudgeable into art.’90 Greenberg goes on to claim 

that minimalist art was informed by either the spherical or the rectilinear and often a 

repetition of shape, which was sometimes varied in size. He states that the ‘far out’ 

thing to do was to ‘mix’ the mediums, thus ‘straddling the line between painting and 

sculpture.’ 91 Greenberg argued that minimal art associated itself with the third 

dimension as it was connected with the idea of non-art, as the previous work of the 

Dadaists and French artist Marcel Duchamp because ‘minimal works are readable as 

art, as almost anything is today – including a door, a table, or a blank sheet of 

paper.’92 

 

He concludes that there is a phenomenological element in Minimal art that confers an 

effect of ‘presence’, which leads Greenberg to question the phenomenal, and issues of 

‘Good Design’ as opposed to the aesthetic. ‘Its idea remains an idea, something 

deduced instead of felt and discovered.’93  These discoveries are argued through the 

works of American Anne Truitt whose sculptural paintings exhibited at the Andre 

Emmerich Gallery, New York 1963 (Fig18), flirt with minimal sculpture but 

essentially remain pictorial. For Greenberg, painting (unlike minimal sculpture) is the 

only art still able to hold on to its ‘aesthetic surprise’ and presence.  

 

 
     Figure 18 
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Fried, M. Art and Objecthood 1967, 1998. P.148 The University of Chicago Press 

In Art and Objecthood Fried refers to what is historically called ABC art, Specific 

Objects or Minimalist art as ‘literalist’ art. He views this art as primarily ideological 

in that it constitutes the artist’s goals and actions ‘which seek to declare and occupy a 

position.’94 The idea that literalist art departs from painting stems from two concerns: 

The first being the relational character of painting and the second the inescapability of 

pictorial illusion.95 Fried draws on American artist Donald Judd’s view that art should 

be viewed as a whole or ‘gestalt’, and where Modernist painters have emphasized the 

shape and support of the canvas ‘the rectangular plane is given a life span. The 

simplicity required to emphasize the rectangle limits the arrangements possible within 

it.’96 It is here that Fried suggests that painting is seen as an art on the verge of 

exhaustion, in that problems of organizing the surface of the picture are restricted and 

the solution would be for artists to work within three dimensions. Judd further 

suggests, ‘actual space is intrinsically more powerful and specific than paint on a flat 

surface.’ 97 Judd believes that the problem of the two dimensional restriction can be 

overcome by working in the three dimension. The benefit of the three dimensional 

object for Judd is that it gets rid of the problem of pictorial space (created by colour) 

and the three-dimensional object has a more powerful presence. 

 

Literalist art according to Fried was the new genre of ‘theatre’ which in turn was the 

new art, in that it was concerned with actual circumstances in which the viewer 

encountered, ‘the experience of literalist art is of an object in a situation – one that, 

virtually by definition, includes the beholder.’98 The shape of the object becomes the 

object and instead of the references to the canvas shape as previously explored by 

painters, it was the wholeness and singleness of the object that the literalists engaged 

with. The shape combined with the literal experience of the object in space is a central 

concern of such art making and was discussed by American artist Robert Morris who 

believes that the awareness of the experience is heightened by the strength of the 
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constant shape, discussion of the shape, combined with the literal experience of the 

object in space.99  

 

Fried also discusses the presence of literalist art involving the effect or quality of the 

work, which resembles a stage presence.  This stage presence he claims is a function 

where the work extorts from the beholder, as the beholder takes it into account. The 

three main attributes for this stage presence are firstly the size of the works in that 

they closely compare with that of the human body (scale) as seen in American artist 

Tony Smiths six-foot cube, Die (1962) (Fig.19), secondly it is the simple order of 

things that are encountered in everyday experiences and nature as seen in Judd’s 

Untitled 1963 (Fig.20), and thirdly where most of the literalists work have an inside 

where the works sometimes results in forms that are biomorphic seen in Robert 

Morris’s  Untitled (Ring with Light) 1965 - 1966 (Fig.21).  

 

         
             Figure 19            Figure 20 

 

 
         Figure 21 
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Fried discusses further the hidden element of ‘naturalism’ and ‘anthropomorphism’ 

which lies in the core of literalist theory and practice as ‘experienced’ through Tony 

Smith’s descriptive reading of a car ride taken during the night on the New Jersey 

Turnpike. Smith describes the visual details of the surrounding landscape as 

experienced from within the car. Unlike a picture, Smith stated within such a visual 

occurrence ‘there is no way you can frame it, you just have to experience it.’100 The 

writing describes in explicit detail Smith’s own occurrence of his visual experience, 

just like the idea within literalist art, where the beholder becomes the subject of 

address by the object.  

 

Objecthood became an issue for painting and as is was viewed as being a form of 

pictorial theatre. Instead artists from the 1960s were more focused with works that 

dealt with real 3-domensional space that presented themselves as nothing more than 

objects. For painting to retain a form of relevancy a new urgency arose within 

Modernist painting in the 1960s where to ‘make explicit its conventional – 

specifically, its pictorial essence’101 it needed to refocus on shape as objecthood. 

Towards the end of the essay Fried discusses that for the survival of art it is necessary 

for it to defeat theatre. Where theatre exists for an audience, literalist work ‘depends 

on the beholder, is incomplete without him, it has been waiting for him. And once he 

is in the room the work refuses, obstinately, to let him alone – which is to say, it 

refuses to stop confronting him, distancing him, isolating him.’102 For Fried the 

trouble with the theatricality of Minimalist or Literal art was that it created a self-

consciousness in the viewer that distracted them from experiencing the work. 

 

The concepts of quality and value are what Fried explains as meaningful ‘only within 

the individual arts. What lies between the arts is theatre.’103 Judd explains that the 

interest in the work resides in the character and specificity of the materials in that 

‘they are specific. If they are used directly, they are more specific.’ 104 While the 

materials are specific, like the shape of the object, they ‘do not represent, signify, or 

allude to anything; they are what they are and nothing more…… the experience of 
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both is one of endlessness, or inexhaustibility, of being able to go on letting, for 

example, the material itself confront one in all its literalness, its ‘objectivity’, its 

absence of anything beyond itself.’105  

 

Like Judd’s ‘Specific Objects’ and Morris’s ‘gestalts’ or unitary forms, Smith’s cubes 

address duration within literalist art. He is interested in the mysteriousness of the 

thing, subtlety of colour, largeness of form, the suggestion of substance and a 

generosity that is calm and reassuring.106 Fried argues that painting and sculpture are 

different to literalist art in that the beholders’ experience of them has no duration, 

because at every moment the work itself is entirely apparent. He concludes by stating 

that ‘by virtue of their presentness and instantaneousness that Modernist painting and 

sculpture defeat theatre’ there is a ‘continuous and perpetual present’ 107   ….. 

‘Presentness is grace.’108 

 

Krauss, R. Sculpture in the Expanded Field, (1979), 1986. P.277 The MIT Press, 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Through Sculpture in the Expanded Field Rosalind Krauss investigates the new type 

of sculpture that moved from the Modernist trend of architecture and not-architecture, 

to the Post-Modernist trend, which explored the idea between landscape and not-

landscape. Krauss refers to the ‘expanded field’ as a Klein group equation109 (Fig.22), 

whereby ‘not architecture is, according to the logic of a certain kind of expansion, just 

another way of expressing the term landscape, and the not-landscape is, simply, 

architecture.’110  
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          Figure 22 

 
Minimalist sculpture had its origins in the historical in that ‘the new is made 

comfortable by being made familiar, since it is seen as having gradually evolved from 

the forms of the past.’111 Sculpture was seen as a commemorative representation, 

which was situated within a particular site or space to tie meaning and use to it. With 

the reproduction of sculpture and the literal collapsing of it as discussed through the 

examples of French artist Auguste Rodin’s Gates of Hell 1880 – 1917 (Fig.23) and 

the Monument to Balzac 1892 – 1897 (Fig.24) from the late 1800’s, sculpture entered 

the space which Krauss identifies as a ‘negative condition’, a sightlessness or an 

absolute loss of place.112  

               

        Figure 23           Figure 24 

!
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The new characteristics of Modernist sculpture were functionally placeless and 

largely self-referential are described by Krauss as essentially nomadic. The works 

‘absorb’ the pedestal and become autonomous through the ‘representation of its own 

materials or the process of its construction.’113 The experience of the sculpture 

became one of pure negativity where it explored the idealist space and Krauss 

described it as appearing as a kind of ‘black hole in the space of 

consciousness…something whose positive content was increasingly difficult to 

define, something that was possible to locate only in terms of what it was not.’114 She 

reiterates this idea through the example of Robert Morris’s Untitled (Mirror Boxes) 

1965 (Fig.25), an outdoor exhibition where there are forms distinct from the setting as 

they reflect the trees and grass but are not a part of the landscape.115 Sculpture then 

had become a combination of exclusions, not-landscape and not-architecture and had 

become an ontological absence, an absence of reality and a combination of 

exclusions.116  

 

             Figure 25 

 
By the second half of the sixties minimal sculpture started to focus on the outer limits 

of exclusions, both mirroring the original opposition whilst at the same time opening 

it up, creating a logically expanded field.  Through this ‘expanded field’ sculpture 

became only one term on the periphery amongst other differently structured 
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possibilities. 117 American artist Robert Smithson created sites in Spiral Jetty 1970 

(Fig.26), where landscape and not-landscape were explored 

 

 

            Figure 26 

 
It was what was on or in front of a building that was not the building, or what was in 

the landscape that was not the landscape. This was the marking of a site, rather than a 

constructed sculptural object. Krauss discusses that whatever the medium employed 

during this time there was a consistent mapping of ‘axiomatic’ or obvious features of 

the architectural experience and that the expanded field within this Post-Modernist 

environment held two distinct characteristics.118  

The first concerns the practice of the individual artist and the second is the question of 

the medium. Unlike Modernist’s ‘medium specificity’ and autonomy, artists within 

the Post Modern practice explored the use of varying mediums ‘in relation to the 

logical operations on a set of cultural terms for which any medium – photography, 

books lines on walls, mirrors, or sculpture itself – might be used.’119 Through this 

condition Post Modern practices were no longer medium specific, but ‘is organized 

instead through the universe of terms that are felt to be in opposition within a cultural 

situation.’ 120  Painting here experienced a similar expansion, different to 

architecture/landscape, to what Krauss states as the opposition that involved 

uniqueness/reproducibility and where any number of different mediums may be 

employed and address the conditions of possibility. Krauss concludes that the 
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expanded field of Post-Modernism is an ‘historical event within a determinant 

structure’121 and that it acknowledges historical processes within a logical structure.  

Foster, H. The Crux of Minimalism (1986), 1996. P. 35, The MIT Press 

Cambridge, Massachusetts. 

Hal Foster investigates the avant-gardes’ progressive dissolution with traditional 

media, intensifying art’s engagement with the ‘actual bodies’ and ‘social sites’, 

realizing a ‘return of the real’ within art. Foster’s minimal art ‘breaks with the 

transcendental space of most Modernist art’.122 It isn’t the properties of the medium as 

seen in Greenberg’s autonomy within Modernism, but rather the conceptual elements 

associated with artists’ time, space and place; ‘rather than scan the surface of a work 

for a topographical mapping of the properties of its medium, he or she is prompted to 

explore the perceptual consequences of a particular intervention in a given site. This 

is the fundamental reorientation that minimalism inaugurates.’123 

 

Foster notes Fried’s attack on minimalist art in Art and Objecthood 1967, in that the 

work that followed Minimalism is difficult to describe as entirely present, or to be 

absorbed in a single glance within a transcendental moment of grace.124 Foster 

suggests the phenomenological tendencies within Minimalism through the works 

physical engagement with the viewer, and the ‘presence’ of the objects due to their 

unitary and symmetrical form.  He also questions the deferred enactment from earlier 

phases of avant-gardism noting Fried’s criticism that Minimalism was a corruption of 

late Modernism as it was corrupted by theatre therefore Minimalism witnessed the 

‘negation of art’125 as it ‘breaks with late Modernism through a partial reprise of the 

historical avant-garde, specifically its disruption of the formal categories of 

institutional art.’126 

 

Both Pop Art and Minimalism address the dialectic of Modernism and mass culture. 

Pop Art uses mass culture in order to test high art while Minimalism resists high and 

low culture to regain a transformative autonomy of aesthetic practice while dispersing 
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the autonomy across an expanded field of cultural motion. 127  The Minimalist 

expanded their aesthetic practices beyond serial production, into serial objects that 

engaged with people and everyday space. This allowed artists to create works across 

multiple fields of enquiry, making evident the tension between different specific 

objects, spaces, environments as well as repetitive serial ordering.128 

 

Yve-Alain Bois Painting: The Task of Mourning, 1990. P.230 MIT Press, 

Cambridge, Massachusetts. 

This essay by Algerian/American theorist Yve-Alain Bois about the death of 

Modernism discusses the death of philosophical standpoints including ideologies, the 

industrial society and authorship as well history, man and Modernism. With an 

emphasis on the death of Modernist abstract painting, Bois claims two historical 

circumstances about the Modernist ‘apocalyptic discourse’ of painting. Firstly he 

states the whole history of abstract painting can be read as a longing of its death; and 

the second is the emergence of a group of neo-abstract painters (such as Americans 

Robert Ryman and Peter Halley) who he positions as the markers of its official 

mourners. The seminal questions Bois asks within the text is, is painting (abstract or 

not) still possible, and is abstract (painting, sculpture film or modes of thought etc.) 

still possible? He states that abstract painting was meant to bring forth the pure 

parousia (or arrival) of its own essence, to tell the final truth and thereby terminate its 

course.129  

 

This ‘pure’ beginning Bois identifies with the ‘zero degree’, or telling of the final 

truth that was first searched for by early abstract painters such as Russian 

Constructivist Kazimir Malevich and French painter Piet Mondrian. Abstract painting 

was meant to bring forth pure essence and the telling of the final truth. Through such 

a process its pure beginning was liberated from tradition (Pre-Modernist painting) and 

this bought painting to a zero degree. Malevich declared ‘there can be no painting in 

Suprematism, and painting was done for long ago, and the artist himself is a prejudice 

of the past.’130 The beginning of the end Bois believed was caused by the impact of 

industrialization and the appearance of photography and mass production, both of 
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which were understood as causing the end of painting. Through this dissolution in the 

all-encompassing sphere of life-as-art and the invention of the ready-made he argues 

that painting had to redefine and reclaim its status and specific domain, similar to 

painting within the Renaissance where it was posited as one of the ‘liberal arts’ as 

opposed to the ‘mechanical arts’131. 

 

Bois locates Robert Ryman as the guardian of the tomb of Modernist painting, 

describing his work (which reveal manual mastery through gesture, stroke and 

pictorial materiality), as dissolution of the relationship between the trace and its 

organic referent, by mechanically deconstructing modes of production. Through 

affirming manual processes, Bois states, Ryman interiorizes the division of labour, as 

endlessly stretched and restrained, but never cut as seen in Record (Oil and enamel on 

fiberglass with steel fasteners and square bolts) 1983 (Fig.27)  

 

        
     Figure 27 

 

Capitalism banished the hand from the process of production and the work of art 

implied manual handling and therefore artists were compelled to demonstrate the 

nature of the mode of production. Through Ryman’s work the body of the artist 

moved towards the condition of photography where the division of labour is 

accentuated by revealing the process of painting in a highly reductive and resolved 

way.  

 

Bois states that French artists Piet Mondrian Composition No.10 1939 – 1942) 

(Fig.28), Marcel Duchamp Large Glass 1915 – 1923 (Fig.29), and Russian 
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Constructivist Aleksandr Rodchenko Pure Red Colour, Pure Yellow Colour, Pure 

Blue Colour 1921 (Fig.30), all acknowledged its death. He argues to only view such a 

death through a limited scope would be to ignore the amount of galleries that support 

paintings through exhibitions, but the majority of these painters have abandoned their 

historical, Modernist enquiries. He ponders the escape of this double bind through 

comparing the alternatives as similar to the strategy of the generic ‘game’ (such as 

chess) as being assigned to and what he specifies as the ‘match’. For Bois the match 

never ends, it is just played out at different times within particular circumstances, ‘this 

strategic approach deciphers painting as an agonistic field where nothing is ever 

terminated, or decided once and for all, and leads the analysis back to a type of 

historicity that it had neglected.’132 

 

           
    Figure 28         Figure 29 

 

 
     Figure 30 

 
While the essay discusses the mourning of painting throughout the 20th century, Bois 

concludes that the feeling of the end did produce a cogent history of painting, and one 

that he states was buried too quickly. ‘Let us simply say that the desire for painting 
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remains, and that this desire is not entirely programmed or subsumed by the market: 

this desire is the sole factor of a future possibility of painting.’133 

 

Armstrong, P. Lisbon, L and Melville, S. As Painting: Division and Displacement, 

2001. P.1 Wexner Center for the Arts, The Ohio State University Columbus, 

Ohio and The MIT Press Cambridge, Massachusetts and London, England. 

As Painting: Division and Displacement is an exhibition and accompanying essays 

surrounding new perspectives on painting in Europe and the United States since the 

1960’s. Comprising of an exhibition of 26 international artists the exhibition and 

accompanying essays examine paintings/arts differences between mainly France and 

America in order to identify the opposition between abstraction and ‘concreteness’ or 

‘the refusal of any direct identification of painting with abstraction…’134 It is the 

recent past and Minimalism that Melville claims has placed painting radically in 

question and the artists in the exhibition aims to discover what painting is yet capable 

of; ‘It is this work of measuring or discovery that determines what counts as 

painting.135 Melville discusses that the works in the show (made from a variety of 

materials such as string, wood, cloth and newspaper) including American artist Mel 

Bochners Theory of Painting 1970 (Fig.31) challenge the audiences’ perception of 

what painting can be. 

 

  
            Figure 31 

 

Through dividing the essay into subheadings including Counting / As / Painting 

Melville aims to look to the historical foundation of Modernism as a way to identify 

the varying ways painting can continue to exist: ‘The hard thing, evidently, is to take 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
133 Bois, Y-A, Painting: The Task of Mourning, (1990), 1993. P.243 - 244 
134 Melville, S. Counting As Painting, 2001. P. 3 
135 Melville, S. Counting As Painting, 2001. P. 3 
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modernism, in all its irresolution, as our fact, as a place where such differences as can 

be made continue to be made and can continue to do the obscure and difficult, 

unfinished and uncompletable, work of making sense.136  

 

Melville focuses on the material aspects of the works in the show and their varied 

modes of existence and how the exhibition attempts to define what counts as painting: 

‘it marks painting as, let’s say, all edges, everywhere hinged, both to itself and to 

what it adjoins, making itself out of such relation.’ What Melville does not identify is 

that the works in the show vary both material and conceptually. This research argues 

the works in the exhibition and accompanying essays are direct expansions of each 

contributing artists painting practice. They are not defined by their material existence 

but instead exist as painting in various other modes and propositions. 

 

Virilio, P. and Lotringer, S. The Accident of Art  2005, P.57 The MIT Press 

This document is an extended conversation between French cultural theorists Paul 

Virilio and Sylvere Lotringer revolving around Virilios idea of the impact of 

technology on contemporary art. It also discusses how art has failed to reinvent itself 

in the face of technology. The essay initially acknowledges British Marxist historian 

Eric J. Hobsbawms publication Behind the Times: The Decline and Fall of the 

Twentieth Century Avant-Garde 1999, which singles out paintings failure to adopt to 

the era of mechanical reproduction. Through this idea Virilio argues that due to the 

motorization of the image (the moving image e.g. television, video, cinema), the static 

arts (painting, frescos and sculpture) have been negatively impacted. This failure of 

painting (as opposed to its elimination) is argued by Virilio through the art of motors 

such as the video, Disney movies and the computer, which he argues have the 

advantage of being more revolutionary at passing on their message than oil 

painting. 137  Lotringer further references Hobsbawm’s argument stating 

‘advertisements and movies… converted the masses to daring innovations in visual 

perception, which left the revolutionaries of the easel far behind, isolated and largely 

irrelevant.’138 For Virilio French artist van Gogh was successful in passing on 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
136 Melville, S. Counting As Painting, 2001. P. 9 
137 Lotringer, S. and Virilio, P. The Accident of Art: Failure and Accident, 2005. P.62 
138 Lotringer, S. and Virilio, P. The Accident of Art: Failure and Accident, 2005. P.58 
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messages, but film goes farther with regard to expressionism and what he calls the 

appearance of the real.139  

 

This failure of painting is located through the Modernists’ aspirations to continuously 

progress, in that the expression of each artist would be superior to what was preceded. 

For Virilio this progression and speed at which Modernity progressed did not allow 

for a fixed point of reference which he argues is essential to static arts and 

subsequently states as ‘the static is a necessity of movement.’140 In relation to this 

research the fixed point (static, painting) or working space afforded by the picture 

plain offers a point of reference towards our perception of reality, but the art of the 

motor (photograph, electronics and computer, which he argues is a progressive 

movement in time) has lost site of the fixed point and it is here that Varilio declares 

arts failure. 141  He argues this Modernist progression has caused a failure and 

catastrophe of arts; the static arts, which he argues is not an end of art, but rather is 

recognised as hope for art.142 If the failure of the motor has occurred, where art has 

lost site of its static point, then the hope for painting lays in the privacy and act of 

visually investigating time, space and place. Painting becomes a way of looking and 

working through the various possibilities of what reality can be and how conceptual 

intentions can be transferred out to other modes of mechanical arts. 

 

Virilio discusses the ‘eye’ through the vision machine, which is the technology 

associated with computer software. He discusses arts failure is through its surrender to 

digital technology, as argued through American architect Frank O. Gehry’s use of the 

Mirage 2000 software to design the Bilbao Opera.143 1997 (Fig.32).  
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139 Lotringer, S. and Virilio, P. The Accident of Art: Failure and Accident, 2005. P. 58 - 59 
140 Lotringer, S. and Virilio, P. The Accident of Art: Failure and Accident, 2005. P. 59 
141 Lotringer, S. and Virilio, P. The Accident of Art: Failure and Accident, 2005. P. 59 
142 Lotringer, S. and Virilio, P. The Accident of Art: Failure and Accident, 2005. P. 60 
143 Lotringer, S. and Virilio, P. The Accident of Art: Failure and Accident, 2005. P. 74 
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     Figure 32 

 
He argues that if artists want to position themselves equal to new technologies as 

Italian architects Paolo Uccello and Piero della Francesca did in Saint Georg and the 

Dragon 1470 and The Baptism of Christ c.1450 (Fig.33 & Fig.34), they would 

penetrate and make the software themselves, rather than appropriating from bought 

equipment.144  

 

           
               Figure 33    Figure 34 

 

This is further discussed in Chapter Five through the work of French artist Pascal 

Dombis Irrational Geometrics 2008 (Fig.35) who for the last 20 years has kept a 

critical distance with technology.  Rather than using it as a tool, he manipulates the 

excess of data and applies it as a creative resource towards making immersive 

experiences, which allow him to work on multiple viewpoints and various 

outcomes.145  
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144 Lotringer, S. and Virilio, P. The Accident of Art: Failure and Accident, 2005. P. 74 
145 Dombis, P. Appendix E. P.229 
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Figure 35 

 

VIrilio also contributes globalisation towards the accident of art. ‘Perspective is the 

model of the artistic and optic revolution…so today what I am looking for is a 

perspective that will give us a vision of the world.’146 But the danger of globalisation 

for Virilio is there is no perspective like there was in the art of the Renaissance where 

perspective makes movement and progress static again. Perspective is the hub of 

Western history and Renaissance art and architecture was hinged on this perspectival 

structure or fixed state. The question for Virilio is to rediscover the fixed point so it 

can all turn again; ‘If there is no focus, no way to focus, there is no perception. Right 

now, however, globalisation is the denial of focus.’ 147 

Hal Foster Art Architecture Complex: Painting Unbound 2011. P.182 Verso 

Publishing 

Foster questions arts movement beyond the Modernist system of autonomy towards 

the ensemble and spatial sublime. Modernism offered a structural transparency to art 

and architecture, and these Modernist conditions were thought to reflect the social and 

political environment of the time. Now Foster believes there is a re-evaluation of 

transparency that is dominated by a matter of lightness and encourages a detachment 

and disembodiment from reality. 

 

The crux for Foster is that rather than a reflexive or reflective sense of our irrational 

being in the world, there is an obfuscation of social, political, spatial and economic 

conditions. Now it is a sublimated experience of a lightness of being, a de 
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146 Lotringer, S. and Virilio, P. The Accident of Art: Failure and Accident, 2005. P. 74 
147 Lotringer, S. and Virilio, P. The Accident of Art: Failure and Accident 2005. P. 76 
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materialization and disembodiment that becomes the privileged experience as 

witnessed when entering art museums such as MOMA (Museum of Modern Art, New 

York), (Fig.36) where the audience feels they are floating in a non-real space, 

disconnected from the outside world and removed from day to day life.  

 

 
             Figure 36 

 

Foster considers how Minimalism is bound up with and expanded by illusionism,148 

as seen in the reflective surfaces in Donald Judd’s boxes Untitled 1969 (Fig.37) and 

James Turrells light installation Juke Green 1968 (Fig.38). Foster states ‘The danger 

here is not only to dehistoricize the aesthetic … but also to render the 

phenomenological faux – indeed to replace both the aesthetic and the 

phenomenological with ersatz version in which perception is, as it were, done for 

us.149 

 

                                  
              Figure 37                 Figure 38 
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148 Foster H. Art Architecture Complex: Painting Unbound, 2011. P. 183 
149 Foster H. Art Architecture Complex: Painting Unbound, 2011. P. 209 
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Foster argues painting has become almost optical in space and looks towards a revised 

Modernity against the principles of Minimalism, especially in the categories of 

‘environmental’ and ‘technological’, and is discussed through the works of American 

artists Dan Flavin, Robert Irwin and James Turrell. For Foster, Flavins work Untitled 

(to the ‘innovator’ of Wheeling Peachblow) 1966 – 1968 (Fig.39) opens up to ambient 

space but is clear in material definition, but not so for Irwin, who even in his earlier 

paintings Untitled 1967 (Fig.40) dissolved the physicality of both surface and support 

while Turrells works diffuse into light and space.150 He argues these principles 

through architecture, and the building as being ‘inverted’ and seeks to be obscure but 

doesn’t aim to be transparent in terms of engaging the spectator or be reflective of a 

lived experience.  

 

       
              Figure 39            Figure 40 

 

For Foster painting, art and architecture give way to technology, where experience is 

given over to spectacular spaces and spectacular images, which creates a troubled 

relationship with the sublime experience. Minimalism has drawn the spectator away 

from the makings of the image and it is painting (and conceptually associated 

investigations) that the research argues draws the audience away from the spatial 

sublime, towards a truth of materiality offering a lived experience for the viewer.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
150 Foster H. Art Architecture Complex: Painting Unbound, 2011. P. 207 
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8.0 Chapter 2: Modes of Abstract Realities 

 

So today we face a new fact, when the New Art is starting to 

build its plastic world of sensations – transitioning from a 

project drafted on canvas to the construction of these relations 

in space151.  

 

In Chapter 2: Modes of Abstract Realities seminal artists, theorists and art movements 

from the early to mid-20th century (the precursors for the expansion of painting from 

the mid-1960s onwards) will be discussed in historical order. Focus is placed on 

examining how particular artists in this period, began to think of their painting 

practices not as a static undertaking within the canvas support but instead as a 

conceptual convergence of painting expanding into architectonic debates. This 

chapter is an examination of artists from early to mid-20th century who were 

associated with significant Avant-Garde and Modernist schools of 

thought/movements such as Russian Constructivism, De Stijl and the Bauhaus School 

of design and architecture as well as Abstract Expressionism, Minimalism and 

Conceptual Art. The artists covered include: Russian painter and architect Vladimir 

Tatlin, Dutch De Stijl painter / designer Theo van Doesburg, Russian Constructivists 

Aleksandr Rodchenko, Kazimir Malevich and El Lissitzky, German 

Dadaist/Constructivist Kurt Schwitters and German Bauhaus artists Josef and Anni 

Albers. In addition it covers American painters including Mark Rothko, Frank Stell 

and Olivier Mosset. 

 

These artists’ practices were concerned with reductive abstraction152 and geometric 

forms that were applied to Non-Objective painting, industrial design and architecture 

to create Gesamtkunstwerk153  (total works of art). They built objects and architecture, 
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151 Malevich, K. Supermatism 1927, 2014. P 199 
152 Reductive Abstraction refers to images that do not reference nature or the natural world, but consist 
of solid primary colours and basic compositional elements such as geometric shapes.  
153 Gesamthkunstwerk is associated with the combination of art, craft, design and architecture at the 
turn of the 20th century, incorporating subject and object into to the design of objects, space and 
architecture. 
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transitioning from a project drafted in the working space154 of the picture frame, 

towards the constructions of these relations in space. It is precisely this expansion, 

(which has continued to inform contemporary artists in the field of inquiry) where 

painting has continued to converge into a realm of reoccurring physical and visual 

possibilities. The central idea of this chapter is to develop a linear system in which 

each studio philosophy from 1915 to the 1970s outlines the expansion of painting 

from canvas support to the design of space and architecture through a myriad of 

artistic outcomes.  

 

Theoretical debates contained in the historical art movements are centred on the 

expansion of abstract and Non-Objective painting (from canvas to architecture) that 

identify how painting could not end, but instead only diversify into other areas of 

investigation, while retaining an interior focus of inquiry. Through the ontological act 

of painting, artists in the first half of the 20th century started to explore new 

possibilities for its scenographic evolution. Painting for a particular group of artists 

was no longer picture or illusion based, it was now concerned with the physical 

properties of what painting could become.  

 

The developments of painting towards an expanded practice within the historical 

timeframe under examination in this chapter (1915-1970s), initiate discussion on the 

future of painting and the ‘Death of Painting’ 155  debate. The chapter reviews 

practitioners and theorists in the field including English art historian Kenneth Clarke’s 

essay The Future of Painting 1935, as well as German philosopher and critic Walter 

Benjamin’s essay The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction 1936. 

These two articles support the research that argues through historical inquiry and 

materiality a certain group of artists resisted technological advances in order to evolve 

their practices towards scenographic fields. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
154 The thesis assimilates the physical working space offered by the canvas support, provides a space to 
explore the true nature of oneself and through these working methodologies conceptual ideas are 
explored away from the frame in order to study the nature of being or existing in the physical world. 
 
155 Death of Painting refers historically to when at the turn of the 19th century European art was 
dominated by Modernism and abstract art pushed into a world of forms, leaving behind any trace or 
reference to recognizable forms, objects or scenes. This research discusses the shift towards an inquiry 
into the non-objective style of art, where reductive painting as a discourse started to expand from 
picture plane towards various other fields of inquiry. This expansion will be explored to identify 
paintings collapse of the spatial, conceptual and societal rather than its death.  
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A topographical shift from the 1940s to 1950s will identify how American art 

movements such as Abstract Expressionism and Colour Field dealt with the physical 

immediacy of paint through large-scale paintings, altering the perception of space in the 

picture support as seen in the flat non-illusionistic painted surface of American painter 

Jackson Pollock’s Number 5, 1948 (Fig.41). Geometric elements associated with 

abstraction, such as the frame, scale, flatness and pure colour, allowed Modernist 

painters to work these characteristics into any number of arrangements or possibilities.  

 

 
                Figure 41 

 

Clement Greenberg’s essays Towards a Newer Laocoon 1940, and American Painting 

1960 further identifies the developments of the expansion of painting from its 

‘limiting conditions’,156 and Michael Fried’s essay Art and Objecthood, 1967 aided in 

further locating these historical characteristics as the key conceptual departure points 

of painting, where intentions were transferred from the canvas support to any number 

of cross-disciplinary fields of inquiry. It is within this period that painters started to 

look at the scale of the canvas as a physical field rather than a surface to just apply 

pigment to and on. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
156 Limiting conditions is reference to American art critic Clement Greenberg’s autonomous attributes 
associated with Modernist painting including the rectangular picture frame/canvas support and the two 
dimensional surface of the painting as well as pure colour.   
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Why Geometry and the Formal Structures of Modernism Allowed for Spatial 

Expansions 

 

Reductive arrangement of pure colour and form enabled artists to explore physical, 

conceptual and abstract realities in various other forms. Within Vladimir Tatlin's 

collaged constructions, Selection of Materials: Iron, Stucco, Glass, Asphalt 1914 

(Fig.42) the actual frame remains, but the materials are no longer composed 

pictorially. The straight lines and curves, which belong to the objects, protrude out 

into space rather than being contained as representational perspective in the flatness 

of the canvas. His Corner Counter-Relief 1915 (Fig.43) which extended from the wall 

across the corner of the gallery was made from industrial materials and suspended 

from the ceiling with axial wires and rods. 157  

 

            
                Figure 42      Figure 43 

 

The work broke with traditional representational painting and instead of dealing with 

pictorial space began to deal with real space through form, construction and the void. 

As such it is argued that the work is neither traditional painting nor sculpture, but it 

exists ‘as painting’ where intention was transferred from the picture frame towards 

the organisation and construction of materiality in architectural space. 

 

This geometry based, reductive abstraction was further explored in Malevich’s Black 

Square 1915 (Fig.44) where his artistic inquiry stemmed form French philosopher 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
157 Bois, Y-A, Buchloh, B.H.D, Foster, H. and Krauss, R 1914: The Material Dictates the Form 2004. 
P. 127 
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Rene Descartes’s philosophical declaration ‘I think, therefore I am’ and was 

embedded in the idea that knowledge and logic were fundamental to individual 

existence. Descartes’s rational theory revealed that only things that the mind 

perceives clearly are true.158 Within this, Malevich applied knowledge and intent 

towards definite systems of organized geometric colour planes, creating his own 

version of abstraction, which he called Suprematism. For Malevich it was an 

investigation of space that moved beyond the materiality of the object, claiming 

Suprematism was focused on the non-object in which the apex of artistic philosophy 

lay in the objectless element of pure sensation.159 Exhibited in December 1915, in the 

show titled 0.10 (Fig.45) Malevich’s Black Square was an investigation of the 

fundamental theories of non-objectivity.  

 

            
            Figure 44     Figure 45 

 

Through the geometric black square shape he emphasised the delimitation of the two 

dimensional surface and the frame. For Malevich, the Black Square liberated painting 

from the representation of images; painting entered into a space where content was 

replaced with objectless sensations/beliefs; for Malevich it was the sensation that 

came from viewing the objectless that became the new content of perception160: 

 

The square is not a subconscious form. It is the creation of 

intuitive reason. It is the face of the new art. The square is a 

living, royal infant. It is the first step of pure creation in art. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
158 Fleming, W. and Marien, M. W. Fleming’s Arts and Ideas: Observation 2005. P.431 
159 Dumpelmann, B, T. A Samorodock in the China Shop of Metaphysics – Malevich’s Artistic process 
and His Path to the Black Square 2014. P. 36  
160 Dumpelmann, B, T. A Samorodock in the China Shop of Metaphysics – Malevich’s Artistic process 
and His Path to the Black Square 2014. P. 35 - 36 
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Before it, there were naive deformities and copies of nature. 

Our world of art has become new, non-objective, pure.161 

 

The resulting connections of these spatial elements created a place of vision for the 

viewer showing enlarged forms of constructed lines and fractures.162 Through the 

construction of colour relations with form and the use of colour and abstract shapes 

seen in Red Square 1915 (Fig.46) Malevich was able to investigate the spatial and 

physical relationships painting had with the design of space and surrounding 

architecture. Through the use of colour, Malevich further communicated the expanse 

of undivided planes in which both form and colour were used as constructs to search 

for new ways of seeing in both two and three-dimensional works. This can be 

witnessed in, Alpha Architectron, his 1920 solo show held in Moscow at The 

Sixteenth State Exhibition that consisted of up to 150 paintings163 and one plaster 

sculpture (Fig.47). 

 

          
    Figure 46     Figure 47 

 

The exhibition reflects the dialogue between art and architecture in the 1920s. For 

Malevich, this concept of colour combined with the investigation of the pictorial 

framework established an alternate order governed by painting. Paint was a physical 

and independent form through which colour and spatial explorations were worked 

through and across into architectonic studies of objecthood:  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
161 Thurn, N. Neutral Spaces, Empty Geometry 2013.  
162 Malevich, K. Introduction to the Theory of the Additional Element in Painting 1923, 2014. P. 162 
163  Shatskikh, A. Black Square: Malevich and The Origin of Suprematism 2012 online 
https://books.google.com.au/books?id=0m1Ar8IXIC0C&pg=PT256&lpg=PT256&dq=sixteenth+state
+exhibition&source=bl&ots=2PGUHYQALq&sig=0zhtWgHzqfw_fWVAuBZjOuXB7kE&hl=en&sa=
X&ei=TM6kVI6vMpPY8gWI0oK4Dg&ved=0CDYQ6AEwBg#v=onepage&q=sixteenth%20state%20
exhibition&f=false 
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‘It became clear to me that new frameworks of pure colour 

must be created, based on what colour demanded and also that 

colour, in its turn, must pass out of the pictorial mix into an 

independent unity, a structure in which it would be at once 

individual in a collective environment and individually 

independent.’164 

 

For the Russian Constructivists there was a linkage between a new vision and a new 

society in which self-expression in the traditional picture frame was fuelled by ideas 

of constructions and built environments. Aleksandr Rodchenko dealt with material 

properties of an object and its spatial presence. For example his Oval Hanging 

Construction No.12 1920 (Fig.48) was constructed from a single sheet of plywood, 

coated with aluminium paint and cut into concentric shapes. The suspended work 

rotated to make a three-dimensional object and it could be folded back into its original 

planar condition to reveal the process of its production.165  These constructions 

addressed issues associated with industry and mechanical technology of the time. He 

later extended his practice to include the design of posters (Fig.49), paintings such as 

Suprematist Composition 1918 (Fig.50) and photographs such as Cruche 1928 

(Fig.51). Through these working investigations, Rodchenko focused on material, 

colour and underlying meaning of the work.  

 

                     
             Figure 48                Figure 49 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
164 Malevich, K. http://theoria.art-zoo.com/non-objective-art-and-suprematism-malevich/ 
165 Bois, Y-A, Buchloh, B.H.D, Foster, H. and Krauss, R. One Farewell to Art 2004. P. 178 
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          Figure 50        Figure 51 

 
       Figure 52 

 

These conceptual intentions were transferred to his triptych Pure Red Colour, Pure 

Yellow Colour, Pure Blue Colour 1921 (Fig.52), which also addressed space and 

volume through ridding painting of illusionism or representations. In the parameters 

of abstraction, his reductive monochromes were painted in three basic primary 

colours, red, yellow and blue.166 It was shortly after making this work that Rodchenko 

wrote ‘I affirmed: It’s all over. Basic colours. Every plane is a plane, and there is to 

be no more representation’.167 For Rodchenko this statement referred directly to his 

own painterly concerns: nothing more could be done with the space that existed 

within the two-dimensional picture frame and with abstract painting in general.  

 

Rodchenko’s affirmation that ‘its’ all over’ was a reflection of his personally 

developed relationship of working within the canvas support, rather than a 

confirmation of the total exhaustion of painting. His statement of ‘every plane is a 

plane’168, illuminated a path for a new beginning whereby certain contemporary 
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166 Bois, Y-A, Buchloh, B.H.D, Foster, H. and Krauss, R One Farewell to Art, 2004. P. 178-179 
167 From the manuscript “Working with Maiakovsky” (1939), published in excerpts in From 
Painting to Design, exhibition catalogue (Cologne: Gallery Gmurzynska, 1981), 190–91, quoted 
in Magdalena Dabrowski, “Aleksandr Rodchenko: Innovation and Experiment” in Aleksandr 
Rodchenko, ed. M. Dabrowski, L. Dickerman, P. Galassi (New York: The Museum of Modern 
Art, 1998), 43. 
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painters pursue their visual investigation of time, space and place through creating 

bodies of work that move from canvas support to installation, design and architecture.  

 

These various outcomes represent the materiality of the fields they are engaged in and 

still refer to the continued conceptual expansion of painting despite what might be 

suggested by Rodchenko’s statement. Theorists later misrepresented this statement as 

part of the death of painting debate, which will be discussed further in this chapter. 

 

Nikolai Tarabukin nicknamed Rodchenko’s triptych ‘the last picture’ in his treatise 

From the Easel to the Machine, 1922. Tarabukin stated that society had reached a 

point of no return and that the only path possible for art was to enter production; 

artists were enlisted in advertising the Revolution and created posters, theatre sets and 

book designs. 

 

The transference of Rodchenko’s conceptual intentions (from sculpture to painting to 

photograph) is noted in his later works including Untitled (Walking Figure) 1928 

(Fig.53) and Suchov-Sendeturm 1929 (Fig.54). While these works were opposed to 

his painterly aesthetic, his photographs continued to explore ongoing concerns 

surrounding ideas including the materiality, structure and underlying meanings of 

objects, thereby raising issues surrounding the importance of representation and 

spatial invention. Tatlin, Malevich and Rodchenko’s practices each broke with 

traditional representational painting and through their advancements painting began to 

expand into space beyond the frame freeing it from its traditional field but also 

advancing the possibilities of painting into the future. 

 

            
              Figure 53             Figure 54 
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The Politics of Expansion 

 

De Stijl and the Bauhaus School, as well as associated artists including Theo Van 

Doesburg, Piet Mondrian, Gerrit Rietveld, El Lissitzky, Kurt Schwitters and Josef and 

Anni Albers, are indicative of how and why painting initially expanded out of the 

picture support in the early decades of the 20th century. These movements and artists 

collectively explored the connections between colours and forms, lines and planes and 

the relationship between the painting and wall.169  

 

Prior to the First World War artists such as Tatlin and Malevich worked 

independently to make works that resembled constructed forms. Negating any 

reference to illusionism or nature, they placed an emphasis on non-objectivity and 

abstraction. After WWI, when European countries were fragmented and divided by 

conflict, individualism was, to a large extent, replaced by a universal consciousness; 

awareness and sensitivity arose between individuals and neighbouring countries and 

an inclusive and collaborative outlook towards art making took place.170 In late 1917 

Theo Van Doesburg launched the magazine De Stijl. It attempted to integrate painting 

and architecture and was directly aimed at international audiences, connecting artists 

from around the world such as Mondrian and the Dutch architect and furniture 

designer Gerrit Rietveld in order to ‘work for the formation of an international unity 

in life, art and culture’.171  

 

This universal consciousness and inclusiveness was important to the development of 

Modernist painting and art in that through the convergence of economic (political) 

and spiritual (artistic) developments a move towards a world of pure and equal 

relationships was counterbalanced by constructional references. Each segment (of an 

individual work or body of work) remained clearly visible whilst existing in a 

necessary relationship to one another. This can be seen in Rietveld's Red and Blue 

Chair 1917 (Fig.55) in which structural elements were not joined by overlapping or 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
169 Tempel, B. The Story of De Stijl Mondrian to Van Doesburg: Foreword, 2011. P. 9 
170 Tempel, B. The Story of De Stijl Mondrian to Van Doesburg: Foreword, 2011. P. 8 
171 Hotte, D.W. Van Doesburg Tackles The Continent: Passion, Drive and Calculation, 2009. P. 11 
This was cited from (P.19) Theo van Doesburg, Robert van ‘t Hoff, Vilmos Huszar, Antony Kok, Piet 
Mondrian, Georges Vantongerloo, Jan Wils, ‘Manifest I van “De Stijl”, 1918, De Stijl, no.1, November 
1918, pp.2-5. 
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dovetailing, but rather through innovative methods of support that retained a sense of 

individual integrity.  

 

 

 
           Figure 55 

 

These ideas of independent unity became the premise from which painters continued 

to explore infinite possibilities of organizational arrangements within and beyond the 

frame. According to Dutch curator and writer Hans Janssen and English writer and art 

theorist Michael White De Stijl resulted from the interaction between conceptual and 

intuitive ideas and real situations; ‘it was the product of everyday experience as well 

as the desire to change that experience.’172 Van Doesberg’s idea of radical abstraction 

infiltrated both De Stijl and the Bauhaus, and this art revolution enabled painting to 

function just as painting, resulting in a practice that became an inward looking 

discourse concerned with its own properties, such as paint as pigment and the 

rectangular shape of the canvas support, embedded with conceptual concerns resulting 

in works that expanded spatially towards an outward development beyond the 

frame.173  

 

Van Doesberg made work that, while programmed by a set of priori rules that left no 

room for the artist’s subjectivity and arbitrariness of composition,174 existed as 

various other modes. This can be seen in his painting Russian Dance 1918 (Fig.56) 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
172 Janssen, H. and White, M. The Story of De Stijl: Mondrian to Van Doesburg: Introduction, 2011. P. 
12 - 13 
173 Outward looking development refers to the physical expansion artists made, away from the 2D into 
architectonic work/constructions. 
174 Bois, Y-A, Buchloh, B.H.D, Foster, H. and Krauss, R. Chance Contra Max Bill’s Systematic Art, 
2004. P. 516 
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and architectural model Model Artist House 1923 (Fig.57) as well as in the interior, 

which he designed for the Aubette cinema and dance hall in Strasbourg, 1927-1928 

(Fig.58). Van Doesburg’s practice reflected his socio-political and technological 

culture; form and functionalism were defined by industrial production and the 

discourse of painting was made up of works that moved beyond the canvas support, 

freeing itself from being solely anchored within a ‘framed’ condition.  

 

                          
           Figure!56! ! ! !!!!Figure!57! ! ! ! Figure!58 

  

Lissitzky and Schwitters also worked on projects that expanded from pictorial and 

sculptural works towards the investigation of architectural space. In 1923 Lissitzky 

transformed his ideas from two-dimension into three-dimensional form. This can be 

seen firstly in his painted collage, Proun 19D 1921 (Fig.59) and then later in his 

installation, Proun Room 1923 (Fig.60). 

 

          
        Figure!59! ! ! ! !!Figure!60 

 

Schwitters, who was initially a landscape painter, became concerned with the 

restriction of paintings by creating physical space of contemplative experience. He 

continued to make two-dimensional works, as seen in his constructed collage Blauer 

Vogel, 1922, (Fig.61) but he also transferred these ideas into sculpture as 
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environmental construction, such as Merzbau 1923 – 1936 (Fig.62). In Merzbau, 

Schwitters transformed the majority of his home and studio into a total work of art, 

focusing on tactility and bodily experience in relation to the work.175  

 

                 
       Figure 61    Figure 62 

 

The universal consciousness and awareness associated with the De Stijl movement 

continued to be developed through the works of artists connected to the Bauhaus 

School that was formed in Germany in 1919 - 1933. The school adopted the idea of 

teaching and learning through a unified approach; work was made that resulted in a 

Gesamtkunstwerk (a total work of art).176 Founding member of the Bauhaus, German 

architect Walter Gropius, insisted on artistic elaboration of technological forms, in 

which:  

 

…all inessential details are subordinated to a great, simple 

representational form which finally, when its definitive shape 

has been found, must constitute the symbolic expression of the 

inner meaning of the modern artifact………In them, 

technological form and artistic form have become a close 

organic unity.177 

 

The internal workings of the picture frame was made up of reductive elements and 

shapes that worked their way off the canvas onto objects and architectonic sites as 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
175 Fleming, M. Schwitters and Lissitzky in Collaboration, 2004. P. 210 
176 Hotte, D.W. Van Doesburg Tackles The Continent: Passion, Drive and Calculation, 2009. P. 11 
177 Haus, A. Bauhaus:History, 2013. P. 17 
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seen in Swiss artist Johannes Itten’s painting Cosmos of Colour 1916 (Fig.63) and his 

architectural work Tower of Fire 1920 (Fig.64). Itten’s progressive inquiry and 

transference of shape, colour and material investigations reflected his interest in 

individual artistic expression that could be experienced through an intuitive 

engagement with the audience.  

 

                 
   Figure 63         Figure 64 

 

This resulted in an all-embracing art that whilst remaining self-referential and 

independent, required a close connection with the audience and environment that 

embraced the architecture of the everyday.178 This art reflected the humane renewal of 

society in which the acknowledgment of spiritual community became an expression 

of self-awareness, resulting in an art world that embraced the ‘creative shaping of the 

processes of life’.179 The purpose of art was not the focus of the art object, but how it 

could become a part of a daily functional system. This became a favourable 

environment for painters to expand their practices into; creating works that were 

concerned with colour, form and materiality, that were engaged with a physical world 

in which a painting would instigate ideas that could become a piece of furniture or 

design for a building.  

 

Painting the Experience of the Everyday 

 

Bauhaus artists Josef and Anni Albers transferred these working sensibilities (where 

art embraced the architecture of the everyday) by exploring space inside and outside 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
178 Haus, A. Bauhaus:History, 2013. P. 17 
179 Haus, A. Bauhaus: History, 2013. P. 21 
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the canvas support through reductive and methodical processes of colour placement 

and theoretical investigations. Anni Albers was focused on working within multiple 

disciplines including screen-printing, graphic design and lithography as well as 

fashion and textile design/fabrication. The production of rectilinear abstract designs 

based on colour relationships and the incorporation of geometric shapes were 

extended across various sites, including designs for textiles and interior spaces Design 

for a Child’s Room 1928 (Fig.65) and Drapery Material c.1945 (Fig.66) for the 

design of interior spaces. The geometric shapes in these textiles were later transferred 

to fashion objects including her Hardware Necklaces c.1945 (Fig.67).  

 

                    
        Figure 65         Figure 66 

 

       
                      Figure 67 

 

These methods of production and evolution reveal the conceptual transference of 

ideas that were expanded from a flat surface to the design of objects incorporated in 

everyday space. Josef Albers also applied this working methodology through his 

painting practice. He focused on the possibilities of expansion by applying systems of 
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colour and geometry to explore multiple outcomes where painting could embrace the 

architecture of the everyday.  

 

His oeuvre explored ideas of hard edge abstraction and the use of patterns and 

surveyed reductive elements that informed notions of perception. For Albers art was 

an ‘economy of form’ meaning that it was the economics of the exchanges between 

human beings and between them and the objects of the world180 that made up an 

artistic discourse. Through this inclusive approach he transferred his working 

methodologies to all aspects of his artistic life including drawing, painting, stained 

glass making, furniture and object design, as well as manufacturing, graphic work, 

philosophy, colour theory and teaching. Josef Albers’ artistic life was dedicated to a 

search for simplicity, characterized by a productive use of deliberately limited means 

and resources and respect towards manual labour. His works emphasised an interest in 

experimenting with colour that is best represented in his book Interaction of Colour 

Theory, 1963. In this book he investigated the colour relationships that existed 

between one colour and its interaction with surrounding colours. Albers understood 

colours to be physically experienced when placed next to and amongst each other:  

 

In searching for new colour organisation – colour design – we 

have come to think that quantity, intensity, or weight, as 

principles of study, can lead similarly to illusions, to new 

relationships, to different measurements, to other systems, as 

do transparence, space, and intersection.181   

 

These relational colour investigations were explored through various outcomes, most 

predominantly through his Homage to the Square series, 1950s – 1970s (Fig.68). 

Albers experimented with interactions of innumerable gradations of the colour 

spectrum that he used as points of departure for making works across various other 

disciplines.  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
180 March, J. F. Josef Albers: Art as Economy of Form, 2014. P. 11 
181 Albers, J. Interaction of Colour: XVI Colour juxtaposition – harmony – quantity, 1963. P.42 
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         Figure 68 

 

The physicality of colour placement and the sensuousness of form allowed him to 

move beyond the picture frame:  

 

a tender pale, pale orange square suspended in neutrals, or a 

brilliant canary yellow played against a white are compelling 

because of their paradox: they speak of mystical fixity and yet 

they move, they breathe, they take on the lineaments of organic 

being’.182 

 

For Albers, painting was a physical working space that afforded conceptual 

investigations of spatial experiments, which could be re-tailored and expanded upon 

into new areas and working methodologies. In his paintings and furniture he 

transferred the application of a reduced amount of straight lines and geometric forms. 

Whilst through his teaching he shared knowledge surrounding his painting research as 

revealed below in his 1964 lecture to students at Trinity College in Hartford, 

Connecticut: 

 

Art problems are problems of human relationship. Note that 

balance, proportion, harmony, coordination are tasks of our 

daily life, as are also activity, intensity, economy, and utility. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
182 Ashton, D. Minimalism Means Maximum Effect: Albers and the Indispensable Precision (1963), 
2014. P. 333 
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And learn that behavior results in form – and, reciprocally, 

form influences behavior.183 

 

This can be seen in his design and architectural based works where a painting such as 

Homage to the Square 1957 (Fig.69) could have its visual and conceptual principles 

expanded into Stacking Table (set of four) 1927 (Fig.70).  

 

          
     Figure 69        Figure 70 

 

In this way, his investigation of geometric shape and colour placement is transferred 

from painting to the design of furniture. By applying ‘maximum effect’ through 

‘minimal means’ he was able to continue his artistic experiments indefinitely as they 

could be shifted from one visual/material outcome to the next yet still retain the 

central conceptual intention. Each area of his visual strategies reflected his inquiry 

into the use of the fewest number of elements to create a reductive and succinct 

language in order to make sense of his world.  

 

A Shift from Geometric Abstraction to the Urgency of Expression 

 

After World War I artists and theorists, as well as philosophers, began questioning the 

future of painting. In 1935 Kenneth Clark argued in his essay The Future of Painting, 

that the art of painting had become not so much difficult as impossible. He located the 

potency of Walter Benjamin’s essay The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
183 Josef Albers Quote to students from Weber, N.F. Josef Albers: Minimal Means, Maximum Effect, 
2014. P. 17  
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Reproduction 1935, which asserted the political potential of lens-based media, as 

opposed to the singular, auratic184 art object,185 as a threat to the ‘validity’ of painting.  

For Benjamin it was the technology associated with mechanical visual reproduction 

(through copying previous art works), which had a negative impact on the presence of 

the work. He also suggested that the aesthetic attitudes were being inflected by the 

growing challenge of fascism, or the radical, authoritarian nationalism that dominated 

the international political climate. For Clark, abstraction had an ‘extreme reliance on 

theory’ and a ‘fatal defect of purity’186 which he claimed caused abstract painting to 

have an inability to connect with the viewer’s existential realities.  

 

Through various arguments on the negative impact German culture had on the 

aesthetics of painting,187 Clarke’s concern was whether or not extreme abstraction 

was capable of a development that could satisfy the needs of a future society. While 

Clark had an aesthetic preference for expressive modes of figuration, found in 

movements such as Surrealism, he believed a ‘new style’ of painting needed to 

develop and evolve to ensure paintings future outcomes. Pioneer abstractionists with 

utopian ideals (associated with earlier institutions of the Bauhaus and De Stijl) were 

disillusioned by the rise of totalitarian governments and the collapse of Europe during 

the Second World War.188 This breakdown of intellectual and economic life (a result 

of war and post war years) resulted in a union of art and technology that visually 

represented a philosophical and artistic intention regarding how the world and life 

could continue. Art reflected a globalized dialogue for universal hope.  

 

From WW1 to the 1950s painting was concerned with an abstraction informed by 

flatness, colour, form and materiality; pictorial organisations became the working 

tools for artists’ conceptual expansions and painting became a site for perspectival 

reflection. In the 1950s, using Greenberg’s ideas about the autonomy of art, painting 

started to represent the artist’s conceptual intent. Ideas were worked through on a 

physical and sensorial level; painting embodied visual experience through spatial 

awareness. This style of painting (which utilised the physical properties of colour and 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
184 Resembling an aura 
185 Hammer, M. The Death of Painting 2013. TATE Papers Issue 20. www.tate.org.uk 
186 Hammer, M. The Death of Painting 2013. TATE Papers Issue 20. www.tate.org.uk 
187 The German aesthetic was concerned with the political ideology associated with visual propaganda. 
188 Hammer, M. The Death of Painting 2013. TATE Papers Issue 20. www.tate.org.uk 
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the restricting, flat characteristics of the canvas support were emphasised) was 

according to Greenberg, most successfully dealt with by Jackson Pollock. For 

example in his painting The She Wolf 1943 (Fig.71) Pollock’s process of pouring and 

dripping layers of paint emphasised the physical and sensorial limitations of the two 

dimensional surface.  

 

In Greenberg’s essay Towards a Newer Laocoon 1940, he described Pollock’s new 

abstract art as essentially specific to itself and not representing anything other than its 

physical field of inquiry.189 These new physical aspects of painting bought the process 

of art making to the fore and for Greenberg this indicated the pivotal point in the 

emergence of a new kind of American abstract painting in which the picture plane 

grew shallow and flattened out, pressing out any illusion. The crux of the issue for 

Greenberg was that the resulting shift in ideas was one of optical illusion, rather than 

one that emphasized the impenetrability of the planes surface.190  

 

                    
      Figure 71              Figure 72 

 

 
Figure 73 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
189 Autonomous attributes associated with and specific to the characteristics of the canvas support. 
190 Greenberg, C. Towards a Newer Laocoon, (1940), 1993. P. 35 
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Pollock’s drip paintings No.31 1950 (Fig.72) were up to five-and-a-half metres 

across, which suggested the relationship between the body and pictorial space. The 

physicality of Pollock’s work offered a new point of departure for future abstract and 

reductive painting because now scale became an important material within the work 

later leading into the transition of painting into wall painting as environmental space. 

In German photographer Hans Namuth photographed Pollock painting in his studio in 

1950. (Fig.73), he captured the essence of Pollock’s work by accentuating the active 

and physical energy involved in ‘painting’ his expression. Moving the canvas to the 

floor opened up opportunities in regards to potential size and allowed Pollock to 

become a part of the visual field. Painting became a physical act that enabled it to 

shift from the frame to the canvas ‘as field’; in this way the entire wall or space was 

involved in the work of art. Painting developed as a site for the artist to express 

conceptual ideas and as Pollock stated in a video interview by Namuth: 

 

I enjoy working on a large canvas…Having the canvas on the 

floor I feel nearer, more a part of the painting…The method of 

painting is the natural growth of a need. I want to express my 

feelings rather than illustrate them. Technique is just a means 

of arriving at a statement.191 

 

The ‘new’ canvas became an architectonic site that changed from space to space and 

building to building. Art had entered the realm of the ideal192 and for American 

painting it was a vehicle for feeling, intuition and metaphysical meaning.  

Mark Rothko also created large-scale works that embody the conceptual, the spiritual 

and the environmental in their production. These conceptual intentions transferred 

through works situated in specific built environments such as The Seagram Murals 

1958 (Fig.74), made for the Four Season Restaurant in the Seagram building193 New 

York. Each work entered into a direct dialogue with its counterpart and the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
191 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6cgBvpjwOGo 
192 Artists were finding new ways to create art, through gesture and processes, in order to create ideal 
forms of self-expression and personal freedom in their work. 
193 The Seagram murals were commissioned for the decoration of the Four Seasons Restaurant inside 
the Seagram building. Rothko made up to 40 works for selection of the installation. Close to the time of 
its opening Rothko withdrew his half of the business deal. The works were never hung in the 
restaurant, but roughly ten years later were sent to various museums around the world for permanent 
installation. 
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architecture of the location. Rothko’s chromatic abstractions were large-scale fields of 

coloured pigment and they consumed the viewer’s entire peripheral vision. Through 

his subtle use of colour intensities, the floating rectangles created atmospheres within 

the space of the two-dimensional plane that resulted in completed and complex 

environments.194  

 

 
          Figure 74 

!
While late Modernist painting continued to be an inward looking forum through 

which the physical concerns of painting were at the forefront of its discourse, mid-20th 

century artists brought individual associations and conceptual ideas to their practices. 

Malevich and Pollock’s earlier works were physical investigations of the limiting 

characteristic of the flat surface, in that form and colours were used as constructs to 

search for new fields of vision. Rothko’s paintings consisted of rectangular fields of 

colour that physically occupied architectural space, and rather than focusing on 

figurative imagery, his paintings became concerned with incorporating the 

architecture in which they were exhibited and installed. These investigations are seen 

through the lineal and historical progression of paintings including Untitled 1944 

(Fig.75), Untitled 1946 – 1947 (Fig.76) and Untitled 1950 – 1952 (Fig.77). The works 

reveal the transference of his conceptual intent; the spatial organization of colour, line 

and form were progressively worked through and reduced towards simpler 

orchestrations of pictorial space, and the two dimensional plane became divided into 

fields of colour that engaged the viewer on a physical and spiritual level. 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
194 Complete environment refers to the physical presence that existed within the parameters of the 
picture frame. The works contained an overall/physical presence that allowed it to be experienced as an 
entire whole.  
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           Figure 75        Figure 76   Figure 77 

 

Rothko’s paintings broke free from the canvas support and become one with the 

physical architecture when he made works that were constructed specifically for 

interior spaces. In 1961, he embarked on working through a painting series of 

murals/paintings for a chapel at the University of St. Thomas in Houston (Fig.78). 

The project resulted in a ‘marriage’ between painting and architecture. The original 

floor plan was octagonal and allowed him to work on the conceptual premise of 

allowing East and West to merge inside the chapel.195 Through ‘marrying’ the 

paintings with the architecture, Rothko created a working whole; reflective spaces 

existing in his fields of colour resonated with and became one with the spiritual 

ambiance of the Chapel.  

 

 
Figure 78 

 

American Abstract Expressionist/Colour Field painter Barnett Newman also made 

works in which a symbiotic relationship was developed between painting and 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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architecture such as The Blessing 1944 (Fig.79) and Untitled 1946 (Fig.80) which 

addressed ideas of myth and the primitive unconscious.  

 

           
    Figure 79   Figure 80 

 

These ideas later evolved into working outcomes that connected with the viewer on a 

physically spiritual level spanning across various fields and planes from two-

dimensional paintings such as Onement 1 1948, (Fig.81) and Whose Afraid of Red 

Yellow and Blue 1966 (Fig.82); to shaped canvases like Jericho 1968 - 1969 (Fig.83); 

painting as installation such as Stations of the Cross 1958 – 1966 (Fig.84); and public 

sculpture Broken Obelisk 1967 (Fig.85). 

 

                                  
        Figure 81    Figure 82                        Figure 83 
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                  Figure 84                  Figure 85 

 

Newman’s arts practice (like that of his predecessor Rodchenko) was embedded 

within ideological, cultural and spiritual responses to a post war environment (WWII). 

Painting for Newman was at a new beginning; his primitive unconscious use of colour 

fields and ‘zips’ reflected his internal being on a metaphysical level. Art needed to 

engage the viewer on an inclusive level (as this reflected the post war era in which 

universal consciousness re-established ideas of hope and a way forward for 

humanity). In painting this involved responding to the design of space (away from the 

frame) and architecture through installation strategies that instigated physical 

involvement with the viewer. 

 

Rothko and Pollock’s working methodologies embodied a physical and theoretical 

shift away from the flat surface of the canvas to more extended architectural and 

conceptual outcomes. Greenberg claimed that the realistic perspectival space was 

abandoned and the picture plane was to become a shallow space that pressed together 

the fictive plane of depth. Painters began to indicate real objects with flat shapes 

spreading within the dense, two-dimensional atmosphere, and for Newman and 

Rothko this spreading moved beyond its parameters of the canvas support, into three-

dimensions. 196 Their earlier paintings evolved from variegated colour fields to pure 

flat coloured spaces that resulted in divided compositions of spatial structures. 

Painting became a working space from which ideas of transcendence self-sufficiency 

and knowledge were transferred. It was the autonomous and physical issues 

associated with Greenberg’s restricting, flat characteristics of the canvas support that 

provided artists a departure point from which painting could shift towards 

architectonic sites. 

 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Painting as Autonomously Dual into Everyday Space 

 

By the 1960s these expanded and evolving methods of painting became engaged 

forms of experience for the viewer. Painting inside the picture frame became a 

departure site from which elements associated with Modernist painting could be 

conceptually expanded upon. In Greenberg’s essay Modernist Painting, 1960, he 

argued that the specific characteristics associated with any particular medium that 

artists should be concerned with and for painting that was flatness: 

 

…because flatness was the only condition painting shared with 

no other art, Modernist painting oriented itself to flatness as it 

did to nothing else.197  

 

Artists such as Ann Truitt re-revised the norms of painting (including the enclosing 

characteristics of shape, the finishes of paint and its textures) to continue the 

simplification and investigation of the limiting conditions of painting. This 

ontological form of investigation was explored in Truitt’s integration of painting and 

sculpture as seen in Untitled, 1967 (Fig.86) and A Wall for Apricots 1968 (Fig.87). 

 

                 
           Figure 86    Figure 87 

 

The intersection of colour and ideas became the rationale for her sculpture, which she 

claimed, acted ‘as painting’. As she stated, ‘what I want is colour in three dimensions, 

colour set free to a point where, theoretically, the support should dissolve into pure 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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colour.’198 Her practice became an outward looking development and interest in 

exploring three-dimensional space. It involved transferring her conceptual intentions 

between works, so the viewer’s physical and interpersonal response was instigated 

and required to make the work complete.  

 

For Greenberg, Modernist painters accepted the characteristics that had previously 

been considered restrictions and stressed the ineluctable flatness of the surface. This 

acceptance allowed them to think about the ontological possibilities of exploring the 

physical space of painting. Greenberg claimed that in order to achieve autonomy, 

painting had to rid itself of everything it ever shared with sculpture, such as negating 

the recognisable object or figure that segregates the characteristic two-dimensional 

space offered by the canvas support. For Greenberg, painting needed to continue with 

its formalist, Modernist investigations in order to advance the concept of arts 

historical progress. But for art critic Michael Fried painters needed to invest further 

into the ‘objecthood’ of painting more so than pictorial organisation and visual 

environment associated with Pollock, Rothko and Newman’s practices; as he stated in 

his essay Three American Painters, 1965: 

 

…paintings are nothing more than a particular subclass of 

things, invested by tradition with certain conventional 

characteristics (such as their tendency to consist of canvas 

stretched across a wooden support, itself rectangular in most 

instances) whose arbitrariness, once recognized, argues for 

their elimination.199 

 

Both Greenberg and Fried’s critiques of Modernist painting were concerned with 

formal observations of the artwork. The painters they discussed accentuated the 

elements associated with painting to differentiate the characteristics of the object from 

the experience of viewing it. In his essay, Fried argued (through the work of 

American painter Frank Stella) that by bringing together canvas, shape and colour 

into one unified whole, Stella achieved complete flatness by eliminating the illusion 

of depth, as seen in his work Irregular Polygons Chocorua IV 1966 (Fig.88). Through 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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this self-transformation both Truitt and Stella absorbed the expanding two-

dimensional surface while advancing the picture planes literal shape into 

scenographic environments. 

 

 
  

Figure 88 

 
Non-Objective painting was expanding conceptually and physically beyond the 

picture frame during the late 1950s/early 1960s. Artists such as Stella and Donald 

Judd found ways to shift their work into three-dimensional design, seen in Stella’s 

Fez 2 and Ifafa II, 1964 (Fig.89 & Fig.90) and Judd’s woodprints Untitled 

(Schellmann 41,) 1968 – 1969 (Fig.91), and painted steel sculpture Untitled 1966 

(Fig.92).  

 

                       
                                  Figure 89          Figure 90 

 

                            
                                   Figure 91    Figure 92 
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Stella continued to reference the physical characteristics of the structure of a painting 

as a way to build upon and expand its physical construction; a strategy that can be 

seen in his painting installation in the lobby of Grosvenor Place, Sydney, c. 1988 

(Fig.93). Judd’s complete departure from the painting frame resulted in a lifelong 

investigation into three-dimensional objects and architectural sites that referenced 

geometry and materiality, seen in his design for the Chinati Foundation, 1973 – 1979 

(Fig.94). 

 

             
                    Figure 93               Figure 94 

  

Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s philosophy associated with phenomenology and perception, 

cited by Fried, stated, ‘What replaces the object (in abstract painting) is not the 

subject, but the allusive logic of the perceived world.’200 For Merleau-Ponty, art was 

entering into a site of presence (rather than its previous Modernist value where the 

work had a presentness.) This presence surrounded the idea of the objectness of a 

painting: the work existed in physical space, heightening the experience of the 

audience’s engagement with the artwork. This was central in both Stella and Judd’s 

work.  

   

Stella’s paintings were concerned with the pictorial structure and the literal character 

of the picture support. His parallel stripe painting Fahne Hoch!, 1959 (Fig.95) mimics 

the rectangular shape of the picture frame; the two and a half inch stripes repeat to 

make up the whole of the canvas. According to Fried, Stella’s concern with the literal 

character of the canvas support, which in turn represented the painting as object,201 
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can be seen in Mas o Menos 1964 (Fig.96). In this work Stella reduced the work to its 

basic elements; painted lines followed the perimeter of the shaped canvas and the 

point of focus was negated allowing its ‘objectness’ to dominate the work. Stella dealt 

with the ‘quality’ of the painting by working through its ‘objectness’, whilst 

acknowledging a relationship with basic principles and characteristics of Modernist 

painting of the recent past: colour, shape, line, surface and form.  

 

             
                     Figure 95       Figure 96 

!

 
     Figure 97 

 

In his later architectural study for the Neues Museum in Groningen, 1992 (Fig.97) 

Stella expanded the conceptual intentions of his painting practice (dealing with the 

physical qualities associated with the picture support, including flatness and 

geometric shape) to architecture and the public space. As he explained, ‘I don’t think 

of it as moving so much away from painting, as just working out in the public’.202 

Within the project Stella describes the gesture of the building as two leaves resting on 

top of a building. As leaves have veins, the design allowed the building to act as self-

supporting constructions of open air spaces. Like the repeated stripes that cover his 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
202 Stella, F. The Search for a Protective, Yet Simultaneously Transparent Structure, 1993. P. 99 
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canvases, Stella’s ‘leaves’ interact on top of the existing architectural surface, 

accentuating the geometry of the existing structure.203 

 

This geometry was explored in Judd’s early paintings Untitled 1956 (Fig.98) and 

Untitled 1962 (Fig.99) where he used the canvas as a working space in order to 

reduce recognisable, abstract motifs. Judd aimed for pure abstractions in which the 

picture was made up of formal elements on a monochrome background. Working 

through these reductive concerns, he later abandoned painting altogether in favour of 

working with three-dimensional objects, such as Untitled Stainless Steel 1967 

(Fig.100) and Untitled 1980-1984 (Fig.101)  

 

       
                 Figure 98     Figure 99 

 

              
   Figure 100    Figure 101 

 

His working process is key to the argument in this research as it is within the 

evolution of these fabricated forms that his conceptual intentions were transferred 

from pictorial to real space in and beyond the galley walls. In his essay Specific 

Objects 1965, Judd declared that his work was occupied with reducing formal 

elements to their most basic qualities: 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
203 Stella, F. The Search for a Protective, Yet Simultaneously Transparent Structure, 1993. P. 99 
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But now painting and sculpture are less neutral, less 

containers, more defined, not undeniable and unavoidable. 

They are particular forms circumscribed after all, producing 

fairly definite qualities. Much of the motivation in the new 

work is to get clear of these forms. The use of three dimensions 

is an obvious alternative.204 

 

In order to become closer to making work that better reflected his theoretical 

objectives, Judd focused on reinvestigating basic colours and geometric elements 

(associated with his early painting practice) in the spatial, physical and conceptual 

possibilities of expanded painting. 205  Whilst Modernist painters accepted the 

autonomous attributes specific to painting as delineated by Greenberg’, stressing the 

flatness of the painted surface, resulting in works that held an independent 

presentness, Minimalists found ways to work through past historical art movements to 

find new possibilities for the future of painting. 

 

Judd’s objects had an external structure that engaged both the viewer and the 

architectural space the work was in. This form of art challenged the viewer to 

experience individual ideas within the presence of architectural space. Painting 

became an expanded ideology that referenced the design of everyday space that 

challenged the viewer to reflect on ideas of ‘being in the world’.206 Even though Judd 

did not return to making paintings, from 1962 onwards he used printmaking to create 

conceptual blueprints that related to his specific objects, furniture design and 

architecture, as seen in Painted Woodblock 1991 (Fig.102) Judd’s practice is 

indicative of an evolving discourse of simultaneities that has enabled particular 

painters to constantly shift their work into various visual practices where the work is 

still concerned with painting. 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
204  Judd, D. Specific Objects, 1965. Text Online 
http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CB8QFjAA&url=
http%3A%2F%2Fwww.juddfoundation.org%2F_literature_108163%2FSpecific_Objects&ei=NJS0VP
6VO6G7mQWJuoL4Cg&usg=AFQjCNFVCY24O5RL7xpqwi89mBZxuCOXwg&sig2=eRbqdP5xine
FSVR92DqD6Q&bvm=bv.83339334,d.dG, 
205 Donald Judd explores the challenges and possibilities of paintings expansion through his permanent 
architectural enquiries from the 1980s and 1990s, and will be discussed in detail in the following 
chapter.  
206 Being in the world refers to Merleau-Ponty’s idea where the audience experiences all perspectives 
depending on the surrounding environment and the objects within it.  
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Figure 102 

!
The Concept of Painting an Idea; Appropriating Painting 

Working through similar reflexive and conceptual concerns during the 1960s in 

Europe were French artists Daniel Buren, Michel Parmentier, Niele Toroni and 

Swiss/American artist Olivier Mosset (also known as the BMPT group). While Judd 

focused on phenomenological enquiries of reductive colour and geometric elements 

existing as objects in ‘everyday space’, the members of BMPT used these formal 

concerns to establish the conceptual enquiries of painting in regards to authorship. 

From 1966 to 1972 207  Mosset investigated ideas of anonymity, appropriation, 

neutrality and discretion208 within both the picture frame and installed spaces. Notions 

of authorship and appropriation have been an ongoing concern in Mosset’s practice 

and were acknowledged in an interview for this research. He said, ‘I look at other 

people’s work and at painting in general’. 209 His conceptual framework has been in 

place since he exhibited in BMPT’s 1967 Paris exhibition (Fig.103) in which the 

group painted and signed each other’s paintings as part of a performance investigating 

ideas of anonymity and neutrality.   

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
207 Olivier Mossets practice (which has spanned since 1970s to 2015) will be discusses in following 
chapters, as his discourse is seminal towards the thesis argument where painters visually challenged the 
re-representation of paintings expansion.   
208 Perret, C. Olivier Mosset: Painting, Even, 2013. P. 7 
209 Mosset, O. Appendix M. P.  
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     Figure 103 

 

In Buren’s Black and White Striped Canvas, 1967 (Fig.104) and Toroni’s Metric 

Square Brush Strokes of Oil on Canvas 1967 (Fig.105) they collectively tested 

established ideas of authorship emphasising the objecthood of the work as opposed to 

its originality. Also, through the application of repetitive patterns, each artist 

discarded any abstract idea of expression, turning their back on any compositional 

inquiry and instead focusing on banality through rudimentary and repetitive 

composition. Through a series of consecutive projects during 1966 - 1967, BMPT 

continually raised issues surrounding the challenge of painting to visually represent 

conceptual intentions by repeatedly questioning ideas of authorship and the 

institutional role of the Paris Salons at that time. These performances amplified the 

importance of the art object,210 in turn elaborating the conceptual intentions associated 

with each individual’s painting practice.211  

 

                  
    Figure 104      Figure 105      Figure 106 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
210 The institutional role of the Paris Salon was challenged whereby these artists questioned the 
conservative nature of the Salon or exhibition site, as by performing actions (painting each other’s 
works and inviting the public to also paint) questioned ideas of authorship and originality. These 
actions questioned that if the technique of painting was what made painting a valuable object, and 
therefore the works could not be considered paintings.   
211 Marshall, P. Henry Codax, Frieze Magazine, Issue 143 November-December 2011 
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Greenberg’s autonomous act of painting was no longer at the forefront of paintings 

discourse and for Mosset the challenge was to visually and conceptually re-represent 

ideas about painting. From 1966 to 1972 Mosset painted more than two hundred 

white canvases with a black circle in the middle centre, for example Untitled 1972 

(Fig.106). His interest in the reductive and geometric became the tool through which 

his ideas could manifest: the beginning and the end create a zero degree, or the 

beginning and the end are at the same point when the path followed is a circular 

one.212 Mosset supported the continuation of painting and the zero was a metaphor for 

both its persistence and a new beginning. His work has consistently been made up of 

a balance between appropriation and collaborating with fellow artists. He reflects on 

art history and is open to expanding towards new working arenas, as further stated in 

the interview; ‘nobody escapes time and things change, that’s the name of the 

game’.213  

 

For Mosset these reoccurring ‘new beginnings’ can be seen in exhibitions such as the 

collaboration with American Graffiti artist Fred Brathwaite at Clinton Street 1981, 

(Fig.107) and the group show AMF, Mamco, Genève 1995 (Fig.108), with Swiss 

artists John M. Armleder and Sylvie Fleury. 

  

           
           Figure 107                Figure 108 

 

These exhibitions incorporated artwork and objects such as graffiti, motorcars, TV 

monitors and floral arrangements establishing methods of art making that challenged 

new socio-political functions for art and artists in which visual and theoretical 

possibilities could be explored. This was done by applying a specific line of inquiry 

surrounding ideas of collaboration and appropriation that was progressively examined 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
212 Gauthier, M. Rodchenko at Las Vegas, 2003. P. 13 
213 Mosset, O. Appendix M. P.  
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through lineal bodies of work. For Mosset, the act of making was a way to visually 

investigate what painting could be and in turn it opened up potential possibilities for 

ways in which day-to-day existence could be continuously engaged with: 

 

I have done 3D pieces, for me, it was a way to look at 

what painting is, (it is a Judd thing, though Reinhardt 

said that a sculpture is something you bump 

into, looking at a painting).214   

 

This conceptual transference of ideas between multiple works allowed Mosset to 

explore the ‘idea’ at the forefront of the work of art, and by allowing the delegation of 

production to others his work challenged fundamental beliefs about authorship. From 

the mid 1960s onwards these conceptual working methodologies became the crucial 

turning point for painting; the apparent ‘death of painting’ debate became the anchor 

for its ongoing existence. Painting referenced the canvas support to redefine the 

concept of what a work of art could be, and became the working space from which 

ideas were developed and explored. These working sensibilities locate painting since 

the 1960s as an outward looking forum. Painting allowed a specific group of artists to 

find new ways of thinking through their practices in which multiple works and 

outcomes prompted the viewer to read the one intention (painting) in a myriad of new 

ways.  

 

Painting Towards an Inclusive Network 

 

Since the beginning of the 20th century Non-Objective painters have expanded their 

practices from existing inside the two-dimensional picture frame towards the 

development of a spatially, outward looking discourse. Formal elements associated 

with Modernist painting such as non-blended (solid) pure colours, geometric shapes, 

lines and curves as well as issues of authenticity, appropriation, authorship, and the 

strategy of collaboration have been the working tools with which these artists have 

addressed physical expansions and explorations into multiple fields of inquiry. These 

elements have remained at the forefront of each artist illustrated in this chapter. For 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
214 Mosset, O. Appendix M. P.275  
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the Constructivists it was the implementation of contemporary materials such as metal 

and plastic and for the Bauhaus students and teachers it was the cross-disciplinary 

enquiries of fine art, design and architecture. Art schools/art movements such as 

Bauhaus and De Stijl bought together new working methodologies in which 

individual practices became expanded projects, extending from pictorial and 

sculptural works to the investigation of early installation based practices in 

architectural spaces that became total artworks.  

 

As discussed, from 1915 to the mid-1970s, Modernism was made up of numerous art 

movements, and each genre was influenced by external cultural and political 

conditions including WWI and WWII. Painting progressed alongside a global society 

that shifted from being individualistic to being more conscious of universal 

awareness. While architectonic expansions were investigated, each artist researched in 

this chapter continued to adhere to the canvas frames reductive and geometric 

working characteristics, as alternate ways of working through the ability of painting to 

expand.  Nikolai Tarabukin and Michael Fried argued that the so-called demise of 

Modernist painting encouraged advancements in other art forms such as sculptural 

based installation and conceptual art.  

 

For painting to exist within an emerging climate of objecthood and conceptual 

tendencies, (associated with 1960s Minimalism and beyond) it needed to have a 

‘presence’ that could be conceptually transferred to three-dimensions. According to 

the debates sited in this chapter, painting had exhausted its ability to visually 

communicate with contemporary culture of the time because it no longer was about 

picture or illusionism but the physical properties of what painting could become and 

how it could be experienced in physical space. It is argued, using a specific group of 

painters, that painting continued to evolve as an expanded and critical discourse that 

was always looking forward, not necessarily as a collective art movement but as an 

individual artistic necessity for new conceptual, visual and material beginnings.  

 

Through the documentation of specific working practices, this chapter sets up the 

foundations for the remaining research in which painting continued to develop beyond 

the canvas towards a Post Modern era that valued ideas and concepts as opposed to 

traditional forms of art making. Modernist painting was discussed as an expanded 
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ideology in which associated elements, including colour, line and the flat surface, 

became the basis for the expansion of painting into cross-disciplinary fields and 

artistic developments. Painting in the late 20th century entered a Post-Modernist era 

where the social developments associated with a rapidly evolving globalized world 

steered its discourse towards a spatially interactive monoculture. As such the selected 

artists and work created overrides the limiting conditions of the picture frame, whilst 

simultaneously referencing the historical debates surrounding its Modernist  

foundations and persistent renewal.  
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9.0 Chapter 3: Painting As Painting, Painting As Architecture, Painting as 

Design, Painting As… 

 

The aim of Chapter 3 is to trace the initial conceptual development specific painters 

underwent during the mid to late 20th century. This chapter is an investigation into 

how, within this time frame a particular group of painters opened up the canvas 

support to apply lateral modes of thinking. The discourse of painting became an 

expanded ideology that spread into cross-disciplinary fields. The theoretical 

developments of painting since the 1970s will be examined in this chapter to relocate 

traditional painting practices as a working space and point of departure as opposed to 

a practice that existed on the verge of exhaustion.  

 

By the 1970s painting had almost become obsolete. Many practitioners, including 

Donald Judd, had abandoned it in favour of creating objects that were neither 

sculpture nor painting in the traditional sense.215 Additional seminal texts discussed in 

this chapter include, Painting: The Task of Mourning, 1990, by Yve-Alain Bois and 

Thierry de Duve’s The Monochrome and the Blank Canvas, 1996. These texts all 

contribute to debates surrounding the expansion of paintings as opposed to its death. 

These essays help to pinpoint the fact that Modernist painters engaged in a 

conceptually focused form of abstraction in their practices rather than preparing for 

the end of painting through ‘its dissolution in the all-encompassing sphere of life-as-

art or environment-as-art.’216 Instead painting expanded and renewed itself into 

collaborative, cross-disciplinary structures. 

  

Painters including Olivier Mosset, John M. Armleder and American Stephen Parrino, 

whose practices were associated with art movements incorporating Post Minimal and 

Post Conceptual inquiries, are discussed. These artists are interested in a reductive 

aesthetic and create works that engage the viewer in everyday spaces away from the 

canvas support in order to further explore various modes of reality that can be read as 

painting in this context. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
215 Holdsworth C. To What Extent is Rosalind Krauss’s Expanded Field Problematic in Respect of a 
European Sculptural Trajectory?, 2012/2013. P.3 
216 Bois, Y-A, Painting: The Task of Mourning, 1993. P.231 
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The central focus of this chapter is to develop a linear organisation of study in which 

political, theoretical and social developments associated with a rapidly evolving 

globalised world, as well as particular studio philosophies from the mid 1970s to 

2000, clearly outlines the architectonic direction the discourse of painting expanded 

towards. Minimalist and Conceptual based art from the early 1970s will be discussed 

using the works of American artists Donald Judd and Carl Andre in order to reveal 

how their practices moved permanently away from the canvas or painted object to 

broader fields including: sculpture, installation, architecture, performance and 

collaborations. It is through these working methodologies that painters in the 1980s 

and 1990s, including Americans Julian Schnabel and Peter Halley, remained 

committed to their painting practices, yet moved away from painting as a singular, 

autonomous discipline towards incorporating film, installation art, Conceptual Art and 

multimedia.  

 

Using Rosalind Krauss’s Sculpture in the Expanded Field, 199, it is asserted that 

sculpture not did exist alone in the expanded field, but painting had expanded too. 

From the 1970s to the turn of the 21st century, artists including Danish painter Poul 

Gernes and American painter, sculptor and designer Jorge Pardo, were occupied with 

historical interpretations of Modernist painting and the challenge to explore new ways 

in which to visually represent conceptual intentions. Hal Foster’s essay Return of the 

Real 1996 and the works of artists including Australian John Nixon and New Zealand 

painter Julian Dashper will support the argument; the engagement of art with 

everyday materials and the emergence of Conceputal practices arose from a rejection 

of illusionistic space and contributed towards architectonic expansion of painting into 

real space.  

 

Conceptual tendencies have remained within the framework of Post Minimal and Post 

Modern art practices since the 1970s. Contemporary art encompasses fields of 

installation art and this will be discussed using the works of American artist Robert 

Irwin. Irwin’s working practice will be discussed in an institutional context217 in 

which the audience’s visual senses have been sharpened towards a spatial and 

interactive world that overrides the limiting conditions of the picture frame. In his 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
217 Painting is discussed not only as an expanded field from the point of view from the artist, but also in 
regards to the audience, institution and curatorial sense.  
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work painting becomes an outward looking forum that engages the viewer as 

participant, merging painting with everyday experience. It is argued in this chapter 

that since the mid 1970s a specific group of painters transferred their conceptual 

intentions past a phenomenological inquiry, towards incorporating built environments 

that invite physical engagement between the viewer and painting. From this, painting 

is argued as existing as a working space and departure point offering various 

outcomes (such as wall painting, film and installation strategies) that can be 

interpreted still ‘as painting’.  

 

The Disappearance of the Structure and Referent 

 

In her essay Sculpture in the Expanded Field, 1979, Krauss investigated a new type of 

sculpture, which moved away from the Modernist trend of architecture and non-

architecture to a Post-Modernist trend that explored the idea between landscape and 

not-landscape. She referred to this as an ‘expanded field’ whereby ‘not architecture is, 

according to the logic of a certain kind of expansion, just another way of expressing 

the term landscape, and the non-landscape is, simply, architecture.’218 Painting 

experienced a similar expansion, different to what Kraus terms 

architecture/landscape, in which painting became concerned with 

uniqueness/reproducibility and any number of different mediums could be employed 

to address the conditions of possibility within the discipline.  

 

In the 1970s artists turned to spatial and sculptural examinations and a Minimalist 

aesthetic arose in which the pedestal was absorbed and works were made to be 

positioned on the floor or against the gallery wall. This can be seen in Carl Andre’s 

work. Within his painted object Hour Rose 1959 (Fig.109) Andre distanced the 

sculpture from traditional processes of carving and constructing and instead 

accentuated factory finished materials situated directly on the gallery floor, seen in his 

144 Magnesium Square 1969. (Fig.110)  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
218 Krauss R. Sculpture in the Expanded Field 1986. P. 283 
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           Figure 109                 Figure 110 

 

Through a process of renewal, painters looked to the spatial properties of objects in 

which the task of phenomenology laid bare the structures of consciousness and self-

consciousness, and perceptual apprehension was considered ultimately 

ungraspable.219 The physicality of the materiality of objects and their spatial presence 

was at the forefront of artistic experimentation; through this renewal, ontological and 

conceptual engagement was negated.  

 

Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s essay Phenomenology of Perception, 1945, was influential 

on Minimalist artistic outcomes.  He highlighted the fact that the audience’s 

engagement, combined with ideas and experience associated with the work, was 

necessary for the work to exist. It was within these spatial disciplines of inquiry that 

the expansion of paintings allowed new ways of experiencing the world to occur. 

Merleau-Ponty’s philosophy ‘was not the reflection of a pre-existing truth, but, like 

art, the act of bringing truth into being,’ and that ‘true philosophy consists in 

relearning to look at the world.’220 In response to these Minimalist and Conceptual 

artistic developments this research argues that painting became an expansion of ideas 

that moved away from the canvas and engaged with the viewer on an experiential 

level dealing directly with space, site and experience.   

 

This can be seen in the work of Donald Judd. Within architectural concerns and 

artistic relationships, Judd focused on the process of materiality and construction 

specific to individual projects. He moved permanently away from the picture frame 

(for him painting became object) and transferred conceptual forms from painting to 

object, furniture, and then finally architecture as seen in his Marfa, Texas project and 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
219 Taylor, M. C. Skinning Art, 2004. P. 32 
220 Merleau-Ponty, M. cited by Rosalyn Diprose, A Guide to Merleau-Pont Key Concepts 2008. P. 8 
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discussed in his essay titled On Furniture 1989, (Fig.111), (Fig.112) and (Fig.113) 

and (Fig.114) 

Of course if a person is at once making art and building 

furniture and architecture there will be similarities. The 

various interests in form will be consistent. If you like simple 

forms in art you will not make complicate ones in 

architecture….But the difference between art and architecture 

is fundamental. Furniture and architecture can only be 

approached as such. Art cannot be imposed upon them. If their 

nature is seriously considered the art will occur, even art close 

to art itself.221 

  

             

   Figure 111           Figure 112 

!

            

          Figure 113       Figure 114 

 
Judd’s interest in solid colours and geometric elements set up a Minimalist working 

arena in which to physically incorporate the object into everyday space. In his objects 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
221 Judd, D. Architektur, 1989. P. 133 
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and architecture222 his focus was to search for new possibilities in order to create 

variable built states that emphasised spatial imagination. From 1973 his work at 

Marfa, Texas (Fig.115) where he owned land and several buildings, was an evolving 

project that documented both his discipline as an artist as well as his attention to the 

history and environment of the place.223 While Judd did not return to the practice of 

painting (as an ontological act) his associated intentions were transferred to the design 

of space, architecture and objects. For Judd painting was a beginning, not a revisited 

destination. 

 

 
Figure 115 

 

This search for new possibilities in art practices is argued through the works of Post-

Modernist painters including Julian Schnabel and Jeff Koons. Both aritsts mixed 

genres (sculpture, collage and painting) to create assemblages and conceptual based 

outcomes. This Post-Modernist artistic pluralism (the co-existing, multifaceted 

approach to art making) resulted in Schnabel and Koons borrowing ideas and 

aesthetics from past art movements such as Abstract Expressionism and Pop Art.  

 

Koons’ sculptural works reference the machine made objects associated with the 

Minimalists and communicate narrative towards a late capitalist culture dominated by 

consumer behaviour. His works pendulate from painting to sculptural pieces that 

address subjects such as sex, race, gender and fame, including Aqui Bacardi 1986 

(Fig.116); Versailles Balloon Dog 1999-2000 (Fig.117); Rising Stars 1985 (Fig.118); 

and Balloon Dog Painting 1998 (Fig.119). These works were all industrially 

manufactured; devoid of the artists’ hand in the creation of the objects. His kitsch 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
222 Judd was not an architect, but an artist. His practice was committed to a response to architecture. 
223 Noever, P. Architecture within Architecture, 2003. P. 7 
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painting Cake 1995 (Fig.120) and sculpture Michael Jackson and Bubbles 1988 

(Fig.121) addressed the reality surrounding identity and the catastrophic conditions of 

existence under late capitalism. 

 

                   
             Figure!116!! ! ! !!!!Figure!117! ! !!!!!!!!!!!Figure!118 

  

                               

!!!!!!!!Figure!119           Figure!120    Figure!121  

!
These catastrophic conditions are described by American literary critic and Marxist 

political theorist Fredric Jameson as a response to the spectacular images associated 

with Post Modern culture. These images are described as seductive simulations in 

magazines and movies that represent an invisible reality, reflecting the cultural logic 

of an economy driven by consumerist desire.224   

 

While Koons was occupied with political content and narrative, Schnabel looked to 

Jackson Pollock’s ‘all-over’ approach to painting, loading the picture with materials, 

including dinner plates and found objects, such as Aborigine Painting 1980 

(Fig.122).225 Through this working methodology Schnabel negated pictorial illusion, 

accentuating materiality as a way to conceptually engage the audience into a shifting 

field of expression. 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
224 Buchloh, B. H. D., Bois, Y-A. Foster, H. and Krauss, R. Art Since 1900: Postmodernism, 2004 P. 
596 
225 Buchloh, B. H. D., Bois, Y-A. Foster, H. and Krauss, R. Art Since 1900: Postmodernism, 2004 P. 
596 
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Figure 122    Figure 123 

 

Schnabel discussed with American art critic Rebecca Nemser the idea of how film 

(such as his film on American artist Jean Michel Basquiat, 1996 (Fig.123)) and 

painting lay in parallel modes of existence.  For him, both the screen and canvas 

offered alternate sites for the transference of conceptual intentions: 

Rebecca Nemser: Your paintings are characterized by grand 

gestures, grand scale, and also found objects, like the broken 

plates you’re famous for affixing to enormous canvasses. How 

did you translate those qualities into film? 

Julian Schnabel: After shooting for 32 days, and shifting with 

the ebb and flow of making a movie, I created it like a found 

object.226 

Judd and Andre broke with painting as a way to eliminate notions of self-expression, 

but for Schnabel and Koons painting became ‘more than painting’. Art encapsulated 

ideas of political, economic and historical dialogue, allowing painting to expand as a 

fluid tool able to carry, transfer and expand ideas and conceptual intentions across 

varied sites and visual platforms. Rejecting Minimalist interest in geometric forms, 

Schnabel and Koons explored ideas of appropriation and economic stances through 

new versions of artistic realities with visual outcomes in the areas of sculpture, 

painting, photography and film.227 Their discourses addressed issues concerning 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
226 http://www.rebeccanemser.com/1996/01/julian-schnabel/ 
227 These rejections were apparent in their negation of abstraction and incorporation of figuration and 
expression.   
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artistic production and the culture industry in which art functioned as commodity 

production, investment portfolio and entertainment.228  

 

Unlike the ‘medium specificity’ and autonomy of Modernism, artists within Post 

Modern practice explored the use of varying mediums, as Krauss put it, ‘in relation to 

the logical operations on a set of cultural terms for which any medium – photography, 

books, lines on walls, mirrors, or sculpture itself – might be used.’229 Through this 

condition Post Modern practice was no longer medium specific, but organised in 

response to cultural, historical and architectural concerns. ‘It is organized instead 

through the universe of terms that are felt to be in opposition in a cultural 

situation.’230  

For example Schnabel transferred intentions from painting including I went to 

Tangiers and Had Dinner with Paul Bowles 1990 (Fig.124); sculpture, such as his 

Garcia Lorca Chair and Luis Bunuel Table 2000 (Fig.125); sites including 

architectural installations Gramercy Park Hotel 2006 (Fig.126); and films such as The 

Diving Bell and The Butterfly 2008 (Fig.127). His dynamic outcomes incorporated 

historical art, Neo-expressionism and figuration, all melded together to create an 

evolving visual language.  

 

                   

  Figure 124  Figure 125          Figure 126                   Figure 127 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
228 Buchloh, B. H. D., Bois, Y-A. Foster, H. and Krauss, R. Art Since 1900: The Predicament of 
Contemporary Art, 2004. P. 673 
229 Krauss, R. Sculpture in the Expanded Field, 1986. P. 288 
230 Krauss, R. Sculpture in the Expanded Field, 1986. P. 289 
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Painting in the Post Modern system was now influenced by the self-reflexive idea of 

the non-static, dynamic structure, as discussed within Georg Hegel’s essay Science of 

Logic 1812-1816. He argued that the concept is the primary focus ‘and its movement 

is the universal absolute activity, the self-determining and self-realizing 

movement.’231 Post Minimalist and Post Conceptual artists explored self-reflective 

ideas and intentions across multiple sites and the canvas support became a working 

space from which intentions were simultaneously transferred towards and expanded 

away from. The autonomous structures and referents disappeared in art practices and 

the concept or ideas ceased referring to independent things. For Hegel it was the 

differences between these entities, (for example between painting and sculpture), that 

became important; ‘things are essentially concepts whose interrelations form the all-

encompassing idea.’232 

Painting as Architecture 

 

These interrelations are evident in art during the 1980s and 1990s and the increased 

use of varying mediums marked a democratisation of art. The Post-Modernist shift of 

space towards a growing pluralism in visual art in the 1980s233 dealt with the 

exhausted state of painting and was concerned with appropriation, originality and the 

death of originality. There are several key pieces of theoretical text that discuss these 

ideas, including:  Death of the Author 1967, by French literary critic Roland Barthes, 

and Painting: The Task of Mourning 1990, by Yve-Alain Bois. These theorists 

question who is the real author of a text, book, photograph, painting or anything 

creative that could be interpreted by another person. Barthes argued that when a text 

(or creative outcome such as a painting) is created, it exists as a multifaceted 

manifestation of different ideas. For Barthes the self-proclaimed author borrowed 

everything from previously existing texts, resulting in ideas that belong to no one in 

particular: 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
231 Taylor, M. C. Skinning Art, 2004. P. 27 
232 Taylor, M. C. Skinning Art, 2004. P. 28 
233 A rapid change in mid 20th century science, technology, politics, economics and arts developed in 
new ranges of abstractions and expressionism. Space exploration and electronic communications 
altered the human outlook towards a globalized whole and artists seeked to merge art and life. 
Modernist abstraction was not immediately familiar to the masses and a return to popular figures and 
landscapes insisted for a return towards a new realism.  
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‘a text is made of multiple writings, drawn from many cultures 

and entering into mutual relations of dialogue, parody and 

contestation, but there is one place where this multiplicity is 

focused and that is the ready made, not, as was hitherto said, 

the author.’234  

 

In his essay, Bois examined the death of philosophical standpoints, including: 

ideologies, the industrial society and authorship as well as history, man and 

Modernism. With an emphasis on the death of Modernist painting, Bois claimed two 

historical circumstances effected the Modernist ‘apocalyptic discourse’ of painting: 

the whole history of abstract painting, which he argued can be read as a longing of its 

death, and the emergence of a group of neo-abstract painters, including Peter Halley 

who he positioned as its official mourner. The seminal questions Bois asks in the text 

are: Is painting (abstract or not) still possible? Is abstract (painting, sculpture, film or 

modes of thought etc.) still possible?  

 

He stated that abstract painting was meant to bring forth the pure parousia (or arrival) 

of its own essence, to tell the final truth and thereby terminate its course.235 This pure 

beginning, which Bois identifies with the ‘zero degree’ or telling of the final truth, 

was first searched for by early abstract painters such as Kazimir Malevich and Piet 

Mondrian. Bois claimed German philosopher Walter Benjamin was the seminal critic 

of the larger historical crisis termed as industrialisation. Within this, artistic discourse 

centred on the appearance of photography and mass production, which were 

understood as factors contributing to the end of painting.  

 

As a result of the dissolution of art into the all-encompassing sphere of life-as-art and 

the invention of the ready-made, Bois argued that painting had to redefine and reclaim 

its status and specific domain. For Bois, American painter Robert Ryman worked 

through the end of painting in the most resolved way. His works Untitled 1965, 

(Fig.128) and Series #13 (White) 2004 (Fig.129) were thick with gesture and texture. 

And Bois stated,  ‘the process… is endlessly stretched: the thread is never cut’.  

 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
234 http://artsites.ucsc.edu/faculty/Gustafson/FILM%20162.W10/readings/barthes.death.pdf 
235 Bois, Y-A, Painting: The Task of Mourning, 1993. P.230 
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     Figure 128       Figure 129 

 

However, while Bois examined the way in which painters constantly engage with a 

retelling of the death of painting, the aim of this research is to argue that painting is a 

mode of production. The ‘zero degree’ continues as a constant beginning and the act 

of painting as well as the applied concept of painting exists both inside and beyond 

the picture frame in other fields. Painting becomes more than painting236 and artists 

during the 1990s continued to make various outcomes within a culture of mass 

production and digital imagery. 

 

Peter Halley’s painting turned its back on its perceived death and instead geometric 

space existed as an expanded physical reality that reflected digital tools, 

representative of the image, as in Double Elvis 1990 (Fig.130). Halley’s geometric 

abstract paintings were made from Day-Glo paint on canvas. They consisted of digital 

fields or ‘spaces’ filled with cells and units resting on single straight and right-angled 

lines that he used to represent prison cells connected by electrical conduits. His 

paintings referred to late-capitalist social space237 whilst celebrating its evolution 

through the incorporation of fluorescent colour and repeated multiple frames. Halley, 

states in Tony Godfrey’s Neo-Expressionism: 

 

‘In my work, space is considered as a digital field in which are 

situated “cells” with simulated stucco texture from which flow 

irradiated “conduits”. This space is akin to the simulated 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
236 Jenkins, K. Appendix J. P.257. Termed by Australian painter Kyle Jenkins, more than painting 
refers to multiple outcomes existing as more than the materiality an aesthetic outcome is bound within.  
237 Foster, H. Signs Taken for Wonders (1986), 1990. P.112 
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space of the videogame, of the microchip, and of the office 

tower.’238  

 

For Halley, geometric shapes and overlaid colour fields were representative of digital 

reality. His work referred to both the real and the historical through the image, while 

his use of paint allowed for a new space and reality within and beyond the canvas 

support, as can be seen in Installation at Stuart Shave/Modern Art London 2007 

(Fig.131). 

 

      
   Figure 130    Figure 131 

 

Bois investigated the death of painting through the works of Duchamp, Rodchenko 

and Mondrian, but he also considered how it would evolve towards the end of the 20th 

century, within a milieu of mass media, computer games and the simulacrum.239 He 

pondered the escape of the double bind through comparing these alternatives240 as 

similar to the strategy of the generic ‘game’ (such as chess). For Bois the painting 

match never ends, it is just played out at different times in particular circumstances. 

As he explains, ‘this strategic approach deciphers painting as an agonistic field where 

nothing is ever terminated, or decided once and for all, and leads the analysis back to 

a type of historicity that it had neglected, that of long duration.’241  

While Bois’ essay discussed mourning the death of painting throughout the 20th 

century, he concluded that the feeling of the end did produce a cogent history of 

painting, and one that he states was buried too quickly. ‘Let us simply say that the 

desire for painting remains, and that this desire is not entirely programmed or 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
238 Godfrey, T. Painting Today: Neo-Expressionism, 2009. P. 75 
239 French philosopher Jean Baudrillards theory of the Simulacra refers to the Hyperreal, being the 
model of a real without origin or reality.  
240 Bois considers the double bind as two alternatives; that the end of painting existed as a both a linear 
and historical concept. Firstly, Duchamp, Rodchenko and Mondrian rendered painting unnecessary and 
secondly, painting is not relevant in an era of mass media and computer games.  
241 Bois, Y-A, Painting: The Task of Mourning, 1993. P.242 
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subsumed by the market: this desire is the sole factor of a future possibility of 

painting.’242  

It is argued in this research that this desire for the continuation of painting is fuelled 

and enabled by the spatial attributes and working spaces associated with the canvas 

support. It has been utilised by certain painters as a starting point for outward 

expansion, generating visual outcomes that still address issues associated with the 

painted frame. This inward looking nature of the practice (in which ontological 

investigations morph with historical recordings) enables the persistent expansion of 

painting towards a scenographic discipline. 

The Monochrome as New Game 

 

Bois’ ideas on authorship, combined with a desire to paint, are at the forefront of 

Olivier Mosset’s practice.  His focus is on recognising the specificity of painting so as 

to better acknowledge what was not painting.243 His Black Square 1990 (Fig.132) 

recognised the past Modernist history of painting (through a reading of Malevich’s 

black square), but it also addressed the idea of a new beginning for painting. This idea 

created momentum through the ‘Radical’ painting movement244 that Mosset was a 

founding member of. 

 

       
     Figure 132 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
242 Bois, Y-A, Painting: The Task of Mourning, 1993. P.243 
243 Perret, C. Olivier Mosset: Painting, Even, 2004. P. 58 
244 Radical Painting group was established in 1978 and was made up of a group of European and 
American painters including American artists Joseph Marioni and Frederic Matys Thursz, who made 
paintings about paintings physical attributes, such as the colour, the physicality of paint and the frame 
support..  
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The Radical Painters 1978 (group of painters established in Europe and then in USA) 

explored colour and form through monochromatic formats (being the characteristic of 

the flat surface and nature of paint as pigment) and Greenberg’s formalism was 

accepted as the primary working methodology. Such concerns are primary concepts 

for Mosset and can be seen in artworks such as Untitled 1993 – 2014 (Fig.133) in 

which his monochrome painting installation consisted of seven works, titled with the 

names of artists who had been influential throughout his art career.  

 

      
         Figure 133    Figure 134 

 

In his three part yellow circular work that was shown next to two customized 

motorcycles designed by mechanic Indian Larry 2007 (Fig.134) Mosset explored size 

and presence through materials and surfaces. He also investigated ideas of language 

(pure painting) and communication (collaboration between motorbike and rider). 

Mosset’s processes of collaboration allowed for an awareness of, and reflection on, 

spatial presence, and prompted consideration of how the reductive form (the 

monochrome) simultaneously existed spatially and architecturally within a grouped 

exhibition.  

 

Radical was representative of ‘roots’ and a return to the roots of painterly practice245 

was at the forefront of Mosset’s inquiry. Where Barthes’ concern was with painting 

that borrowed from past histories, Mosset was seminal in situating where reductive 

painting was located in a Post-Modernist culture. Through a pluralist approach he 

used the monochrome as a way of approaching a new way forward for painting. He 

used painting, the physicality of painting, the history of reductive painting and the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
245 Perret, C. Olivier Mosset: Painting, Even, 2004. P. 59 
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idea of painting as a conceptual working space to expand and move forward in the 

discipline conceptually, theoretically, visually and culturally. 

 

In her 2004 publication Olivier Mosset: Painting, Even, French theorist Catherine 

Perret discusses Mosset’s commitment to the endless possibility of painting; Mosset 

the painter makes and remakes the same pictures. As he states, ‘in fact, I’d like to 

paint, destroy, and start over – which is what I’m doing, more or less.’246 His interest 

lay in the very act of painting, as stated in his interview for this research. When asked: 

what does making painting mean to you? He answered, ‘Paintings? That’s what I 

do.’247 Perret believes that Mosset is ultimately interested in the pure plastic quality of 

painting, and through collaborative exhibitions and continuing ontological 

investigations he regenerates painting through various series of monochromes, for 

example his Monochromes at Andrea Caratsch Gallery 2009 (Fig.135); his shaped 

canvases Orange Hexagon, 2010; (Fig.136) and his neo-geometric abstraction 

Untitled (MUTT,) 2013248 (Fig.137). 

 

   
                      Figure 135                    Figure 136   Figure 137 

 

A colleague of Mosset’s, Steven Parrino also explored an interest in, and dedication 

to, the ongoing possibilities of painting within the monochrome. In the catalogue for 

the exhibition Born To Be Wild; Homage to Steven Parrino, 2007, Mosset exclaimed 

that ‘because of the radicalism of his gestures, Steven Parrino was sending any 

discourse on the flatness of the picture-surface or the limits of the framing edge to the 

dust heap of history.’249 Through processes of painting, stretching, un-stretching, re-

stretching, piercing, slashing and twisting, Parrino’s monochrome paintings (such as 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
246 Perret, C. Olivier Mosset: Painting, Even, 2004. P. 93 
247 Mosset, O. Appendix M. P.274 
248 Perret, C. Olivier Mosset: Painting, Even, 2004. P. 93 
249 Mosset, O. Born To Be Wild: Homage to Steven Parrino; Steven Parrino 1958 – 2005, 2009, P. 34 
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Touch and Go, 1989 – 1995 (Fig.138); Creeping Eye 1993 (Fig.139) and Blue Baby 

Suicide 1995 (Fig.140) reveal his necrophiliac interest in painting.  

 

                          
 Figure 138   Figure 139   Figure 140 

 

This false death of painting was later noted in the context of a posthumous show of 

his broken paintings at Gagosian Gallery, New York, 2013: 

 

When I started making paintings, the word on painting was 

‘PAINTING IS DEAD.’ I saw this as an interesting place for 

painting […] Death can be refreshing, so I started engaging in 

necrophilia.250 

 

Through the employment of appropriation and the monochrome, Parrino aimed to 

achieve a literal deconstruction of painting by pulling apart its surface and then 

reconstructing its future by re-stretching it back over the frame. These works were 

both flat fields and physical interruptions that stood as abstract symbols of coercion 

and suffering, but also of sado-masochist passion.251 Along side his painting practice, 

Parrino pursued his cultural interests in performance and punk music at Electropillia, 

1999 (Fig.141).  

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
250  Steven Perrino Gagosian Gallery 2013 http://www.gagosian.com/exhibitions/steven-parrino--
march-21-2013 
251  Carmine, G. Steven Parrino Frieze Issue 99, May 2006. 
http://www.frieze.com/issue/review/steven_parrino/ 
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                      Figure 141 

 

Through these other multiple pursuits (which all involved the same conceptual 

interests as his painting), Parrino, like Mosset, explored the idea of destroying and 

starting over through the endless possibilities afforded by the ontological and physical 

exploration of painting. 

 

Bois also incorporates Walter Benjamin’s analysis of the rise of "mechanical 

reproduction," as well as Duchampian and Marxist critiques of painting as a 

commodity fetish, into his discussion of the continuation and development of 

Modernist painting. With the rise of industrialism and the expansion of the 

international art market, these developments were fundamental to understanding the 

concurrent decline and stubborn survival of Modernist abstract painting.252 Painting 

was challenged by photography and mass production and Modernist painters, such as 

Ryman, resisted these technological advances. Bois declared, through his manual 

mastery and processes of deconstruction his paintings deferred death;   

 

By his dissection of the gesture, or of the pictorial raw material, 

and by his (nonstylistic) analysis of the stroke, Ryman produces 

a kind of dissolution of the relationship between the trace and its 

organic referent.253 

 

Schnabel and Koons engaged the audience in visual and expressionistic dialogue 

surrounding cultural issues while Ryman, according to Bois, proclaimed the loss of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
252 Montgomery, H. 2004, http://csmt.uchicago.edu/annotations/boispainting.htm 
253 Bois, Y-A. Painting: The Task of Mourning 1993. P. 231  
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deconstruction of the of the ‘historical position of painting as an exceptional realm of 

maual mastery’.254   

 

These Modernist issues of production, commodity accumulation and rejection of 

consolidation255 were the key processes in John M. Armleder’s painting practice. His 

work consistently evolved from painting to sculpture, from drawing to monumental 

structures and often included commodity objects in social and transitory happenings. 

Armleder pursued principles of incessant starting over in his arts practice, which was 

initially established in the alternative art movement Ecart, which he co-founded in 

1969 and was involved with until 1982. The group collective drew on the Fluxus 

principle of the ‘equivalence between life and art’ and it was this belief in permanent 

creativity and the continued development of painting that made up his investigative 

inquiry.256  In his painting practice, Armleder questioned notions of originality and 

authenticity as well as the idea of cross-pollination. This can be seen in his 

sculpture/painting Furniture Sculpture 169 1987 (Fig.142).  

 

                              
Figure 142         Figure 143 

 

Armleder worked with exhibition permutations, for example he combined the work of 

art (painting) with the functional object (the chair). For Armleder, the work acts as a 

whole in which formal elements existing in the painting, such as geometric shapes, 

colour and line are integrated into the objects. The object quality of the painting is 

associated with the piece of furniture and everyday space: 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
254 Bois, Y-A. Painting: The Task of Mourning 1993. P. 231 
255 Armleder’s discourse rejected the autonomous, Modernist discourse where painting and sculpture 
were considered separate fields of inquiry. 
256 Bovier, L. John Armleder; In the 1970s The Ecart Years: The joint irresolution of an equivocal 
commitment, 2005. P. 93-95 
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If I juxtapose a form inspired by a constructivist work with a 

found object in the Fluxus manner, it’s because I don’t believe 

there’s any contrast- I’m not sure moreover if it’s not the 

painting that’s Fluxus and the object constructivist;257 

 

This inclusive working methodology allowed Armleder to exploit situations that 

afforded creative freedom away from the institution and marketplace. His oeuvre 

connected and linked together art history, kitsch, B-movies, coolness and commodity 

aesthetic 258  to create working outcomes in which endless possibilities for the 

continuation of painting were associated with juxtaposing forms, messages and 

subjects. This was further witnessed in his investigations within and beyond the 

canvas support in his exhibition Don’t Do It 1997, (Fig.143) in Mamco, Geneva. In 

this exhibition Armleder spread his installations over three adjacent rooms. The show 

included TV monitors showing pictures of other works in the museum as well as 

canvases, dot murals and ready-made objects.259 His entire discourse was occupied 

with the interpretation of non-formal elements that were displayed as a collection of 

signs that referred to real space whilst conflating art and the design object.  

 

Armleder used the installation presentation as a further expansion and renewal of 

painting, engaging the viewer with the theory of the artwork as ‘décor’ through 

merging disciplinary elements associated with his painting practice. This persistent 

reference to painting and how it was situated as an historical mode of production 

amongst everyday culture, allowed Mosset, Parrino and Armleder to conceptually 

explore ideas stemming from their painting practices. For each, the monochrome 

provided a continual starting point for what painting might be. In turn these 

investigations have provided a renewal and persistency in the discourse of painting 

since the developments of Minimalist, Conceptual and Post-Modernist art practices.  

 

 

 

 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
257 Bovier, L. John Armleder; Abstract Painting and Furniture Sculpture, 2005. P. 121 
258 Berg, S & Rush, M. John M Armleder, Too much is Not Enough; Forward, 2006. P. 5 
259 Bovier, L. John Armleder from 1990 to 2005; From the overload theory to work as decoration, 2005. 
P. 146 
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Painting in the Real 

 

For the artists discussed in this chapter, aesthetics and politics are folded into each 

other, imagined and assembled in various representations in social space.260 Spatial 

outcomes have varied consequentially and in accordance with individual areas of 

investigation and these varied outcomes expand away from the picture frame into 

multiple sites of reality. In the 1996 essay, The Return of The Real, Hal Foster 

discussed the theoretical and aesthetic shift away from reductive notions of realism 

and illusionism associated with the Minimalists towards arts representation of identity 

and authorship: 

 

This strange rebirth of the author, this paradoxical condition of 

absentee authority, is a significant turn in contemporary art, 

criticism, and cultural politics. Here the return of the real 

converges with the return of the referential261. 

 

Foster considered the contemporary reworking’s of these categories through the idea 

that images are representations of iconographic themes or signifiers of real things in 

the world, and that the most an image can do is represent another image. Within this, 

Foster relies heavily on Pop Art and the images of Andy Warhol’s Death in America 

series, 1963 – 1964, (Fig.144) to argue beyond the glamorous surface of Pop.262 He 

argues in favour of Warhol’s more urgent reference to space through the image 

representation of ‘reality in suffering and death,’263 or traumatic realism, to engage 

with the audience.  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
260 Larsen, L.B. The Re-Distribution of the Aesthetic: Poul Gernes as Concretist, 2010. P. 251.  
261 Foster, H. Return of the Real, 1996. P. 168 
262 Surface of commodity within pop culture is the repetitive use of referential themes such as fashion, 
celebrity and gay culture. 
263 Foster, H. Return of The Real, 1996. P. 130 
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              Figure 144     Figure 145 

 

Artists from the 1970s, 1980s and early 1990s explored ideas associated with Krauss’ 

Expanded Field; not just as objects that existed between art and architecture, but as 

works that were much harder to define because they were dealing with historical and 

material concerns that initiated perspectival reflection. The theoretical and aesthetic 

shift away from the representation of real things in the world (in which space was 

experienced and perceived via the mirrored reflection) provided an imagined 

representation of social space seen in Robert Morris’s Untitled (Mirrored Boxes) 1965 

(Fig.145).  

 

Using Foster’s analysis of image representation and Krauss’ notion of the expanded 

field, Post-Modernist artists began to question notions of origin, identity and 

marginalised others. It was through redistributing aesthetic energies and experiences 

across multiple architectonic fields that the materiality and various modes of painting 

could offer reflexive sites for social engagement.  

 

Australian painter John Nixon explored these expanded sites as a way to bring 

together a rudimentary language of painting with standardised objects from the real 

world.264 Through multiple works, including wall paintings such as Wall Painting 

Fremantle 2003 – 2009 (Fig.146) and series of projects like EP+OW (Experimental 

Painting + Object Workshop) 1988 - 1997, Nixon combined painting and objects 

(such as ladders, saucepans, bicycles, paintings and tables) from everyday life into 

installation settings. This can be seen in EP+OW: 1998 – 1997 at Wellington and 

Dunedin Public Art Gallery, New Zealand, 1997, (Fig.147) and John Nixon EPW at 

Australian Centre for Contemporary Art, 2004 (Fig.148).  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
264 Smith, A. Setting Things Out: John Nixon’s Experimental Painting and Object Workshop 1997.  
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Figure 146   Figure 147   Figure 148 

 

Through his interest in Fluxus,265 these conceptual outcomes of painting became a 

vehicle for making connections between art and the real world. In his work, Nixon’s 

conceptual intent is manifested through the relationship between physical processes 

undertaken in the working space of the canvas support and their connection with the 

objects included in the exhibition. In his ACCA publication John Nixon EPW 2004, 

Nixon discussed the expansiveness of his painting practice through the incorporation 

of fabricated materials: 

 

My oeuvre focuses on the conceptual and material qualities of 

painting, choosing reductive forms that limit the possibility for 

metaphorical interpretation but which are open and expansive 

enough to increase the lexicon of painting about painting.266 

 

Nixon extended his painting practice into Krauss’ expanded field and explored the 

conceptual possibilities that exist between the individual works (paintings, wall 

paintings and everyday objects) that make up the exhibition installation. Through the 

incorporation of the relationship between painting and everyday objects, he 

redistributed Foster’s ideas of authorship and conceptual readings between art and the 

real world. Nixon further explained, ‘the works are fabricated and built in a 

straightforward and workmanlike manner and the gestalt of the individual painting 

can be experienced immediately. What you see is what you see.’267 The space 

between painting and object opens up sites for experience in which the materiality of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
265 A movement initiated in the 1960s incorporating multiple disciplines the artists were interested in 
the process of making art, (more than the finished product) as well as arts relationship and how it is 
conceptualized and experience by society at large. 
266 Nixon, J. John Nixon EPW 2004: Minimal Art 2001, 2004. P. 13 
267 Nixon, J. John Nixon EPW 2004: Minimal Art 2001, 2004. P. 13 
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the work and conceptual connections are held in place by the constructed parts that 

make up the installation strategy. 

 

These notions of space were further investigated through the works of painter Poul 

Gernes, who worked in a neo-concretist268 style from 1960s to 1996. He oriented his 

work towards activating social space and his early Target C 1966 (Fig.149) and Stripe 

Painting 1964 (Fig.150) were later transferred on to the architecture of various public 

buildings in Denmark, such as the foyer of the Herlev Hospital 1976 (Fig.151); 

Horens City Hall 1985-1986 (Fig.152) and the Gentofte Skole which was completed 

in 1996 (Fig.153). 

 

                    
                            Figure 149    Figure 150 

 

 
     Figure 151 

 

            
  `     Figure 152         Figure 153 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
268 Neo-Concrete is taken from Lars Larsen’s (ref above) translation that it is an anarchy of chance and 
deconstruction where artistic material works on its own, independent from any specific style. More 
importantly and in regards to this research Gernes applied it towards creating a reductive and non-
representational environment. Through this the audience is confronted by the urgency of perception 
and interpersonal presence.  
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Gernes’ involvement with Fluxus in the 1960s allowed him to explore ideas of chance 

and action in social space. He experimented with improvised performances that were 

later transferred conceptually to his painting and installation based wall painting. His 

use of colour allowed for an exploration of physical space, within and beyond the 

picture frame into architectural sites. As German art historian Dirk Luckow 

commented on his early paintings:  

 

Fore and background are liberated from illusion of spatial 

depth, the perspective composition of his paintings gives way 

to an emphatically two-dimensional arrangement concept in 

which contour lines and colour surfaces intermingle with one 

another and in the process frequently suggest architectural 

spaces, both intentionally and by chance.269 

 

Gernes’ architectural paintings moved towards investigating a real, architectural 

space. Hal Foster discusses the idea of the return to real space through American artist 

Andy Warhol’s use of seriality and repetition in his photographs. Warhol’s 

relationship between accident and technology was crucial to the discourse of shock. 

Foster argues that Warhol’s repetition, in which chance was used as the impetus to 

pierce through the screen and allow the real to poke through, as seen in his 

photographic silk screen series White Burning Car III 1963 (Fig.154).  

 

 
        Figure 154 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
269 Luckow, D. Poul Gernes. Art as a Way of Life, 2010. P. 23 
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In other words, the optical unconscious  (a specific kind of illusionism) became a 

category, akin to realism, in which the viewer was invited to rethink his or her 

physical and interpersonal space.270 This optical unconscious is argued as a painting 

unconscious where the conceptual internal workings of the frame are transferred to 

the design of space and architecture. Gernes approached Foster’s avenues of 

illusionism through a rethinking of spatial awareness as painting architectural sites 

would surround and engage the viewer in cognitive ways. While Warhol applied 

systems of repetition, Gernes’ manipulation of existing architecture, through large 

scale installations, invited physical engagement with painting allowing his design of 

space to be understood as forms of painting that engaged with everyday activities in 

everyday architectural conditions.  

 

Painting as Designed Space 

 

These forms of engagement between artists and viewer were also present in the work 

of conceptual painter Julian Dashper who placed value on thinking as a conceptual 

tool during the making and experiencing of artwork. He explored the potentiality of 

the idea as an aesthetic presence. This can be seen in his target paintings with audio in 

Untitled (O) 1990 – 1992 (Fig.155) and his installation of paintings The Twist 1998 

(Fig.156) at the Waikato Museum of Art and History Te Whare Taonga o Waikato, 

New Zealand.  

 

                 
             Figure 155                    Figure 156 

 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
270 Foster, H. Return of The Real, 1996. P. 136 
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It is through hard-edged industrial-looking works that Dashper expressed his 

intentions towards ideas surrounding geometric abstraction. The individual paintings 

in his installations make up one part of the show, while specific attention to design 

layout also contributes to make up a carefully articulated environment. These 

exhibitions reflect the value he placed on thinking as a tool during the making and 

experiencing of artwork: 

 

For instance a painting of a cow eating grass, is not actually a 

cow eating grass, it is an idea of what someone thinks a cow 

eating grass looks like. It is about cows and art, and about 

what that particular artist thinks good art is.271 

 

Dashper also incorporated Minimalist ideas, such as an aesthetic approach toward 

phenomenological engagement with the work, with the ethos of Conceptual art in 

which concepts became the essential experience of art. In his series of projects 

stemming from his early 1990’s Untitled (O) paintings he transferred the icon on to a 

readymade object (drum kit) in The Big Bang Theory 1992 – 1993 (Fig.157) and The 

Little-Linko drum kit Untitled (The Warriors) 1998 (Fig.158).  

 

                     
                  Figure 157     Figure 158 

 

Exhibited in different locations (New Zealand and USA) over a number of years, the 

seriality and readymade quality of the works suggests the potential twin; the duplicate 

exists in other sites at different times as a way in which to explore the potentiality and 

conceptual possibilities of the ongoing development of the work. This extended 

incorporation of idea plus application sets up an arena in which painting could be 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
271 Kirby, M. Blue Circles, 2002. P. 6 
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presented within a scenographic field where ‘abstraction is a found object, a 

tradition.’272 Dashper situated painting across multiple sites as a way to acknowledge 

its historical foundations in order to visualise the aesthetic possibilities of what 

painting might be for both the artist as maker and the viewer as recipient of 

experience.  

 

The perception of space 

 

The relationship between art and audience was discussed by a selection of artists, 

architects and writers who were invited to discuss the relationship between art and 

architecture, and the multidisciplinary outcomes of art, during a symposium entitled 

Art and Architecture 1998, at the Donald Judd Chinati Foundation in Texas.273 The 

guest speakers were chosen to present their work, ideas and philosophies based on 

ideas of inclusion and experiences of collaboration.274 American painter, sculptor and 

installation artist Robert Irwin discussed the underlying premise of his practice as 

focused on pure perception; he stated that pure perception is the essential issue within 

the history of Modern art,275 quoting French artist Piet Mondrian: 

 

Non-figurative art brings to an end the ancient culture of art. 

The culture of particular form is approaching its end, the 

culture of determined relations has begun.276 

 

Throughout Irwin’s conceptual working methodology the phenomenological 

reduction of painting allowed him to search for this truth, or, as he put it,  ‘where truth 

is, or it isn’t’.277 This focus resulted in his practice expanding away from the picture 

plane, briefly through sculpture, towards a working outcome that intersected directly 

with nature in his landscape-based architectural works, such as: Untitled 1963 – 65 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
272 Kirby, M. Blue Circles, 2002. P. 7 - 8 
273 This relationship is discussed in relation to how art and in particular painting has become an 
outward looking discourse since the beginning of the 20th century, and in particular since 1960, where 
it has referenced architectural sites through large scale painting, painting as installation, painting as 
wall painting and painting as the design of architecture. 
274 Stern, W. F. Art and Architecture: Introduction, 2000. P. 9 
275 Stern, W. F. Art and Architecture: Robert Irwin, 2000. P. 83 
276 Stern, W. F. Art and Architecture: Robert Irwin, 2000. P. 82 
277 Stern, W. F. Art and Architecture: Robert Irwin, 2000. P. 84 
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(Fig.159); Column c. 1970 – 71 (Fig.160); the Getty Centre Gardens 1992 – 97 

(Fig.161); and Dia Beacon Garden Design 2003 (Fig.162).  

 

       
           Figure 159         Figure 160 

 

                         
            Figure 161                   Figure 162 

 

These works represent Irwin’s transition from painting, to painting as installation, and 

finally to landscape architecture. They progressively reveal his conceptual working 

methodology and approach towards creating work that responds to the particular 

characteristics of a given site. Throughout all these working permutations his work 

has always been concerned with ideas of pure perception and phenomenological 

reduction. They represent his focus on being in the world that was first realised in his 

painting practice.  

 

In his early line paintings, such as Jake Leg 1962 (Fig.163), Irwin addressed the idea 

of philosophy and physics in which the aspects of time, space and presence 

challenged individual relationships with the world.  
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          Figure 163 

 

Through his paintings, Irwin hoped to create a tactile experiential process, but his 

concern was that this experience had no existence beyond the viewer’s 

participation.278  Irwin’s installation works became an extended inquiry into the 

experiential concerns he had been exploring in his paintings, but without the confines 

of the picture frame. His primary focus became how to paint a painting that didn’t 

begin and end at the edge, but rather started to take in and become involved with the 

space or environment around it.279  

 

Irwin’s technical concerns became avenues for investigative and philosophical 

enquiries that stemmed from ideas outlined by the German philosopher Edmund 

Husserl. By analysing mathematical concepts in psychological terms, Husserl created 

a sequence that treated logic and mathematics as science, independent of experience 

and distinct from psychology, which he eventually developed into what he called 

‘pure phenomenology’; an examination of the contents of one’s own consciousness, 

separating mental acts to discover the source of human knowledge.280 

 

For Irwin, doing away with the frame and expanding into public places was a way to 

try and work out how to transfer his ideas of pure perception and phenomenological 

reduction. Within the Getty Garden he worked through experimenting how his ideas 

could work and be practiced outside of the picture support and studio space. Working 

collaboratively with landscape architects and associated professionals allowed his 

collective ideas to unfold so that the visitor could become immersed in the garden, 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
278 Irwin, R. Seeing is Forgetting the Name of the Thing One Sees: The Late Lines, 2008. P. 79 
279 Irwin, R. Seeing is Forgetting the Name of the Thing One Sees: The Discs, 2008. P. 102 
280 Collinson D. & Plant K. Edmund Husserl, 2006. P. 196 
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and despite the extensive array of plants, ‘be capable of focusing on the beauty of one 

flower.’281 This emphasis on focus exists across his working oeuvre. His work elicits 

the realisation that perceptive reality exists in the evolving and ever changing 

landscape; that present is never twice the same and change is never less than whole.282 

 

Painting: A Scenographic Whole 

 

A perspectival engagement between audience/landscape and aesthetic experiences can 

also be seen in the expanded discourse of Jorge Pardo. His scenographic and spatial 

explorations survey the boundaries between art, architecture and design. Originally a 

painter, his works encompass the design of interior and exterior sites including: light 

fittings, floor coverings and sculpture as well as boats and large-scale architectural 

projects and furniture such as My Small Kitchen, 600 Square Feet, 600 $ a month, my 

friend Harry Relis, Silverlake, I wish I had made it this way the First Time, What a 

Beautiful fucking view 1992 (Fig.164).  

 

 
        Figure 164 

 

This work consists of a red kitchen bench made for his home. Its geometric shape and 

reductive form point towards a Modernist inquiry into painting, suggesting the 

Minimalist idea of the everyday object in space, while the title of the work suggests 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
281 Stern, W. F. Art and Architecture: Introduction, 2000. P. 92 
282 Irwin, R. Seeing is Forgetting the Name of the Thing One Sees: When Fountainheads Collide, 2008. 
P. 259 
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the conceptual context in which the object originated.283 Through his placement of 

everyday, functional sculpture in both gallery and commercial places, Pardo’s work 

challenges the relationship between the artist and the viewer. It initiates questions 

about status and context of everyday objects through their presentation as works of 

art. For Pardo, the everyday object (light fixtures and furniture that he designs) is 

representative of his art practice, which encompasses a singular working practice 

spread across a variety of cross-disciplinary outcomes. 

 

In the essay Monochrome and the Blank Canvas, 1996, Thierry de Duve investigates 

the everyday object in regards to what art is and what art will be in the future. He 

acknowledges its continuous historical developments. ‘We have a whole tradition of 

things behind us that are neither painting nor sculpture,’ he says, ‘from dada-ism and 

constructivism to minimalism and conceptual art and beyond in which to inscribe the 

readymade and verify its historical resonance’.284  Pardo’s discourse simultaneously 

references the object, abstraction and concept through craft and production, yet he 

overturned the traditional relationship between artist and viewer in the quest for the 

union of art and life.  

 

For de Duve, traditional mediums, such as painting and sculpture, became departure 

points from which other art was made and this is argued through Pardo’s practice. In 

an interview conducted for this research Pardo discussed the return of real experience 

through designed objects, designed spaces and social experiments that allowed him to 

make works that would impose various different and critical modes:  

 

…an enterprise that depends, requires, is always inside, 

around, and producing scenographic problems…objects come 

alive then become stuff again… It’s a very interesting form of 

theatre…what can emerge when things get put in play…I am 

much more interested in the show… not so much the object.285 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
283 Vegh, C. Jorge Pardo; What We Need in Life, 2008. P. 43  
284 De Duve, T. Monochrome and the Blank Canvas, 1996. P. 276 - 277 
285 Pardo, J. Appendix O.282 
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Pardo’s most discursive project (offered to Pardo by the Los Angeles Museum of 

Contemporary Art (LACMA) in 1993 and completed in 1998) was the House On Sea 

View Lane (4166 Sea View Lane, 1998) (Fig.165, 166 &167).  

 

     
  Figure 165     Figure 166            Figure 167 

 

Located ten kilometres from the Museum, he proposed to design and build his own 

home and on its completion open it to the public as a six-month exhibition. His 

intention was to make an object that could enter the public sphere, rather be framed 

within the gallery. Pardo designed all of the garden, the furniture, lamps, tiles, and 

kitchen cabinets. It was a single-story structure made from redwood.286 De Duve 

discusses Greenberg’s idea that Modernist painting held a privileged position, and he 

believes that the expansion of painting from canvas to the design of space and 

architecture is unique to the genre. As he says,  ‘the passage from the specific to the 

generic areas acted out in painting and nowhere else’.287  

 

It is Pardo’s scenographic expansion (from painting to alternate sites) that is key in 

supporting the argument in this PhD. Through researching his practice it claims 

painting provides a working space for a particular group of artists to diversify their 

artistic enquiries beyond the frame, whilst retaining an interior focus of investigation 

about painting. Greenberg believes that Modernist music remained music, as did 

literature, but for de Duve it was painting (and its characteristic flatness) that provided 

the passage in to ‘spatial arts’. Pardo’s house on Sea View Lane is an example of this 

‘expanded creative passage’ that allowed him to create a work that was united through 

historical formation as well as create a space that united art and life: 

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
286http://www.wmagazine.com/culture/art-and-design/2013/10/jorge-pardo-tecoh-artist-and-architect/ 
287 De Duve, T. Monochrome and the Blank Canvas, 1996 P. 277 
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Space is a technique like rendering a picture with a specific 

quality… I cannot control how affect/experience gets produced 

or remembered by my exhibitions… what I can do is set up a 

field that is considered and captures people so I can think 

through them and their behaviour…people are just another 

medium for me.288 

 

Pardo’s built environments provided a space for his collective ideas to manifest and 

inform his multi-disciplinary practice, which incorporated pre-existing historical 

notions of art, design and architecture. Visual art in the second half of the 20th 

century shared common affinities with architecture that dealt with space and these 

Modernist experiments resulted in painting’s expanded discourse that reached out 

towards multiple avenues of production. 

 

Pardo continued to acknowledge the experiential fields of inquiry associated with 

early 20th century schools of thought, including the Bauhaus and De Stijl, and 

incorporated reductive elements associated with Modernist painting into his expanded 

art practice. Towards the end of the 20th century painting secured its position in the art 

world as a discourse far from dead and buried; painting expanded to designed sites of 

experience made up of individual modes, existing as a scenographic whole. 

 

Painting towards a new architecture 

 

It was argued in this chapter that from the mid-20th century, the discourse of painting 

expanded beyond the physical and conceptual boundaries of the picture frame. 

Aesthetic and political concerns were discussed through the work of Minimal and 

Conceptual based artists, as well as Post-Modernist artists. Modernist referents, such 

as the autonomous attributes associated with the canvas support, the flat surface and 

the physicality of colour, became the platforms from which the discourse of painting 

moved into new territories of production during the 1970s.  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
288 Pardo, J. Appendix O. P.283 
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Rosalind Krauss’ ‘Expanded Field’ influenced the spatial investigation of sculptural 

space and for painting the field opened up to include explorations of multiple 

mediums resulting in any number of possible outcomes. The traditional pedestal or 

site for art was replaced by the urgency of the materiality of the object and the process 

of its own construction. Artists such as Donald Judd left painting behind, transferring 

their conceptual intentions into sculpture, furniture and then finally creating 

architectural spaces that moved beyond the gallery site, resulting in a discourse that 

existed as scenographic environments, as seen in Judd’s furniture/design and 

architectural projects in Marfa, Texas. 

 

Artists such as Olivier Mosset, embarked on making monochrome paintings as a way 

to conceptually explore ideas of appropriation (acknowledging its past) and 

collaboration (as a possible way to move forward). Painting began to exist 

simultaneously with architecture and through various forms of installation, as its 

discourse expanded into the design of real and everyday space. This chapter also 

located the value of the image to re-engage arts audience with ideas of a new reality 

associated with a Post-Modernist, consumer culture. Hal Foster’s essay Return of the 

Real Foster cited Andy Warhol’s traumatic themes and use of repetition as a way to 

reiterate ideas associated with suffering and death, in turn opening up new fields for 

the expansion of painting into the documentation of everyday events in life. 

 

The artists researched in this chapter such as Pardo and Irwin questioned notions of 

origin and identity through redistributing aesthetic energies and experiences across 

multiple architectonic fields including architecture and the garden as landscape. 

Through their installation strategies the location was absorbed and condensed and the 

audience experienced the painting not as an object, but rather as a place for 

experiential awareness. The ‘real’ experience opened up avenues for investigations of 

self-identity and expression to occur in everyday space.  

 

At the end of the 20th century certain artist’s visually explored interpersonal 

ideologies using the expanded field of painting across multiple fields of inquiry, such 

as installation strategies, wall painting, furniture and architectural and landscape 

design. Debates, surrounding the concurrent death of painting were acknowledged, 

but these arguments, by seminal theorists including Bois and de Duve, have been 
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documented in order to position painting as renewed (in the late 20th and early 21st 

century), rather than dead.  

 

Within these strategic developments the thesis locates painting as existing in the 21st 

century as an expanded visual dialogue, constantly under renewal whilst 

simultaneously referencing its historical modes of production amongst everyday 

culture. These expansions were illustrated through a lineal order of progression with 

each artist discussed demonstrating a working intent initiated from the canvas support 

and developed over time towards interactive sites of experience. Through their 

working methodologies these artists have signalled a reoccurring ability of painting to 

transform, transfer and transcend its physicality while still retaining an intellectual  

rigor ‘as painting’.
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10.0 Chapter 4: Monopunk Multichrome: Where Do I Stop and Where Do I 

Begin? 

 

As an engaged life form, it is vital to remain cognizant of 

possibilities and accept potential contingencies. The path of 

least resistance is not constantly the most enlightened.289 

This chapter will position early 21st century painting as a practice that continues to 

reference its own 20th century historical inquiry while simultaneously existing in a 

global art world through its expansion. Rather than focusing on persistent rumours of 

the death of painting, this chapter will establish painting’s discourse as continuously 

expanding and evolving as artists develop various modes of scenographic and 

conceptual outcomes.  

 

The practices of key artists whose disciplines are primarily concerned with geometric 

abstraction and a reductive Non-Objective aesthetic as well as philosophical inquiry 

and theoretical texts will be discussed in this chapter. These research strategies will be 

undertaken in order to identify and examine the way in which painting is able to 

multiply into various sites, whilst focusing heavily on the ability of painting to 

involve the viewer, not just visually but, but also through bodily engagement. In the 

chosen artists examined in this chapter, the Modernist picture frame becomes the 

working space from which physical spaces are explored and reconstructed as 

extended sites of experience.  

 

These developments will initially be discussed using two key exhibitions: As 

Painting: Division and Displacement, 2001; and Painting at the Edge of The World, 

2001. These two exhibitions, and their accompanying catalogues, are the 

contemporary structure that this chapter is positioned on. They represent and identify 

recent developments in the expansion of painting from its historical, Modernist 

foundations into a varied and diverse discourse. Contributors to these exhibitions 

included Daniel Buren and Mel Bochner, whose work probes the conventions of both 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
289 Wilson Hurst  http://www.wilsonhurst.com/mfa/vc/03.pdf 
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painting and language,290 as well as Brazilian Helio Oiticica and German painter 

Franz Ackermann, whose works investigate a perceptual and physical relationship to 

the built environment through expanded painting. They are identified as collectively 

acknowledging how painting interacts with and illuminates the everyday world 

around us. These exhibitions coaxed the viewer to leave behind any preconceptions of 

painting (or what painting is), but the curators did not consider the works in the 

exhibitions (both two and three dimensional) as expansions of each individual artist’s 

painting practice, nevertheless, it will be demonstrated in this chapter that they were. 

 

The conceptual development of art positioned within designed sites of experience will 

also be explored and the framework for this area of investigation will be established 

using British art writer Rick Poynor's essay Arts Little Brother, 2005, and the working 

methodologies of American artists James Turrell and Lynne Harlow, as well as 

German painter Anton Henning. Their practices are located as visual dialogues that 

open up to scenographic fields that exist as a continuum for the possibilities of 

painting. This line of investigation further locates the expansion of painting towards 

the site of the social (beyond the frame). The experiential and conceptual expansions 

of individual inquiry afforded by the social site will be argued through the framework 

of the ARI (Artist Run Initiative/Space) and the practices of American artist Matthew 

Deleget and German painter Tilman Hoepfl.  

 

The chapter Monopunk Multichrome identifies the constructive DIY nature and 

aesthetic291 that informs the various outcomes of particular groups of painters who 

participate in a shared dialogue that stems from a reductive historical inquiry of 

painting.  Through both exhibiting together and running their own gallery spaces 

these groups of painters reference a reduced, punk aesthetic. 292  Similar to the 

constructed nature of the punk band and the pared back nature of their sound; through 

their activities these painters explore visual possibilities and outcomes that are born 

from experiential working conditions afforded by the avenues of alternate sites of 

exhibition. These spaces are often referred to as project sites or laboratories and offer 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
290 http://www.melbochner.net/project/biography/ 
291 Similar to the construct of a punk music band, where each member brings an individual, pared back 
sound to the music, the painters come together (through exhibiting) in a visual dialogue, forming 
separate parts to create a painted whole.  
292 Punk aesthetic is associated with a specific group of painters (since the 1960s and 1970s) who apply 
a reduced palette to create constructed works.   
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a place for extended dialogue between curator and exhibitor, as well as allow for 

experiential studies into conceptual processes and installation strategies. These 

ideological constructs offer open-ended narratives for the expansion of painting into 

multiple spaces, including personal, interpersonal and varied sites of architecture. 

 

The artists researched in the chapter locate their practices through a multidisciplinary 

approach to making that continues to develop the discourse of painting, while 

concurrently remaining connected to its historical foundations. Art is discussed as a 

vehicle for historical and social commentary and a reflection on narrative293. These 

pluralist-working outcomes (constructed from a DIY approach, in which multiple 

ideas are worked through within a scenographic and horizontal294 field) are identified 

as expansions of these artists’ painting practices. The working attributes associated 

with the frame offer the artist a site for conceptual reflection, resulting in a visual 

vocabulary in which expanded bodies of work address individual ideas from artwork 

to artwork and exhibition to exhibition. 

 

As Painting: From the Working Space 

 

The exhibition As Painting: Division and Displacement, curated by Stephen Melville, 

Laura Lisbon and Phillip Armstrong identifies and locates the limitless sites of 

materially defined works that ‘count’ as painting. It consisted of paintings and works 

from 26 international artists whose individual investigations stem from Modernist 

painting and reductive inquiries. Comprised of a series of essays, interviews and 

installations, the intention of the exhibition was to encourage debate on preconceived 

ideas of painting, while offering a new perspective on the conceptual thread that has 

evolved in painting since the 1960s as part of the legacy of Minimalism. Implicit at 

the heart of the exhibition is an acknowledgement of Clement Greenberg’s notions of 

autonomy in Modernist painting. The exhibition also urged the audience to consider 

the true character painting in the late 20th and early 21st centuries. The curators 

posited that the essential characteristics of paint are its material fluidity, which allows 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
293 Schwarbsky, B.  Vitamin P2: Everyday Painting, 2011. P.11 
294 Horizontal field will be referred to as the movement artists make towards exploring new visual 
outcomes and are informed by the Rhizome philosophy. The original source (Modernist painting) 
becomes the root from which a nomadic movement is undertaken in order to develop new systems of 
growth and modes of ‘painted’ realities. These ‘new’ outcomes may exist as music, architecture, 
designs of space and objects or social engagements specific to arts practices.  
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individual working practices to span and morph across various sites, and in principle 

have no limits.295 As Melville states: 

 

This general idea – that a medium must be thought of in terms 

that actively link its internal possibilities to a larger system to 

which it belongs – is crucial to ‘As Painting’.296 

 

What Melville failed to expand upon was that it wasn’t that each work tested the idea 

of what painting could be, through medium, but the active linking and ‘internal 

possibilities’ was the conceptual transference of intentions. This research argues that 

these intentions connected each work, in turn making up each artists expanded 

discourse. Through the 110 works on display, pre-conceived ideas about what 

constitutes traditional Modernist and Post-Modernist painting were challenged, and 

alternatives were offered which expanded the possibilities of what painting might be. 

The diverse array of works on show ranged from French painter Claude Viallat’s 

installation made from rope Filet 1970 (Fig.168) to German artist Imi Knoebel’s 

Odyshape I 1994 (Fig.169) and Donald Judd’s wooden objects Untitled 1987 

(Fig.170).  

 

                   
     Figure 168      Figure 169                     Figure 170 

 

Also discussed in the exhibition was the historical dialogue between European and 

American painting, as well as debates on the formalist understanding of abstraction, 

representation and ‘concrete-ness’. The exhibition deliberated on the possibilities of 

what painting could be through individual works and issues of medium and 

materiality, but it failed to locate these various works within the context of the 

individual modes that made up each artist’s working discourse. 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
295 Melville, S. As Painting: Division and Displacement: Counting/As/Painting, 2001. P1 
296 Melville, S. As Painting: Division and Displacement: Counting/As/Painting, 2001. P. 17 
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The inclusion of five separate works by Mel Bochner in the essays and exhibition 

provokes ideas on conceptual thought and systemic thinking as well as linguistic and 

mathematical theory. 297  Bochner’s works ranged from photography such as 

Perspective Insert (Collapsed Center) 1967 (Fig.171); and timber sculpture, F-4, 

1966-67 (Fig.172), to paintings such as Rome Quartet I,I 1992 (Fig.173), and 

installations including 48” Standards 1969 (Fig.174). 

 

           
 Figure 171   Figure 172   Figure 173 

 

    
     Figure 174 

 

All of these works dealt with issues concerning theories of measurements and 

boundaries, in various and dynamic ways. Bochner’s ideas were transferred across 

multiple sites of inquiry (including gallery walls and floors) and as his statement 

within the essay suggests his works were ‘…an interrogation of painting’s “functions 

and meanings,” conventions, and the “theoretical constructs” that allow painting to be 

rethought as a “tool” to think with.’298 Bochner exposed the irreducible differences 

between various ‘paintings’ through the conceptual transference of intentions. These 

theoretical constructs and ideas were initiated inside the working space of the picture 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
297 Armstrong, P. Lisbon, L. and Melville, S. As Painting: Division and Displacement; Mel Bochner, 
2001. P. 74 
298 Armstrong, P. Lisbon, L. and Melville, S. As Painting: Division and Displacement; Mel Bochner, 
2001. P. 74 
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frame and expanded upon into an investigation of the ‘space of painting’ that 

incorporates the wall or floor as a material dimension of the work. For Bochner, these 

ideas reflect a continual exploration of the physical limits of painting as a 

theoretically, structurally, and conceptually informed object.299  

 

Daniel Buren’s contribution to the exhibition was a collage on canvas Peinture aux 

formes variables 1966 (Fig.175) and a wall paintings on glass, Through the Looking 

Glass (Corners in: bocour violet) and (Corners out: bocour red) 1983 (Fig.176) The 

works dealt with painting as a theoretical practice and inquiry into institutional 

critique. Or in other words they asked: How it was possible to eliminate the subject in 

painting and any historical referencing, and instead invite the work to be seen without 

any illusion?  

 

            
          Figure 175           Figure 176 

 

According to Melville, Buren’s collage marks the departure point from which his 

practice opens up to various adventures beyond the canvas support. In doing this, 

painting can be broken free of the particular containment of the tableau; it becomes 

free to carry its problematic of masking and framing more directly into the world.300 

This enabled Buren to transfer his ‘painterly’ intentions beyond the frame towards 

making works that exist as individual investigations; as Melville stated ‘“painting” 

will appear there in shapes one may be tempted to call architectural or sculptural or 

perhaps to imagine as entirely free of any concern with medium at all’.301 These 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
299 Armstrong, P. Lisbon, L. and Melville, S. As Painting: Division and Displacement; Mel Bochner, 
2001. P. 74 
300 Armstrong, P. Lisbon, L. and Melville, S. As Painting: Division and Displacement; Daniel Buren, 
2001. P. 87 
301 Armstrong, P. Lisbon, L. and Melville, S. As Painting: Division and Displacement; Daniel Buren, 
2001. P. 88 
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outcomes all relate back to Buren’s initial painting concerns: Minimalist challenges 

regarding repetition, authorship and the industrialization of art, and result in an entire 

body of work, including public installations such as Tottenham Court Road Station, 

Oxford Street Entrance 2015 (Fig.177), and architectural works incorporating stained 

glass including the Galeria Nara Roesier in Rio de Janeiro 2015 (Fig.178).  

 

       
             Figure 177          Figure 178 

 

The exhibition aimed at identifying why a specific group of painters were reaching 

out beyond the confines of the frame and making multiple, varying works:   

 

This general idea – that a medium must be thought of in terms 

that actively link its internal possibilities to a larger system to 

which it belongs – is crucial to As Painting.302 

 

The focus on painting from the turn of the 21st century is discussed in the 

accompanying essays in relation to the shift away from medium and materiality, but 

this research focuses on how the artist could conceptually execute painting, and how 

in turn it could be understood and experienced by the viewer. In an interview 

undertaken with Buren in 2015 as part of this PhD, he revealed the conceptual 

expansion his practice undertook, away from the traditional medium:  

 

I have first to say that I am not making paintings since early 

1968. As soon as I worked in the street (gluing posters) … 

developing more and more my work in three dimensions, it 

became clearer and clearer that it was not painting 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
302 Melville, S. As Painting: Division and Displacement; Counting/As/Painting, 2001. P. 17 
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anymore.303 

 

Buren’s argument that he is ‘not a painter anymore’ is a key challenge to this 

research. This PhD argues that while a number of artists (including Buren and Judd) 

have not continued to apply the traditional medium of painting (paint and canvas) as 

an ontological working methodology, it is the foundational point of departure from 

which their practices evolved. After moving the question beyond the materiality of the 

painting as medium towards the scope of his discourse, in this interview Buren 

explained that the ideas that develop through his ontological processes are outputs of 

transferred intentional realities:  

 

I think that as much as I never worked with a kind of a 

"program" to be accomplished… if I look back, I can see a 

development which seems to follow a line with a lot of roads 

all around, which became more and more complex with the 

time, as well as sometime much richer and simpler than many 

early works.304  

 

For Buren, painting developed away from the traditional canvas support where 

varying ideas (including materiality, spatial investigation and colour) that were 

initiated inside the working space of the picture frame were transferred and expanded 

into various designed spaces and architectural sites. In an online lecture Daniel 

Buren: Becoming Painting 2014 Melville claimed; Painting is explored as painting on 

canvas, painting on stretcher and painting on walls, with every relationship in depth 

and answered by its material and conceptual limits within his practice. 305  This 

progress is seen throughout his body of works such as Collage and Stripe painting 

1964-1965 (Fig.179); Stripe Painting with BMPT 1967 (Fig.180); Painting Sculpture 

1971 (Fig.181); Unexpected Variable Configurations: A Work in Situ 1998 (Fig.182); 

Green and White Fence 1999/2001 (Fig.183); and Architecture, centre-architecture: 

transposition 2010 (Fig.184). Initially using the processes of ‘covering’ or collage, 

Buren’s work evolved towards investigating the material depth and edge of the 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
303 Buren, D. Appendix B. P.  
304 Buren, D. Appendix B. P. 
305  Melville, S. Lecture 2 – Daniel Buren: Becoming Painting 2014 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0WPlkU_8jaM 
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canvas.  

 

                       
       Figure 179                         Figure 180                        Figure 181 

 

        
       Figure 182              Figure 183 

 

                    
         Figure 184 

 

Through this research these conceptual expansions and various propositions 

associated with painting are supported by French Philosopher Giles Deleuze's 

Rhizome theory (which will be discussed further in Chapter 5) where the horizontal 

movement and growth of the radical root system is comparable to the systematic 

expansion of Buren’s (and associated artists’) working intent. These expansions are 

key in revealing specific artists’ historical inquiry into how painting can be broken 

free from its traditional limitations. In doing so painting becomes a spatially diverse 

discourse. 
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Painting as Understood 

 

The ongoing historical and contemporary expansions of painting are further identified 

through exhibition Painting at the Edge of the World, which was held in 2001 at the 

Walker Art Centre. The show brought together 30 artists from various countries 

whose work explored the conceptual and technical issues imbedded in painting. The 

exhibition and the associated collection of essays redefined the parameters of 

painting, questioning how it interacts with and illuminates the world around us. The 

central question posed frames both the artist’s intentions and the associated technical 

limitations: ‘Where does the edge of the canvas end and the edge of the world 

begin?’306  

 

From this starting point the exhibition identifies the continuation and development of 

painting beyond the frame as a way to make sense of the world in which the artist 

operates; in a world in which the pixel has seemingly replaced the paintbrush307 

Andrew Blauvelt’s contributing essay, No Visible Means of Support, acknowledged 

the shift away from the canvas support towards working with the spatial givens of 

particular sites308 but he does not acknowledge that this broad range of works are 

paintings, or modes thereof. Instead he argues that painting exists within a larger 

system of support as an institutional apparatus of art.309 This PhD argues that while 

the artists in the exhibition utilise and incorporate the physical relationship to 

architectural sites, these various outcomes are the conceptual expansions that result 

from their painting practices.    

 

In the show Franz Ackerman’s work addresses the built environment as a way to 

understand his relationship with it. In his work, densely packed, vividly coloured wall 

paintings and works on canvas interpose themselves between the viewer and the 

architectural site as in Farewell on the Sea 2000 and Helicopter XIII 2000 (Fig.185) 

and Home, Home Again 2006 (Fig.186). 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
306 Halbreich, K. Painting At The Edge of the World: Foreword, 2001. P. 5 
307 Halbreich, K. Painting At The Edge of the World: Foreword, 2001. P. 5 
308 Blauvelt, A. No Visible Means of Support, 2001. P.125 
309 Blauvelt, A. No Visible Means of Support, 2001. P.125 
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          Figure 185     Figure!186 

 

In these works Ackerman investigates, deconstructs and reconstructs the personal 

experience of contemporary urban space. Using a collection of geometric shapes and 

patterns, he dissolves the gallery space by orchestrating collisions between 

architectural drafting and spatial mapping.310 His works challenge the perception of 

physical structures and the political and cultural context of a site, and invite the 

viewer to experience notions of identity in a globalised world. The geometric shapes 

that exist in the multi coloured canvases break free from the picture plane and extend 

in random angles that morph onto the gallery wall, reaching its parameters to visually 

incorporate the connecting floor, ceiling and walls. Ackermann’s dynamic paintings 

provide a site for conceptually expanded bodies of work that result in painting as 

installation.  

 

Through the exhibition and his contributing essay, Blauvelt highlights the 

complicated relationships painting and architecture have had since the early 20th 

century, and in particular since the 1960s. He suggests that the penchant for site-

specific wall painting (a mode in which art colonises architecture) is a reaction 

towards the dominance of large-scale of video projections in contemporary art.  

Blauvelt argues that the complex relationship between the art and architecture is 

governed more by time than the limitations of space. Blauvelt quotes American 

historian Alfred H. Barr, Jr. from his forward to Painting Toward Architecture, 1948: 

 

Architecture and painting, once joined on the basis of a shared 

physical support, are linked today through the proliferation of 

images that are governed more by the demands of time than by 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
310 Fogle, D. Painting at the Edge of the World: Franz Ackerman, 2001, P.230 
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the constraints of space. In this vanishing act, painting and 

architecture remain tethered, but increasingly with no visible 

means of support.311 

 

This statement supports the PhD argument that painting has had to respond to 

technological advancements; where a particular group of artists continue to explore 

painting’s conceptual expansions and possible outcomes. Blauvelt states that artists 

travel now more than at any other time in history and as a result, painters are able to 

respond to the unique properties of a specific time and place, and it is the artists’ 

labour and not the product that is now the portable commodity.312  In this essay the 

term ‘portable labour’ is referred to as the transference of intention, which can be seen 

in the works by Helio Oiticica who also contributed to the show. By placing the 

viewer in a dynamic relationship with the work, as in Nucleus NC 1, 1960, and 1993–

1994 (Fig.187), Oiticica created perceptual environments that embrace material 

qualities such as pigment and claimed that these works ‘opened all the doors I needed 

for the liberation of colour and its perfect structural integration in space and in 

time.’313  

 

In Oiticica’s previous work, Metaesquema 1958 (Fig.188) he explored the spatiality 

within the canvas support. These geometric examinations provided ideas for works 

beyond the canvas where he created situations that dealt with shifting the audience 

from spectator to participant, seen in his project Parangole 1964–1968 (Fig.189). 

 

                    
    Figure 187    Figure 188 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
311 Blauvelt, A. No Visible Means of Support, 2001. P. 133 
312 Blauvelt, A. No Visible Means of Support, 2001. P. 127 
313 Oiticicia H. The Body of Colour: Nuclei (1960-1963), 2007. P. 246 
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                               Figure 189 

 

The work was a manifestation of colour in environmental space314 in which the 

participant wore monochromatic, geometric shaped parangoles 315 . In this work 

painting was not only visual but also physical; the work was a symbiotic relationship 

between moving participants in direct bodily contact with the art object. 

 

Blauvelt is concerned with the expansion of painting away from the support or frame 

to more conceptual outcomes. He discusses painting from the turn of the 21st century 

as dealing with a new space or ‘painted’ surface, which he compares to a window that 

receives a projected image. For Blauvelt, time and the demands of time have created a 

residual image in which painting and architecture have dissolved; yet they remain 

connected by no visible means of support. For both Ackerman and Oiticica the 

scenographic design of space becomes an extension of their conceptual intentions. In 

turn, painting becomes an expression of individual perspective within a social site of 

visual and physical relationships. 

 

Painting the Square Root: Art, Design and the Whole Shooting Match 

 

While expanding beyond the limiting conditions of the frame, painting has 

consistently had to evolve and be renegotiated in response to current conditions, for 

example as an art form that responds to the technological and political implications of 

a globalised world.316 The manifestation of reproduction in early Modernist culture 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
314 Ramirez, M. C. Helio Oiticia The Body of Colour:Notes Concerning Parangole, 2007. P. 298.  
315 These objects were habitable paintings that were designed by Oiticica to be worn or carried while 
dancing to the rhythm of a samba. Parangole’s incorporate a variety of material outcomes such as 
capes, flags, banners and tents made from layers of painted fabric, plastics, mats, screens, ropes and 
other materials that were the artwork.  
316 See Footnote in literature review Avante-Garde and Kitsch p. where Greenberg questions the effects 
the mechanical process of production has on the aesthetic experience. 
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and the Gesamtkunstwerk or total works of arts and crafts has evolved into what Hal 

Foster stated in his 2002 essay Design and Crime ‘…-an intuition that we live in 

another era of blurred disciplines, of objects treated as mini-subjects, of total design, 

of a Style 2000.’317 Through installation, projects and art objects, painting has 

continually renewed itself through new forms of practice that have fostered 

relationships between the autonomous sphere of art and the mass-produced culture of 

industrial design.  

 

In his essay Art’s Little brother, 2005, British historian Rick Poynor discusses the 

relationship between art and design, questioning their differences and ‘art’s privileged 

position’.318 Obvious differences between art and design are debated throughout the 

essay as Poynor argues that design is a process in which the designer deals with 

problems belonging to other people; matters such as practicality and function. On the 

other hand, an artist deals with the truth and visions of his or her own pursuits; self-

chosen goals.319  

 

While this PhD research paper does not enter a debate on the equality of art and 

design, it does identify objects and spaces that are designed and made by the 

documented artists as critical aesthetic and conceptual components of their practices. 

Thus the debate is about personalised intentions (in regards to making and reasons of) 

rather than cultural politics related to an art and design debate. 

 

Poynor discusses an exhibition curated by American curator Barbara Bloemink in 

2004 at the Cooper-Hewitt, National Design Museum in New York, titled Design ≠ 

Art. He argues that it was important in establishing a balance between the ascendancy 

of design within contemporary art and the validation of the conventionally privileged 

position of art. Bloemink proposed that the relationship between art and design could 

be seen as an equation such as  ‘not equal to, but not greater than and not less than’.320 

Poynor labels the artists featured in the exhibition (including Donald Judd, James 

Turrell and Jorge Pardo) as designers. This statement acknowledges that these artists 

are designers of objects and space, but it does not acknowledge nor investigate the 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
317 Foster, H. Design and Art: Documents of Contemporary Art: Design and Crime, 2007. P. 66 
318 Poynor, R. Design and Art: Art’s Little Brother, 2005. P. 94 
319 Poynor, R. Design and Art: Art’s Little Brother, 2005. P. 95 
320 Poynor, R. Design and Art: Art’s Little Brother, 2005. P. 94 
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various other works that they make away from the frame, which are not greater or less 

than painting; what this research argues are extensions of painting.  

 

As demonstrated in earlier chapters, the practices of these painters have departed and 

evolved away from the frame, but they still deal with a physicality and spiritual purity 

associated with painting as a starting point in their conceptual transferences. Their 

works are characterized by simplicity of form and colour, and they acknowledge the 

supremacy of perception in numerous ways, all of which find their genesis in 

painting. To use a metaphor: like the square root of a number, when multiplied by 

itself painting results in a multi-disciplined practice in which any number of working 

outcomes equate to the sum of a painted whole. Arguing the equality of design and art 

is not the concern of this research (as it is with Bloemink). Instead design is seen as 

possibilities, a strategy used by specific artists working in expanded practices to 

develop their work into visually allowing them to conceptually consider their practice 

from this point of departure.   

 

Through the manipulation of light, Turrell examines the nature of seeing. His working 

discourse, established in the mid 1960s, responded to a reduction of working space 

through the construction and manipulation of architectonic sites as seen in his 

Mendota Stoppages, 1966, (Fig.190). Turrell constructed walls and apertures to 

control the light entering the spaces, and through this ‘discovered a universe of 

possibilities in light and ideas for a lifetime’s work’.321 Working across photography, 

drawing, light video projections and earth works, his multi-disciplined methodology 

is embedded with the intention of consistently achieving a ‘sense of solidity and 

three-dimensional, almost virtual, space in which the viewer perceives a floating 

object’322  

 

Throughout his various working outcomes, such as: Afrum (white) 1966 (Fig.191); 

Music for Mendota, 1969 (Fig.192); Roden Crater 1979-current (Fig.193); Afrum, 

Alta, Carn, Catso, Enzu, Gard, Squat from the series First Light 1989-1990 (Fig.194); 

After green 1993 (Fig.195); and Within Without 2010 (Fig.196), Turrell continually 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
321 Ward, L. James Turrell A Retrospective, 2014. P. 39 
322 Ward, L. James Turrell A Retrospective, 2014. P. 39 
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investigated the use of light and how it could become fused with the psychology of 

perception.323  

 

                                 
 Figure 190     Figure 191             Figure 192 

 

                  
      Figure 193     Figure 194              Figure 195 

 

 
     Figure 196 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
323 Turrells investigation surrounding the psychology of perception differs from Rothkos practice. 
Turrells practice is concerned with physical notions of perception that result from various physical 
manipulations of light and space and for Rothko the application of thin layers of paint instigated 
spiritual reflection on individual time, space and place. 
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His design of space suggests a merging of design and art; his working outcomes result 

in specific variations that make up scenographic fields.  In a Rothko painting, which 

is also dealing with similar issues of colour as transcendental medium, the viewer is 

still separated from the work due to the two dimensional surface of the painting 

installed on the gallery wall. In Turrell’s installations the viewer is not separated from 

the field of colour but instead is immersed within it physically. While Turrell was not 

a painter, his conceptual working methodology is discussed, via Poyner, as a way to 

articulate how artists approach the design of space and colour as physical material. 

  

These approaches are argued through the painting practices of Anton Henning and 

Lynne Harlow who each deal with space in their own painterly ways. Henning 

explores the idea of complete and closed systems through the idiom of the 

Gesamtkunstwerk324 by appropriating historical art styles from the vocabulary of 

Modernism. Through painting, recording videos, installation strategies, designing 

environments, sculpting and making music, he created scenographic situations.  

 

In his installation Anton Henning 2007 S.M.A.K (Fig.197) Henning mapped out the 

placement of his works, which he equipped with paintings, lighting, furniture and 

carpets, in order to question the highbrow seriousness of more traditional picture 

galleries. He also sought to call into question the value systems that make them 

possible.325 His work acknowledged the Modernist vocabulary of painting, yet by 

introducing subject matter that is not confined to the two-dimensional pictorial space 

he transformed the three-dimensional site (including designing furniture) by mixing 

the geometric with gestural abstraction, as seen in Bad Thoughts 2014 (Fig.198). 

 

                 
    Figure 197                         Figure 198 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
324 http://www.antonhenning.com/presse/Artikel/%CA2007Artforum.pdf 
325 Kort, P. http://www.antonhenning.com/presse/Artikel/%CA2007Artforum.pdf 
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While Turrell’s practice moved beyond the gallery site towards landscape, Henning 

absorbed space through compositional inquiry. In an interview with Swedish Curator 

Richard Julin at MAGASIN III in Stockholm, 2012, Henning discussed how working 

with the exhibition space is comparable to working through compositional elements 

associated with a painting. For him, the lighting, carpets, paintings and furniture all 

make up a working whole. According to Henning it’s about psychology and 

challenging the viewer to make up their own mind. He wants them to think about their 

individual perception. ‘The paintings are completed,’ he says, ‘but they are placed 

into a bigger composition so they and the space work, otherwise it’s only a hanging of 

paintings on a wall.’326  

 

Similar to Henning Lynne Harlow’s painting discourse also expands from the canvas 

support into the design of space but is concerned with the concept of abundance and 

the nature of giving.327 Her working outcomes explore the intersection of visual art 

and music using painting, sculpture and print, as seen in Bruised 2001 (Fig.199); An 

Echo of Solitude 2006 (Fig.200); and Measuring a Summers Day 2012 (Fig.201). Like 

Henning, Harlow utilises an historical re-working of a Modernist reduction (which is 

particularly clear in Limitless and Lonesome 2005 (Fig.202),).  

 

           
                          Figure 199      Figure 200 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
326 Henning, A. Conversation with Richard Julin. MAGASIN III 2012. Museum and Foundation for 
Contemporary Art. 
327 Lynne Harlow online http://lynneharlow.com/home/statement/ 
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   Figure 201     Figure 202 

 

In an interview with Harlow for this research she discusses her works exist beyond 

the picture frame and explore colour and material through a reduced aesthetic: 

 

I choose to think about painting as a means of generating a 

visual and physical experience that is rooted in the traditional 

two-dimensional surface but expands beyond it. This 

expansion, this departure from Greenberg’s autonomous art 

object and progression beyond Fried’s concern with 

theatricality, aims to place painting in dialogue with spatial 

experience, sound and performance. My work is grounded in 

art historical awareness.  Limitless and Lonesome, an 

installation I first presented in 2005, is an example of my 

acknowledgement of historical movements (color field and 

geometric abstraction) as I explore the intersection of color 

and music using my specific approach and vocabulary.328  

Harlow’s artworks are responses to multiple working conditions such as site-specific 

locations and the resulting spatial arrangements, or her responsive engagement with 

fabric or Plexiglas. She continues to discuss that while these outcomes are receptive 

to specific working conditions, they are ultimately derived from the conceptual 

investigations initially derived from the working space of the picture frame: 

There’s no hierarchy among these works. They all address the 

same questions, interests and concerns. I love being able to 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
328 Harlow, L. Appendix F. P.232 
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move between different media to explore ideas and allow 

varied materials, spatial arrangements and movement to 

inform my approach to painted works. I guess what’s most 

significant is the conversation that’s generated between my 

different ways of working, the ways in which my engagement 

with fabric or Plexiglas expands the possibilities I find in 

paint.329  

 

Australian artist Robert Owen also moves between different materials and spatial 

arrangements to explore various outcomes that stem from his painting practice. 

Initially a painter, he now works in sculpture and public art. His practice investigates 

colour and light as communication tools between artist and viewer. Owen’s body of 

work ranges from two dimensional painting such as Kinetic Relief #9 (Projection 3) 

1969 (Fig.203); and site specific installation, including Hiatus 1981 (Fig.204); wall 

paintings Sunrise #2 (Fig.205); public art works such as Webb Bridge Melbourne 

2003 (Fig.206); and installations such as Spectrum Shift #1 #2 #3 2003 – 2004 

(Fig.207). 

 

                            
      Figure 203         Figure 204 

 

           
     Figure 205 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
329 Harlow, L. Appendix F. P.234 
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   Figure 206    Figure 207 

 

In a 2004 interview with George Alexander from the Art Gallery of New South Wales 

in Sydney, Owen discusses the idea that his work is an output of ideas that inform his 

interests in geometry, science and philosophy: 

 

Wonder is the ground and generator of it all… what I like to 

do is materialize ideas and feelings… Philosophy generates 

beautiful propositions and I think how exciting to make that 

visible.330 

 

Owen’s application of different materials and various spatial arrangements activate 

public consciousness by creating space for specific histories and geographies with an 

aesthetic informed by spiritual and philosophical dimensions. Through the design of 

space and architecture, Harlow, Turrell, Henning and Owen each manipulate 

perspectival environments, to better understand and investigate their everyday reality. 

Poynor concludes his essay for the exhibition by acknowledging the importance of 

design to contemporary visual culture at large. He states that through colour, line, 

texture and shape, designers are able to best deliver retinal experiences of pleasure: 

 

Design is becoming more elaborately layered, more 

spectacular, more pervasive in our lives. Design, rather than 

art, is foremost now in embodying the visual spirit of the 

age.331  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
330 Owen, R. Robert Owen: Different Lights Cast Different Shadows, 2004. P. 22 
331 Poynor, R. Design and Art: Art’s Little Brother, 2005. P. 99 
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The equation of art and design is about equilibrium, as Poynor’s essay title suggests. 

Instead, when multiplied by itself, the elaborate equations of painting result in various 

outcomes that sometimes breach the boundaries of design. The square root of painting 

is equivalent to a discourse that makes up alternate modes of painted realities. This 

chapter locates these sites as art, design and experiential enquiries, as well as the 

social site, which is further discussed in the context of the Artist Run Space. 

 

The Visuality of Perception and the Social Inquiry of Experience 

 

The idea of the social space as an expanded working system for reductive painters 

exists in the physicality of the artist run space. Artist Run Space/Initiatives (ARIs)332 

are sites for innovation that exist outside the established or mainstream site of the 

commercial gallery or museum. As Australian artists Brad Buckley and John 

Conomos describe in their essay, The Artist-Run Initiative: An Agent That Blurs The 

Studio, Laboratory and Exhibition Space, Creating a Site for Inventiveness, 2013, the 

ARI is often driven by a particular set of aesthetic, political or social concerns that act 

as sites for research, knowledge creation and transfer.333 In this way, they provide 

artists the space and time to use the gallery, not as commercial location, but as a 

laboratory to freely develop ideas associated with their arts practice.   

 

These social spaces of inquiry allow for artist’s thoughts to morph into perceptible 

objects and transitional experiences through experiential approaches that are often 

collaborative in nature. The ARI provides a place of potential realities in which 

constructed environments act as inclusive networks for distribution of painting. 

Similar to the constructed nature of a punk band334 the artist run space provides an 

extended site that acts as a laboratory allowing artists (in this case painters) to think 

conceptually about their work, creating outcomes that are experiential in nature rather 

than refined objects that work within systems of commodification.  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
332 Also known as Artist-Run Initiatives (ARI’S) 
333 Buckley, B. Conomos, J. and Dong, A. Ecologies of Inventions: The Artist Run Initiative An Agent 
That Blurs The Studio, Laboratory and Exhibition Space, Creating a Site For Inventiveness, 2013. P. 
92 
334 Both groups are made up of and run by a number of individuals who contribute specific talents and 
strengths to the group and therefore both are argued as constructed and experimental spaces.  
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This chapter focuses on ARI’s belonging to the multi-disciplinary art practices of 

Matthew Deleget and Tilman Hoepfl. Deleget is co-Director of the exhibition space, 

MINUS Space, in Brooklyn, New York (Fig.), which focuses on contemporary 

reductive and abstract art. Hoepfl is co-Director of CCNOA, Belgium/France, 

focusing on the presentation, promotion and dissemination of a broad range of 

international cultural identities. These include practices in the field of contemporary 

abstract art, notably in the areas of visual art, architecture, photography, multimedia 

and publications.335  

 

Both of these ARI directors are also painters and they consider the experiential 

frameworks of their artist run spaces to be direct expansions of their painterly 

inquiries. The social dimension offered by the inclusive nature and DIY culture of 

ARIs provides a context for critical ideas to be extended into various forms of art 

making. Matthew Deleget works with reductive and conceptual based artists who 

focus on using the canvas support as a point of departure to explore ideas concerning 

geometric abstraction. This can be seen in two exhibitions at Minus Space: Sunken 

Treasure 2011 (Fig.208) a painting exhibition by Australian artist Kyle Jenkins, and 

Lynne Harlow’s installation work Beat 2007 (Fig.209). In both shows painting 

provides departure points for extended explorations into performance, architecture, 

sound and colour.  

 

           
  Figure 208     Figure 209 

 

The social space as artist run space also offers a place for extended dialogue between 

curator and exhibitor. Within the discipline of his own painting practice, Deleget 

focuses on the merging of painting with conceptual processes and installation 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
335 http://www.ccnoa.org/About 
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strategies. His work relates to any number of abstract ways to achieve reductive 

outcomes, as seen in his Pink Nightmare 2007 (Fig.2010); Pictures at an Exhibition 

2012 (Fig.211); Ponte Duro, 2013 (Fig.212); and Vanitas 2014 (Fig.213). 

 

                
                    Figure 210           Figure 211 

 

              
  Figure 212           Figure 213 

In an interview for this research Deleget discussed the ARI as a transitive network of 

visual possibilities and outcomes that can be explored in his own practice:  

 

I don’t see any distinction between my studio work and the 

other work I’m involved in.  I curate, I write, I teach, I consult, 

I run a gallery.  I approach each as an artist.  They are all 

facets of the same thing, a creative life in the arts… everything 

I make is framed by my interest in and experience with 

painting.  It is my core concern.336 

 

For Deleget everything he makes and the projects he instigates, including the artist 

run space offers a extended sites for conceptual outcomes that expand from his 

painting practice: 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
336 Deleget, M. Appendix D. P.226 
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…I’ve made lots of other kinds of work in the past, including 

photography, printmaking, installation, public art, and 

performance.  But my primary interest is in abstract painting 

and its history.337 

 

Hoepfl also utilises the ARI as an extended site for his painting practice. During his 

interview for this PhD he commented on the importance of the social space, or artist 

run space, as an expansion and progression of his painting practice: 

 

I definitely take great joy in curating other artists and their 

respective work - work and approaches I respect and 

appreciate. As an artist myself I believe on this level it is a 

good experience to indulge into other colleagues minds and to 

create dialogues, which raise questions beyond ones own 

work. Yet the greater joy of this is to involve and engage the 

public in this discourse, which should go beyond the mere art 

talk.338  

 

Hoepfl also discussed the importance of curating whereby it provides another 

platform and avenue for visual dialogue surrounding concerns in his painting practice: 

 

Being a visual artist myself and my experience as being a 

curator and artistic-director of CCNOA in Brussels proved 

very well, that if one takes the term  `public space`, for 

example, serious, one can definitely open eyes; eyes of the 

`unknowledgeable` viewer, which I believe is a great 

success.339 

 

These social spaces of inquiry offer insights into Hoepfl’s own intuitive working 

outcomes; he is constantly archiving and discovering ideas. Through his practice, he 

translates the trajectory of a certain thought into a visually and mentally perceptible 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
337 Deleget, M. Appendix D. P.224 
338 Hoepfl, T. Appendix G. P.242 
339 Hoepfl, T. Appendix G. P.240 
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object,340 as seen in 01.07 (stack) 2007 (Fig.214); Little House of Colours 2008 

(Fig.215); Fluctuation 2010 (Fig.216); and Artitecture #3 2016 (Fig.217). His works 

become components of ideological constructs in which public space affords an open-

ended narrative for ideas to manifest, resulting in extended networks of experiential 

outcomes.  

 

               
       Figure 214    Figure 215 

 

 

               
  Figure 216     Figure 217 

 

However, ARIs are not without their critics. In the 2010 publication, Alternative 

Histories: New York Art Spaces 1960 – 2010, contributing author Puerto 

Rican/American artist Papo Colo questions the long-term efficacy of the ARI, or 

alternate space. His concern is that alternative spaces continually become absorbed 

into national culture. While they offer a way for the artist to interpret reality through 

exploring possibilities, the system of power absorbs the alternative ideas into the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
340 Hoepfl, T. Appendix G. P.240 
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mainstream. Because of this artists need to continually conceive new options of 

investigation.341  

 

Nevertheless, it is the premise of this chapter that the ARI holds a critical position in 

contemporary culture. As American artist and curator Jacki Apple states: 

  

In many cases these spaces functioned as a medium for 

discourses in which the exchange of ideas and art-making 

were one and the same. Therefore, the spaces themselves might 

be considered temporal artworks.342 

 

ARI’s act as alternate sites for art making which allow for conceptual ideas that 

manifest within the frame (ideas that relate to a painterly inquiry) to be transferred 

and expanded into social networks. What they afford painters is an open space in 

which they don’t have to negate their traditional inquiries into painting while being 

able to freely investigate propositions that are away from the economic and cultural 

value systems of commercial galleries and museums. These expanded sites or 

conditions are located in the DIY construct context of the ARI, which allows both 

artists and viewers to experience multiple visual and social encounters.   

 

Painting as the Social Space: Towards Expanded Encounters 

 

From the turn of the 20th century painting has existed as an expanded practice in 

which a particular group of artists whose focus stems from a reductive inquiry have 

used the traditional canvas support, and its limiting conditions as a way, to work 

through ideas of painting’s existence. Preconceived ideas of traditional painting 

morph across limitless sites, including interior spaces, architecture and social space 

and these theoretical constructs allow its discourse to be rethought of as a conceptual 

instrument.  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
341 Colo, P. Alternative Histories New York Art Spaces 1960-2010: Alter The Native, 2012. P. 15 
342 Apple, J. Alternative Histories New York Art Spaces 1960-2010: Alternatives Reconsidered, 2012. 
P. 17 
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By identifying and developing issues of experience, interpretation and historical 

observation internal possibilities (or conceptual deliberation) come to be viewed as 

varying modes of painting. This approach was argued through the works of Mel 

Bochner and Daniel Buren’s varied approaches to making; they shift their focus away 

from the materiality of paint, transferring their intentions into works that sit outside 

the frame. Preconceived ideas about what painting can be were challenged in the 

exhibition, As Painting that acknowledged Greenberg’s ideas about Modernist 

painting. The body of works challenged the viewer to reconsider painting as a flexible 

medium that exists through various evolving materials and sites while this research 

locates these outcomes as expansions of each individual artists’ painting practice.  

 

The morphing into complex fields (that extend from painting to conceptual based 

painting and installation) become a portable labour in Blauvelt’s exhibition and 

collected essays in which ideas of intention become the rationale for various 

outcomes. In a globalised context, artists are responding to unique properties of 

specific places and time. Through the accumulation of dynamic experiences with 

space, painters such as Franz Ackerman and Helio Oiticica place the viewer in a 

considered relationship with their works in order to create perceptual, social and 

interactive environments. The audience in turn becomes both a participant and 

spectator setting in place ideas of painting as design and experience in social reality.  

 

The dynamic experiences that the viewer encounters with interactive environments 

were discussed in the context of the relationship between art and design in order to 

reveal the scope of visual dialogue that painting exists within. According to Rick 

Poyner painting utilises installation strategies and object design in order to hold a 

privileged position. The point is made using the work of artists such as Anton 

Henning and Lynne Harlow whose working outcomes incorporate the totality of an 

environment and photography, video projections, furniture design and installation, 

that all collapse into one experience. While these working methodologies are 

deployed away from the traditional canvas support, their multidisciplinary 

investigations incorporate elements of both design and art. This synthesis is further 

discussed as the expansion of painting into scenographic fields that fuse together the 

psychology of perception existing in the construction of social space.  
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These social spaces are found in ARI’s that offer extended sites for experiential 

inquiry to occur in which artists are removed from economic pressures and are 

allowed the space to freely develop new possibilities (visually and conceptually) 

within their practice. Like the alternate modes of painting that sit alongside traditional 

painting practices, such as methods of installation as well as two and three 

dimensional painting, the constructed nature of the ARI offers more collaborative and 

experiential methods of making. Artist run spaces provide an open-ended platform for 

dialogue between artist and director, encouraging alternative possibilities and 

conceptual developments. In this way, the ARI is a critical expansion of individual 

painting practices. 

 

This chapter Monopunk Multichrome had developed and discussed core concepts for 

the final segment of this thesis in which painting is positioned as a visual language 

amongst a global system of digital imaging. In the second decade of the 21st century 

visual senses are challenged through automated functions that offer alternate avenues 

to daily experiences, such as touch, sight and audio. Painting is positioned as an 

evolving visual language that continues to acknowledge its historical past whilst 

responding to technological advancements that instigate the development of alternate 

sites of experience beyond the screen. What this chapter has stated is that painting 

responds to a globalised network of communication, and in doing this opens up its 

discourse into a social field. Using dynamic and social experiences with space, a 

specific group of painters design environments, projects and initiatives in which the 

internal workings of the frame are conceptually expanded on to reconsider new 

constructed sites of reality.        
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11.0 Chapter 5: Painting Within, Painting Out, Painting Beyond 

 

Space is not the final frontier. Space is where we live and 

where we see…Space is potential. It has frontiers only as our 

vision or the walls or frames we erect around ourselves 

prescribe.343  

 

Chapter 4 focused on particular exhibitions to locate the diverse material modes of 

painting. It also argued that the constructed nature of the ARI affords experiential 

strategies to exist as paintings conceptual outcomes. These positioning’s are further 

explored through a specific group of painters (and interviews undertaken for this PhD 

research) in Chapter 5: Painting Within, Painting Out, Painting Beyond. Through this 

process the chapter locates the cultural climate in which painting exists now by 

focusing on seminal artists who are engaged in the ongoing expansion of painting 

within, beyond and around the canvas. Painting currently is a discourse in a milieu of 

multi-disciplinary forms and avenues of digitised, visual dialogue. It is in this 

digitally dominated society that painting (inside the frame) embodies reductive 

concerns evolving across fields of possibilities and erratic344 methods of inquiry 

(beyond the frame).  

 

It is argued in this chapter that certain geometric and monochrome painters in the 

second decade of the 21st century resists systems of erasure and network fatigue. 

Unlike the geometric digital pixel (which is reliant on a total geometric 

conglomeration of pixels to create a single image) painting is a static point345 that 

contains its own essential, material and unedited qualities necessary for movement 

and scenographic expansions. Unlike digital imagery, geometric and monochrome 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
343 Godfrey, T. Painting Today: Painting Space, 2009. P. 210 
344 Erratic is reference to paintings’ expansion taken from Nicolas Bourriaud’s description of the 
irradiant root (as opposed to radical root), which he describes is a botanical plant that grows its roots 
whilst simultaneously progressing and advancing. This idea is developed throughout the chapter, where 
painting expands and evolves beyond the frame, whilst simultaneously acknowledging its’ historical 
foundations.  
345 Painting as a static point refers to Virilio’s idea that perspective in art needs a static point. The 
Renaissance art and architecture was hinged on a perspectival structure or fixed state and in order for 
art to regain a perspective it needs and anchor. This paper argues it is painting that offers a static 
resource for making immersive experiences that offer perspectival reflection. 
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painting is only reliant on itself to function, inhabit and disseminate the conceptual 

intentions inherent within its colour, line, shape and objectiveness.  

 

By undertaking original interviews with key artists in the field including French 

artists Pascal Dombis and Richard van der Aa and Australian painters Vicente Butron, 

Kyle Jenkins and Stephen Little as well as American artist Gilbert Hsiao and 

researching publications on painting today by art theorists including Jan Verwoert and 

Hal Foster, painting is characterised as an expanded discourse that exists in various 

modes. This chapter will demonstrate that painting has developed into scenographic 

environments where each practitioner researched and discussed still views their 

outcomes ‘as painting’.  

 

Drawing on research associated with globalised culture,346 as well as interviews with 

specific artists, the emphasis in this chapter is on how painting is being examined 

simultaneously inside the frame, but also without its traditional support structure. 

Further to this it will also explore the possibilities for painting to exist as an important 

visual language in an age of digital circulation in which the accumulation of sense 

data347 is challenged by automated search functions. 

 

In a visual culture saturated with digital images today’s audience experiences ideas 

concerned with day-to-day living through automated encounters via scrolling, 

glimpsing and image surfing. Within this process time is collapsed through 

information accessibility and space is experienced as an interminable present. These 

edited splices of information offer today’s visually engaged audience a vague and 

brief encounter with reality. As a result this research argues that painting as an 

experiential and inclusive dialogue remains a critical attribute for contemporary art as 

it engages the viewer on a perspectival level.  

  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
346 Globalised culture within this chapter is reference to how the Internet currently provides a globally 
inclusive and edited space for visual and information exchange. 
347 Ontological experience is accumulated to provide basic notions for ones existence and relation to 
being in the world. 
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Whilst this chapter will locate the various concerns associated with visual culture in 

the second decade of the 21st century, such as visual saturation, heterochrony348 and 

the collapsing of time as well as ideas of origin, its central question is: Why do a 

specific group of painters move out (beyond the frame) as a method of looking back 

in (returning to the two dimensional plane) in order to advance their understanding of 

painting? 

 

The specific groups of artists interviewed in this chapter compete against and amongst 

a digitally saturated milieu in which time is collapsed and visual images from all areas 

exist at once. The chaotic mass of the Internet is without a singular focus; a focus that 

is required to view (or make) a painting and it is within this contradictory climate that 

this research locates the present and future of painting. The ontological act of painting 

offers an attentive and logical site for conceptualisation using 

geometric/monochromatic properties that open outward towards alternate 

propositions. The research continues to focus on a particular group of painters whose 

practices encompass the possibilities afforded by monochromatic colour, the flat 

shape of the canvas and conceptual outcomes derived from geometric abstraction. 

These characteristics are autonomous to painting (as opposed to the optical 

investigations associated with Landscape painting and Portraiture) and continue to 

provide alternate avenues of investigation, while retaining an interior focus about 

painting.  

 

Painting: An Entry Point Towards Possibilities of Play 

 

German art critic Jan Verwoert's lecture, Why are conceptual artists painting again? 

Because they think it’s a good idea, held in 2010 at the University of Glasgow, 

establishes a critical dialogue surrounding how art has evolved since the 1960s and 

1970s. It suggests how painting might exist in the early 21st century (in a different 

way) through the act of painting after Modernism. Verwoert asks two key questions: 

What can be done with contemporary painting? And how can the artist approach his 

or her studio practice? In order to formulate possible theories for the continuation of 

the artistic act Verwoert navigates the evolution of art using comparisons with a 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
348 Heterochrony refers to how time changes and develops according to various processes that respond 
to digital automation. These developments lead to multiple changes in paintings’ outcomes. 
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variety games such as Chess, Ping-Pong and Dominos.349 Through these strategic 

manoeuvres cultural terms350 come in to play, and he suggests that contemporary 

artists have become agents in a larger social field of advertising art and conceptual 

art: 

 

It makes arts intentions totally transparent but it doesn’t 

actually get us anywhere near an involvement that would 

generate a discourse around ideas that go beyond a mere 

reading of what is given in the work.351 

 

For Verwoert it is painting (unlike conceptual art), the act of production and also the 

experience of time that is reflected in the making of painting that is precisely what 

brings painting ‘alive’. His account of contemporary painting acknowledges the 

history of modern painting and the imminent possibilities for its future. But, unlike 

this research, he doesn’t acknowledge the open-ended avenues for production 

particular artists, such as Mary Heilmann, employ in order to move beyond the canvas 

support into an expanded articulation of painting. By examining Heilmann’s work 

Save the Last Dance For Me 1979 (Fig.218), Verwoert discusses possibilities for the 

future of painting.  

 

 
              Figure 218 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
349 For Werwoert the game of chess (where there are strategic moves each player makes in order to win 
a game) is assimilated to Modernist painting, and how specific artists, (in particular American Ad 
Reinhardt,) who Verwoert says played the game of painting, and by playing the game of painting, he 
aimed to not only win the game, but also end it. 
350 Like the set rules that exist with the gridded game of chess, Modernist painting existed within a 
cultural field governed by the formal characteristics autonomous to painting including line, colour and 
shape.  
351 Verwoert, J. Why are Conceptual Artists Painting again? Because They Think It’s a Good Idea, 
2010. https://vimeo.com/60549110 
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He describes the black canvas and three pink rectangles in the artwork as an exit 

toward paintings future. For Verwoert, the geometric shapes provide windows to a 

space influenced by music and possibilities for open-ended formulas.352 Verwoert 

continues to talk about consecutive works of Heilmann’s (that exist in the frame) but 

he doesn’t propose that painting exists as other modes, as can be seen in Heilmann’s 

objects, such as Rietveld-Remix #7 2014 (Fig.219); and installations, including Flying 

Saucer Project 2008 (Fig.220). This research argues that through these works she 

transfers her painterly intentions from canvas to the design of domestic objects, 

including chairs and dinnerware. The foundation of this research is that processes of 

investigation inside the working space of the canvas support (Heilmann’s paintings) 

are necessary avenues of organizing the resulting outcomes that exist beyond the 

canvas support (her objects and installations) and these outcomes are actually 

conceptual expansions of painting.  

 

            
  Figure 219    Figure 220 

 

For Verwoert, the Modernist game of chess, in which the artist executes transparent 

moves, ensures that the gridded frame exists as a site for calculated and conscious 

acts, is over. With computer imaging now dominating the digital age and 

contemporary art world.353 The game of art in the 21st century has morphed to new 

horizons where everyday spaces become platforms for never ending possibilities of 

engagement. In his text, The Accident of Art 2005, French historian Paul Virilio 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
352 Verwoert, J. Life Work 2009 Frieze Magazine March 2009 Issue 121. For Verwoert these open-
ended formulas result in historically embedded experiments within the frame that is influenced by 
everyday culture including music, the studio and popular culture. 
http://www.frieze.com/issue/article/life_work/ 
353 The Internet (which is utilized by the majority of the worlds contemporary artists as visual 
information tool) impacts the way in which visual information is perceived. It provides a platform from 
which to visually experience world news and art from the past and present. These images are 
majoritively re-represented through artistic outcomes. 
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argues that rather than using software as a tool, it is urgent that artists making 

immersive experiences and outcomes create it themselves, rather than appropriating 

bought software.  

 

These endless possibilities of spatial arrangements are explored through processes of 

looping and layering in French artist Pascal Dombis’s practice. He discusses the 

importance of creating immersive experiences through the development of software in 

an interview conducted for this research: 

 

…the danger to just illustrate the technology capacity or have 

a content too dependent on a technology status. For example, 

what could be seen as fantastic images may turn out quickly as 

nice screen saver 

I have been very sensitive on this issue since my start in using 

computer in early 90’s. 

And the way I try to surround it is to always use the technology 

in a non regular way, in being a non regular user. Doing so, it 

allow me to maintain a critical distance on the technology as a 

tool. It also allow me to deliver visual experience to the 

viewers that they do not have in their “normal “ digital life 

with ipod and ipad.354 

 

Dombis incorporates digital mediation to transfer his intentions beyond the frame; 

investigating endless possibilities associated with digital algorithms and associated 

sequels. By reproducing geometric and typographical signs, he exploits the 

paradoxical coexistence of orderly control and unstable chaos.355 These outcomes 

span across multiple sites, including: digital two-dimensional lenticular works, such 

as Post-Digital Blue 2013-2015 (Fig.221); wall drawings like Irrational Geometrics 

2005 - 2015 (Fig.222); and video installations, for example Control 2014 – 2015 

(Fig.223).  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
354 Dombis, P. Appendix E. P.229 
355 Pascal Dombis http://dombis.com/text/ 
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               Figure 221         Figure 222 

 

 
                    Figure 223 

 

Dombis claims these varying modes are embedded with the same intentions: 

 

I have been developing video installation in parallel of my still 

work for more than 10 years. I develop still and video pieces at 

almost the same time and enjoy it because it stimulates a cross 

over between the 2 bodies of work.356  

 

For Dombis the screen is divided into a mosaic of cells that can be manipulated with 

tools associated with traditional painting, including: canvas, paintbrush, and colour 

combinations. These cells are morphed into images (graphic representations borrowed 

from already circulating data) that give an illusion of one object changing into 

another. Transparent moves are replaced by endless possibilities of play and the 

Modernist game of chess has been replaced by the computer game357 in which 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
356 Dombis, P. Appendix E. P.230 
357 The computer game is linked to the open ended possibilities of play that painting is situated within 
including the creation of immersive, social environments that use data to link the viewer to physical 
experiences. 
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repeated actions and real time358 manoeuvres give way to cognitive planning, and 

interactive sites become the place for social inquiry.  

 

In his recent public work Perth City Link 2015 (Fig.224), at the Perth Cultural Centre, 

Dombis designed multiple glass screens inlayed with a chaotic overload of fractured 

layers of linear colour that are a result of digitally responsive outcomes. Similar to a 

computer game, he creates immersive environments using data to generate errors and 

random events but he is also mindful that his works merge with what Verwoert calls 

the game of everyday life,359 linking the viewer to interactive, social and physical 

experiences, as seen in his installation work Mixed Grill(e) 2014 (Fig.225) at 

RAYGUN Projects, Toowoomba.  

 

             
           Figure 224     Figure 225 

 

In an interview conducted as part of this PhD, Richard van der Aa also discusses the 

importance of working through possibilities in other works that sit along side his 

painting practice, such as wall paintings like Soundings 1997 (Fig.226); sculpture, 

including Mere Formalities 2011 (Fig.227); and the artist run project Paris Concret 

(Fig.228), a venture that integrates the design of objects with social space:  

 

 Alongside my painting I teach and have also run a non-profit 

art space. Both of these things are born out of my art practice 

and my take on art making is reflected in how I approach 

them. The influence is a two-way street. These other ways of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
358 Real time is reference to painting that responds to current events that occur in the everyday. It 
acknowledges the visual documentation of a physical outcome, rather than the idea existing as an 
abstract entity. 
359 Verwoert suggests that painting merges with the game of everyday life; repeated actions combined 
with cognitive planning to create an open-ended dialogue for painting. 
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being in the art world also help me refine my thinking and keep 

me current.360  

 

      
         Figure 226 

 

                
           Figure 227              Figure 228 

 

When asked if he considers using other media/material in his practice Van der Aa 

reiterates the importance of applying conceptual intentions to create any number of 

outcomes ‘All the time – I use what ever material best gets the job done.’ He 

continues to state the importance of incorporating the history of painting with the act 

of painting to transfer his intentions across various outcomes: 

 

I’m interested in the history of painting, the act of painting and 

in the presence of the painted object.  I want the outworking of 

my thoughts on these things to be as uncomplicated as 

possible. This intention guides my choices.361 

For Heilmann, Dobmis and Van der Aa the incorporation of modernist gestures and 

the act of making becomes the site for possibilities rather than a prescribed, pre-
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
360 van de Aa, R. Appendix P. P.286 
361 van de Aa, R. Appendix P. P.285 
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determined legacy. The future of painting sits within a visually collapsed present (in 

which the Internet has altered the relationship between past, present and future 

through the dissemination of content) and calls on its own history and materiality to 

re-engage a contemporary audience on an inclusive level.  

 

In is foreword to an exhibition catalogue, Forever Now: Contemporary Painting in an 

Atemporal World, 2015, Glenn D. Lowry, (American Director of the Museum of 

Modern Art) outlined an eternal present in which styles and motifs from any era in 

history are free for reanimation, re-enactment and sampling. 362  Painting is not 

represented by any one style, but rather is engaged with multiple genres and 

potentially infinite images. It is not representative of a singular entity; through various 

modes and outcomes its relationship with everyday society reflects a culture visually 

dominated by digital media.  

 

Paintings Trouble with the Spatial Ensemble. 

 

These ideas of paintings history and materiality are discussed in Hal Foster’s book 

The Art-Architecture Complex 2011. He argues that as sights for possibilities 

sculpture and painting have crossed over into the space of architecture. However, the 

results are not always positive. 363 Foster argues that the effect digital technology has 

had on the saturation of the image negatively impacts on how painting is expanding 

into the design of space and architecture. He discusses this conundrum through 

specific works of Robert Irwin’s Who’s Afraid of Red, Yellow and Blue 2006 – 2007 

(Fig.229) and James Turrell’s Projection piece Gard blue 1968 (Fig.230), stating both 

works were immersive, appearing to exist less as fixed entities: 

 

The danger here is not only to dehistoricize the aesthetic …but 

also to render the phenomenological faux - indeed to replace 

both the aesthetic and the phenomenological with ersatz 

versions in which perception is, as it were, done for us.364 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
362 Lowry, D. Glenn. Forever Now: Contemporary Painting in an Atemporal World, 2015. P. 6 
363 Foster, H. Art Architecture Complex 2011. Preface P. VII 
364 Foster, H. Art Architecture Complex: Painting Unbound, 2011. P. 209 
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        Figure 229               Figure 230 

 

For Foster, the image should allow the audience to look behind the work, to see its 

workings, which in turn creates a site for perspectival reflection for the viewer. Foster 

argues it is seamless environments like those created by Irwin and Turrell that the 

mergence or ‘spatial ensemble’ can be problematic, not just for the imagistic365 in 

architecture, but also for visual experience. Through their works Foster offers insight 

into art after Post-Modernism, examining how architects and artists draw on images 

and ideas of the spatially sublime to create expected sites of experience. This research 

supports Foster’s notions concerning the ramifications these ‘spectacular’ outcomes 

have on contemporary painting. His position is focused on the necessity of exposing 

the artist’s conceptual working intent as an essential way to engage the viewer. For 

Foster it is ‘spectacular’ installation strategies in which perspectival reflection is over 

edited and the audience anticipates a spatially sublime experience as an expected 

outcome; offering little room for reflective involvement.  

 

It is argued that painting, through it’s own materiality offers a departure point for 

multiple outcomes to engage an audience on a reflective and experiential level as 

argued through the practice of American artist Sol LeWitt.  The picture plane became 

an architectural site that provided a working space and point of departure for his art 

practice. This can be seen in a variety of his works Four Colour 1970 (Fig.231), Wall 

Drawing #354 1981 (Fig.232), 2D works White Pyramid 1987 (Fig.233), and 

sculptural works Cube Without Corner 1988 (Fig.234), Styrofoam Installation 1994 

(Fig.235) and Wall Drawing 901 & 909, 1999 (Fig.236).  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
365 Imagistic refers to the complex where the image used to be applied to the building in modern 
architecture, but now the building is the image. The image has become spatial, virtual and atmospheric 
and this effects negatively on painting, where materiality and transparency of working space has given 
way to optical images in space. In turn this results in a sublimated experience of lightness of being 
which is a de-materialisation of the body.   
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     Figure 231       Figure 232   Figure 233 

 

                            
       Figure 234            Figure 235       Figure 236 

 

For LeWitt, ‘drawings were not illustrations of fully formed ideas, but ways of seeing 

ideas that might be further explored’.366 The picture plane offered an inward looking 

site for outward conceptual expansions that referenced the design of space and 

architecture. He made propositional sites for reflective experiences as a way to better 

understand his aesthetic interests. The application of the medium (paint/pencil) with 

architectural site (wall) allowed for experiential nuances to occur within a specific set 

of parameters. LeWitt’s fundamental beliefs were grounded in lived experience and 

practical considerations; they were fuelled by notions of equality, democracy and 

open exchange in a public space.367 These intentions were embedded in his wall 

drawings in which he left instructions for others to install the work; the end result was 

left up to systems of chance, with an emphasis on process and materials. 

 

Foster poses the idea of allowing the physical site and everyday space to inform the 

expanded evolution of Modernist sculpture, painting and architecture 368  as 

documented in Richard Serra’s St. John’s Rotary Arc 1980 (Fig.237) and Michael 

Heizer's DIA installations North, East, South, West 1967/2002 (Fig.238).  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
366 Garrels, G. Sol LeWitt: An Introduction, 2000. P. 29 
367 Garrels, G. Sol LeWitt: An Introduction, 2000. P. 29 
368 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UnrIUUCEwTE 
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         Figure 237     Figure 238 

 

Like LeWitt, these American artists transformed space within the construct of their 

own working materiality (as opposed to optical expansions). They allowed the 

architectural space to inform the expansion of their sculpture practices, just as it was 

previously argued that painters including Jorge Pardo, Olivier Mosset, Poul Gernes 

and John M. Armleder had done in their individual practices.  

 

The Vista and its Historical Ramifications Inside the Frame 

 

Painting’s ontological expansions are further discussed in Jan Verwoert’s lecture, 

Painter Painter: Painting in the Present Tense, held in 2013 at the Walker Art 

Museum, Minneapolis. Verwoert discusses two influences on contemporary painting: 

a lateral move (which he calls ‘crabbing’) from the picture frame into adjacent spaces, 

and the way these works are influenced by a rhythmically associated culture.  He 

claims that the work of contemporary painters is informed by their practices, as well 

as by fashion and music; life beyond the computer screen and studio window. 

Verwoert argues that contemporary painters need to find a rhythm and structure that 

comes alive, taking painters to a new level of experience, a rythmicality that connects 

the internal space of the canvas to the external space of the everyday.369  

 

This can be seen in the work of Danish painter Peter Holm. He allows influences 

beyond his studio to affect various outcomes within his practice, including: folk 

stories from childhood, furniture design, and music, as well as social space (ARI) and 

the landscape of everyday. Holm’s works range from two-dimensional reductive 

constructions, such as Purple and Orange Sunup 1998 (Fig.239); furniture, for 

example Hey You Got To Hide Your Love Away 1995 – 2011 (Fig.240); Artist Run 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
369  Verwoert, J. Lecture series Painter Painter: Painting in the Present Tense, 2013. Online 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=scYj-bDEaKI 
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Space Teksas Denmark (Fig.241) and public installations, including REFLEX 2015 

(Fig.242). 

 

                                     
                Figure 239     Figure 240 

 

                           
  Figure 241             Figure 242 

 

In an interview undertaken as part of this research he discusses why he chooses to 

make the various things he makes: 

 

It is not always I who choose - my method allows me to follow 

a lead, which appears as an open road in the proces of 

making. I do try, in my work to create new constellations in 

painting - I choose to try to further the idea of painting and to 

keep - so to say - painting updated. Progress is an important 

word!370  

Holm continues to describe how his expanded practice is made up of various 

outcomes that evolve from the act of Painting: 

 

I work with the combination of 2-D and 3-D and produce 

works with references to painting, sculpture and furniture. The 

objects produced are being used in installations in which the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
370 Holm, P. Appendix H. P.246 
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works should interact and form a language or notion. So in 

that sense all work is equal, as could be any writing I may do. I 

do, however, always plan to escape to, what I refer to as “Real 

Painting” - where it all started and take off on that. Everything 

comes to be one, in the work of the day!371  

In this way, Holm’s painting discourse opens up from the picture frame into the space 

of objects, installation and architecture, incorporating what Verwoert describes as the 

rythmicality of the everyday. The landscape of daily occurrences informs lateral 

modes of thinking and the internal space of the canvas opens outward to more 

structural levels of experience. 

 

The Materiality and Experience of the Art Object 

 

The application of materiality, both in and beyond the frame, and the physical and 

conceptual possibilities of the expansion of painting (in regards to architectonic site 

and personal working methodologies) are explored using ideas associated with the 

audience and their experience of art.  

 

In Rosalind Krauss’ essay Sculpture in the Expanded Field, 1979, she introduced the 

Klein equation which was an equation to set rules for the transformation of art 

practices to exist within. For Krauss art had moved from Modernist medium-

specificity into a Post Modern multiplicity. Krauss aimed to develop rules for how 

practices could continue to transform in the structural parameters of their fields and 

the expanding vectors of their ‘logical operations’.372 Her essay has been very 

influential and over the decades has generated critical responses such as the 2007 

conference and seminar on art and architecture at the Department of Art and 

Archaeology and the School of Architecture, Princeton University, as well as the 

publication, Retracing the Expanded Field: Encounters Between Art and Architecture 

2014.   

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
371 Holm, P. Appendix H. P.248 
372 Papapetros, S. and Rose, J. Retracing the Expanded Field Encounters between Art and Architecture: 
Introduction, 2014. P. vii 
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For Krauss, the ‘Expanded Field’ is a closed diagram or permanent structure; 373 it 

doesn’t include the historical or political dimension in art. Further to this, in her 

equation the parameters of art making sit in an expanded field that moved beyond a 

formalist and phenomenological approach towards a structuralist one. In the 2014 

publication, American art theorist Eve Meltzer discusses the implications of this 

‘closure’. She argues that recuperating the effects and affects of the body, the sensory 

and materiality ‘would offer a fresh conception of art after anti humanism, as well as 

open up a truly more expansive model of the human subject.’374  

 

The shift of contemporary art towards a more meaningful engagement and experience 

of the body can be seen in Vicente Butron’s working discourse. Formerly the co-

director of the artist run space CBD in Sydney, Australia, he also undertakes painting, 

installation, teaching and graphic design.  As he explained in an interview conducted 

as part of this research:  

 

As an artist and a cultural producer, we make art in a way that 

is pertinent to how we live and what we know today; i.e., in a 

manner that is ethically responsive to the human condition and 

its responsibilities.375  

 

Butron’s work addresses the urgency of connecting the historical framework of the 

Modernist discourse with the contemporary art discourse at large:  

  

…everything I do as a cultural producer is part of my practice. 

It would be denigrating any of these activities to suggest 

otherwise for myself. If we are to ask what is pertinent to 

making art or painting for today, we cannot overlook what 

“sits alongside”. We have learnt that information and 

knowledge are not apart from or exclusive of things in the 

world and that these things in the world must be addressed in 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
373 Permanent structure P.87 to inform footnote 
374 Meltzer, E. Retracing the Expanded Field Encounters between Art and Architecture: Responses 
2014. P. 186 
375 Butron, V. Appendix C. P.218 
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order to understand.376 

 

Reductive painters such as Holm and Butron transfer conceptual intentions by 

pursuing ideas associated with the craft of life and cultural pursuits. Butron 

investigates the everyday act as a conceptual extension in which art becomes the idea. 

It is the conceptual intentions embedded in his practice that are held at the forefront of 

his working outcomes including monochromes such as no.230B, A Limited Action of 

December 2, 2012, How can I get a man who has forgotten words to have a word with 

him? 2012 (Fig.243) and no. 120, a limited action (Limited Action painting) CBD 

1995 (Fig.244) and text work no.230A, A Limited Action of December 2, 2012, Words 

are for their intended meaning and once the meaning is got, the words are forgotten 

2012 (Fig.245) as well as co-running the artist run space CBD in Sydney from 1993 – 

1998 (Fig.246). 

                             

          Figure 243   Figure 244     Figure 245 

    

  

     Figure 246 

  

Butron’s priority is re-situating art and its activities, rather than creating art objects as 

consumable products. In the artist’s statement accompanying his solo exhibition at 

RAYGUN Projects, Toowoomba, 2014, Butron commented on the place of the idea 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
376 Butron, V. Appendix C. P.220 
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within his work, saying that to make art, or re-represent the readymade as art, and 

make it ‘everyday’ proves the day-to-day mundane activities, as the craft of life and 

the nexus of cultural pursuits.377 For Butron art is lived out in everyday activities. In 

this research, these lived experiences are positioned as necessary tools used to inform 

the conceptual shifts and physical outcomes that result from various modes of 

painting. 

In Jan Verwoert’s lecture, Artists, What Is Your Value? held in 2015 at the Institute of 

Contemporary Art, London, he claimed that art is more than an idea, but is the 

sublime act of self-seduction. For Butron the idea or concept is the precursor to the 

ready-made, but for Verwoert art is a gift and exchange that needs to take place 

through the place of the carnival, or collective game of life. In the lecture Verwoert 

discussed art as an act of gift giving and receiving between the artist and audience. By 

choosing small audiences to engage with, he argued that the artwork reactivates the 

metabolism and senses.378  

 

Verwoert uses the term metabolism as a metaphor for artists to return to making work 

that reveals its materiality, historical foundations and conceptual framework as a way 

to engage on an experiential level with the audience. It is also these areas of sensory 

and materiality that Retracing the Expanded Field suggests is in urgent need of 

recuperation. Using the work of Brazilian artist Lygia Clark in which face masks are 

interacted with and worn by the participant as a way to consider the notion of smell, 

physical presence and memory, (see for example, Mascaras sensoriais (Sensorial 

masks) 1967 (Fig.247)) Verwoert argues that the aesthetic and philosophical 

dimensions come together. In this way an artwork offers an experience of self-

engaging the other in a dissolution of boundaries; fusion with the whole of the 

world.379  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
377  Rita Carlos for Vicente Butron. RAYGUN Projects, 2014. Online. 
http://raygunlab.com/2014/03/28/vicente-butron-and-the-idea-of-free-exchange/ 
378  Jan Verwoert’s lecture Artists, What Is Your Value? 2015 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n15_Lr4gEko Online. 
379 Macel, C. Lygia Clark: At The Border of Art, 2014. P. 255 
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          Figure 247 

 

Throughout the lecture Verwoert suggests the need for a return of a metabolism 

within artistic pursuits today. Post-Modernist art practices were concerned with the 

structural field in which time history and the material were negated. Verwoert 

suggests that art entered into an arena that welcomed the ‘zombie’; artistic 

metabolism became non-existent and the artist created spectacular installations in 

which the audience entered spatial ensembles of total bliss.380 This idea relates back 

to Foster’s complex of the spatial sublime between art and architecture which renders 

the phenomenological faux.381  

 

The game of painting in the expanded field allows artists to have a living and real 

engagement with ideas concerning individual responses to time, space and place. This 

involvement is important for the specific group of artists discussed this thesis, 

including Australian painter Stephen Little.  In an interview undertaken with Little he 

explained that he continually returns to the derivation of painting as a way to 

conceptualise his ongoing concerns that exist beyond the frame: 

 

Painting – both as a classifying term and a discipline, 

continues to provoke serious and pertinent questions about the 

foundations on which past and current pictorial conventions 

are based. It has the potential to questions beliefs and alter 

paradigms.382  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
380 Verwoert, J. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n15_Lr4gEko 
381 Foster, H. Art Architecture Complex: Painting Unbound, 2011. P. 209 
382 Little, S. Appendix L.269 
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Little uses alternatives to the traditional modes and orthodoxies commonly employed 

in the classification of painting.383 His works investigate the potential of painting 

through various methodological applications, such as performance and video 

installation, for example Vacuum Painting Santiago Sierra 2007 (Fig.248); 

installations like Monodome (Pink) 2010 (Fig.249) and photography, such as Abstract 

Painting and Decorating 2011 (Fig.250).  

 

                  
       Figure 248   Figure 249   Figure 250 

 

By using these various processes, Little deliberates on the historical foundations of 

painting as a way to question the parameters of what the discipline might be: 

 

This allows a space to engage with painting (however I choose 

to frame the term at that time) from a myriad of different 

approaches and to work outside the defining institutional laws 

of painting and to engage with it on my own terms, not as a 

medium, but as a discipline.384 

 

Little accommodates material exchanges between painting and non-painting by 

essentially extending and conceptualising painting beyond its traditional definition as 

a medium.385 Verwoert's idea of engagement as a dissolution of boundaries and fusion 

with the world can be seen in Little’s 2004 project in which one of his artworks, 

monochrome (for Mars) 2004 (Fig.251), was left on the surface of Mars by the NASA 

Mars Rovers. In this way, Little’s conceptual inquiry expanded his painting practice 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
383 http://williamwrightartists.com.au/stephen-little/ 
384 Little, S. Appendix L. P. 273 
385  Little, S. http://blogs.unsw.edu.au/tiic/trandisciplinary-conference-2010/speakers/petra-
gemeinboeck/stephen-little-2/ 
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beyond the outward looking boundaries of the canvas support out into the universe, 

instigating and exposing the philosophical possibilities of what painting can be. 

 

 
     Figure 251 

 

Network Fatigue, Erasure and the Grubby View Within and Beyond the Frame 

 

The discipline of painting is now situated in a visually globalised culture in which 

associated systems of automation, digital editing and layering offer resources and 

tools that can be used to shift the visual outcomes for painting. The synthetic 

fragments of digital imagery open up possibilities for potential developments in 

painting.  

 

This can be seen in the work of South American art writer and critic Pablo Larios. In 

his video documentation, Network Fatigue In The Age Of Digital Circulation, 2015, 

he asks: Is it possible that contemporary life is over edited? The artist calls for 

resistance to the expectation of the image and the erasure of materiality and historical 

reference in an era of mass connectivity.386 Larios stages his video document in two 

sites. The first view is blurred and out of focus, and points towards the street beyond 

the window of a New York café, offering an imperfect view of the everyday motions 

of the passers-by who are documented in real time and edited with occasional 

fractures. In the second part of the documentation the camera focuses on the interior 

of an artist run space in Berlin, where artists and writers carry out associated, 

mundane activities. In this work he commentates (through a voice-over) on the effects 

digital technology and the accumulation of sense data have on everyday experience in 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
386 Pablos, L. online https://vimeo.com/110147635 
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which, in the name of efficiency and high definition, automated processes prune out 

everything unwanted or unexpected in one’s field of vision.387  

 

These digital processes are addressed in American painter Wade Guyton’s practice as 

a way to develop a working methodology that integrates materiality associated with 

digital technology (ink-jet printer ink) and monochrome painting. In his essay 

Painting Beside Itself 2009, American historian David Joselit argues these digital 

networks of painting are submitted to endless procedures of mediation. Guyton 

utilised the computer (Photoshop and various difital software) and ink-jet printer to 

create a series of black monochrome painting as a type of readymade digital painting 

seen in his installation at Friedrich Petzel gallery, New York 2007 (Fig.252). The 

installation consisted of a temporary black floor construction: pieced together in 

individual sheets of black, paint stained sheets of plywood creating what Joselit states 

as a DIY digital aesthetic experience. 388  In Guyton’s practice his conceptual 

intentions were transferred towards various installation strategies that each 

incorporated the accessibility of digital information and mediation including U 

Sculpture 2005 (Fig.253) and ‘Wade Guyton OS’ 2013 (Fig.254) to create engaging 

sites of experience. 

 

            
  Figure!252! ! ! ! ! Figure!253 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
387 Pablos, L. online https://vimeo.com/110147635 
388 Joselit, D. Painting Beside Itself 2009. P. 221 
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                    Figure!254 

 

These digital processes and systems of immediacy place painting in what American 

artist David Salle described as the Web’s ‘frenetic sprawl’.389 As American art writer 

Jed Perls explained in a review of his book, The Perils of Painting Now, 2015, this 

sprawl is opposite to the type of focus required to make a painting, or for that matter, 

to look at one.390 Working outcomes modified by digital resources (layering and 

editing) offer pre-determined results to produce elusive perceptions of visual reality. 

These automated developments are the dominant tools used by contemporary artists, 

in particular video artists. The digital manipulation of visual overload shifts 

preconceived ideas of time, space and place and digital editing creates an absence of 

perspectival engagement for the viewer.  

 

Salle addresses these visual overloads through the surfaces of his paintings, as seen in 

the Happy Writers 1981 (Fig.255) and Ballantine’s 2014 (Fig.256). He combines oil, 

pigment, crayon and digital print on linen as a way to internalise the visual 

aesthetic391 associated with digital imaging. Salle layers these image fragments 

together in such a way that their materiality calls attention to its ontological existence. 

In turn, it is these material process that are conceptually transferred to his other 

external outcomes, including: photography, Silver 10 2015 (Fig.257); film, Search 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
389 Perl, J. The Perils of Painting Now 2015. P. 2 The New York Review of Books. September 24, 2015 
Issue. 
390 Perl, J. The Perils of Painting Now 2015. P. 2 The New York Review of Books. September 24, 2015 
Issue. 
391 This visual aesthetic is an aesthetic response to the characteristic collapsing of time where the webs 
visual overload and access to images negates time and space.  
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and Destroy 1994 – 199 (Fig.258) and set design, Time is the echo of an axe within a 

wood 2004 (Fig.259).  

 

                                 
   Figure 255        Figure 256 

   

           
        Figure 257             Figure 258              Figure 259  
  

For Salle, painting and filmmaking are both ways to build a visual dialogue made up 

of individual parts:  

 

At its core, film language, its syntax is editing – the joining 

together of things in sequence….its the joining together of one 

shot to the next. That’s the whole thing. I think about that all 

the time.392  

 

In this research it is argued that by referencing Modernist elements (materiality, 

colour composition and form) a specific group of painters resist the expectation of the 

image393 in order to investigate ideas inside the canvas support and beyond. Through 

his fragmented surfaces (inside the frame) and alternate outcomes (outside the frame) 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
392  Salle, D. in conversation with Bill Powers P. 2 
http://www.davidsallestudio.net/'15%20David%20Salle%20New%20Paintings%20Skarstedt.pdf 
393 The expectation of the image is argued by Larios as the urgent need for a resistance towards editing 
out mistakes. It is in real time performance/play or essential dynamics associated with the structure of 
the artist run space that best resist the perfect aesthetic connected with the image. 
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Salle manipulates the synthetic fragments associated with digital imagery as a way to 

open up the possibilities for alternative modes of painting.  

 

Painting the Eternal Present of Time 

 

The implications digital editing and manipulation of the image have on an audience’s 

perception of time,394 and their relationship with viewing, is discussed in an interview 

with Daniel Buren where he states: 

 

The concept of time in my work as well as the concept of the 

site are absolutely part of all my work. I always work with 

such a concept from the time implied from the beginning to the 

end of any work I do. Not only the time to do it and think about 

it … but also the time framing the possible visibility of the 

work... But, we need a certain time to see a painting… Time is 

included strongly inside any visual works but never defined as 

an existing fundamental part of it!...The author of the work 

requires nothing at all neither one second or one hour. It's up 

to who looks at it to define how long the need, how long it's 

going to take. Total freedom is left to the viewer. One of the 

real freedoms of visual art.395 

 

Australian painter Kyle Jenkins also addresses concepts of time, intuition and 

materiality (combined with his interest in the history of punk music and abstraction) 

as a way to explore the possibilities of viewing painting today. In his painted collage 

of Jello Biafra (lead singer of the Dead Kennedys) Pull My Strings 2014 (Fig.260) 

Jenkins’ insists on a response to immediacy and conflict within the fragmented and 

complex composition. The Xerox image and the shards of geometric colour 

alternatively recede and expand inside the two dimensional frame, evolving in subtle 

and multifaceted ways. Looking at them requires instantaneous reflections on the 

question: what do we see or reference first in the paintings? Is it the image (as 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
394  Digital editing is referenced here as having a negative effect on the viewer’s time spent 
experiencing the work.  
395 Buren. D. Appendix B. P.215 
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document) or geometric shards (as conceptual intention) that is viewed first? They 

present as an evolving reality of disruptions that collapse, rupture and reappear as 

alternate truths that allow for concepts to evolve into other works such as his 

sculptural figurines Untitled (Loving Cup) #6 2012 (Fig.261) and Wall Painting #75 

2014  (Fig.262) at REFLEX Projects, Toowoomba. 

 

              
         Figure 260            Figure 261        Figure 262 

 

Jenkins explains in an interview conducted for this research that painting provides 

aesthetic avenues to explore alternate modes of making: 

 

I look at music the same way as painting. The idea of thinking 

about what is the most direct way to paint a picture, make a 

song, that is everything I want to visually say and sing. As for 

other works situated in an assortment of materials, they 

function within their own rules and the rules of painting.396 

 

In his work, the heterochronic397 elements change in accordance to multiple processes 

of layering and editing, and material forms associated with geometric and reductive 

painting as well as the representation becomes a reality of the abstract. Jenkins 

distorts the internal workings of the frame to instigate ideas of duration, intuition and 

imperfection through the absence of digital editing.  

 

Via multiple reinterpretations of geometric abstraction, Gilbert Hsiao also finds 

alternate ways of incorporating ideas of music (and time) through his various working 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
396 Jenkins, K. Appendix J. P.259 
397 A generic shift in timing or rate of events, which leads to developmental changes.  
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outcomes that expand from two dimensions to three, including: Kreuzberg Jump 2011 

(Fig.263); Work on Vinyl #13 2014 (Fig.264); and his wall painting installation New 

Note 2014 (Fig.265).  

 

         
  Figure 263   Figure 264       Figure 265 

 

As he explained during this research interview: 

 

Making a painting is bringing into being visual ideas that are 

results of previous inquiries that have come into being through 

previous paintings. By this definition the work does not 

necessarily have to be painting; it just so happens that they 

have turned out that way since painting is the easiest way to 

express/ or solve my particular visual problems. Recently I've 

been exploring other modes of expression, though not 

abandoning painting, which I doubt I will ever do.398   

Through the act of making, Hsiao explores various ways of setting up situations for 

his work to be experienced as a piece of music would be contemplated. He addresses 

the consciousness of experience that changes and evolves through the passages of 

time and his works are a response to a world constantly evolving and responding to 

digital technologies: 

 

My work is contemplative, so time has always been important.  

If the piece is engaging, you are sucked in and time is 

distorted; it goes fast, it goes slow, it does not go at the normal 

pace. An authentic experience, whether visual or aural or 

verbal, transports you from normal experience to a different 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
398 Hsiao, G. Appendix I. P.251 
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reality. The distortion of time is a goal of all of my work.399   

Hsiao’s work provides a visual platform in which any number of intuitive ideas come 

together to act as experiential outcomes that allow for a freedom of aesthetic 

investigations: 

Anyone is free to make any kind of work they wish. Creativity, 

whether visual, aural, or verbal, is as vital a function as 

breathing. It's not the style or appearance that is important, it 

is the approach that the artist takes, and how far he/she can 

take it.400 

In Buren, Jenkins and Hsiao's working methodologies, time is historically 

contemplated and multiple aesthetic outcomes reference geometric and abstract 

possibilities from the past and present. Each artist and their individual working 

methodology relies on the unedited, experiential nature associate with the ontological 

act of painting as well as the expanded outcomes derived from painting. Larios 

comments that through the digital tools of editing and erasing mistakes, it is vision, 

not just space that is becoming gentrified. He suggests that art is suffering401; ‘when 

everything else is as glossy and contagious as a hash tag it’s a time for an aesthetic 

that smiles a little at its own resist and ugliness.’402  

Painting Beyond the One Hundred-year Circumference of the Black Square 

 

In her book Adventures of the Black Square: Abstract Art And Society 1915 – 2015, 

Iwona Blazwick pinpoints Malevich’s radical painting Black Square 1915 (Fig.44), 

(discussed in Chapter two) as the genesis of geometric abstraction. A century ago 

Malevich’s seminal painting set the standard for pure forms such as shape, colour, 

line based on mathematically defined systems, and monochromatic representational 

surfaces. Blazwick argues in her book, and in the exhibition she curated under the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
399 Hsiao, G. Appendix I. P.253 
400 Hsiao G. Appendix I. P.253 
401 The suffering of art is argued by Larios whereby the editing tools associated with digital media 
erase intimate systems of chance and conceptual intent. Aesthetically sterile works that have been 
digitally mediated supersedes experiential outcomes that offer sites for reflective and interpersonal 
reflection.  
402 Pablos, L. online https://vimeo.com/110147635 
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same title, that the Black Square became the starting point for artists to investigate 

multiple sites of inquiry that incorporated ideas of utopia, architectonics, 

communication and the everyday.  

 

Blazwick associates the monochrome and geometric abstraction with progress and the 

potentiality of three dimensions; the built environment and social space. 403 

Traditionally geometric abstraction and the monochrome were emblematic of a split 

from the past. For example in 1915 it symbolised freedom from the academicism of 

19th century European tradition that had nurtured representational art since the 

Renaissance. In the 1940s American painters embraced abstraction in seeking 

liberation from the hegemony of European art. Abstraction represented the spirit of 

invention and expression; it was a vehicle of peace and progress. As Blazwick says: 

 

Its floating, spatial dynamic made abstraction an analogue for 

Utopia as ‘no-place’, enabling artists and their communities to 

throw off cultural baggage, to reinvent national identity and 

transcend the geopolitics of centre versus margin.404  

 

Blazwick further argues that abstraction and the monochrome are now a way to 

describe a dystopian present in which, as a result of systems of erasure, the post-

industrial, post-mechanical and de-humanization, an idealised utopia has given way to 

a digital age. In the book they co-edited, Erasure: The Spectre of Cultural Memory 

2015, Brad Buckley and John Conomos argue that in the current culture of the digital 

world, the collapsing of time, space and place is detrimental to memory. A cultural 

amnesia is currently taking place and in art this type of erasure involves creating new 

works out of existing ones. 405  Nevertheless, using geometric abstraction, 

contemporary painters continue to seek out the radiant nature of art, whilst 

simultaneously progressing and advancing towards hope, (rather than utopia).  

 

As American futurist, author and scientist Ray Kurzweil suggests in his publication 

How to Create a Mind 2012, we live in a society in which life has steadily improved 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
403 Blazwick, I. Adventures of the Black Square: Abstract Art and Society 1915 – 2015, 2015. P. 9 
404 Blazwick, I. Adventures of the Black Square: Abstract Art and Society 1915 – 2015, Utopia. 2015. 
P. 16 
405 Buckley, B. and Conomos, J. Introduction, 2015. P. 9 
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in every dimension. As humankind morphs into an era of ‘singularity,’ a time in 

which, according to Kurzweil, our biological roots will be transcended as we 

transition from physical reality to a virtual reality,406 and into a world dominated by 

the computer game, a zone in which the digital and virtual offer never-ending 

possibilities of play. Kursweil’s idea supports this research that argues the geometric 

and the monochrome once again offer a split with the past. Or to put another way the 

black square or monochrome is representative of paintings conceptual starting point. 

 

In this paper it is argued that Modernist abstract painting will continue to evolve from 

the black square (central point); a circular location of gravity that exists independently 

from any existing matter. It is at this point that time is suspended; the essence of the 

singular concept evolves from the freedom of intuitive painting. All other works that 

develop away from this central point exist independently from each other, but are held 

together by a gravity (the artist’s conceptual intentions) that connects the expanded 

outcomes. From this painting exists as a multi-disciplinary practice where each 

individual work makes up each artists entire painting practice. 

 

According to Virilio painting becomes the central static point. He describes a 

perspectival anchor or point407 of departure from which other modes (that sit outside 

the frame) exist and evolve. This research positions the static point as an inward 

looking potential for painting. Post-Modernist inquiries reflected the digital cultural 

climate in which images from past, present and future were collapsed into a collage of 

visual outcomes. But in the second decade of the 21st century the central static point is 

located as a singular entity, irradiant in nature: painting within the frame provides a 

central working site for other ‘painterly’ horizons to emerge. 

 

Painting morphs Towards a New Horizon 

 

As a way to locate the future of painting beyond the second decade of the 21st century 

it looks to its historical past as a way to move forward and evolve. This research 

concludes by questioning why important institutions such as the TATE Modern and 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
406 Ray Kurzweils prediction that humanity is entering into a time of singularity, which is the merging 
of humans and machines, where our biological roots will be transcended from a physical reality to a 
virtual reality. 
407 Virilio P. Literature Review P.46  
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critical online art forums such as Hyperallergic currently acknowledge the expanded 

painting discourses of specific artists whose practices stem from abstract and 

geometric inquiries. Russian artist Liubov Popova’s (1889 – 1924) work was 

discussed at the TATE Modern in an art talk Liubov Popova: From Painting to 

Textile Design 2009, by Professorial Fellow Christine Lodder from the University of 

Edinburgh and was more recently documented and published through Hyperallergic 

in an online essay Liubov Popova, an Homage on January 2, 2016, by American art 

critic Joyce Kozloff. Both documentations locate the importance of Popova’s practice 

through examining her expanded discourse.  

 

What is critically relevant to this research is that they both reinforce the diversity of 

Popova’s works through highlighting images of her paintings such as Painterly 

Arhcitectonic 1917 (Fig.266) and Birsk 1916 (Fig.267), set designs for productions 

including The Magnificent Cuckold 1922 (Fig.268) as well as textile designs Textile 

Design 1923 – 1924 (Figs.269 & 270) which she had made into fashion dress designs 

Dress Designs 1923 – 1924 (Fig.271). 

 

              
        Figure 266              Figure 267                 Figure 268 

 

              
 Figure 269             Figure 270                Figure 271 
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In addition to Popova’s work Frank Stella’s retrospective is currently on show at the 

Whitney Museum of American Art. It was recently reviewed in the online article 

Toward a Unified Theory of Frank Stella, 30th October 2015 for New York art 

magazine Vulture by American Art Critic Jerry Saltz. In his review Saltz prepares the 

viewer to be met by a vast array of Stella’s works including 2D paintings Die Fahne 

Hoch! 1959 (Fig.272), and Damascus Gate (Stretch Variation III) 1970 (Fig.273), 3D 

paintings Moby Dick series from the late 1980’s (Fig.274) and his sculptural work 

Raft of the Madusa (Part I) 1990 (Fig.275). 

 

                      
       Figure 272         Figure 273 

 

               
  Figure 274    Figure 275 

 

His review focuses on the connection between the works: 

 

 …survey isn't about linear progress so much as it’s about 

showing all the rhizome-like connections between everything 

Stella has done. The same ideas are almost always in play.408  

 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
408  http://www.vulture.com/2015/10/toward-a-unified-theory-of-frank-stella.html?mid=fb-share-
vulture# 
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Saltz also urges the reader to consider that the various artworks in the show reflect 

ideas that were investigated in his early paintings:  

 

…try and see the Black Paintings as presenting the rules and 

structures that Stella will follow and work against through the 

rest of his career - and that are ever present in the rest of his 

crazed show.409  

 

While Saltz suggests there is a connection between Stella’s early paintings and the 

rest of the works in the show, he does not argue that the other works are various 

modes of painting. Through the presentation of Popova and exhibition of Stella their 

entire working discourses are surveyed and presented as a way to reflect on the 

various outcomes each artist made (and continues to make) in a lifetime. While the 

critics acknowledge their practices started out through the act of painting they fail to 

argue that these various other outcomes are direct expansions of each artists painting 

practice. It is not to say that a dress is a painting or a sculpture is a painting but for 

Popova and Stella painting inside the frame provided a working space for the 

transference of conceptual intentions into other modes of realities that sit outside the 

frame but are still about those conceptual properties that are positioned within their 

respective painting practices. 

 

The chapter has demonstrated that painting has continued to evolve as an expanded 

discourse that has responded, and will continue to respond to cultural, political and 

technological advancements stemming from Modernist foundations.  In this thesis it 

has been argued that Modernist painting continues to acknowledge its historical 

grounds, but its architecture will develop beyond real time, towards unforeseeable 

modes of discernible realities in which the geometric morphs towards the curved 

horizon where the zero degree continues to continue. The second wave of modernity 

will allow the constructed methodologies embedded in reductive painting to build and 

expand; infinite horizons will become the playgrounds for endless possibilities of play 

and painting will continue to exist as various modes and propositions. 

 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
409  http://www.vulture.com/2015/10/toward-a-unified-theory-of-frank-stella.html?mid=fb-share-
vulture# 
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It is the practice of painting inside the frame, and its constant source for ontological 

and conceptual exploration, that provides an oppositional source of stability for its 

dynamic and ongoing expansion. Within these limitless boundaries (in a digital era in 

which time and space are collapsed) perceptual reality is observed and experienced in 

multiple ways, but with a considered application of materiality. This research makes it 

clear that this specific genre of painting continues to resist digital and technological 

advances. It is a practice that has consistently (over the last one hundred years) looked 

in on itself as a way for artists to work through ideas that provide multiple avenues for 

various other outcomes for paintings continued conceptual relevance.  In order to 

visually make sense of time, space and place, the artists discussed throughout this 

chapter, and this thesis, transfer their conceptual intentions beyond the frame, all the 

while remaining cognisant of infinite possibilities associated with the zero degree of  

painting and open to potential contingencies.
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12.0 Conclusion: Painting as Modes of Multiple Realities: Transitions Within 

and Beyond the Frame 

 

Throughout this thesis, the central concept of the expansion of painting into the 

design of space and architecture was argued as being evidence that painting hadn’t 

died in the 20th century (as argued by art theorists including Greenberg, Bois, Foster 

and Virilio). Instead painting continued to be developed by certain painters through a 

system of conceptual and material renewal. This was demonstrated in the PhD by 

exploring the various modes of painting that have been deployed both historically and 

within a contemporary arena providing a theoretical context to debate the expansion 

of painting from 1915 to now.  

 

The theoretical premise in the research was that through the transference of 

conceptual intentions, painting has continued to expand across multiple sites, in turn 

existing as diverse alternative realities that are still concerned with painting today. 

The concept of ‘painting expanded’ was discussed using specific artists whose works 

are embedded with modernist, geometric inquiry and who, whilst continuing to 

acknowledge the history of painting, referenced everyday systems of culture such as 

industrial design, textiles, music and digital technology, as a way to explore multiple 

outcomes in their discourses. Their ideas continually investigate both the working 

space of the picture frame, as well as a shift of painting from the pictorial to the 

physical and the structural (architectural) edifice and finally to the digitally synthetic.  

What these shifts demonstrated was that even though the artwork may not look 

physically like traditional canvas painting, the artists creating the work still viewed 

such works as conceptual extensions of their painting practices.    

 

It was argued in this thesis that the development of a spatially, outward looking 

dialogue in painting in the expanded field was derived from the formal elements 

associated with Modernist painting, such as the materiality of the canvas support as 

well as the physical attributes of pure colour and the geometry of shapes and line. 

Examining research by theorists, including Clement Greenberg and Jan Verwoert, and 

art movements, such as Constructivism, De Stijl, the Bauhaus and Minimalism, the 

research confirmed this historical and material expansion. The varied working 
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methodologies of seminal painters, such as Kazimir Malevich and Josef Albers, as 

well as contemporary artists in the field, including Daniel Buren and John M. 

Armleder were also investigated to argue painting’s expansion. 

 

The outcome of the thesis demonstrated that the developments by artists such as these 

have not yet been acknowledged as ‘various modes of painting’, but rather as other 

fields of inquiry such as sculpture, design and architecture. Yet, each artist 

interviewed for this PhD argued that their individual practices (installation, object 

design, wall painting, photography, the design of space and social inquiry) still exist 

as painting. 

 

Although certain artists and theorists, including Aleksandr Rodchenko and Yve-Alain 

Bois, seemed to point to the demise of painting, this thesis has proved that it continues 

to thrive. The validity of painting has been demonstrated in this thesis through the 

examination of individual working methodologies in which a myriad of 

visual/material outcomes ensures the continued expansion and evolution of the 

discipline.  

 

In addition, this research identified the external, political and technological 

advancements (such as WWI and the introduction of mechanical reproduction) that 

instigated a move towards a global society, which in turn shifted the individual 

concerns of art practices towards a more conscious and universal discourse. This shift 

was initially seen in the De Stijl movement in which artists from different countries 

engaged in dialogue about the integration of art and architecture. During the 1960s, 

conceptual art and Minimalism valued ideas over aesthetics. As such painting 

expanded from the frame, transferring conceptual intentions into other modes and 

outcomes to make up a scenographic field in which multiple parts (objects, sculpture, 

wall painting) became individual segments of each painter’s practice. 

 

It was explained in this thesis that during the Post-Modernist era (where art responded 

to economic, aesthetic and political concerns) a specific group of painters continued 

to investigate materiality and processes of construction, for example Olivier Mosset 

and Jorge Pardo. Painters began to examine conceptual ideas of appropriation and 

collaboration, while simultaneously engaging with the material context, or 
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architectural site, in which the artwork would be situated. These particular painters 

questioned ideas of origin and identity and painting incorporated scenographic 

environments through site-specific installations, repositioning the traditional 

relationship between the artist and viewer.  

 

While this research acknowledges the historical debate over the exhaustion of 

painting, it draws attention to particular artists whose artworks offer an expanded 

discourse of painting. In their work, painting becomes an accumulation of dynamic 

experiences in space (social and everyday space) and these perceptual environments 

place the viewer in designed, architectural compositions. It is within these designed, 

architectural structures that painting expands, and specific artists transfer their 

conceptual intentions from the frame out as painting.  

 

The thesis also highlighted the fact that notions of everyday space and social 

interaction have become a working construct for the continuing existence of painting. 

Alternate sites for exhibition, such as the artist run space, become a place for 

extended painting experimentation, conceptual processes and installation strategies. 

Also the PhD traced the continued investigations specific artists carry out in the 

canvas support through undertaking original research (interviews with historical and 

contemporary artists), publications and exhibitions, which positioned painting today 

as an expanded discourse that isn’t ‘dead’ but exists within conceptually transferable 

painted means of inquiry. 

 

Painting in the second decade of the 21st century is situated in an expanded field of 

artistic outcomes, including: space design, wall painting, video, installation, social 

inquiry and film. This milieu of multi-disciplinary forms is reflective of a digitised 

climate dominated by collapsed avenues of visual communication. Painting responds 

to systems of automation, digital editing and layering, in this way, synthetic fragments 

of digital imagery open up possibilities for the potential developments of painting. It 

is painting that stems from a geometric and reductive inquiry that provides a re-

engagement with ideas surrounding the possibilities of what painting can be. Painting 

is an evolving practice that persists in looking backward (to its history) and inward (to 

its own materiality) as a system to move forward and outward into the future, existing 

in varying modes.  
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For certain Modernist theorists painting is dead. Yet, for a particular type of painter 

whose practice is about shifting concepts out as a way of looking back in, such a 

death is non-existent. What this thesis has demonstrated is that the vitality and 

renewal of painting is not positioned in a new art movement, it is nurtured by 

individual painters whose practices are able to stretch, shift and contort through a 

divergent array of multi-discipline approaches, yet still retain the logic of painting. 

This group of painters utilise the working space of the canvas support as a way to 

intuitively construct experiential processes. These propositions are the material and 

aesthetic outcomes that reflect their individual time, space and place and exist as 

modes of painting. 
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15.0 Appendices 

 

15.1 Appendix A 

15.2 Interview: Justin Andrews (Australia) 

 

1.What do you do? 

 

Make marks. Marks evidence the existence of the person that made them. This is 

essentially what I do and why. 

 

2.What does making painting mean to you? 

 

For me, paintings are representations of time, place, and perspective. I see my artistic 

practice as being an index of these representations - an archive of records.  

 

3.Why do you choose to make the things you make? 

 

As stated above, I feel as though I make art to confirm my own existence, my own 

place and moment. Other times I think that what I do contributes to a wider, longer-

running project that I have no way of seeing in its entirety. If I listen to the narrative 

of history, I feel as though I'm going upon the word of academia. I do find some 

historical artists work to be genuinely beautiful beyond words, which pushes me on. 

If I follow the phenomenological route, the act of making marks forces me to feel 

crushingly temporal. Whilst the production of a painting instills a reassuring, albeit 

short-lived sense of place, the situation is a bitter sweet one in that the painting 

captures a stretch of time that has been transformed into history by receding into the 

past. It's all so elagaic and I don't see it getting any easier in the future either. 

 

4.Have you ever considered using other media/material in your work? 

 

I use whatever means necessary to solve the challenges that I set myself. 

 

5.Do you think painting today successfully engages with today’s audience? 
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Subjectivity is an intrinsic part of how abstract paintings work. It is the viewers 

decision to engage with the work and take what they can or want. I think this 

painting is better off asked the other way around; can the world of today encourage a 

genuine experience of abstract painting?  

To respond to a question like this involves too many variables, but it is a good one in 

that it leads me to think about conditions and contexts. The willingness to avail 

oneself to something unquantifiable is always the biggest leap of faith, as this always 

involves a measure of risk to the rational mind. So that's a situation that rests with the 

viewer, not the abstract painting. 

One thing is for sure though - painting is an archaic art form. It is dressed in so much 

history. In many ways it does not need to change in the way that the post-modern 

viewer has, or in the way that the contemporary world has. Painting is a medium of 

its own and exists in a time of its own. Because of its ancient state, it's impervious in 

many ways. Abstract painting is an activity or a form of story-telling that has always 

had its own spiritual, cultural, and creative function, so is deeply ingrained in the 

human psyche. For these reasons and others, abstract painting will endure for as long 

as we do. 

 

6.Abstract painting makes for a quiet room, is still, and requires a knowledgeable 

viewer. Do you think this is correct? 

 

Abstract painting can evoke the full gamut of responses from viewers regardless of 

whether they are educated in art history or not. It's visual universality gives it its 

longevity. Painting has been turned to a massive range of ends since the beginnings 

of visual communication...abstract painting must be seen as an extension of this.  

 

7.Abstract paintings are built on an historical foundation, are an accumulation of 

errors, corrections and resolutions. Would you say abstract painting says something 

about the contemporary culture at large? 

 

Possibly, but if so only in its own very specific way. These developmental processes 

that you mention are all realisations that are not specific to any one medium or 

timeframe. Painting is the embodiment of creative looseness, and is therefore able to 
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carry on in its own way. Abstract painting is not completely determined by the 

constraints of any culture - contemporary either in the past, present, or future. 

Abstract painting has no purpose. It needs to have no specific purpose for it to carry 

on.  

Art forms that have any kind of specific purpose avail themselves to either 

subversion or commercial exigency - especially in this contemporary age of 

consumerism. 

 

8.As an abstract painter today do you think it is necessary to consider the 

institutional art system (museums/galleries), as much as being engaged with the 

practice for your own purposes and intentions? 

 

Absolutely not, and any abstract painter who does is kidding themselves! All forms, 

levels, and systems of beauracy follow the production of the work. Artists and their 

artwork should always aim to remain at the forefront, even if it requires working 

ahead of the wider understanding of their work. Art historians require artwork to be 

able to mark time, theorists require it for something to evidence their ideas with, 

curators require it to connect ideas and flesh out their own stories, gallerists require it 

to sustain the art market as well as support clients and patrons. That distance between 

the artist and absolutely everything else should never be lost sight of - it is what 

creative freedom is borne out of. 

 

9.Who gets to make a monochrome? 

 

Anybody. Colour and geometry is public property. 

 

10.What for you is the significance/importance of other works that you do which sit 

alongside your painting practice? This may include running an artist run space. 

 

Even though I mostly think along the lines of painting, everything I make stems from 

the same universal ideas. For me, artworks are material expressions which serve to 

point towards my universal ideas. 

The concept that I might have for a construction could be applied to a drawing either 

before as a study or after as an amalgam. The production of a unique print can be 
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incorporated into a painting, which could then form part of a site-specific piece. Any 

form of idea for any form of work can be applied in any direction.  

 

11.How does the concept of time play any part in how you create, or think about 

creating? 

 

The representation of time is unavoidable. It is an elemental force within something 

that is made. Time is a filter to see work through, artworks act as a filter to look 

through to see time. Time becomes a flattened configuration in a 2D work...no longer 

is it a lineal thing. This is the very thing that I have always enjoyed in Suprematist 

work, especially in El Lissitzsky's Prouns where both time and gravity in the worldly 

sense are deferred. These works are spaces of pristine potentiality. 

 

12.When you make works outside of the 2D picture frame, do you consider them to 

have similar intentions to your painting practice? 

 

My paintings, drawings, and digital works have no site and no specific viewing 

context. They form themselves in the material sense at the same rate as the ideas that 

generate them do.  

My site-specific works are fundamentally different in that they are interventions 

designed to concretise an already-formed idea. Conscious decisions are applied to the 

site via either an already designed work or a system that generates one. It's the 

viewers response that remains the variable here. To me it seems as though the real 

value of making site-specific works is being able to trigger a subjective encounter in 

the more discursive social arena of public space. 

 

13.When you create an exhibition do you think about the exhibition as just painting 

on a wall or do you think about creating an environment that includes painting? 

 

I'm not the most prolific artist. I haven't worked out a way to be very visible and I do 

not show as much as others, so exhibitions are mostly the public airing of new work 

made from ideas I've had in the interim. The works become a collection of 

reflections or nuances of 'the studio' - that being my own headspace, my own 
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temporal state more than just a physical work space. Exhibitions are also an 

opportunity to reconnect with friends I wouldn't otherwise see. 

 

14.What are you working on at the moment? 

 

Site-responsive drawings over black and white laser prints of original photographs as 

well as a curatorial project and a publication 

 

15.The more you practice, do you still look to colleagues past and present for 

formative input, or do you work in isolation? 

 

Perhaps colleague input comes as a result of ones own questions/self-questioning. I 

don't ask questions of my colleagues about my work anywhere near as much as I 

used to. Most of the time I don't feel as though they should be put in a formal 

position where they have to answer questions. Their respose to my work should be 

allowed to happen after their own extended consideration, thereby allowing my work 

to have an effect. 

I am the creator of my own inventions. In many ways I think my work has finally 

passed the stages of academic discussion. When discussing my work, I take the 

inability of words as a form of success. I also think the struggle with ideas is 

something to be savoured first and foremost, and to be incubated individually before 

diffusing into a group context. To my mind, this internal cycle of research, reflection 

and review, then the distilled representation of ideas via the artwork is a vital process 

that sustains an independent art practice. 

It also comes down to the type of questions that can be or should be asked...as ones 

practice continues it should be that an increasing amount of certain things become 

given. No longer are the basics defended, much less explained - focus should shift 

towards the extension, adaptation, interpretation, and diversification of the already 

established. 

I always take it as a good sign if the discussion of my artwork heads towards the 

subjective, the discursive, and the unexplainable - all of which is the antithesis of the 

academy. This means that the dialogue and the art that inspires it is operating above 

text. I think this is healthy and to be expected. 
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16.Looking back to your earlier work do you think your practice has become more 

complex over the years? And if so why? Or do you feel it’s always been about the 

same issues? 

 

I think my earliest work was overly complex and devoid of any personal content. 

Perhaps they are about the hard-won battle between these two areas. The ability to 

broach personal ideas whilst using the forms I have chosen is a slow endevour. To 

me, failure and deviation seems inevitable yet vital to the experimentally-based art 

practice. My practice is constituted by the experiences I have had, so it seems as 

though my art could've only ever unfolded at this rate and in this way... 

 

17.Are titles  important  for  your  works?  As  in  it  adds  a  conceptual  intention  to

  what  you  do?   

 

Titles are developed after a work is made, or at least in the very late stages of its 

development. Throughout its stages of production, an artwork accrues a specific kind 

of energy. This energy surrounds the work and encapsulates the more abstract 

intentions within it. For me, this energy is what selects titles. Most of the time my 

titles point towards a wider issue surrounding the work, other times they rever to 

nothing at all. 

 

18.Are there artists you feel associated with that are making/engaging in similar 

interests or ideas to your own? 

 

John Nixon 

Kyle Jenkins 

Anna Finlayson 

Lars Breuer 

Jens Wolf 

Anja Schwörer  

Frauke Dannert 

Sebastian Wickeroth 

Tamara Lorenz 

Frank Ammerlaan 
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15.3 Appendix B 

15.4 Interview: Daniel Buren (France) 

 

1.What do you do? 

 

I just open yesterday night my 10th exhibition since January 2015 here in Naples at 

the MADRE museum and have to continue with the same rhythm up to the middle of 

July, not to speak about the following months! 

 

2.What does making painting mean to you? 

 

I have first to say that I am not making paintings since early 1968. Painting means a 

lot for myself and, for that very position, I am sure that I am not a painter. As soon as 

I worked in the street (gluing posters ) I considered that, was I was doing, didn't 

related anymore with painting. Developing more and more my work in three 

dimensions, it became clearer and clearer, that it was not painting anymore, unless to 

give an other definition about the basic sense of the meaning of painting which I 

didn't did, but is something you explained that you are exactly doing. I just read your 

text and realized that for you everything and its contrary can be called "painting" ! In 

that sort you concluded that painting is going out of its boundaries ! Of course if you 

decide that within the categories of trees, all of the sudden, an elephant can be taken 

as part of it, you extend drastically the framing usually given to the trees system. It's 

a  position of course,  but let me say that I found it a very easy one. So in this respect 

we have a very different position. Of course you can call any work "paintings", 

as  Gilbert and Georges called their pictures arrangements since more than 40 years 

"sculptures", as well Sol LeWitt called wall drawings anything he did on walls 

including paintings like and so on! But for myself the meaning of the word "painting" 

is rather more strict and I stick with it. Meanwhile I cannot prevent you to see my 

work as painting but this is your problem, not mine.  

 

3.Why do you choose to make the things you make? 
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As much as my work move a lot from work to work, only the constant works and 

experimentations open the possibility of new works. A work lead to an other and so 

on. The choices are often given  -in my case at least- by the location, the site, where 

the works are created. You can add to it the experimentation of the previous works. 

 

4.Do you think painting today successfully engages with today’s audience? 

 

To answer such a question we must be clear about the meaning of "painting". I am not 

sure we have the same one ! For myself, to say the less, a painting is a two 

dimensional object (fixed on wall like fresco or free (supposedly!) from the wall -

canvas), whatsoever it's looking like I restrict the term painting to these boundaries. 

Now, of course, what to do on these supports is infinite. Even if extremely difficult 

considering the millions of works done under the term panting, even if many things 

have been done and even if many see painting as something finished or a field where 

everything has being said, I personally  believe that this rather over booked field is 

still open to many surprises even if few works done in such field today are giving any 

proof of what I am just saying ! 

 

5.Abstract painting makes for a quiet room, is still, and requires a knowledgeable 

viewer. Do you think this is correct? 

 

Yes and not. I think that basically anyone can understand a work of art but you need 

to learn about such a domain to be able to do so. With absolutely no knowledge of 

that field, you can of course feel sensitive to certain works but not more than to like 

the sound of  the Chinese language without knowing at all it's meaning. Any type of 

painting (abstract or figurative) any work of art (three-dimensional or not) need  a 

minimum knowledge and sensibility and intuition. Any one of these is not enough. 

All of them are necessary. 

 

6.Who gets to make a monochrome? 

 

I don't understand your question ! 
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7.How does the concept of time play any part in how you create, or think about 

creating? 

 

The concept of time in my work as well as the concept of the site are absolutely part 

of all my work. I always work with such a concept from the time implied from the 

beginning to the end of any work I do. Not only the time to do it and think about it 

before to do, but also the time framing the possible visibility of the work ( the time of 

its exhibition) as well as the time you need to see something. Interesting enough no 

work of art (I am not speaking about cinema or music or any video or performance 

art) request any obligatory or necessary time to be seen. But, we need a certain time to 

see a painting which include a certain time (never dictated by the work itself but by 

the one who look at it and decide to spend seconds or hours in front of it, or/and to see 

it again one time or hundred times... )  

Time is included strongly inside any visual works but never defined as an existing 

fundamental part of it! How much time is necessary to see it or to understand it ? This 

is one of the beauty of visual art, a kind of freedom of time given to everyone by the 

artists, to anyone in front of it and who want to look at it. His or her time is free. The 

author of the work requires nothing at all neither one second or one hour. It's up to 

who look at it to define how long the need, how long it's take. Total freedom is left to 

the viewer. On of the real freedom of visual art. 

 

8.When you make works outside of the 2D picture frame, do you consider them to 

have similar intentions to your painting practice? 

 

I repeat I have not done or have any painting practice since now almost half a century 

! So of course, my work been mainly 3 dimensional it has nothing ot do with painting. 

 

9.Has your studio location and layout influenced your work? 

 

I quit any studio since 1967 and never took one since today ! So, such frame is 

logically not influencing any of my work since that time . At the contrary the lack of a 

Studio influenced my way of working and continue to do so. Work in situ, which 

terminology I invented, come exactly from this position. 
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10.The more you practice, do you still look to colleagues past and present for 

formative input, or do you work in isolation? 

 

I am as curious as I was when I was a young boy and I don't think I will ever loose 

this characteristic and behavior. I am fundamentally curious of many thing including 

to the work of the past as well as of my contemporary colleagues. Meanwhile, like 

any one, I often work in isolation. This is one of the reason I like very much public art 

works because then, you are forced to work with different teams and then if you 

maintain your usual isolation, it can just turn into a deep handicap ! 

 

11.Do you think being in the group BMPT in the 60’s has defined what you do now? 

 

First of all the group you mention never existed, sorry. So I was not part of any group 

under such stupid name. If you want to be better informed, read my texts on such a 

subject. Finally, because I never was part of such a group, I cannot answer to your 

question.  

 

12.Do you think where you're from and the history of that place played a role in how 

you think about your practice? 

 

This is absolutely evident. No one can escape of the culture in which he or she borns. 

If these backgrounds are multiple they are building you as well. 

 

13.Looking back to your earlier work do you think your practice has become more 

complex over the years? And if so why? Or do you feel it’s always been about the 

same issues? 

 

I think that as much as I never worked with a kind of a "program" to be 

accomplished,as much if I look back, I can see a development which seems to follow 

a line with a lot of roads all around, which became more and more complex with the 

time, as well as sometime much richer and simpler than many early works. In one part 

I always know boundaries I will never jump as well I jump many boundaries which 

happened to exist (which I didn't expect before) which I am very happy to jump over 

or ignore immediately ! 
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14.What are you working on at the moment? 

 

Many different works are planned more or less from now to the next year including 

museum exhibitions, many galleries exhibitions, Public Works in many different 

countries, working on films as well, with Opera for some scenographic new projects 

as I did last year for the Opera Bastille in Paris (Daphnis and Chloé from 

Ravel),...etc....    
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15.5 Appendix C 

15.6 Interview: Vicente Butron (Australia) 

 

1.What do you do? 

 

As an artist and a cultural producer, we make art in a way that is pertinent to how we 

live and what we know today; ie., in a manner that is ethically responsive to the 

human condition and it’s responsibilities.  

 

2.What does making painting mean to you? 

 

Today, the name of painting (see Duchamp/DeDuve) and the name of art are not 

simply conjoined but informs the axis of art practice. No single media can claim a 

simple place within this broad praxis of art. Neither can we assign to such a singular 

endeavour a delegation as we had before the modern era. Painting is the simple, 

romantic term we hold on to in order to maintain a connection with our histories and 

must be understood to be just this. For it’s own model, painting still enables us to 

retain the ability to create a static form of visual conception that was most accessible 

to us through the use of our hands; our corporal nature. 

 

3.Why do you choose to make the things you make? 

 

Primarily to allow that corporal visual conception that others ask for. Because they 

ask. For now, I am asked to help people communicate visually what they need and in 

a manner that others perceive as somehow significant culturally and practically. This 

allows me to present my quotidian activities within both the practical, economic 

world and as art. 

 

4.Have you ever considered using other media/material in your work? 

 

Of course, and all the time. As alluded to above, I use the media commonly  afforded 

to visual communication as a significant vehicle.  
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5.Do you think painting today successfully engages with today’s audience? 

 

This of course depends on what and who this audience is. Most come to see painting 

and art with the expectation of the historical forms. Our responsibility as artists lies 

with making this not simply beautiful, nor challenging, but pertinent. With every 

work, we must enquire what this is. Thus today, this seems to ask for more than 

presenting a decorous response to what is expected; so no – it does not 

SUCCESFULLY engage beyond the expected for some. However, this may be all 

that is required by most. 

 

6.Abstract painting makes for a quiet room, is still, and requires a knowledgeable 

viewer. Do you think this is correct? 

 

We can argue that all contemporary art requires an informed audience. This more so if 

the work requires various levels of interpretation. Abstract painting has become an 

iconic trope for the modern (in art and all visual culture). The stillness associated with 

looking at this form is often overlooked by this condition as it is used in visual forms 

today. We can see this in it’s use in fashion, advertising, etc. However, it is this rapid 

consumption that can also be used to direct it’s appreciation.  

 

7.Abstract paintings are built on an historical foundation, are an accumulation of 

errors, corrections and resolutions. Would you say abstract painting says something 

about the contemporary culture at large? 

 

As above, it has largely and popularly become a signifier for the modern. Of course, 

this implies that the rapid consumption of things, especially contemplative artworks, 

is the endgame of any association between ideas. So yes, it speaks volumes about 

culture today.  

 

8.As an abstract painter today do you think it is necessary to consider the institutional 

art system (museums/galleries), as much as being engaged with the practice for your 

own purposes and intentions? 
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Yes of course as these have become vessels for the iconic tropes mentioned above. 

One needs to be aware of the conditions for exchange in as much as the conditions for 

being. 

 

9.Who gets to make a monochrome? 

 

It had often been said by modern artists that this is for every man as artist. The 

monochrome is the “in-house” signifier for art’s idea of the modern, as much as 

abstraction is for the the general audience. Artists “get to make” a monochrome 

painting when they understand it’s worth. 

 

10.What for you is the significance/importance of other works that you do which sit 

alongside your painting practice? 

 

To reiterate what I am suggesting, everything I do as a cultural producer is part of my 

practice. It would be denigrating any of these activities to suggest otherwise for 

myself. If we are to ask what is pertinent to making art or painting for today, we 

cannot overlook what “sits alongside”. We have learnt that information and 

knowledge are not apart from or exclusive of things in the world and that these things 

in the world must be addressed in order to understand. 

 

11.How does the concept of time play any part in how you create, or think about 

creating? 

 

There is no choice but to consider that time is not a physical and actual existent thing 

in itself but an inevitable conception of a human existence. We are only beginning to 

understand that this notion exists only as we perceive it and not as a constant in the 

universe. This has profound implications for anyone looking into the human 

condition. It implies that our brief being in the world is the agency we have to work 

with. I cannot address it without physics. 

 

12.When you make works outside of the 2D picture frame, do you consider them to 

have similar intentions to your painting practice? 
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Of course; see above answers. It is about cohesion of ideas. 

 

13.When you create an exhibition do you think about the exhibition as just painting on 

a wall or do you think about creating an environment that includes painting? 

 

We can see the exhibition in itself as the point of reference, or the point of being of 

the work of art. It allows the participation and thus, the point of the exercise of a work 

of art to exist. To display things on a wall and not expect some form of exchange is 

either ingenuous or futile at best. The gallery presents an environment – such as the 

white cube – in which this interplay is traditionally based. I would like to consider the 

notion of exhibition as extending beyond these boundaries and more to do woth the 

context of the work or the media employed. Thus an advertisement in itself can be an 

extenuated exposition in as much as a performance does such. 

 

14.Has your studio location and layout influenced your work? 

 

Inevitably this context affects how one produces a work, not simply by the practical 

delimitations but also by the extenuating circumstances created by this context. Most 

of my recent work uses digitally created forms that have come from a design studio 

context as an example. An enforced isolation from an art context has also ensured this 

practice takes on a different method of delivery. 

 

15.Are titles important for your works? As in it adds a conceptual intention to what 

you do? 

 

How we index something, establishes the communication. The way one gives name to 

something makes this intelligible, so yes. 

 

16.Are there artists you feel associated with that are making/engaging in similar 

interests or ideas to your own? 

 

Yes, I see numeorus but not much is discussed. There are artists participating in the 

established art economy who make similar or like-minded enquiries; such as Santiago 

Sierra whose works address much more than what is current and exchangeable. 
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17.The more you practice, do you still look to colleagues past and present for 

formative input, or do you work in isolation? 

 

We cannot work in complete isolation, so yes, I look forward to discourse with a few 

colleagues and discuss ideas and information broadly of course. However the nature 

of my current work is somewhat apart from how most artists work and this imposes 

some form of isolation. Concepts become more difficult to discuss with those who do 

not share the same contexts. 

 

18.Where you ever in a group or influenced by a particular group of artists that has 

defined what it is you do now? 

 

As a young artist, I helped establish several artists’ projects and galleries in Sydney. 

This enabled me to have a rich relationship with a large circle of other artists locally 

and internationally. This or these groups helped define how I work of course but I can 

also see how they helped define local practices today. 

 

19.Do you think where you're from and the history of that place played a role in how 

you think about your practice? 

 

Yes, of course as a character but earlier on, not largely as an artist. However, the 

nature of my birthplace’s political and economic history, influenced the way I 

consider things that I find important and this directs my manner of working. 

 

20.Looking back to your earlier work do you think your practice has become more 

complex over the years? And if so why? Or do you feel it’s always been about the 

same issues? 

 

I think that my earlier work was always seen to be too complex and lacked a “hook” 

for any successful exchange in the art world. There was little for people to refer to 

other than the ideas or the surface of the work. This alienates the viewer and audience 

who want to apprehend something for themselves. Making them work for it is not 

necessarily an effective way to communicate a work of art. My work today may seem 
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more complex but I hope is delivered more effectively. The issues have always been 

about art and the human condition for me. I have always been intrigued by this idea of 

art but not by it’s status and cultural position. What remains is a seemingly 

uncompromising position of not using currency for it own end. 

Making something beautiful is ancillary to the act and perhaps may be a happy 

coincidence in the end.  

  

21.What are you working on at the moment? 

 

Rebranding organisations so that may be discerned or understood in a particular way, 

Public service communications for the Health sector, 

Packaging products ethically and better for clients, 

Making their communications more effective and reminding people of their ethical 

choices and 

Making crafted things … for the above and for what I have to do everyday. 

All these become a work of quotidian exercise of being. 

I hope that answering these makes some sense and throws some light on something 

for you as it has for me.
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15.7 Appendix D 

15.8 Interview: Matthew Deleget (USA) 

 

1.What do you do? 

 

I’m an artist, curator, writer, and arts worker. 

 

2.What does making painting mean to you? 

 

It means thinking first, then making. 

 

3.Why do you choose to make the things you make? 

 

I think of it as research.  The work I make is primarily for me, but I’m delighted when 

others also take interest in it. 

 

4.Have you ever considered using other media/material in your work? 

 

Yes, I’ve made lots of other kinds of work in the past, including photography, 

printmaking, installation, public art, and performance.  But my primary interest is in 

abstract painting and its history. 

 

5.Do you think painting today successfully engages with today’s audience? 

 

It depends on the painting, as well as the audience.  I think there is an audience for 

everything.  It’s like the notion of love – there someone out there for everyone.  There 

is a core audience interested in reductive abstraction, but it is small and generally 

anomalous. 

 

6.Abstract painting makes for a quiet room, is still, and requires a knowledgeable          

viewer. Do you think this is correct? 
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I disagree.  I think abstraction and painting can be anything and seen under any 

circumstance.  Stillness for contemplation is only one convention.  There are many 

others.  Yes, some knowledge on the part of the viewer does help in understanding the 

work.  For instance, I can’t read sheet music.  Yes, I understand that I’m looking at 

musical notes that are to be played in a certain order and combination on various 

instruments.  But besides that, I’m lost.  I think of this every time I have new, 

“uninitiated” viewers into the gallery. 

 

7.Abstract paintings are built on an historical foundation, are an accumulation of 

errors, corrections and resolutions. Would you say abstract painting says something 

about the contemporary culture at large? 

 

Yes, although abstraction is exceedingly young relative to the history of art making – 

it’s only been around for 100 years – it does have an historical foundation, a variety of 

contexts, and individual contributors.  Yes, abstraction, like all art forms, always 

expresses some aspect of the culture at the moment. 

 

8.As an abstract painter today do you think it is necessary to consider the institutional 

art system (museums/galleries), as much as being engaged with the practice for your 

own purposes and intentions? 

 

There is currently a lot of interest in abstraction and painting right now in New York 

City where I am based.  This was not the case when I started out as an artist in the late 

1990s, nor when my wife, artist Rossana Martinez, and I founded MINUS SPACE in 

2003.   There was very little abstraction and painting to be seen in the galleries and 

museums.  That’s not to say it wasn’t being made and advanced by artists in their 

studios.  It just didn’t see the light of day.   Now I think the galleries have taken a 

bigger interest in it and the museums are slowly coming around to it again as well.  

The museums here tend to move glacially slow.  The galleries are more nimble.  

Other than that, I don’t ascribe to the notion of a single monolithic art system, but 

rather of many individual voices and conversations all happening simultaneously. 

 

9.Who gets to make a monochrome? 
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Anyone.  I will temper that though that one doesn’t start by making a monochrome.  

An artist ends up there after a lot of hard work and deliberation. 

 

10.What for you is the significance/importance of other works that you do which sit 

alongside your painting practice? This may include running an artist run space. 

 

I don’t see any distinction between my studio work and the other work I’m involved 

in.  I curate, I write, I teach, I consult, I run a gallery.  I approach each as an artist.  

They are all facets of the same thing, a creative life in the arts. 

 

11.How does the concept of time play any part in how you create, or think about 

creating? 

 

Time is my most valuable resource at the moment.  And unlike money, it’s not 

renewable.  Due to the various activities I’m involved in, my calendar is heavily-

scheduled and I don’t have a lot of “free” time to just simply be.  However, I’m 

always thinking and creating, regardless of what I’m engaged in at the moment.  My 

“studio time” is not necessarily strictly spent in the studio. 

 

12.When you make works outside of the 2D picture frame, do you consider them to 

have similar intentions to your painting practice? 

 

Yes, everything I make is framed by my interest in and experience with painting.  It is 

my core concern. 

 

13.When you create an exhibition do you think about the exhibition as just painting on 

a wall or do you think about creating an environment that includes painting? 

 

Exhibitions are theater.  A painting functions differently depending on its context: in 

the studio, in an exhibition, in a public space, in a private home.  For exhibitions, I 

always begin with the conditions of the environment and then select specific works 

that will inhabit it.  Not every work is best served by every situation.   

 

14.Has your studio location and layout influenced your work? 
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Yes, my studio always affects the work I make.  Size, scale, lighting conditions, 

environment, etc.  The conditions always shape the result, whether consciously or 

not.  

 

15.Are titles important for your works? As in it adds a conceptual intention to what 

you do? 

 

Yes, titles are very important to me.  I see my work as originating from and part of the 

world, not separate from it. 

 

16.Are there artists you feel associated with that are making/engaging in similar 

interests or ideas to your own? 

 

Yes, I feel a kinship to many artists, both past and present, local, national, and 

international, working across a wide array of media and with vastly divergent ideas.  I 

think of us as a tribe. 

 

17.The more you practice, do you still look to colleagues past and present for 

formative input, or do you work in isolation? 

 

Yes, I am constantly looking at artists past and present.  I never work in isolation. I 

think it is irresponsible to do so.  Substantive abstract painting isn’t delivered from the 

head of Zeus. 

 

18.Were you ever in a group or influenced by a particular group of artists that has 

defined what it is you do now? 

 

No, I’ve never belonged to a particularly-defined group, other than say American 

Abstract Artists (founded in NYC in 1936).  However, I’ve been influenced by many 

groups historically, including artists associated Constructivism, De Stijl, Concrete and 

Neo-Concrete Art, Miminalism, Post-Minimalism, and others. 
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19.Do you think where you're from and the history of that place played a role in how 

you think about your practice? 

 

Yes, I grew up in Chicago, which is in the middle of the country. It became the 

second largest city in the United States through the industrialization of agriculture.  In 

other words, Chicagoans are one step from the farm.  Honesty, hard work, and matter-

of-factness are values I learned there. 

 

20.Looking back to your earlier work do you think your practice has become more 

complex over the years? And if so why? Or do you feel it’s always been about the 

same issues? 

 

Yes, I would like to believe my work has become more complex, and hopefully, more 

provocative over the years.  It is directly related to the launching MINUS SPACE in 

2003.  Through the project, I’ve learned about the work of literally hundreds of artists 

working around the globe from all periods, contexts, and levels of experience.  I’ve 

visited countless studios and travelled widely.  I’m more much deeply informed and 

feel I make better work as a direct result. 

 

21.What are you working on at the moment? 

 

I am currently developing new works related to my ongoing Zero-Sum project, which 

consists of discounted and discarded books related to my specific area of interest, 

namely abstract painting.  Sometimes I make paintings and sometimes I make work 

about painting. 
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15.9 Appendix E 

15.10 Interview: Pascal Dombis (France) 

 

1.When you create an exhibition do you think about the exhibition as just painting on 

a wall or do you think about creating an environment that includes painting? 

 

I consider that it is mandatory / necessary for artist take into the viewer into the 

artwork delivery scope. The famous Duchamp quote “ it is the viewer that make the 

work of art” is more true now in the XXI st century than it was last century 

And yes, the viewer condition have changed considerably when coming to the 

« look » issue with the infinite number of images and screens 

 

And yes, I have these conditions in mind while creating artwork 

 

First I deal with the excess of data as a creative tool. I use the big data to generate 

errors and unexpectedness. 

Then I work a lot on immersive experience. Immersion is a key paradigm of the 

digital world and the big data. Immersion allow to work on the multiple view point 

(zoon in, zoom out, left , right, static, dynamic …) 

And immersion is interesting because it does require/relate to a physical experience, 

which link to the viewer 

 

Dealing with the viewer and new technology raise another issue for artist > the danger 

to just illustrate the technology capacity or have a content too dependent on a 

technology status. For example, what could be seen as fantastic images may turn out 

quickly as nice screen saver 

I have been very sensitive on this issue since my start in using computer in early 90’s. 

And the way I try to surround it is to always use the technology in a non regular way, 

in being a non regular user. Doing so, it allow me to maintain a critical distance on the 

technology as a tool. It also allow me to deliver visual experience to the viewers that 

they do not have in their “normal “ digital life with ipod and ipad 
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2.How does the concept of time play any part in how you create, or think about 

creating? 

 

I have been developing video installation in parallel of my still work for more than 10 

years. I develop still and video pieces at almost same time and enjoy it because it 

stimulates cross over between the 2 bodies of work. And what I emphasize the most 

in my video installation is the time issue and especially speed, acceleration along with 

non linearity 

In a film or in a « classical » video, there is a fixed notion of time, with a beginning 

and an end and the viewer is supposed to look at the entire duration. While in 

painting, there is no beginning nor end, and the viewer have more freedom to decide 

how fast he wants to look at the painting. 

I develop my video work with more this painting background / freedom in mind. All 

my video works are non linear, they are endless and based on non repetitive loop 

I think loop is a strong paradigm of our life and have been an ongoing inspirational to 

human being ( all type of natural cycles, day / night, season, fertility cycles …) While 

the traditional loop have a fixed and constant period, the ability of the digital 

technique is to have different period time and different loop generation, and therefore 

develop non linear cycles 

In other word, Nietzsche put the concept of the eternal return where we always return 

to the initial situation with exactly same conditions. Why I try to do with digital tools 

is to return always to a slightly different initial condition. This is how I can achieve an 

endless naration 

 

Loop is a simple and efficient technique to talk about infinity, and infinity is an 

ongoing inspirational theme for artist, and it is both a space and a time theme 

 

The video technique that I have been using the most is based on flicker. Flicker is a 

simple loop ( black frame followed by a white frame) that have several interest point. 

It is super simple ( like the 0 and 1 in the computer instruction) but super efficient > it 

allow to create different spaces, different viewer consciousness 

There are some famous flicker experience like the dream machine from Brion Gysin ( 

by the way, this is a fascinating device for painter because it is a visual artwork that 

have to be looked with closed eyes) or the flicker experimental cinema form Tony 
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Conrad. Or back in time, it is said that Nostradamus was predicted the future after a 

flicker experience ( looking at the sun and moving quickly its finger). Or that Gestalt 

theory that has been established at the beginning of the XXth century following light 

blinking experiences from sun light on rail track.  

 

When using flicker technique with variable speed (acceleration or deceleration), it 

generates uncontrolled graphic patterns which comes from an excess of video 

acceleration 

But also it produced different viewer sensational environments: from serenity when 

experiencing the dream frequency to vertigo / aggression 

And I like to move from this wide range of states with very simple loop technique 

 

I have been using flicker with different contents 

Using a video loop composed by a black screen followed by a white one, like in my 

work Blink 

Using a Google black image followed by a Google white one 

more recently, working on the end of cinema movie 

 

And I have also used loop / flicker in my still work 

My usage of lenticular is strictly base on a loop mode 

And I use the lenticular material in a non conventional way ( means away from 3D 

effect) and the flicker is a the most simple way because it allows me to generate a lot 

of error and unexpectedness 

 

So these works (video and still images) that may seem different at first look, in fact 

come from the same process that have been cross over fed among the years 

http://youtu.be/v97V3KWDfuw 

http://youtu.be/LDlJUbc9hcs 

http://youtu.be/omGqgMIGOMk 

http://youtu.be/M6qvTO7nvrU 
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15.11 Appendix F 

15.12 Interview: Lynne Harlow (USA) 

 

1.What do you do? 

 

I make reductive abstract work in a range of media including installation, painting, 

sculpture and print.  The work is deeply engaged in explorations of color and 

material.  Some of my work explores the intersection of visual art and music, 

combining elements of both into a single work.  Many of my pieces resist neat 

categorization within a particular medium.    

 

2.What does making painting mean to you? 

 

I choose to think about painting as a means of generating a visual and physical 

experience that is rooted in the traditional two-dimensional surface but expands 

beyond it.  This expansion, this departure from Greenberg’s autonomous art object 

and progression beyond Fried’s concern with theatricality,  aims to place painting in 

dialogue with spatial experience, sound and performance.  My work is grounded in art 

historical awareness.  Limitless and Lonesome, an installation I first presented in 

2005, is an example of my acknowledgement of historical movements (color field and 

geometric abstraction) as I explore the intersection of color and music using my 

specific approach and vocabulary. 

 

3.Why do you choose to make the things you make? 

 

Yeah, why do I?  I ask myself this all the time.  I think it’s necessary to ask this as a 

way of moving the work forward, even if I often don’t have a concrete answer.  To a 

great extent my pieces are a result of my curiosity about what would happen if I 

combined a few unlikely elements.  Would it be interesting?  Would it be worth 

offering to a viewing audience?   

More generally, I make what I make because the process is simultaneously the most 

difficult and most gratifying I’ve ever experienced. 
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4.Have you ever considered using other media/material in your work? 

 

I frequently incorporate new materials and media into my work because I’m exploring 

where and how painting can be engaged with non-painting elements.  I look for 

combinations that are seemingly random but manage to feel completely inevitable.  

  

5.Do you think painting today successfully engages with today’s audience? 

 

I don’t think it’s possible to make huge generalizations about today’s painting and 

today’s audience.  They both vary so wildly and are deeply influenced by the settings 

in which painting is presented.  There’s certainly work being made that successfully 

engages its viewers.  And, as we know, there’s plenty that does not.  The world of 

painting is incredibly vast right now, making it necessary to focus on a particular 

aspect of it and then asking whether that particular painting is successfully engaging 

its audience. 

 

6.Abstract painting makes for a quiet room, is still, and requires a knowledgeable 

viewer. Do you think this is correct? 

 

No, no and no.  All of those things can be true but aren’t universally so. 

 

7.Abstract paintings are built on an historical foundation, are an accumulation of 

errors, corrections and resolutions. Would you say abstract painting says something 

about the contemporary culture at large? 

 

All art (and culture) in some way reflects its contemporary moment, including 

abstract painting.  A blue square painted in 1962 and an identical blue square painted 

today are different works, each weighted and supported by their cultural (and perhaps 

political and intellectual) surroundings.  At the very least, it’s significant that anyone, 

at any time, chooses to make an abstract painting.  But beyond that, the meaning or 

significance of an individual work in relation to its contemporary environment is tied 

to what the artist intends to convey of the world at that moment. 
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8.As an abstract painter today do you think it is necessary to consider the institutional 

art system (museums/galleries), as much as being engaged with the practice for your 

own purposes and intentions? 

 

My work is made to be seen and encountered.  I don’t make work solely for the sake 

of the process.  So I have to think about where and how an audience is going to have 

an opportunity to have that interaction with my work.  While it isn’t necessary for me 

to do this within the institutional system, that’s where it often happens.  However, 

I’ve also presented many projects outside museum and gallery settings and it’s really 

satisfying to engage a difference audience and alter the context for my work. 

 

The system is flawed and I find plenty to object to, but I also like a lot of things about 

museums and galleries and the ways they operate, so I think it’s worth noting that 

there are some aspects that function well for both artists and audiences. 

 

9.Who gets to make a monochrome? 

 

Anyone.  Why not?  And it doesn’t matter how sincerely or ironically or mocklingly 

it’s made. 

 

10.What for you is the significance/importance of other works that you do which sit 

alongside your painting practice? 

 

There’s no hierarchy among these works.  They all address the same questions, 

interests and concerns.  I love being able to move between different media to explore 

ideas and allow varied materials, spatial arrangements and movement to inform my 

approach to painted works.  I guess what’s most significant is the conversation that’s 

generated between my difference ways of working, the ways in which my 

engagement with fabric or Plexiglas expands the possibilities I find in paint. 

 

11.How does the concept of time play any part in how you create, or think about 

creating? 
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More often than not, I don’t consider the concept of time in my work.  I don’t think 

about how long a viewer might spend with a piece, nor how long I might ideally wish 

one to.  I do consider duration of time when I’m working on pieces that involve 

performative elements or have sound components with a fixed beginning and end.  In 

those instances, I’m sensitive to the length of time I believe a viewer may be willing 

to stay engaged with the work.  This is totally guesswork based on my own 

preferences and attention span. 

 

12.When you make works outside of the 2D picture frame, do you consider them to 

have similar intentions to your painting practice? 

 

There’s an overlap of intentions – things like my concern for color – but their primary 

purposes differ.  When I choose to move into three dimensions, I’m specifically 

looking to generate a spatial experience and a body engagement that isn’t possible in 

two dimensional work.  I always look to optimize the inherent characteristics of 

working in two or three dimensions. 

 

13.When you create an exhibition do you think about the exhibition as just painting on 

a wall or do you think about creating an environment that includes painting? 

 

When I’m presenting a solo show, I think about the environment in a holistic way.  

Although each individual piece is a discrete work that can exist on its own, I want to 

present them as a comprehensive experience since that’s how they are generally 

made.  This becomes much more challenging when presenting work as part of a group 

exhibition, but it’s still possible. 

 

14.Has your studio location and layout influenced your work? 

 

The layout of my studio in the years immediately following graduate school had a 

really strong, really positive influence on my work.  I loved everything about the 

space and though I haven’t worked in that space in 8 years, I still miss it.  I made 

many site specific pieces there, so the light and the proportions of the space we huge 

factors.  My current studio space has a less direct influence on what I’m making, but I 

continue to insist on a space with great natural light. 
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15.Are titles important for your works? As in it adds a conceptual intention to what 

you do? 

 

I’ve always disliked coming up with titles.  But I decided early on that I had to title 

my works purely to avoid all the confusion that comes with a lot of untitled work.  

Nearly all of my titles come from song lyrics or works of fiction, generally from the 

things I’m listening to or reading at the time that a piece is made.  They’re not 

intended to be recognizable or to add meaning to the work.  My titles have become a 

funny kind of diary in that I can recall when I read particular books or got absorbed in 

certain records based on titles of my pieces.   

 

16.Are there artists you feel associated with that are making/engaging in similar 

interests or ideas to your own? 

 

One of the artists I feel especially connected with is Rossana Martinez.  While we 

work in such different ways – different methods, different media – we have 

significant overlap in our interests and ideas.  I consider myself so fortunate to have 

an ongoing dialogue with her that bolsters my studio practice and my conception of 

being an artist.   

Through my affiliation with MINUS SPACE I have become aware of many artists 

whose work and ideas resonate so deeply for me.  I’m grateful to know that I’m in the 

company of these excellent artists as we all engage abstraction in the 21st century. 

 

17.The more you practice, do you still look to colleagues past and present for 

formative input, or do you work in isolation? 

 

Input from really thoughtful, tuned-in colleagues is invaluable to me.  Whether it’s 

during a studio visit or in a more casual conversation, I’m grateful to artists, curators 

and friends who are willing to give me their informed thoughts about what I’ve made 

and what I’m working on.  I spend a lot of time alone in the studio so those 

conversations are an important counter to the time I spend on my own. 
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18.Where you ever in a group or influenced by a particular group of artists that has 

defined what it is you do now? 

 

There are two distinct events that impacted the work I make and the nature of my 

practice.  During graduate school I took at art history class called Minimalism and 

After.  Although I knew about Minimalism and the artists connected with it, it was my 

first opportunity to really dig into the nuances of the work as well as its social, 

historical and philosophical context.  It gave me a really substantive art historical 

understanding of that moment and provided me with the foundation for what has 

become the framework of my own practice. 

Five years later, in 2003, I was invited to join MINUS SPACE.  Founded that year, it 

began as a web site devoted to reductive art.  Since then it has grown and evolved to 

be a physical gallery space with an astonishing network of artists, art historians, 

curators and collectors worldwide.  Becoming part of that network was hugely 

significant for me because in the years immediately  following graduate school I 

didn’t know anyone else who was making reductive work and I felt very isolated as a 

result.  I wasn’t seeing much reductive work in galleries and I wasn’t part of any 

dialogue related to reduction or abstraction.   It was a revelation to find, through 

MINUS SPACE, that there was so much vibrant, groundbreaking  reductive work 

being made all over the world.  Suddenly I was part of an enormous conversation.  

I’ve met and continue to meet extraordinary artists through this network and that 

constantly influences my work and ideas. 

 

19.Do you think where you're from and the history of that place played a role in how 

you think about your practice? 

 

Not directly.  I grew up in Massachusetts and I guess you could generally say that I 

have a very “New England” work ethic.  But I don’t think there’s a relationship 

between the place and the specific things I make. 

 

20.Looking back to your earlier work do you think your practice has become more 

complex over the years? And if so why? Or do you feel it’s always been about the 

same issues? 
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It feels to me like a steady building over the years.  The core concerns and interests 

have remained consistent but, yes, things have become more complex as I’ve 

introduced additional (or alternative) ways of exploring my core interests.  I see a 

progression and a growth in the work.  That’s probably the most important thing, 

right?  If there’s no growth, it’s not worth doing. 

 

21.What are you working on at the moment? 

 

I’m currently finishing a group of pieces that I’ve been working on for the last year 

and a half.  They’re monochromes that relate specifically to a detail of the house that 

Walter Gropius built for himself when he moved to the U.S. and began teaching at 

Harvard: the light pink paint on one exterior wall.  I wanted to produce a group of 

distinct color meditations, an exploration of both the actual and perceived 

characteristics of the color as it appears at Gropius House.  The pieces, which include 

paintings, drawings, material constructions and projected light, examine issues of 

structure, surface and sensation as related to Gropius House’s pink wall.   

As that project wraps up, I’m starting to think about some small color studies that I’ll 

begin next month.  Maybe cantaloupe orange and navy blue…
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15.13 Appendix G 

15.14 Interview: Tilman Hoepfl  (Germany) 

 

1.What do you do? 

 

I still consider myself a painter although over the years the term became questionable 

regarding my work - questionable in the sense of what defines being a painter or a 

painting. 

Is it using traditional means of painting and occupying oneself with the picture plane 

what defines a painter?  

Once my work developed into 3-dimensional objects and in-situ installation, can I still 

call myself a painter? 

Sure enough I still produce also work, which possibly fits under the umbrella of 

painting, yet 

these works are constructed and tend more to be objects then paintings.  

 

2.What does making painting mean to you? 

 

I do not MAKE painting to begin with and if so I paint. I do believe that on a semiotic 

level this describes more of what I am doing when I am in the studio – may it be 

object or painting or painted object.  The making of a work of art means everything to 

me, it brings together my inner and outer world of thought triggered by my personal 

concerns and being from this world. I indulge myself completely in the – continuous – 

creative act, which also goes beyond the mere act of making a work of art. It is my 

life and I live for it – art is what I do. 

 

3.Why do you choose to make the things you make? 

 

My mind is my archive of ideas, I constantly see and discover things – objects and 

situations, humorous or even poetic or revealing a certain hidden reality. Objects lost 

and found find their way into my mind. Over time these ideas slowly undergo a 

thought process and finally form into a renewed image. Sure there is a selection going 

on, meaning what really turns into a large-scale or small-scale work for example. Yet 
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sometimes ideas just come to me in the studio during the working process, where 

ideas merge and manifest themselves. 

Underlying this `selective` process terminating the final outcome of the individual art 

work 

Is the idea of how to translate the trajectory of a certain thought into a visually and 

mentally perceptible object. How can I step into interaction with the viewer and 

reveal my train of thought or even can trigger the viewer to go beyond what is seen 

and engage into a broader dialogue. 

 

4.Have you ever considered using other media in your work? 

 

In previous installation I used here and there certain short video-clips or collaborated 

with sounds artist or composers. 

 

5.Do you think painting today successfully engages with today’s audience? 

 

Well that is a tough question: if you look at what is happening out there on the gallery 

or institutional level yes, Painting is back, especially `traditional` painting and also 

traditional `abstract` painting in all forms and –isms. But then if You would ask me 

what I think about it, then You are opening a can of worms: .as I said it is mainly very 

traditional painting, formalistic, analytical, referential, academic etc. …being 

displayed .But this is what sells, right. So on the artistic level I more then often realize 

a tremendous lack of content, foundation and experimentation where the actual work 

of art becomes a commodity, commercial ware or decoration. 

 

6.Abstract painting makes for a quiet room, is still, and requires a knowledgeable 

viewer. Do you think this is correct? 

 

Only to a certain degree and that is only relevant for a certain kind of abstraction. In 

general I think every work of art needs its time in space to be able to reveal its 

offerings. Not only to the knowledgeable viewer but also especially for the as you call 

it, `unknowledgeable` viewer. 

Being a visual artist myself and my experience as being a curator and artistic-director 

of CCNOA in Brussels proofed very well, that if one takes the term  `public space`, 
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for example, serious, one can definitely open eyes; eyes of the `unknowledgeable` 

viewer, which I believe is a great success. But this engagement with the public 

requires time, effort, openness towards the public of all kind and stepping away from 

the arrogance and ignorance often adherent to people involved in the art-market. 

A work of art speaks to everybody not just an elitist and self-indulging art crowd. 

This is a matter of presentation and engagement. 

 

7.Abstract paintings are built on an historical foundation, are an accumulation of 

errors, corrections and resolutions. Would you say abstract painting says something 

about the contemporary culture at large? 

 

Sure, abstract painting like any other form a visual art or cultural engagement can be 

in general seen as a mirror of our times and the society we live in. And if you look at 

it right now I think we live in very conservative times. 

 

8.As an abstract painter today do you think it is necessary to consider the institutional 

art system (museums/galleries), as much as being engaged with the practice for your 

own purposes and intentions? 

 

Pretty much all art institutions and for sure the common galleries are involved in a 

commercial give and take. The budgets being cut down in Europe (or look at the 

American system) made also the museum very much part of the commercialised art-

market. Museums are depending on private collectors or collections and serve in 

many cases as venues to secure the future value of an art work, to ensure the 

commercial rankings of certain selected or to further increase the existing market 

prizes.  

Galeries , as private enterprises, certainly function under the umbrella of different 

market strategies, but are often also under the pressure to make ends meet and have to 

offer what sells best at the very moment. 

This leaves very little room for experimentation or artists who do not give into the 

market strategies. And I believe I fall more into this category of artists. I just could 

not only produce for an ever-demanding art-market, which makes it rather difficult to 

realize certain projects. 
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9.Who gets to make a monochrome? 

 

I guess whoever thinks has to do it again… 

 

10.What for you is the significance/importance of other works that you do which sit 

alongside your painting practice? 

 

I definitely take great joy in curating other artists and their respective work - work and 

approaches I respect and appreciate. As an artist myself I believe on this level it is a 

good experience to indulge into other colleagues minds and to create dialogues, which 

raise questions beyond ones own work. Yet the greater joy of this is to involve and 

engage the public in this discourse, which should go beyond the mere art talk. 

Besides that I make ends meet by working on interior construction (or even working 

as an art handler for museums in New York). Whether this had any other significance 

to me than buying `studio-time and investing in supplies I would question. Maybe the 

experiences made working in construction helped me to realize larger projects and 

lead me to a more intense comprehension of space. 

 

11.How does the concept of time play any part in how you create, or think about 

creating? 

 

Time is indeed a very important subject, for the process of making a work of art in 

general and also within my work as a subject matter. My occupation with light as 

point of departure leads to revelation of time as an ephemeral quality of life. 

 

12.When you make works outside of the 2D picture frame, do you consider them to 

have similar intentions to your painting practice? 

 

In general I do treat 2D objects, 3D projects  or even installation all the same. I do not 

separate my basic intentions to do the individual work according to a different 

physical appearance of the work. The content so maybe another, although always 

intertwined with the intentions 
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13.When you create an exhibition do you think about the exhibition as just painting on 

a wall or in regards to creating an environment that includes painting? 

 

In most of my exhibitions I truly intend to `curate` the exhibition. The outcome might 

depend on the facilities or is contextualised to begin with. I cannot even remember 

when I did my last show mounting works in the usual manner, probably when I was 

still working on canvas, creating paintings in their traditional form; but even then I 

always tried to come up with a certain idea for the respective exhibition. 

Exhibitions often appear to me as a mere line up of products or commodities without 

any sensibility for the existing space or the individual work. 

It does need a certain sensibility I believe to deal with space and the individual work 

but sadly enough often artists either go with the commercial flow, are submissive to 

the gallery ergo possible success ergo money or simply do not have the sensibility for 

it. 

 

14.The more you practice, do you still look to colleagues past and present for 

formative input, or has there been a formative input?  

 

I would not really talk about formative in-put, I would rather talk about inspiration-

Inspiration not on a formative level but on a spiritual or intellectual level - which 

sadly enough does not happen too often.  

Yet while I am travelling quite a bit, I still get to see exhibitions which are truly 

inspirational may it be visual art, medieval, modern  or contemporary, architecture 

etc. etc.  

 

15.Looking back to your earlier work do you think your practice has become more 

complex over the years? And if so why? Or do you feel it’s always been about the 

same issues? 

 

There is always a point of departure, which I still think is very relevant to my work. 

Starting as a photographer I turned to painting in my early twenties. I guess I could 

say I was a painters painter. The subject matter of light per se or peripheral vision 

(compared to focused vision) was always an sort of guiding question in my works. 

For years I tried to achieve this working in the traditional painting way until I finally 
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realised that one cannot paint light, one can only paint an illusion of it (or 

abstraction). 

Stepping out of the traditional perimeters of painting definitely created a more 

complex challenge.  Perception of time, space, architecture, physicality and even 

psychology became, besides the aspect of light, important ingredients of my work and 

working process. 

 

16.Has your studio location and layout influenced your work? 

 

It sure is great to have a steady work space, it is part of my universe. Yet over the 

years, also due to my choice of materials, I became very used to being able to create 

work pretty much anywhere under various conditions. It is more important to engage 

in a situation. This engagement stimulates and emancipates my perception and 

thoughts about creating a work of art. My entire body and mind become part of this 

process engaged in an essential experience. Only when this genuine exchange takes 

place can I lend my associations to the work in progress. 

The world is my studio (quote Ben Curnow)` and this gained flexibility is for me of 

tremendous help. 

 

17.Are titles important for your works? As in it adds a conceptual intention to what 

you do? 

 

For a very long time I was convinced that titles have not been necessary for my work 

(although in rare cases I applied titles for  certain series of work)I wanted the viewer 

to focus on the work and thought titles might be to distracting. In the recent years this 

attitude changed and titles became an integral part of the work, or the work-cycles, 

often hinting at a complete different direction – not to mislead, but to engage the 

viewer in to possibilities of perception. 

 

18.Are there artists you feel associated with that are making/engaging in similar 

interests or ideas to your own? 

 

In general I would say yes there are plenty of artists I feel (sometimes loosely) 

associated with.  Over the years, mainly thru the relentless efforts of certain artists – 
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namely Dr.Billy Gruner (S.N.O./Sydney), Jan van der Ploegh (PS 

Projects/Amsterdam) and CCNOA in Brussels run by Petra Bungert  and myself or 

other artists giving their time to create a dialogue (John Nixon, Daniel Goettin, Dan 

Walsh, Gerold Miler etc.) a great deal of exchange was established between, Europe, 

the US and Australia; but relations ebb down, new ones are found  and founded and 

some remain. Even within my work as curator/artist I never felt strongly for group 

activities. (such as artists collectives etc.). Instead those relations were always loose 

associations yet with all respect and on behalf of the diffusion of this spirit. 

 

19. What are you working on at the moment? 

 

At the moment I am working on various proposals for upcoming solo exhibitions or 

participations in exhibitions in France and Amsterdam. I am also working on an 

edition project being realized in New York and a private commission in the 

Phillipines. 

Besides these activities concerning my own work I am further planning and 

organizing upcoming presentations of the 30/30-IAP Project (which was recently 

presented @ S.N.O. in Sydney in collaboration with Sydney artist Melanie E. Khava) 

and another curatorial projects    

In the meantime I am also setting up my own new exhibition space/artist-in-residence 

in Italy, called D.A.C. (Dolceacqau Arte Contemporanea)
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15.15 Appendix H 

15.16 Interview: Peter Holm (Denmark) 

 

1.What do you do? 

 

I work with painting in the extended field, meaning I extract quailities out of different 

practises like architecture, design, classical / historical painting from different periods 

of arthistory!  

 

2.What does making painting mean to you?  

 

“making painting” as such is a changing thing for me. I have a relationship with 

painting - we are family and as such we have daily conversations on our 

development.!  

 

3.Why do you choose to make the things you make?  

 

It is not always I who choose - my method allows me to follow a lead , which appears 

as an open road in the proces of making. I do try ,in my work to create new 

constellations in painting - I choose to try to further the idea of painting and to keep - 

so to say - painting updated. Progress is an important word! 

  

4.Have you ever considered using other media/material in your work?  

 

Yes - I do wonder why I do not work with light and sound - in this perspective I 

ironically find myself “oldfashioned”! I always look for materials fitting for a project, 

but there is always a lot of practical themes to attend to, when I work on a piece 

...apperance, sensitivity, balance etc.!  

 

5.Do you think painting today successfully engages with today’s audience?  

 

Those who constantly kills painting have been proven wrong. Painting exists a long 

with other artistic medias as video work and sound pieces. In its own right painting 
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engages with audiences through installation and also as singular works. Painting and 

the history of painting has an everyday effect in working with art on many levels and 

is in its directnes - in the way it speaks to the human body and mind. To me the 

borders are blurred and I tend to relate to artpieces in a broader view, analyzing on the 

work. Video works to me functions fine as painting - the artist makes the definition!  

 

6.Abstract painting makes for a quiet room, is still, and requires a knowledgeable 

viewer. Do you think this is correct?  

 

trying to repair a car- engine could be seen as an abstract thing if you have not the 

aquired skill ...I have seen abstract works in shopping malls that functions pretty well 

- so yes and no - enter a museum with a specific show, curated on a professional level, 

knowledge broadens the view , on a academic level - BUT - I will never say a 

academic level is requred to view painting or any art as such.!  

 

7.Abstract paintings are built on an historical foundation, are an accumulation of 

errors, corrections and resolutions. Would you say abstract painting says something 

about the contemporary culture at large?  

 

Abstract painting follows time, just as any other theme people work on or relate to 

,through time - so yes!  

 

8.As an abstract painter today do you think it is necessary to consider the institutional 

art system (museums/galleries), as much as being engaged with the practice for your 

own purposes and intentions?  

 

Any institution working on a professional level can produce something I have to take 

a note of - I must consider and be the judge of a lot of things in my work , so I seek 

out many things on a daily basis. This can be the evening news, a text in a book or 

even a cornfield in the setting sun!  

 

9.Who gets to make a monochrome?  
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Anyone -but in reference to the above - it seems to me the more interesting, when a 

piece is presented on a level based on a professional timeline and practice.!  

 

10.What for you is the significance/importance of other works that you do which sit 

alongside your painting practice?  

 

I work with the combination of 2-d and 3-d and produce works with refences to both 

painting, sculpture and furniture. The objects produced are being used in installations 

in which the works should interact and form a language or notion. So in that sence all 

work is equal , as could be any writing I may do. I do, however, always plan to escape 

to , what I refer to ,as “Real Painting” -where it all started and take of on that. 

Everyhting comes to be one, in the work of the day.!  

 

11.How does the concept of time play any part in how you create, or think about 

creating?  

 

Being a bit restless by nature -the slow proces of producing work seem annoying, so a 

lot of working is just in the mind or in a note - I could never produce such a large 

amount of work - so time is regarded as practical, an element to navigate in , also on a 

historical point of view.! 

 

12.When you make works outside of the 2D picture frame, do you consider them to 

have similar intentions to your painting practice?  

 

Painting is painting. I have developed an interest in working of the frame and this 

move into space requires attention - some people call the works sculpture - other 

again refer to my work as furniture and design, many painters reads it as painting. I 

like to say It all comes from painting , basically..but at some point you also have the 

liberty to say “ I really don ́t know “ Each piece or series have varying intentions as a 

single painting may refer to a historical pinpoint.!  

 

13.When you create an exhibition do you think about the exhibition as just painting on 

a wall or do you think about creating an environment that includes painting?  
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Could easily be both , depending on the show. I have done both and I think that ́s the 

way it goes from here - there is no right or wrong!  

 

14.Has your studio location and layout influenced your work?  

 

Not really - I have worked in various spaces such as inpractical cellars in the city 

bathed in flourescent light and to day I work in a more secluded ,luxurious space with 

natural light - more pleasant - but no effect.!  

 

15.Are titles important for your works? As in it adds a conceptual intention to what 

you do?  

 

In my earlier work title was very important. I do still like a good title, I like words and 

graphics and I like the play of words and the direction it can send a piece off to. 

However , I feel this may change in the future!   

 

16.Are there artists you feel associated with that are making/engaging in similar 

interests or ideas to your own?  

 

Yes - there are several groups of families and friends out there - I find that when 

travelling , looking at museums of any kind - these bonds always have been there 

across time and borders!  

 

17.The more you practice, do you still look to colleagues past and present for 

formative input, or do you work in isolation?  

 

I think a lot of artists would like some isolation to develop the work, at least in early 

career - I did. Today I look for anything and try to keep updated on my colleagues 

developments and also research into historical facts and will travel to see something 

in retrospect.!   

 

18.Where you ever in a group or influenced by a particular group of artists that has 

defined what it is you do now?  
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Influence is inavoidable and necessary - but I never belonged to a defined group. 

Developing art in this day is defining and refining and commenting. You can say in a 

sense that in the formative yeras you draw water from the well and ,I guess ,if you ́re 

lucky, you can add some fresh , for the next.!   

 

19.Do you think where you're from and the history of that place played a role in how 

you think about your practice?  

 

Yes - I started studying the Art - and Painting history of my region and then took it 

from there. It may seem as a waste of time in the beginning, but I find knowing your 

roots essitial - learn first your own language, then you relate easier to the next and 

understand better the different paths.!  

 

20.Looking back to your earlier work do you think your practice has become more 

complex over the years? And if so why? Or do you feel it’s always been about the 

same issues?  

 

The work produced is like the luggage on a long journey. It becomes heavier as you 

add on things to the box. The work is more complex as it has to relate to itself on a 

broader level - it ́s a paradox, because I find ideas for the next piece coming easily in 

a flow and semingly less complex!  

 

21.What are you working on at the moment?  

I ́m currently working on some large sculptures commisioned by State and Region for 

an outside site.! Subsequently I ́m producing work for some shows an an edition! 
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15.17 Appendix I 

15.18 Interview: Gilbert Hsaio (USA) 

 

1.What do you do? 

 

I am a visual artist who explores, engages and challenges the physiological 

mechanism that allows for our interaction between the outside world and how it is 

perceived and processed. 

 

2.What does making painting mean to you? 

 

Making a painting is bringing into being visual ideas that are results of previous 

inquiries that have come into being through previous paintings.  By this definition the 

work does not necessarily have to be painting; it just so happens that they have turned 

out that way since painting is the easiest way to express/ or solve my particular visual 

problems.  Recently I've been exploring other modes of expression, though not 

abandoning painting, which I doubt I will ever do.   

 

3.Why do you choose to make the things you make? 

 

It depends on which things we're talking about.  For instance, I have recently in the 

past couple of years really have started to work with records after collecting them for 

decades, so there is an autobiographical connection there.  Record collecting, besides 

drawing, that I do know that I did when I was 9.  I like working with them in 

conjunction with vintage turntables, which I've always been fascinated with.  My 

abstract painting began as an expression of a particular kind of music I was listening 

to.  I am always looking for new kinds of material to work with. 

 

4.Have you ever considered using other media/material in your work? 

 

Yes.  Especially sound.  And I've recently shown some video as well. 

 

5.Do you think painting today successfully engages with today’s audience? 
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That's a general question that I cannot answer with a general answer.  It depends on 

the painting we are talking about, and the audience we are talking about.  Obviously, 

the more global we get, and the more capitalist the world becomes, it seems 

successful engagement to a broader audience revolves around money, not anything 

rooted in the aesthetics of art.  If there were not so much money in the art world, 

museums would not be as packed as they are.  Contemporary painting itself most 

successfully engages audiences that understand painting, which to me is a pity 

because it is a tiny portion of the population.  

  

6.Abstract painting makes for a quiet room, is still, and requires a knowledgeable 

viewer. Do you think this is correct? 

 

It is often correct but not necessarily always so, and I don't think it is necessarily a 

good thing.  I don't think my work requires a knowledgeable viewer in order for the 

viewer to have a valid reaction or experience.  In fact, the appearance of my work 

infers historical references that are not necessarily there.  I prefer a viewer with no 

knowledge and with visual curiosity. 

 

7.Abstract paintings are built on an historical foundation, are an accumulation of 

errors, corrections and resolutions. Would you say abstract painting says something 

about the contemporary culture at large? 

 

Yes.  I think all painting is tied to contemporary culture.  Some of its interpretations 

to contemporary culture may be shallow, obscure, or just wrong, while others are 

astute, deep, and meaningful.  But it's all tied. 

 

8.As an abstract painter today do you think it is necessary to consider the institutional 

art system (museums/galleries), as much as being engaged with the practice for your 

own purposes and intentions? 

 

Since they are the traditional meeting point between public and the artist, yes.  But it 

would be nice if we could get beyond that. 
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9.Who gets to make a monochrome? 

 

Anyone is free to make any kind of work they wish.  Creativity, whether visual, aural, 

or verbal, is as vital a function as breathing.  It's not the style or appearance that is 

important, it is the approach that the artist takes, and how far he/she can take it 

 

10.What for you is the significance/importance of other works that you do which sit 

alongside your painting practice? This may include running an artist run space. 

 

All the work I do utilizes light, time, space or motion; sometimes all four.  With my 

painting, I worked with the illusion of those four elements.  With the black light 

record installations, I was actually working those four elements in a real way.  

Everything I do is important, or potentially important to me; otherwise I would not do 

them.   

 

11.How does the concept of time play any part in how you create, or think about 

creating? 

 

My work is contemplative, so time has always been important.  If the piece is 

engaging, you are sucked in and time is distorted; it goes fast, it goes slow, it does not 

go at the normal pace.  An authentic experience, whether visual or aural or verbal, 

transports you from normal experience to a different reality.  The distortion of time is 

a goal of all of my work.   

 

12.When you make works outside of the 2D picture frame, do you consider them to 

have similar intentions to your painting practice? 

 

I work with light, motion, space and time.  In 2d, it is illusional.  With the 3d work, I 

am using the elements in a more real sense.  So the elements are related, and 

ultimately the intentions are the same; to make contemplative works that distort time. 

 

13.When you create an exhibition do you think about the exhibition as just painting on 

a wall or do you think about creating an environment that includes painting? 
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I want to create an environment whenever possible.  For thousands of years, man has 

created amazing environments.  I think the last couple hundred years have been the 

low point in man's environment making capabilities. 

 

14.Has your studio location and layout influenced your work? 

 

Yes, I think so.  I once had a round studio.  Now I am doing almost exclusively round 

work, though it took about 5 or 6 years.  Then I had a studio with a very long bank of 

wall to wall windows which paralleled the runway of an airport, with planes taking 

off and landing all day.  And after awhile, I started to make work that seemed to 

reflect motion, velocity and acceleration.  I prefer a studio with no natural light, so I 

can control the lighting, especially when I work with black light.  I love wall space, 

because my work activates the space around it and have a presence much larger than 

their borders. 

 

15.Are there artists you feel associated with that are making/engaging in similar 

interests or ideas to your own? 

 

There are a few out there.  Almost all the artists I feel especially close to have a close 

relationship to music and sound.  

  

16.The more you practice, do you still look to colleagues past and present for 

formative input, or do you work in isolation? 

 

I never really have looked to colleagues for input in my work.  

  

17.Are titles important for your works? As in it adds a conceptual intention to what 

you do?    

 

Titles are afterthoughts.  They're like naming a child or a pet.  They're for 

identification, but once you name a piece you're stuck with it, so you better find 

something you like and if it works conceptually, so much the better. 
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18.Looking back to your earlier work do you think your practice has become more 

complex over the years? And if so why? Or do you feel it’s always been about the 

same issues? 

 

I think its always been about the same issues (as they sprang from music/sound) in the 

form, again, of light, motion, space and time, though I did not realize it those specific 

terms until later.  And again, as I said before, while in my painting I am dealing with 

those issues in terms of visual illusion, I currently seem to be dealing with those same 

issues in real terms (while at the same time, not abandoning painting). 

 

19.What are you working on at the moment? 

 

I am preparing work for a painting show in June.  Three tondos, one with a hole cut 

out in the middle in the proportion of a 45 rpm record.  I've just shown my first tower 

of 45 rpm records (about 3 meters high).
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15.19 Appendix J 

15.20 Interview: Kyle Jenkins (Australia) 

 

1.What do you do?  

 

Primarily make paintings or when doing installations, photographs, works on paper 

etc. they are still about issues related to the field of painting 

 

2.What does making painting mean to you?  

 

It’s about failure, failure on a multitude of levels. Failure because each work can’t say 

everything I want to say and so that’s why I make another one and another one, and 

on and on it goes. Through the process you discover the meaning of the work through 

contemplation, visualization and reflection. Failure culturally because I live in a 

country that see’s no benefit in the type of conceptual based painting that I am 

interested in. Failure because what I consider of valuable can appear to be pointless 

and non-existent as being ‘painting’ or even just art in general. However it’s at this 

juncture that I find the work the most engaging on a personal and cultural level 

because without challenging what is generally perceived ‘as art ‘ turns society into 

various levels of mediocrity where culture is no longer varying platforms of symbiotic 

relationships and instead becomes a myopic culture of desperation and that is 

Australia at the moment I feel.  

 

3.Why do you choose to make the things you make?  

 

To be honest I don’t know anything different. I think there are three types of artists. 

Those that commit early on and stick to what they need to make, those that quit and 

those that whore themselves senseless. For me I chose very early on in art school that 

I was engaged and committed to conceptual based painting because within it lies the 

truth and sensibility about not just art but social and cultural politics and it is within 

these painted fields that I continue to be focused. The work is not solely just about 

painting but also about societal constructs of power and politics. About value systems 

and questioning the relevance of representational painting because we live in an age 
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of synthetic materiality. I find it really fascinating that the general population still 

wants pictures that represent reality when they could be presented with an alternative 

that is already real because it doesn’t have to represent reality because it already is 

reality. The field is reality you just have to challenge yourself to acknowledge it.  

 

4.Have you ever considered using other media/material in your work? 

  

As stated before I have at certain times made drawings and paintings on paper, prints, 

photographs, films, sound based works, objects and most commonly wall paintings. 

All these still relate back to conceptual painting because unfortunately I can’t switch 

off my intentions and thus the work is always concerned with painting. In these works 

I always thinks of painting as being ‘more’ than the materiality it is bound within. 

When I make a drawing it’s more about painting, when I make an object it is more 

about painting etc. 

 

5.Do you think painting today successfully engages with today’s audience? 

 

I am not sure if anything engages with today’s audience and if it does it usually means 

it been wrapped, packaged and easily digestible for the consumption of 5minutes of 

knowing and then its thrown in the bin and the next cultural morsel is repackaged, 

reconstituted and consumed again. We live in a time where rewards are cheap through 

the pleasure of receiving information without any form of discovery. It is through 

discovery that truly understanding what something is, occurs on a deep and highly 

involved level.  Everything is available and obsolete at the same time now and most 

things just sit on a shelf and wait to be found. My work doesn’t need to be found 

because it was already discovered when I made it. As a result the only thing I am 

looking to find is a good record, a good bar and more importantly a new connection 

between my painting ideas and the outside world that further challenges my practice.  

 

6.Abstract painting makes for a quiet room, is still, and requires a knowledgeable 

viewer. Do you think this is correct?  

 

I think it makes for a lonely room, is moved on quickly and always has a lazy viewer. 
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7.Abstract paintings are built on an historical foundation, are an accumulation of 

errors, corrections and resolutions. Would you say abstract painting says something 

about the contemporary culture at large?  

 

Well I firstly hate the word abstract/abstraction because it connotes that the work 

started from something real and has been turned into something else that has 

fragments that represent the original. My work isn’t abstract because it isn’t 

abstracting anything because the shape, colour, form and idea is the original and thus 

hasn’t been changed, pulled or shifted to be anything other than what it is. However 

using the word abstract at least develops divisions between abstract type work and say 

representational painting or any other type of painting for that matter. So I’ll live with 

the word until I figure another word out. I think Judd had it right to call his works 

‘specific objects’ because they were objects that were made specifically to be what 

they were. However you can’t use his name /term because he owns it for his work so 

I’ll keep searching for a term that better represents the work. I agree the work 

contains errors, corrections, resolutions, frustrations, but most importantly desire and 

need to produce what is needed to push, question, maintain and create paintings 

personalized future within my own interests. I couldn’t care less about anyone else 

because their decisions are their decisions and they make them for their reasons. 

 

8.As an abstract painter today do you think it is necessary to consider the institutional 

art system (museums/galleries), as much as being engaged with the practice for your 

own purposes and intentions?  

 

To be honest it’s all pimps and prostitutes. Galleries are the pimps and artists are the 

prostitutes and you’re only as good as your next screw. As for museums ,who knows 

as they are based on many political factors that have nothing to do with me, my work 

and never will.  

 

9.Who gets to make a monochrome?  

 

No one and everyone. It just comes down to personal justification and commitment. 

Those people that shouldn’t are those people that see monochromes and think ‘I could 

do that’ and ‘there is nothing there, what is it?’ The fact that they don’t see what is 
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truly there says to me they should and could never make a monochrome because it’s 

not for them. In stating that when I look at a portrait of a person I think to myself I’d 

rather just look at the original person and have a beer with them and discuss ideas 

rather than looking at something that is a representation of a life but has no life in it. 

There is a big difference between staring at a wall that’s been painted in your house in 

one colour and staring at a monochrome canvas. And if I need to explain that then I 

would probably suggest, to anyone, ‘that you would never understand’. 

 

10.What for you is the significance/importance of other works that you do which sit 

alongside your painting practice? This may include running an artist run space?  

 

I look at music the same way as painting. The idea of thinking about what is the most 

direct way to paint a picture make a song that is everything I want to visually say and 

sing. As for other works situated in an assortment of materials, they function within 

their own rules and the rules of painting. 

 

11.How does the concept of time play any part in how you create, or think about 

creating?  

 

Time is important in that it allows you to think about what has gone, what 

possibilities are to come and finally that you don’t have long left. 

 

12.When you make works outside of the 2D picture frame, do you consider them to 

have similar intentions to your painting practice?  

 

Yes, of course because it’s still about the field. That within a given space is your 

entire reality that defines what you are saying. 

 

13.When you create an exhibition do you think about the exhibition as just painting on 

a wall or do you think about creating an environment that includes painting?  

 

It’s both because even when they are just paintings on a wall, the entire space is 

activated by those paintings. When more objects enter the equation they start to 

become a part of the discussion. However I always think of exhibitions as being over 
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as soon as I install the work because my job is finished. I made the work, I positioned 

and installed the work and it is what it is. Everything after that is out of my control 

and more often than not out of my focus of interest.  

 

14.Has your studio location and layout influenced your work?  

 

Yes, solely in terms of some studios I have had have been larger than others and thus 

give greater opportunity to make more work at once. However in terms of what the 

work is, no because the works entire world is contained within my reasons for making 

it and the frame that contains it.  

 

15.Are titles important for your works? As in it adds a conceptual intention to what 

you do?  

 

Yes depending on the series and the work being executed. I have been doing a series 

of works based on the connection between music and painting and thus the titles come 

from songs that are related to the paintings. For my newest monochrome based works 

they are titled Painting (Celare) #. With these works celare is important, as it is the 

word colour, which is derived from the Latin celare, meaning ‘to conceal’. So 

basically the titles are telling you what it is which is a colour on a field and the idea of 

concealment is about through the application of covering the field with colour the 

societal idea of monochrome as absence is dissipated through monochrome as 

coloured activation. The colour activates an intention in the work, through the work 

and beyond the work. As for the numbering they are just in numerical order based on 

when they are done in.  

 

16.Are there artists you feel associated with that are making/engaging in similar 

interests or ideas to your own?  

 

Of course there are a lot of artists that I am interested in with movements associated 

with Russian Constrcutivism, De Stijl, 50s-70s abstraction, 80s monochrome painting, 

the list goes on. I feel the association is both personal, conceptual and at a distance. 
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17.The more you practice, do you still look to colleagues past and present for 

formative input, or do you work in isolation?  

 

I think the work is the work and the decisions made sit within that. After it is done 

however obviously I am interested in art and thus I am constantly looking at and 

interested in other people’s artworks. I always find it funny when people say no, no, 

no I never look at other artists work because I don’t want to be influenced. Well my 

answer to that is do you think musicians don’t listen to music? Do you think actors 

don’t watch film or television? Do you think people who work at the brick factory and 

make bricks have an aversion to entering brick homes or living in them? It’s all-

inclusive and relative and to deny that you are denying an engagement with the field 

you have chosen to enter with your work. 

 

18.Where you ever in a group or influenced by a particular group of artists that has 

defined what it is you do now?  

 

I was in Inverted Topologies which was a Melbourne based group of painters that 

would come together once or twice a year and explore collective practices based 

within geometric abstraction, monochrome painting and installation. We would turn 

up and use whatever materials were there and make large installations. These would 

be up and at the completion the work was torn down and thrown into the dumpster. 

The value of the work was in the coming together and debating collective 

interests/practices and not in the value of the artwork as cultural artifact.  I was also a 

part of several artists run spaces as a director e.g. CBD, MOP projects, SNO. Also 

these obviously have an affect in how you think about and approach your art practice. 

 

19.Do you think where you're from and the history of that place played a role in how 

you think about your practice?  

 

I was associated with and was director of the artist-run space CBD in Sydney in the 

90’s. We did an exhibition a week, 52 weeks in the year and the space ran for 13 

years. So I was able to meet a lot of different artists with vastly different and at times 

deeply convergent and related practices. So through this I was young, I learnt a lot 

and like everyone you move on.  
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20.Looking back to your earlier work do you think your practice has become more 

complex over the years? And if so why? Or do you feel it’s always been about the 

same issues?  

 

I think its still the same its just but also I am constantly questioning the paintings 

relevance and what has been made and why it needs to be made. There is already 

enough pointless artwork in the world not more me to make more and add to it. So I 

always think of this in terms of the work and thus I am constantly editing, considering 

an getting prepared to make the next move within the chess game that is painting. 

 

21.What are you working on at the moment?  

 

Monochromes and duo-chromes. The monochromes are hand cut so they are 

investigation the tensions between the hand cut nature of the frame and the flatness of 

the picture field. The duo-chromes are looking at the subdivision of a field into 

compositional structures. There are other things that will come in an out of focus but 

mainly all my work is about simultaneity, the philosophy of two events happening at 

the same time in a frame of reference .
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15.21 Appendix K 

15.22 Interview: Emma Langridge (Australia) 

 

1.What do you do? 

 

I am a painter, in that I use paint, though because it is the least time-consuming part of 

the process, I usually feel a bit odd about describing myself this way. 

 

2.What does making painting mean to you? 

 

It is a very personal process and part of the act of living itself. I am starting to see it as 

a way of tracking my actual existence and also as a coping mechanism. 

 

3.Why do you choose to make the things you make? 

 

I made most of the key decisions twenty years ago when I started  painting the way I 

do now. The materials and basic method were anchored and so now each painting is 

an inching forward within compositional and other areas. I feel that perhaps the entire 

process was decided by my character, particularly stubbornness.  

 

4.Have you ever considered using other media/material in your work? 

 

I am very narrow in my range of materials. I read a quote by Sol Lewitt when I first 

started painting, which said something like, "a change in  materials should never be 

mistaken for a change in ideas" (I've been unable to locate this precise quote since, 

but have found many similar). To me, this really underlined a need to avoid being 

seduced by new materials, unless those materials were themselves critical to the work. 

I have occasionally considered making entirely different bodies of work in other 

media, such as film, but nothing like my current work. 

 

5.Do you think painting today successfully engages with today’s audience? 
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Today's audience seems to use digital media as the main method of accessing art and 

as such, I feel that painting is quickly and easily conveyed and engaged with. At the 

same time, fewer people seem to be interested in looking at work for more than a few 

seconds, not to  mention actually seeing it 'the flesh'. A lot of what a painting is, 

is completely lost in the transmission, in particular: finish, texture and the sense of 

object-ness. 

 

6.Abstract painting makes for a quiet room, is still, and requires a knowledgeable 

viewer. Do you think this is correct? 

 

I'm not sure that I agree... a lot of abstract painting is not at all restful, nor quiet and in 

fact has a lot of dynamism. In regard to the second part, I think that the viewer needs 

to be able to SEE properly, but does necessarily need a specific knowledge.  Anyone 

who is prepared to look awhile, suspending judgement and allowing the work to wash 

over them gradually is a good viewer (in my opinion). 

 

7.Abstract paintings are built on an historical foundation, are an accumulation of 

errors, corrections and resolutions. Would you say abstract painting says something 

about the contemporary culture at large? 

 

There is a current tendency away from precise and lush execution of geometric art 

certainly, towards a more glitch-laden outcome, which I believe is a direct result of 

the current mood. The general feeling that the world is in crisis and unstable, is 

reflected in the move towards (and exploration of) imperfection. However, I do think 

it is possible to have an entirely legitimate painting practice, which is purely 

individual and does not sit (in a temporal, logical sense) within the history of 

abstraction. 

 

8.As an abstract painter today do you think it is necessary to consider the institutional 

art system (museums/galleries), as much as being engaged with the practice for your 

own purposes and intentions? 
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I try to ignore almost everything that goes on in that other world as much as is 

practicable. It feels unhealthy to dwell on these sorts of considerations when actually 

making the art as they really have nothing to do with the work itself.  

 

9.Who gets to make a monochrome? 

 

Anyone who wants to! I make them on occasion, though mostly by accident and as a 

result of my fickleness when it comes to choosing which paint to use in the 

penultimate stage of painting. 

 

10.What for you is the significance/importance of other works that you do which sit 

alongside your painting practice? 

 

I have only done a few other types of work since beginning painting in earnest. A 

series of drawing I did a few years ago is one such example and I am still really 

unsure of how they fit in, as it takes me so long to process my own work once it has 

been finished. 

 

11.How does the concept of time play any part in how you create, or think about 

creating? 

 

Time is crucial: my paintings are like a diary, map or chart of my personal time and 

whilst painting, I am always trying to get to that point where the meditative aspect 

takes over and I seem to step outside or forget time and its passing. 

 

12.When you make works outside of the 2D picture frame, do you consider them to 

have similar intentions to your painting practice? 

 

When I started painting the way I do now, it was initially a practical decision based on 

the frustration and impracticality of making three-dimensional work (especially 

problems such as damage and storage). My practice has evolved incredibly slowly 

since then, but I feel that the work has quite a similar process-based intention, whilst 

having a very different outcome. 
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13.When you create an exhibition do you think about the exhibition as just painting on 

a wall or do you think about creating an environment that includes painting? 

 

In the past, I have always worked to the space, possibly because my initial studies 

were within a school of architecture. I definitely try to see where a work will be 

located before beginning it, if at all possible. 

 

14.Has your studio location and layout influenced your work? 

 

I have had studios of varying sizes over the years and can say for certain that this (and 

other practical considerations, such as my arm length, the type of transport I have 

access to, whether the work will be sent overseas etc) has very strong implications for 

the final work. I enjoy working within parameters, to the extent that I feel inspired by 

limitations, however mundane their source. 

 

15.Are titles important for your works? As in it adds a conceptual intention to what 

you do? 

 

I used to call every painting 'untitled' with a subtitle only for cataloguing purposes. 

Then I dropped the 'untitled' part and chose quite complex names, which only I 

understood. Nowadays, I prefer a vague and slightly descriptive term, but preferably 

something which does not make the viewer think that the meaning is in the words. I 

want the work to function visually, without external factors such as language 

intruding. 

 

16.Are there artists you feel associated with that are making/engaging in similar 

interests or ideas to your own? 

 

Through online social networks I have discovered many geographically disparate 

artist who share similar ideas, but perhaps because of the  solitary and introspective 

nature of the process, I don't actively encourage a dialogue. It is certainly heartening 

to find others who have similar thoughts - a recent exhibition entitled Post-Op: 

Perceptual Gone Painterly is one such example.                             

 (https://www.perrotin.com/exhibition-Group_Show-2298.html) 
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17.The more you practice, do you still look to colleagues past and present for 

formative input, or do you work in isolation?  

 

I've never really looked at other people's work for formative input - in fact I find it a 

bit off-putting, as it tends to make me feel like things are not worth exploring on my 

own (ie: that they have been 'done already'). I see a lot of paintings online but 

definitely work in a vacuum. 

 

18.Where you ever in a group or influenced by a particular group of artists that has 

defined what it is you do now? 

 

No. People draw my attention to other artists and I see the similarities and certainly I 

have been associated with groups of artists, but this happens after the fact. 

 

19.Do you think where you're from and the history of that place played a role in how 

you think about your practice? 

 

Perhaps... I was born in England but lived in Perth (Western Australia) from the age 

of six to twenty-six, which perhaps made me more used to working in isolation. 

Possibly travelling around Western Australia a lot (particularly the north) has given 

me a sense of space.  

 

20.Looking back to your earlier work do you think your practice has become more 

complex over the years? And if so why? Or do you feel it’s always been about the 

same issues? 

 

My work has become more and more narrow in its focus. I always  use this same 

analogy but find it useful to explain what I mean: over the years, I feel like I'm pulling 

objects out of a box, examining them and then setting them aside. All the while, I am 

aware that most likely it is the box I'm interested in. Definitely, I am on a reductive 

path - trying to remove more and more from the painting and trying to isolate 

something, though I am as yet unsure what that something might be. 

 

21.What are you working on at the moment? 
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I am a third of the way into a practice-led PhD, which is so much more enjoyable than 

I expected! After such a long break from university, it is a rewarding experience to be 

pushed to talk about the work and to have input from peers in such an encouraging 

environment. In terms of painting itself, I have just sent work to Texas for an 

exhibition and am about to send more to the Netherlands, with a few other exhibitions 

over the course of the year.  

I am considering working on a larger number of smaller units within each artwork, as 

a way to isolate and  emphasise the irregularity within. This is a direct result of my 

research, which is focused on rules-based systems of painting and the anticipation of 

irregular outcomes.
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15.23 Appendix L 

15.24 Interview: Stephen Little (Australia) 

 

1.What do you do? 

 

2.What does painting mean to you? 

 

Painting - both as a classifying term and a discipline, continues to provoke serious and 

pertinent questions about the foundations on which past and current pictorial 

conventions are based. It has the potential to question beliefs and alter paradigms.  

 

3.Why do you choose to make the things you make? 

 

N/A 

 

4.Have you ever considered using other media in your work? 

 

What is ‘other media’? – My work utilizes a range of materials and approaches. 

 

5.Do you think painting today successfully engages with today’s audience? 

 

Painting doesn’t engage! It is not a conscious entity. Perhaps the question should be 

re-phrased as – what makes a contemporary audience engage with art, or painting? 

Who is the audience? What demographic? How have audiences and their expectations 

changed over time? Where is the art presented? And under what terms or conditions? 

What is the responsibility of the viewer, or the artist? What is the nature of the pact or 

social contract that is intimated here? 

What is at stake in this exchange – for the artist, the viewer etc? 

 

6.Abstract painting makes for a quiet room, is still, and requires a knowledgeable 

viewer. Do you think this is correct? 
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No. To agree with this statement would be to prescribe what painting should or 

shouldn’t be. To dictate a space and function for painting (or any art for that matter) 

would be to exclude possibility and extension.  

 

7.Abstract paintings are built on an historical foundation, are an accumulation of 

errors, corrections and resolutions. Would you say abstract painting says something 

about the contemporary culture at large? 

 

Abstract painting is indicative of those who make it. The fact that abstract painting is 

still being made means that it still has contemporary relevance. Those who continue 

to make it do so because they feel it still has a contemporary voice. There are many 

voices affirming the relevance of abstract painting practices today as something vital 

and critical, and not merely as an outmoded practice that refuses to let go of its 

modernist roots. 

 

8.As an abstract painter today do you think it is necessary to consider the institutional 

art system (museums/galleries), as much as being engaged with the practice for your 

own purposes and intentions? 

 

N/A 

 

9.Who gets to make a monochrome? 

 

Anyone can make a monochrome. Doing so does not guarantee an interesting 

outcome as art. Putting down a colour is not rocket science. Likewise, painting a 

living room wall (monochrome) does not necessarily register as art (although it could 

do in my practice). There is a difference between painting that is classified as art and 

painting that is classified as a paint-job (non-art activity). Painting is a verb, and 

forms a bridge between the different uses of the nomenclature painting – as art, as 

everyday activity, as ‘a painting’, and as ‘an action’. The term monochrome is also an 

interesting one in point. Malevich’s works were labeled ‘monochrome’ in retrospect. 

Likewise, the ‘monochrome’ is identified with a particular stage of development 

within modernism. It is arguably framed and informed by the dominant ideologies of 

that period – which we are no longer subject to. So why refer to making a 
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monochrome? Why not refer to it as an Achrome, or Blank painting? The name 

Monochrome speaks of a specific history, a lineage, and a legacy. That said, I could 

put polish on my shoes and call them paintings. They would also be monochromes. 

What you reference as ‘monochrome’ could be – Achrome, monochrome, blank 

painting or blank canvas. This is what makes a question such as this difficult. It is not, 

not having an answer. It is the complex and indeterminate nature of nomenclature 

(and its different readings) within the question that is being posed. 

 

10.What for you is the significance /importance of other works that you do which sit 

alongside your painting practice? 

 

N/A (It is all one thing. By ‘painting practice’ I assume you are referring to a tradition 

based, specific materially led activity or outcome – which I don’t use).  

 

11.How does the concept of time play any part in how you create, or think about 

creating? 

 

N/A 

 

12.When you make works outside of the 2D picture frame, do you consider them to 

have similar intentions to your painting practice? 

 

N/A 

 

13.When you create an exhibition do you think about the exhibition as just painting on 

a wall or do you think about creating an environment that includes painting? 

 

N/A 

 

14.Has your studio location and layout influenced your work? 

 

No – not at all. 
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15.Are titles important for your works? As in it adds a conceptual intention to what 

you do? 

 

Often, yes. It often provides a context for the work. 

 

16.Are there artists you feel associated with that are making/engaging in similar 

interests or ideas to your own? 

 

Some, but they are few and far between. Mark Titmarsh has been posing similar 

questions. Also Vicente Butron. Both live in Sydney. 

 

17.The more you practice, do you still look to colleagues past and present for 

formative input, or do you work in isolation? 

 

Both. Developmental input is essential to grow, but isolation is also necessary to give 

some developments the space to form or find a voice. 

 

18.Where you ever in a group or influenced by a particular group of artists that has 

defined what it is you do now? 

 

No. 

 

19.Do you think where you’re from and the history of that place played a role in how 

you think about your practice? 

 

To a degree. Our formative years always have input in who we become. These 

experiences assist in developing our different faculties, views, perceptions, values etc. 

How many of these, and how much they inform or contribute to our creative practice, 

our subject, processes etc. would be different for every individual. 

 

20.Looking back to your earlier work do you think your practice has become more 

complex over the years? And if so why? Or do you feel it’s always been about the 

same issues? 
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I would say that my work has developed a different set of complexities from earlier 

works. I may be approaching those complexities, and understanding them differently 

now. It has always been about the same issues, but those issues have been more 

clearly identified over the years. 

 

21.What are you working on at the moment? 

 

I am working on various different things. It is hard to speak about what they are 

because I do not set out to work linearly or in series. Many works are markedly 

different to what came before. With some works, I will re-visit a particular 

methodology if it is warranted, but often break up the presentation of ‘sets’ across 

different shows so that the practice doesn’t read as a one trick pony. This would only 

act to disenfranchise other working methodologies within my practice. I use whatever 

is deemed appropriate for any given work. What I would say is that my practice 

continues through a refusal of traditional means. This allows a space to engage with 

painting (however I choose to frame the term at that time) from a myriad of different 

approaches and to work outside the defining institutional laws of painting and to 

engage with it on my own terms, not as a medium, but as a discipline.
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15.25 Appendix M 

15.26 Interview: Olivier Mosset (USA) 

 

1.What do you do? 

 

Thank you for your interest:   I'm answering your questions, but yes, I'm a painter.   

 

2.What does making painting mean to you? 

 

Paintings? that's what I do.   

 

3.Why do you choose to make the things you make? 

 

There might be some Freudian reasons that have made me do what I do.   

 

4.Have you ever considered using other media/material in your work? 

I think that there is a Super 8, 3 min. movie on the Internet and there are some videos, 

but even if I  was around, other people did these.   

 

5.Do you think painting today successfully engages with today’s audience? 

 

I don't know, but honestly the audience is not really my concern.   

 

6.Abstract painting makes for a quiet room, is still, and requires a knowledgeable 

viewer. Do you think this is correct? 

 

Someone said to Picasso that they didn't understand what he was doing, he asked 

them if they understood Chinese.  No, they say, "well, you can learn it and a number 

of people actually speak it" he said.   

 

7.Abstract paintings are built on an historical foundation, are an accumulation of 

errors, corrections and resolutions. Would you say abstract painting says something 

about the contemporary culture at large? 
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Painting belongs to Art History and Art History is part of Culture.   

 

8.As an abstract painter today do you think it is necessary to consider the institutional 

art system (museums/galleries), as much as being engaged with the practice for your 

own purposes and intentions? 

 

From time to time, you want to look at what you do and these institutions, galleries, 

museums, are the best places to do this and we live in a market economy, you have to 

sell things sometimes, if you want to go on.   

 

9.Who gets to make a monochrome? 

 

There have been paintings in the history of art that had one color.  It can be done.  Of 

course it is not what you do that counts, it is how you do it.   

 

10.What for you is the significance/importance of other works that you do which sit 

alongside your painting practice? This may include running an artist run space. 

 

I look at other people's work and at painting in general.   

 

11.How does the concept of time play any part in how you create, or think about 

creating? 

 

Nobody escapes time and things change, that's the name of the game.   

 

12.When you make works outside of the 2D picture frame, do you consider them to 

have similar intentions to your painting practice? 

 

I have done 3D pieces, for me, it was a way to look at what is painting (it is a Judd 

thing, though Reinhardt said that a sculpture is something you bump into, looking at a 

painting).   
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13.When you create an exhibition do you think about the exhibition as just painting on 

a wall or do you think about creating an environment that includes painting? 

 

Exhibitions are a form of installation, but the installation should be what allows the 

painting to be seen.   

 

14.Has your studio location and layout influenced your work? 

 

I think, it's the work that demanded the location of a studio.   

 

15.Are titles important for your works? As in it adds a conceptual intention to what 

you do?  

   

No, for me, titles have no relations to what the work can be.   

 

16.Are there artists you feel associated with that are making/engaging in similar 

interests or ideas to your own? 

 

I showed with other artists, BMPT in Paris in the sixties, "Radical Painting" in New 

York in the eighties.   

 

17.The more you practice, do you still look to colleagues past and present for 

formative input, or do you work in isolation? 

 

As I said, I look at other people's work and at painting in general.   

 

18.Looking back to your earlier work do you think your practice has become more 

complex over the years? And if so why? Or do you feel it’s always been about the 

same issues? 

 

You are born in a certain place at a certain time, this might play a role in your 

practice, in the end though the work is somewhat autonomous.    

 

19.What are you working on at the moment? 
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I have a couple of shows coming up and have to do some paintings (thank you for 

reminding me).  
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15.27 Appendix N 

15.28 Interview: Karim Noureldin (Swiss) 

 

1.What do you do? 

 

Many things plus a thing called art. It fills up pretty much my life and never ends. 

Like a continious research.  

 

2.What does making painting mean to you? 

 

Im not a painter. Even I use paint in many of my site specific installation, I consider 

myself an artist working with several medias. I never used canvas and maybe never 

will do. I beleive working in any media is like talking with different languages, 

painting could be just one of them.  

 

3. Why do you choose to make the things you make and do you see them as stemming 

from painting? 

 

Its not really a choice. It was/is rather a process, influenced by different inputs 

throughout my life. Of course I had some general interests towards a media or an 

expression. But many projects and artwork are the result of several keypoints: 

interests, deadlines, limitations in budget, space, locations, even living circumstances. 

And ideas and discussion with/by curators, gallery owners and artists friends. The 

make is actually less pure one thinks and more the results of countless decisions 

before. Once the work is presented, «the making of...» is maybe archived in the artist 

studio and artists mind, but its usually not the topic anymore.  

 

4.Have you ever considered using other media/material in your work? 

 

I work mainly in works on paper. But many installations use paint, waterbased 

techniques and I sometimes need building structures in wood. Some sculptures exists 

too and a large archive in photography. My collaborations with architects are realised 

by companys and there my artwork is constructed, mounted or realised by skilled 
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workers. One things lead to another and I never know which is next. I didnt like 

canvas and so I never painted, neither in art school or later on. I own a single painting 

(on canvas) of mine, done a very long time ago and which I cherish, I never will sell 

neither give away. 

  

5.Do you think painting today successfully engages with today’s audience? 

yes, of course. 

  

6.Abstract painting makes for a quiet room, is still, and requires a knowledgeable 

viewer. Do you think this is correct? 

 

but so it does for any artwork.  

 

7. Abstract paintings are built on an historical foundation, are an accumulation of 

errors, corrections and resolutions. Would you say abstract painting says something 

about the contemporary culture at large? 

 

I think this goes for any artwork, its not reserved for abstract contemporary art. I also 

beleive there is today no avantgarde anymore to talk, and styles (abstract or 

figurative) are mearly different languages one speaks in/with his artwork.  

 

8.As an abstract painter today do you think it is necessary to consider the institutional 

art system (museums/galleries), as much as being engaged with the practice for your 

own purposes and intentions? 

 

Of course. Withouth these institutions, no artist career is made. They give you the 

credibilty. You can do art without this structures (by choice or by lack) but then you 

never will be part of the «real» game. I dont think Im always favorable to this 

structure or think they are always right, but its the reality.  

 

9. Who gets to make a monochrome? 

 

not me  
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10. What for you is the significance/importance of other works that you do which sit 

alongside your painting practice?  

 

Again, Im not a painter. Many artwork was important for me and still is. They guided 

me trough my studies, my early work, my mid-career work. Maybe they are less 

important now, since I found my own style and research in art.  

 

11.How does the concept of time play any part in how you create, or think about 

creating? 

 

time is important. In an pragmatic way today its how often I can go in my studio 

because many other things prevent me from doing it. And at the beginning of my 

career, however, when I was working small jobs to gain my life, it also was how 

to structure that : earning a living and making art at the same time. Time structures 

very much my artwork and indicates also how much time is spent on a piece.  

 

12.When you make works outside of the 2D picture frame, do you consider them to 

have similar intentions to your painting practice? 

 

not really but then again yes. Its always related to my work.  

 

13.When you create an exhibition do you think about the exhibition as just painting on 

a wall or do you think about creating an environment that includes painting? 

 

it depends of which type of exhibition. Also, some curators give ideas or even choose 

an artwork, including its location and dimension.  

 

14.Has your studio location and layout influenced your work? 

 

yes, very much and always. Since I lived in many cities and places, I had many 

studios or place where I worked. about 25 or 30. Since the start of my career, I take 

photos, usually once a month. I once did a lecture showing only my different studios I 

once worked in.  
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15.Are there artists you feel associated with that are making/engaging in similar 

interests or ideas to your own? 

 

Actually less and less. But I share proffessional issues with collegues, see their shows, 

give sometimes inputs to them and read critiques in press. Every once in a while I see 

an artshow and its strikes me how good its done. Or I am in a museum seeing some 

old masters and it reminds me why I wanted to be an artist. 
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15.29 Appendix O 

15.30 Interview: Jorge Pardo (USA) 

 

1.Why do you choose to make the things you make? 

 

Space is a technique like rendering a picture with a specific quality….when it is 

introduced as an organizing principle i get worried…..its formlessness could be 

anything...thats a nice problem to have….. iconoclastic architects, in particular 

koolhaus…. thru a dull misreading of leyotard identified space as redundant for 

architecture in hopes that it would produce a more productive kind of discursive 

field...in the end all you got was an even more conservative reintegration into pop 

culture...it seems recently architects have  consumed themselves into indiscriminate 

promotion fields…. architecture has nothing interesting to produce when rubs up with 

the avant garde…nothing does really….i cannot control how affect/experience gets 

produced or remembered by my exhibitions….. what i can do is set up a field that is 

considered and captures people so i can think thru them and with their 

behavior….people are just another material for me…. 

 

Have you ever considered using other media/material in your work? 

 

My primary interest has always been thinking about sculpture as a very traditional 

enterprise that depends, requires, is always inside, around, and producing 

scenegraphic problems….objects come alive then become stuff again….. it’s a very 

interesting form of theater…….what can emerge when things get put in play…..I am 

much more interested in the show… not so much the object…..  

 

2.Do you think painting today successfully engages with today’s audience? 

 

audience has the same problems as space...they only seem present through delusional 

intensification….i never think about the audience as anything other than a series of 

convoluted contingencies ready to disperse at any moment ….only useful for the 

collection of  data...like ram….rate of processing being what matters 
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3.What for you is the significance/importance of other works that you do which sit 

alongside your practice?  

 

a lot…. i think with and through other peoples work and non work...not just art... 

 

4.How does the concept of time play any part in how you create, or think about 

creating? 

 

i became interested in installations looking at monet because it seemed like a strange 

way to make a really slow film….and i was interested in duration and how somebody 

could get lost ….i don't think their is a clear subject object relationship possible with 

audiences in exhibitions…..everybody wants to be a freakin aesthete...just a bunch 

dead and dumb forms of delusional domination….the experts are always too 

certain…….lay people never value there observations enough…. not many people 

seem open in interesting ways…..so in the end an art audience is not such a good 

organizing principle for works... the time they make with there bodys...thats good 

stuff…..digital space…. dont care for it as a content provider...like it more as a visual 

instrument…..representational device….it seems people bring up digital space when 

they don't know what else to say in terms of the present…..lots of other stuff going on  

 

5.When you create an exhibition do you think about the exhibition as just painting on 

a wall or do you think about creating an environment that includes painting? 

 

Space is a technique like rendering a picture with a specific quality….when it is 

introduced as an organizing principle i get worried…..its formlessness could be 

anything...thats a nice problem to have….. iconoclastic architects, in particular 

koolhaus…. thru a dull misreading of leyotard identified space as redundant for 

architecture in hopes that it would produce a more productive kind of discursive 

field...in the end all you got was an even more conservative reintegration into pop 

culture...it seems recently architects have  consumed themselves into indiscriminate 

promotion fields…. architecture has nothing interesting to produce when rubs up with 

the avant garde…nothing does really….so back to your question….i cannot control 

how affect/experience gets produced or remembered by my exhibitions….. what i can 
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do is set up a field that is considered and captures people so i can think thru them and 

with their behavior….people are just another material for me…. 

 

6.Are there artists you feel associated with that are making/engaging in similar 

interests or ideas to your own? 

 

pollock judd etc ..unfortunately i have a discursive dependency to them…... whether i 

want it or not….i don't…architecture for me is like an apple or a piece of fabric in a 

still life set up….only there to be exploited, not mirrored, or absorbed into...or 

anything along those lines…for me it has always been like the jungle for indians….. 

none of its contingencies are any more important than other ...certainly not 

buildings….i became interested in how history works/fails in places that cant look 

back very far….hence why buildings became useful... 

 

7.Where you ever in a group or influenced by a particular group of artists that has 

defined what it is you do now? 

 

no…. i am a bit of a misanthrope…..i don't really trust communities.....i am cuban 

diaspora that never really learned how to prperly feel that.....its a mess….. i like 

thinking that work alone…..but i dont of course….  

 

8.Looking back to your earlier work do you think your practice has become more 

complex over the years? And if so why? Or do you feel it’s always been about the 

same issues? 

 

i have the attention span of 2 year old…..maybe sometimes…. for artist complexity 

builds through accumulation and forgetting….maybe remembering 

too….remembering wrong that is... i dont know….i don't seem to be as easily 

overwhelmed by incommensurate crap like i used to be…..i am not  sure this is 

because i am getting dumber  or i just don't care...or know more…..i am not sure what 

i do has become more complex….it may be the case that the longer one works, 

thinking about complexity gets much less spectacular….. 
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15.31 Appendix P 

15.32 Interview: Richard van der Aa (France) 

 

1.What do you do?  

 

I make paintings. 

 

2.What does making painting mean to you?  

 

It means creating objects with the intention of moving someone. Maybe shifting their 

thinking a little – creating an experience for them. My intention is to present simple 

objects with compelling presence. 

 

3.Why do you choose to make the things you make?  

 

There are many reasons. Some of them simply selfish. Looking at my own work can 

be thrilling. As far as why I choose to make these particular things and not others? 

I’m interested in the history of painting, the act of painting and in the presence of the 

painted object.  I want the outworking of my thoughts on these things to be as 

uncomplicated as possible. This intention guides my choices. 

 

4.Have you ever considered using other media/material in your work?  

 

All the time – I use whatever material best gets the job done. 

 

5.Do you think painting today successfully engages with today’s audience?  

 

I don’t think I’m altogether sure about whom today’s audience actually is. Perhaps if I 

knew that I’d have more success! 

 

6.Abstract painting makes for a quiet room, is still, and requires a knowledgeable 

viewer. Do you think this is correct?  
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Yes to some extent this is true. Although I’d like to think any viewer could come into 

a show of mine and feel something on a more intuitive level without any prior 

knowledge. I aim for a certain calm in my work but I don’t believe all abstract 

painting makes for a quiet room. Sometimes it can be provocative and unsettling. 

 

7.Abstract paintings are built on an historical foundation, are an accumulation of 

errors, corrections and resolutions. Would you say abstract painting says something 

about the contemporary culture at large?  

 

I think much abstract painting is self-referential and largely about relating to a history 

of painting. Having said that – as a matter of course – it must be a reflection of the 

culture it was created in. The work wouldn’t exist if not for the social context which 

created the conditions in which it can happen.  

 

8.As an abstract painter today do you think it is necessary to consider the institutional 

art system (museums/galleries), as much as being engaged with the practice for your 

own purposes and intentions?  

 

I think there are alternatives now and other paths artists can take without sacrificing a 

successful and fulfilling practise. I don’t make the work with the institutional system 

in mind. Of course I wouldn’t say no if my work was to find a place there. 

 

9.Who gets to make a monochrome?   

 

Anyone who wants to.  

 

10.What for you is the significance/importance of other works that you do which sit 

alongside your painting practice?  

 

Alongside my painting I teach and have also run a non-profit art space. Both of these 

things are born out of my art practice and my take on art making is reflected in how I 

approach them. The influence is a two way street. These other ways of being in the art 

world also help me refine my thinking and keep me current.  
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11.How does the concept of time play any part in how you create, or think about 

creating? Time?  

 

I make static objects but I do also think of the time the viewer spends in front of them. 

That is all. 

 

12.When you make works outside of the 2D picture frame, do you consider them to 

have similar intentions to your painting practice?  

 

Yes my intentions are the same. For me the painting is an object not a window. It is to 

be appreciated in real space. Everything I make is from a painter’s point of view.  

 

13.When you create an exhibition do you think about the exhibition as just painting on 

a wall or do you think about creating an environment that includes painting?  

 

As I implied in the previous answer: I think of each exhibition as a cohesive group of 

objects to be experienced in relation in a space.  In a sense you could say much of my 

painting is site specific and I tend not to think of the work as complete until I see it in 

the location it was intended for… 

 

14.Has your studio location and layout influenced your work?  

 

Not really – I have had many studio situations and have had to make do. Scale can be 

a problem in some locations but you find a way around those issues. The work comes 

out of my thinking - I make it happen in whatever place I can. I choose not to be 

limited by my work environment. 

 

15.Are titles important for your works?  

 

As in it adds a conceptual intention to what you do? I tend to give titles to series of 

works. I prefer titles with a touch of humour. Yes I think they say something of my 

intention. 
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16.Are there artists you feel associated with that are making/engaging in similar 

interests or ideas to your own?    

 

Yes I’m aware of a loose network of artists around the world who are working a 

similar territory to me. The advent of the internet has helped us become more 

connected with each other. 

 

17.The more you practice, do you still look to colleagues past and present for 

formative input, or do you work in isolation?  

 

I look at other work for sure. Sometimes it is interesting to see others have had similar 

ideas and it’s also encouraging to feel you are not alone. Of course there is always the 

‘oh no! It’s all been done before’ feeling…  I’d like to think I am building on the past 

– moving forward. 

 

18.Were you ever in a group or influenced by a particular group of artists that has 

defined what it is you do now?  

 

Not really – Though I would say the polemics around the so called ‘minimalist’ work 

of the ‘60s has had a marked effect on the way I approach my painting and the art 

object. 

 

19.Do you think where you're from and the history of that place played a role in how 

you think about your practice?  

 

Yes I am from New Zealand and this has certainly affected my take on things. I think 

our distance from the world when I was a student meant we saw art history in a 

slightly different light. I never saw the work of the big name artists in the flesh – I 

experienced everything through reproduction only so it was largely guess work about 

materials and technique. I think this meant much of the work produced there at that 

time was quite unique. Times have changed - the world is a much smaller place now.  
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20.Looking back to your earlier work do you think your practice has become more 

complex over the years? And if so why? Or do you feel it’s always been about the 

same issues?  

 

I’d like to think perhaps my practice has become a little more sophisticated over the 

years but really I’ve always had the same intentions. The broad issues remain the 

same. I’d just like my objects to have a spiritual impact on viewers. So the thinking 

has remained the same but the material outworking of it has shifted from time to time. 

 

21.What are you working on at the moment? 

 

Paintings on dibond. 
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16.0 Practical Component: Monopunk Multichrome 
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List of Artworks– Floor Plan  

 
Project #1 

 
1.  Untitled (Work) 2014, 100 x 100cm, acrylic oil and ochre on canvas.  

 

2.  Colour Series (Reds and Brown Scale #3) 2014, 50 x 60cm, acrylic on linen. 

 

 3.  Monochrome 11 Reds #2 2014, 50 x 60cm, acrylic on Plexiglass. 

 
4.  100 Multi Chrome #1 (Homage to Painting 1915-2015) 2015, 100 x 100cm, 

acrylic on linen. 

 
5.  100 Multi Chrome #2 (Homage to Painting 1915-2015) 2015, 100 x 100cm, 

acrylic on linen. 

 

6. Topography #15 Painting and Chair 2013, 120 x 170cm, oil and acrylic on linen, 

Chair dimensions variable. 

 
7. Wall Painting and Monochrome (University of Southern Queensland) #7 2016, 

Monochrome 50 x 50cm, acrylic and ochre on plywood. 

 

8. Handbag 2014, 50cm Wide x 28cm Deep x 14cm Breadth, leather, wool, opal rock, 

solid brass dipped in 22ct gold.  

 
9. Water Lilie and Morning Glory Textile 2015, 35metres with 70cm pattern repeat, 

water based textile ink on upholstery linen 

 
Project #6 

 
10. This is not a Painting mother fuckers 2015, 120 x 120cm, neon tubing and 

Plexiglas. 
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Figure List 
 

1.  

 

2.! !

 

3.  

 

4.! !

 

5.  

 

6.! !
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7.  

8.! !

 

10.   

 

27.  
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Additional Projects 

 
Project #2  

RAYGUN PROJECTS  

Upstairs 249 Margaret Street, Toowoomba 

 

Project #3 

REFLEX PROJECTS  

Corner of Mark Lane and Russell Street, Toowoomba, Queensland 

 

Project #5 

PAINTINGONTOPOFITSELF 

Exhibition Catalogue 
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The PhD research for Grubby Mistakes and Beautiful Propositions: The Shift Of 

Painting Out As A Way To Look Back In has applied both theoretical and studio 

research methods. The works in the projects have been made engaging a practice-led 

studio research with each component involving the creation of artworks that have 

developed and complimented the issues in the thesis research. The thesis research 

established the evolution of painting (over the last one hundred years), towards an 

expanded discourse that sits both within and beyond the traditional canvas support for 

a select group of painters. This specific group of painters410 whose practices stem 

from a Modernist discourse and concerned with Geometric Abstraction and 

monochrome painting are referenced through shared conceptual intentions that are 

explored through the studio research and subsequent artworks 

The studio research investigates concepts involving the ontological act of making 

works inside the canvas support that reflect intentions associated with individual time, 

space and place. Time allows for an aesthetic experience of interpersonal 

contemplation and perspectival reflection. This is addressed through attention to 

materiality where mark making is revealed through the application and layering of 

pigment. Space (inside the picture plane) is organised through a system of layering 

colour and form and how this can be transferred to architectural and everyday space 

(beyond the canvas field). Finally, place is reflected through geographical (the 

Australian landscape), historical (Modernist painting) and cultural considerations 

(social space) within the body of PhD work.  

 

As a way to locate its persistent and expanding developments into the design of space 

and architecture, the body of work responds to associated painters and theorists as 

well as the 20th century debate surrounding the ‘death of painting’. Within this the 

conceptual and working sensibilities of artists associated with Bauhaus school of 

thought are reflected in the working outcomes that make up the studio research. For 

Modernist painting, it was the geometric shape of the canvas support, the flat surface 

and monochromatic colour that became the subject matter. These characteristics 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
410 The artists researched in the PhD share an interest in the history of Modernist Painting. In particular 
Geometric Abstraction and monochrome painting provide points of departure for their painting to 
expand beyond the canvas support into other modes identified as painting. 
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autonomous to painting provided a purity of form where abstract realities and 

conceptual intentions provided avenues for working processes that engaged in its own 

materiality whilst simultaneously morphing into the design of everyday objects and 

architecture. These varied processes are developed in this practice-led component of 

the research, existing across a body of work defined by six distinct projects. 

These include painting as painting, painting as installation and painting as architecture 

as well as painting as social space, painting as design and painting as retrospective on 

its own history. Collectively these projects explore various facets of the research that 

argues that Modernist painting is not a practice on the verge of exhaustion but rather 

an expanded and continually evolving discourse that sits both within and beyond the 

canvas support.  

 

Each work addresses how the working space of the picture frame is a site that offers 

conceptual tools for the execution of other modes of painting. These propositions 

occupy an aesthetic space within the disciplines of wall painting, social practice, 

popular culture, fashion, textile design and installation strategies, all with links to the 

tradition of the medium of painting.  

 

Project #1 

 

The works are a response to the historical inquiry of key painters and critical thinkers 

from various movements within 20th and 21st century art. The first component of 

Project #1 is a series of monochromatic and geometric paintings on linen e.g Untitled 

(Work) 2014, 100 x 100cm (Fig.1) and Colour Series (Reds and Brown Scale #3) 

2014, 50 x 60cm (Fig.2) as well as Plexiglas Monochrome 11 Reds #2 2014, 60 x 

50cm (Fig.3). 
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             Figure 1                     Figure 2 

 

 
             Figure 3 

 

The monochrome Untitled (Work) (Fig.1) is made up of horizontal layers of acrylic 

and oil paint as well as ochre on linen. The process of layering fields of colours (e.g. 

cerise and gold paint as well as red ochre pigment), reflect duration of thought, in turn 

engaging the viewer on a perspectival level through material application and 

compositional organisation. Methods of painting and rubbing expose the ontological 

act of making, allowing for intuitive mark making to exist as an aesthetic proposal for 

other painterly outcomes such as Colour Series (Fig.2). 

  

This work is made up of acrylic paint in reds and brown scales that are reflective of 

place; the colours found in the Australian landscape. While the work is not 

representative of landscape painting, the spatial organisation of colour consists of 

vertical layers of paint, revealing how the combination of colour interacts with and 
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effects visual perception. Through this, pictorial illusion is replaced by a purity of 

constructed form and is further explored in the relief monochrome 11 Reds (Fig.3).  

 

Made from geometric pieces of Plexiglass the work is demonstrative of utilising the 

two-dimensional surface as a way to spatially construct and organise shape and 

materiality. The work expands out from the frame (flat surface), becoming a three-

dimensional painted object. The application of monochrome colour and geometric 

shapes affects the fall of light and shadow being simultaneously reflected and 

absorbed from its surface. The work explores the possibilities of the multiple ways in 

which colour, form and shape can be manipulated and in turn interpreted.  

 

The second component is made up of two conceptual based paintings on canvas titled 

100 Multi Chrome #1 (Homage to Painting 1915-2015) (Fig.4) and 100 Multi Chrome 

#2 (Homage to Painting 1915-2015) (Fig.5) and measure 100cm x 100cm each (a 

square). Both works (executed over time spanning from March to December 2015) 

are homages to Russian artist Kazimir Malevich. In Chapter Two of the thesis, 

Malevich’s painting Black Square 1915 (Fig.4) is located as the origin of painting’s 

expansion from canvas to architectural sites.  

 

                       
      Figure 4             Figure 5 

 

The two paintings are made up of 100 layers of monochromatic colours, 

acknowledging one hundred years since Malevich made Black Square as well as one 

hundred artists and architects whose practices have informed this PhD research. The 

colours were chosen as synonymous with each artist’s practice and as such become 

coloured markers that represent individual / historical conceptual intent.   The layers 
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were painted in order guided by the colour spectrum, starting from white through to 

black, for example the first white layer is representative of American painter Robert 

Ryman and the final black is representative of Kazimir Malevich.  

 

The process of paying homage to each artist provided a opportunity for reflective 

insight into the historical understanding of how Modernist art practices evolved 

within and beyond the frame to a more conceptual based discourse. In turn, these 

processes (ranging from architecture, textile design, everyday objects and conceptual 

and social based practices) have informed the remaining works in the studio research. 

By finishing with Malevich the end point of this painting is actually the starting point. 

Painting is characteristic of a zero degree and continuous cycle; the black 

monochrome creates a perspectival anchor point of departure from which other modes 

of painting (that sit outside the frame) continue to evolve.  

 

The third component to project #1 is Topography #15 Painting and Chair 2013 

(Fig.6) is also included in the practical research to reveal the conceptual transference 

of intention from canvas to objects experienced in space. The work stems from 

conceptual concerns regarding spatial organisation of colour arrangement in the 

Colour Series (Fig.2). Colour placement is explored in the canvas to further 

investigate how positive and negative spaces co-exist through systems of aesthetic 

fragmentation.  

 

`  
Figure 6 
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Within this, painting expands towards the design of space and architecture (as 

furniture design). Raw linen, geometric shape and monochrome colours (as geometric 

composition) are rearranged through processes of visual investigation and these 

spatial examinations are transferred to the painterly organisation of colour and line on 

the chair. The works are exhibited together in such a way that physical distance 

between the two is simultaneously expanded and reduced and the viewer experiences 

the individual pieces as a working whole. These developments provide a way to 

reveal the conceptual thread between the painting and chair where painting inside the 

frame exists as painting and the chair exists as a mode thereof. 

 

An extension of the fifth component is a site-specific wall painting and monochrome 

painting Wall Painting #7 2016 (Fig.7), installed on the opposite wall to Topography 

#15 Painting and Chair. The installation consists of a grey painted wall divided by a 

vertical 4cm painted space revealing the foundational architecture/wall. A 

monochrome painting constructed of plywood, paint and ochre pigment is hung on 

one end of the wall. The use of colours are complementary to the opposite chair and 

painting, creating a visual dialogue surrounding the transference of conceptual 

intentions in regards to the expansion of painting from frame to object (chair) and 

architecture (wall) and back to painting again. The wall painting and monochrome sits 

parallel to the painting and chair in regards to a transitional logic of painting. In 

addition to this the combined components are not solely about a visual representation 

but also encapsulate the conceptual artifice as strategy and this idea runs through all 

projects collectively. 

 

 
      Figure 7 
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The fourth addition to project #1 is a Handbag made from leather, opal rock, hand 

painted wool and brass dipped in 22carat gold (Figs.8 & 9). The work is 

representative of the possibilities of paintings development inclining towards the 

creation of an object. It is indicative of conceptual concerns developed in the relief 

painting 11 Reds (Fig.3) where the minimal parts are combined together to make 

another object. A construction of separate parts, the paired back lines and shape 

combined with a focus on materiality reflect the reduced aesthetic initiated in the 

three-dimensional painting and transferred across to functional design. The 

functionality of an art object is its conceptual intention and this idea is further 

explored through the construction of decorative objectives.  

 

This handbag is also a response to art critic Jan Verwoert’s ideas researched in 

Chapter Five of the thesis that argue it is the influences associated with everyday 

culture including fashion, music and design that inform individual art practices and 

their working outcomes. By transferring conceptual intentions from the relief painting 

11 Reds and applying systems of materiality geometry and decoration, the bag is 

representative of the ways painting can embrace the architecture of the everyday. The 

work is an open-ended avenue for production; a way to move beyond the canvas 

support into an expanded articulation of painting.  

 

           
Figure 8              Figure!9 
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The fifth element of Project #1 is the inclusion of 35 metres of screen-printed linen 

textile Water Lillie and Morning Glory 2015, pattern repeat 70cm (Fig.10).  

 

 
              Figure!10 

 

The textile piece stems from conceptual considerations explored in the frame, in 

particular the Colour Series (Fig.2). Within the work, monochromatic colour and 

spatial organisation of form and pattern link to the working methodology in Colour 

Series where pictorial illusion is replaced by abstract forms. Within this, the Water 

Lily and Morning Glory design is representative of place and the Australian 

landscape. The design reflects historical association with ancestral connection to my 

great-great-grandfather Adam Forster who painted Australian botanical illustrations in 

the early 20th century.  

 

In addition to this, Water Lilie and Morning Glory’s historical referencing responds to 

the research where textile designs executed by German Bauhaus artist Anni Albers 

and Russian Constructivist painter Liubov Popova (as discussed in Chapters Two and 

Five of the thesis) were argued as modes of painting. Each artist transferred visual and 

aesthetic connections between colour, form and line from their paintings to textile 

designs. The design links ideas existing in the two dimensional paintings where 

monochrome colour and shape are considered, however conceptually re-organised in 
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relationship to a decorative context. The work exists as a propositional outcome of 

colour and spatial arrangement explored inside the picture frame, circumnavigating 

the architectural dynamics of everyday culture associated with interior design. 

 

Project #2 

 

The following three projects further extend the conceptual expansion of painting (on 

canvas) into space (on chair and architecture), to painting into social space. This is 

demonstrated through Project #2: RAYGUN PROJECTS (Fig.11 & 12), an Artist Run 

Initiative (ARI) situated in Toowoomba and online at www.raygunlab.com. 

RAYGUN PROJECTS operates an 11-month exhibition/project schedule (over 50 

exhibitions to date), with artists who deal with Painting Expanded and Social Art 

practices. Social Art deals with an experience that exists as the outcome of the 

artwork while Painting Expanded deals with the transference of conceptual intentions 

(by a specific group of painters) from canvas support to the design of space and 

architecture. 

RAYGUN PROJECTS provides an extended site that acts as a laboratory allowing 

both myself and visiting artists (in this case painters) to think conceptually about their 

work. In 2014 RAYGUN participated in the Danish ARI forum Artist Run that 

discussed the various and critical ways in which the project space provides 

collaborative and reflective avenues towards the development of individual artists 

practices. Within this RAYGUN is a conceptual expansion of my own painting 

practice. Fellow colleagues are invited to contribute works to the projects space that 

allows for a dialogue surrounding shared concerns that are reflected in my own 

working outcomes.  
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     Figure 11          Figure 12 

 

For example Danish artist Peter Holm visited RAYGUN, Toowoomba in February 

2015 to install a project Unfolded Painting (Figs.13 & 14). Holm responded to a 

series of questions relating to interests unfolding in his painting practice; 

 

Q. What ideas are you examining through your exhibition at 

RAYGUN? 

A. The general idea in these works are to expand some of the 

visual ideas in (my) painting. The direct implementation of 

mirror panels in the objects is new. Specifically I try to attract 

the viewer’s curiosity to move around the works and stumble on 

surprises on the variations of the surfaces and how lines and 

colours change on angels and reflections of yourself and your 

movement around the space. The appearance of the surfaces, 

edges, balance of size and colour are all items I have taken into 

consideration… 

 

His installation strategy allowed him to share dialogue with his audience (and myself) 

and in turn the project acted as a springboard to further develop ideas influencing both 

our individual practices. 
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  Figure 13              Figure 14 

 

 

RAYGUN provides a place of potential realities in which constructed environments 

act as inclusive networks for the distribution of painting. In the structure that 

RAYGUN has created, the intention and ideology/methodology of the experiential 

approach to making is crucial to paintings various propositions. Australian painter 

Justin Andrews also exhibited in 2015 and was able to explore new ideas existing in 

his practice as seen in his project Hold Fast Stay True (Figs.15 & 16):  

 

…The installation is an extraction of temporal states now 

relegated to the past. The paintings reference the physical studio 

that they come from as well as the events that take place within it. 

The wall drawings represent the potential for the site-specific 

application of the studio as an idea. 
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  Figure 15     Figure 16 

 

Through being involved with RAYGUN and spending time with the invited artists, it 

provides an opportunity for dialogue and reflection on my own practice concerning 

the shift of painting away from the canvas. How painting evolves both within and 

beyond the canvas support is continually in a state of flux. Through sharing critical 

dialogue with these artists and observing first hand their installation strategies 

RAYGUN PROJECTS provides an avenue of reflection for various other outcomes to 

take place in my studio research. 

 

The central focus of RAYGUN PROJECTS is on the work but it also places value on 

the constructed nature of the relationships created between the artist, directors and 

audience.  These social constructs provide outward-shifting avenues for reflection 

(away from the canvas), and are further explored in project #3 REFLEX PEOJECTS 

(Fig.17) 
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Project #3 

 

 
                Figure 17 

 

Located in Toowoomba REFLEX PROJECTS is a wall painting project. Through 

similar intentions and approaches towards running RAYGUN PROJECTS, REFLEX 

creates a dialogue situated solely around painters who expand their canvas-based 

painting into wall painting. Established in 2014 the project invites up to four painters 

a year (each wall design lasts for approximately three months) to contribute to the 

project whose individual practices are concerned with elements of conceptual based 

painting practices situated within geometric abstraction and monochromatic painting.  

 

 

Figure 18 
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     Figure 19 

 
Through the temporal nature of the project as well as the evolving dialogue between 

painters, the project responds to research in the thesis that focuses on a particular 

group of painters whose practices encompass the possibilities afforded by 

monochromatic colour, an architectural reference to the flat shape of the canvas and 

conceptual outcomes derived from geometric abstraction. Painting is still being 

examined inside the frame, but now becomes embedded within and a part of the 

architectural structure. The REFLEX wall offers a working space for the specific 

group of painters including Olivier Mosset and Peter Holm (Figs.18 & 19) who value 

the opportunity to share dialogue surrounding their practices. These painters utilise 

the architectural and installation site as a way to transfer conceptual intentions from 

painting to wall and back in to painting again. This idea was reiterated by Mosset in 

an interview for this research: ‘exhibitions are a form of installation, but the 

installation should be what allows the painting to be seen.  ’ 
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Project #4 

 

Project #4 is an architectural wall painting for First Coat Installation 2015 (Fig.20, 21 

& 22)  

 

 
                           Figure 20 

 

  
                              Figure 21 
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     Figure 22 

 

Specifically, this practice led outcome responds to the expanding spatial 

developments occurring from two paintings Colour Series and 11 Reds (Figs.2 & 3). 

The design (Fig.23) reflects issues in the paintings surrounding the possibilities of 

breaking away from the shape of the canvas support as a way to work with the 

existing architecture. First Coat Installation was installed in a music venue and 

investigates the possible outcomes influenced by ideas concerning music and rhythm. 

The work creates a synthesis between the composition of the wall painting, the 

architectural location and the temporal per formative nature of the space. 

 

 
             Figure 23 

 

The physical engagement with painting allows the design of space to be understood as 

forms of painting that engage with everyday activities constrained only by the given 

architectural conditions. Within this, the work is also a response to the research in 

Chapter Four concerning Hal Foster’s book Art Architecture Complex. Foster argues 

the negative effect digital technology has on the saturation of the image impacting on 
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how painting is expanding into the design of space and architecture. For Foster 

architectural sites are immersive and seamless environments but it is the transparency 

of conceptual intent derived from the two-dimensional paintings combined with a 

material presence that positively engages the viewer. This project utilises the existing 

architecture as a way to transform a vacant space into an engaging music venue yet 

still retaining the criticality of painting being expanded into an architectural context.  

 

Project #5 

 

Project #5 is the curated exhibition and publication Paintingontopofitself 2015 

(Fig.24, 25 & 26). The exhibition is the first in a series of five categories that deal 

with painting including palimpsest, identity, death, irony and colour. Within these 

themes, the project focuses on the key issues surrounding the evolution of Modernist 

painting from the 1960s to the end of the second decade of the 21st century.  Each 

catalogue essay is contributed to by Australian art critic David Akenson who will 

write an extended essay for each exhibition on the associated topic. 

Paintingontopofitself: Painting As Palimpsest took place at MOP Project space in 

Sydney during March 2015 in order to directly inform the research.  

 

 

                    
        Figure 24          Figure 25 
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     Figure 26 

 

Painters Oliver Mosset, Peter Holm and Kyle Jenkins (each interviewed as primary 

research for the PhD) were invited to contribute works that sit either within or beyond 

the traditional canvas support. The artists were chosen as being representative of 

paintings conceptual progression from the 1960’s/1970’s to now. This process of 

curating allowed for the exploration of historical developments associated with 

painting since the 1960’s. Through installing and layering various modes of painting 

together, (or as the title depicts on top of each other – canvas painting, painting as 

wall design, painting as wall relief and painting as object) this installation strategy 

reveals how each artist extends the development of Geometric and Monochromatic 

Abstraction. These developments reveal how shape, form and colour are reduced and 

expanded beyond the frame towards architectonic sites.  

 

Processes of collaboration allowed for an awareness of, and reflection on, spatial 

presence and prompted consideration of how the reductive form (the monochrome) 

simultaneously existed spatially and architecturally within a grouped exhibition. The 

process of curating this exhibition/installation allowed for multiple ways to explore 

the possibilities of paintings expansion in my own practice. The exhibition is 

indicative of ideas pursued in my two-dimensional works (Fig.1, 2 & 3) and three-

dimensional Painting and Chair and Wall Painting (Fig.6 & 7) which supports the 

studio research where painting is experienced and witnessed as painting as painting, 

painting as object and painting as architecture.   
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Project #6 

 

The final, Project #6 is a neon work This is not a Painting mother fuckers 2016 

(Fig.27) 120 x 120cm. The central/middle focus of the work is the text Painting, 

conceptually establishing the work as a mode thereof. It has been argued in the thesis 

research that works made from non-traditional materials are not read as painting but 

as something else e.g. sculpture, design, installation etc. However what the thesis and 

studio practice is stating is that such work can and are still read ‘as painting’ because 

these shifts are still conceptually bound to the intentions of particular painters (and 

my own) core practice, that of painting. As such this work supports the idea that a text 

work is not a painting, but rather through the transference of conceptual intent and the 

word Painting the work engages and connects the audience with ideas of what can 

painting be?  

 

 
Figure 27 

 
The work is a response to the concluding research of this thesis that locates painting 

as a dynamic and expanded practice that looks retrospectively to its own histories. It 

rejects the notion of painting’s apparent and re-occurring death, as proven in the 

thesis and it refutes this false claim throughout 20th Century arts discourse.  
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This is not a, is not a statement towards the work existing as something after or 

beyond painting, but rather acknowledges that it isn’t the materiality associated with 

painting (pigment and picture frame) that makes a painting a painting, it is instead 

situated within the artists ideas. The light and colour (produced by the neon tubing) 

suggests colour pigment filling the space in the work, reinforcing how alternate 

versions of colour and line (in this case neon tubing) are able to provide other 

possibilities for paint.   

 

The text Mother Fuckers demands attention from the audience, insisting on an 

engagement/assertion that demands the viewer to acknowledge painting as a 

conceptual proposition (rather than just a visual outcome); it calls attention to work 

that stresses meaning over aesthetics. It is not to say that neon tubing is paint or 

pigment, but rather through its conceptual formation and historical context, the work 

exists as a mode of painting.  

 

The double kiss xx is a bittersweet gesture assuring the viewer that from the early 20th 

century to the present day a specific group of painters have persisted with the practice 

of painting, when theoretically is was continually addressed by writers, critics, 

theorists and certain artists as being ‘dead’. Their dedication towards transferring 

conceptual intentions from the working space of the picture frame has cemented 

paintings discourse as one that sits both within and beyond its traditional confines, it 

also continues as a dynamic, reinvestigated and ‘alive’ practice. 

 

Further response to the research that counters the argument that painting was 

misrepresented and as an art on the verge of exhaustion, is located in the heart shaped 

neon enclosing the text. It is representative of the nurturing commitment a specific 

group of artists have developed towards to the evolution of painting. The work is a 

multi-layered statement that insists on painting’s progress and the various ways it can 

exist and be interpreted. Through this, This is not a Painting mother fuckers xx is 

embedded with numerous conceptual responses to the research providing an avenue to 

look back into the practice of painting and its history; for the possibilities of what 

painting can be. Its multifaceted context represents the conceptual transference of 

intentions associated with issues currently being explored in my own painting 

practice.  
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Within the studio research painting is worked through inside the canvas; intuitive 

mark making results in aesthetic outcomes that (through processes of layering 

pigment and organising line and form) prompt ideas for the possibility of how 

painting can exist beyond the frame, yet still be about painting. These outcomes are 

linked directly to the each other and all stem from the investigations that take place 

inside the canvas support. It is within this that the various outcomes in this studio 

research reveals painting in its totality, continuing to challenge the viewer in regards 

to how painting can be interpreted and how it continues to evolve. 

 

The starting point for this research (thesis and studio) was established through 

Malevich’s painting Black Square 1915 (Fig.44), and was argued as a conceptual 

departing point for paintings expansion. Through a focus on pure colour and geometry 

as well as his acknowledgement towards Descartes’s declaration, ‘I think, therefore I 

am’. Malevich provided a path for painting to develop and expand towards 

establishing itself as a conceptual based arts practice; a specific group of painters have 

continued to transfer intentions from picture plane to other modes of painting. The 

works in this practice-led component of the PhD supports the research where all other 

works that develop away from this central point (two-dimensional painting) exist 

independently from each other yet are held together by a singular thread. 

 

To locate the discourse of painting today the works in this practical component of the 

PhD reflect modes of painting that develop beyond Malevich’s acknowledgement of 

Descartes’s declaration and asserts a new affirmation, ‘I intuit, therefore I am’. The 

grubby mark making that takes place inside the working space of the canvas support 

provides a place for intuitive processes to be explored. Paintings autonomous 

attributes, being the flat surface, geometric shape and colour pigment provide 

conditions for the developments of other painterly outcomes. These proposals exist 

independently from each other but are held together by conceptual processes and 

historical bindings situated within the artist’s (my) intent. The grubby (intuitive) 

mistakes originated inside the picture frame allow for a physical shift outward beyond 

the frame where propositions continue to evolve in the description of a working 

totality of the practice of painting.  

 


